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PREFACE
I started my studies at Hanken School of Economics fifty years ago. My first touch with
scientific work I got in political sciences, at that time called ‘Ekonomisk Politologi’. My
view that a scientific work must be critical stems from Professor Ralf Helenius. His
interest was to understand (Verstehen) in the true hermeneutical sense. I am deeply
grateful to him for opening my eyes to philosophy of sciences.
It has been a long journey to accomplish my doctoral thesis at Hanken. Ph.D. Guy
Ahonen has been my “godfather” in both phases of the project. Unfortunately, due to
heavy workload at that time, I had to postpone my first attempt. A few years later I
continued the journey under Guy’s supervision. He was professor at Hanken dedicated
to knowledge management and intellectual capital (IC). I am very thankful for his
support and continuous trust to my work.
Karl-Erik Sveiby, professor at Hanken, has been my main supervisor after Guy took a
new position in another institution. Karl-Erik’s support to my work has been invaluable
throughout these years. He has been a patient teacher but also a very demanding
scientist – only justifiable arguments would count. In this vein he has encouraged me to
seek solutions beyond the mainstream research. Our background in practice must have
helped the communication. Our article on the MT case (Ritvanen and Sveiby, 2017) was
the final encouragement that the thesis at hand could contribute to IC and ICM
literature. I am extremely thankful to him for his skilful and kind support to my thesis.
I thank Professor Antti Lönnqvist at University of Tampere, my other supervisor, for
the important support throughout the years of my endeavour.
I am thankful to Professor Jan Mouritsen at Copenhagen Business School and
Professor Susanne Durst at University of Skövde, for conducting pre-examination of
this Thesis and for their encouragement and suggestions to improvements.
My deepest gratitude belongs to Per Erik Kihlstedt. I had the opportunity to work with
him in the mid-90’s in formulating the meta-model which enabled the calculation of
the scores for his risk assessment tool (method called RealBiz). When I started to work
with this thesis, he kindly helped me in finding the appropriate case companies. He also
opened the intellectual property of RealBiz model for critical scrutiny and hence
showed trust to me and my endeavour.
Reijo Lilius, a long-time friend, has in numerous discussions on academic work
encouraged me to accomplish this thesis by his own example. Typical of him is not to
take things for granted. For all of these I am very grateful to him.
Many others have also contributed to this thesis, especially those I could interview for
the work but who cannot be named due to the agreed anonymity. I really appreciate
their input for this thesis. Without them this thesis would lack the touch of reality.
My non-academic life has brought contacts with numerous important persons. Here I
can name only a few.
With Vesa-Jussi Penttilä, my friend from school years, we spent half of a year in a car
while driving from Helsinki to Cape Town, South Africa in 1972. The journey taught me
what it means that you really can trust someone and his reactions in unexpected
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situations. This was being bricoleur in practice. I am ever so thankful to him for this
invaluable experience and for a lifelong friendship.
Pertti Eriksson, my first employer, and now friend taught me how to do marketing
research. His passion is to understand the world and phenomena beyond the numbers.
I am warmly thankful for the lessons learned with him.
Ladislav Kasszian, my colleague and friend during Aion, Trinzic, and Platinum times
deserves a special thank. He showed in several projects and discussions how important
it is to search for invariants (or relative invariants) when the aim is to construct a
conceptual framework for a domain with regard to specific purpose.
Kari Pääskynen, a friend, thinker and method developer has throughout the years been
an important dialogue partner and lately a critical assessor of the main thoughts of this
thesis from a practitioner’s perspective. I am very grateful to him for his sound
assessment and constructive critique.
Many thanks belong to Virpi Hotti, a friend and a long-time cooperation partner. We
have been working together in several projects, mostly in modelling various complex
business domains, both in for-profit and non-profit (public) sectors.
I am also very grateful to many other friends, former customers and colleagues for their
valuable contribution to my understanding of the world, business, management and
science.
The most important support, however, comes from my family. My mother Martta made
her matriculation examination at the age of 84 and showed how important it is always
to dream and make these dreams come true. I am deeply grateful to her for this among
other things.
I warmly thank my children Hanna, Leena, Antti and Jaakko as well as their spouses
Akseli, Antti, Essi and Kati for their everlasting love, support, encouragement and
patience. My grandchildren deserve special thanks for their patience (in the order their
parents): Aino, Helmi and Liina; Salla, Lotta and Nuutti; and Onni, Ville and Matias.
Now I will have more time to spend with them.
Last but not least, I heartily thank my wife Annukka for love and true power she has
given to me throughout the decades of common life which has been essential during
this long “march”. Without her support this job had never been accomplished.
Finally, I want to thank Hanken School of Economics for enabling the 50 years of my
lifelong learning.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis has two aims: firstly to discuss and to answer the question what are
Intellectual Capital(IC)-related risks and secondly to develop a framework for decisionmakers in an organisation for managing IC-related risks in an organisational context
and practice. The main discipline and the contributions of the thesis are in IC theory
and risk theory forms an important element in the contribution. The presumption is
that risks emerge and occur in relationships, while the results are shown in the
elements (mostly entities but also in new tensions in the relationships). The IC focus
presumes that knowledge is relational, between subject and object, between knower
and known (or not known).
The dominant classification, the ‘IC Triad’ (human capital, structural capital and
relational capital), is an artefact from the time when IC was understood from an
accounting perspective with financial and intangible assets. IC has developed since
then, primarily by extending the applications of IC from the firm as the organisational
domain under management control to nations and even to ecosystems as the
’organisational domain’.
In this thesis I propose an alternative. If classification is understood as a means to
make sense of the complex world for a managerial purpose, it is better to interpret the
managerial task with concepts as close to the managerial reality as possible, here
understood as the firm. I suggest re-conceptualising the original IC triad to address
arguably one of the most difficult, yet most common, managerial tasks: how to manage
risk. Practitioners must in the temporal flow of events ‘make do, with what is available’;
I see them as ‘bricoleurs’. The ultimate aim of this thesis is to give them, through a
practical framework for managing risk, more than they currently have available.
In order to understand what IC-related risks are (could be), two literatures are
reviewed: the related IC and Intellectual Capital Management (ICM) discourses and the
Risk Management (RM) literature. The conclusion from the IC literature review is that
the dominant IC triad needs to be re-conceptualised, including the relationships by
developing a full ‘relational approach’ to Intellectual Capital Risk Management. This
means that knowledge and knowing are understood as ‘existing’ in the relationships
between the subject (knower) and object (known). The object of enquiry can be entities
or potential relationships between objects. The conclusion from the RM literature
review is that the conceptualisations underlying ISO 31000 are the most appropriate
for the purpose of managing risks, risk defined as: the ‘effect of uncertainty on
objectives’. Finally, the Stakeholder approach is used to identify the relationships
between individuals and groups of individuals that are relevant for risk assessment.
Since the thesis is conceptual, precision will be emphasised. The thesis also uses
empirical data for two purposes: for validating the relational approach applied and for
illustrating the main characteristics of the ICRM framework when using it for
managing risk. The relational approach extends the domain of managerial control
beyond that of the traditional firm boundaries and hence increases complexity. The
constructed framework (ICRM) functions as a practical means to reduce that
complexity to a manageable level.
The ICRM Framework is the main contribution to the IC, ICM and IC risk literatures
by: 1.) defining IC-related risks, 2.) identifying (with an emphasis on finding) IC-related
risks in the practical organisational context and 3.) bridging the gap between
management and operations by identifying the essential uncertainties in the
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organisational domain operationalised as epistemic holes in three temporal
dimensions; ex ante, the present, and ex post. Two other contributions are a
constructive critique of the ambiguity of extant IC and ICM concepts, especially their
classification, and the extant understanding of Intellectual Capital Risk merely as
Intellectual Liabilities. The contribution is an attempt to improve the current analytical
IC and ICM literatures by turning them in a more performative direction. The thesis,
therefore, also suggests how to integrate risk management into IC-related management
practice. The key is to avoid the ‘optimistic agenda’ by taking all essential uncertainties
into account for decision-making and then sharing the objectives of the organisation to
all decision-makers. The risk identification process further ensures that the objectives
are commonly known and that all events, whether positive or negative at the time of
assessment, are also shared.
Main research question: What do we mean when talking about managing IC-related
risk?
Sub-Research Question 1: What are intellectual capital-related risks in the context of
intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM) literature and
research?
Sub-Research Question 2: How are intellectual capital-related risks managed in the
context of intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM) literature
and research?
Sub-Research Question 3: How is intellectual capital dealt with in risk management?
Sub-Research Question 4: What is an appropriate risk concept for achieving the aim of
the thesis?
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATION FULL TERM
DCV
Dynamic
Capability
View of Firm
Discipline
EH

ES
FE
HC
IA

IC

IC element

IC Risks

ICM

ICRisk

1

DESCRIPTION
DCV is often referred to Teece and
Pisano, 1994, and Teece et al., 1997.
Discipline in this thesis: “a particular
area of study, especially a subject
studied at a college or university” 1
Epistemic Hole
A characteristic of the relationship
which
indicates
the
epistemic
uncertainty between parties. It refers to
the information flow and knowledgesharing and how they are absorbed in
the relationship.
External Structure
Alias for RC, Relational Capital. It
refers to the intangible relations outside
the firm’s boundaries.
Focal Entity
Entity in focus
Human Competence
Also Human Capital in the context of
the IC Triad
Intellectual Asset
Normally, these notions denote the
Intangible Asset
same thing. If the two notions have
different meanings, this will be put
forth explicitly
Intellectual Capital
IC is an umbrella term with many
definitions. IC in this thesis is
knowledge-based,
defined
as
‘knowledge-related elements in the
context of an organisation’.
The notion IC element (or just element)
will be used throughout the thesis to
refer to any object of interest, whether
entities, phenomena, relationships or
other conceptual constructions. It is
either static or dynamic.
Intellectual
Capital ‘Intellectual Capital Risks’ or ‘IC Risks’
Risks
is the general notion (umbrella concept)
to refer to anything which relates to
research on risk or risk-resembling
concepts such as Intellectual Liabilities
(IL) and IC-related concepts in the
context of IC or outside it.
Intellectual
Capital A discipline or research practice which
Management
studies how IC is managed in order to
create value for the organisation. It is
used for both descriptive and normative
purposes.
Intellectual
Capital The IC risk concept used in the
Risk
prevailing IC risk literature when the
notion of risk is used.

(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/discipline) 2019-05-18)
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ABBREVIATION FULL TERM
IC risk literature

ICRM

Intellectual CapitalRelated
Risk
Management
Framework

IL

Intellectual Liabilities

IC-related risk

IS

Internal Structure

ISO 31000:2009

ISO 31000:2009 Risk
Standard
ISO 31000:2018 Risk
Standard
ISO Model

ISO 31000:2018
ISO Model

KBV

Knowledge
View of Firm

Based

KSEA
L&G

Learning and Growth

MR

Managing Risks

DESCRIPTION
Those documents, where in the context
of IC (whether theory or referring to IC
concepts)
risks
and
risk-related
phenomena, like Intellectual Liability
are discussed. The precise definition of
this literature is depicted in Figure 42
cells A to F.
ICRM is the framework created in this
thesis for the purpose of helping
managers and decision-makers in
practising better identification and
assessment of IC-related risks.
The prevailing term used in the
prevailing IC literature to identify the
negative aspects of Intellectual Assets.
Often considered interchangeable with
the term ‘IC Risk’.
The term refers to the IC-related risk
concept created in this thesis. It is
based on the risk concept in ISO 31000
and uses the knowledge-related IC
definition. See section 6.4.
Often an alias to SC, Structural Capital.
It refers to the knowledge left in the
firm when employees go home.
(Meritum, 2001)
International risk standard, widely
accepted.
International risk standard, newest
version.
Conceptual framework developed on
the basis of the ISO 31000 standard
covering the essential concepts. It is
depicted in Figure 27.
KBV is often referred to Grant (1996,
1997).
The Knowledge, Skills, Experience and
Attitude (KSEA) of a person
In the Balanced Scorecard an area for
human development – a base for other
areas
In the ISO 31000 standard, the
expressions ‘risk management’ and
‘managing risk’ are both used. In
general terms, risk management refers
to
the
architecture
(principles,
framework and process) for managing
risks effectively, while managing risk
refers to applying that architecture to
particular risks; the operational side of
managing risks.
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ABBREVIATION FULL TERM
Optimistic agenda

Organisational
context
Organisational
domain
RBV
RC
RCV
RDT
RM
SC
SCV
SNA
TCE
VSM

Resource-Based View
of Firm
Relational Capital
Renewal
Capability
View of Firm
Resource Dependency
Theory
Risk Management
Structural Capital
Substantive Capability
View of Firm
Social
Network
Analysis
Transaction
Cost
Economics
Viable System Model

DESCRIPTION
General attitude of ignoring (not always
deliberately, often embedded in the
research practice) critical information
in decision-making in order to improve
the results.
In this thesis both terms organisational
context and organisational domain are
used. ‘Context’ is used when the use is
somewhat abstract.2
Organisational domain is used when
the use refers to more concrete aspects
of the organisation and where the
referred items are in control.3
RBV is often referred to Barney, J.,
1991.
See ES.
RCV is often referred to Pöyhönen, A.,
2004.
Theory developed by Pfeffer and
Salancik 1978.
See MR.
See IS.
SCV is often referred to Zahra et al.,
2006.
Analysis technique to reveal the
structural properties of networks.
Theory of firm developed by Oliver E
Williamson 1975
Systems approach developed by
Stafford Beer 1979.

Context, linguistic context, context of use (discourse that surrounds a language unit and helps to
determine its interpretation). http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=context (2.1.2019).
3 Domain. A sphere of thought or action; field, province, scope of a department of knowledge, etc.
(<http://www.oed.com.proxy.shh.fi/view/Entry/56649?rskey=XG7HIf&result=1> (2.1.2019).
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

What this thesis covers

This thesis discusses uncertainties and risks in the context of intellectual capital (later
IC) and intellectual capital management (later ICM). IC and ICM focus on
understanding how IC elements create and maintain value for the organisation, mostly
a firm, and how these IC-related resources should be managed in order to create value
for the organisation, most often the firm. The literature has continuously grown but IC
risks have gained lesser attention. This is somewhat odd, since managing is to a great
extent decision-making and decisions refer to the future, which is uncertain and
contains risks.
This study follows the research design below. It is a kind of logical thread describing the
main points in the research. It comprises
- Identification of the research problem to be addressed on page 6.
- Formulating the aim of the research on page 6.
- Formulation of the Research Questions on page 7.
- Methodologies used in the thesis. Defining the research strategy and related
theoretical underpinnings starting on page 12.
- Reviewing the literatures in the following chapters:
Chapter 3 IC & ICM starting on page 36,
Chapter 4 Risk and related concepts starting on page 89,
Chapter 5 IC Risks starting on page 150.
- Identifying the research gap on page 166.
- Proposal for bridging the gap in Chapter 6 on page 168.
- Developing the ICRM Framework in Chapter 6 starting on page 168.
- Applying ICRM Framework for managerial practice (implications of ICRM
Framework for practice) and decision making starting on page 205.
- Discussion starting on page 220.
1.2

Why it is important to understand intellectual capital-related risks

Just in any magazine which covers information technology you will read several
alarming news items. For one day (11.2.2015), I counted the news from TIVIs4
newsletter. The newsletter contained 37 headlines out of which 13 discussed some
problem with technology we as private persons use deliberately or which is used for us
by various institutions. It would take the whole volume of this thesis to describe this
alarming news. TIVI is not an exception. The same holds true for other news sources.
The question is to what extent these news events should be seen as independent
occurrences or whether they could be grouped into meaningful sets and understood in a
wider context, wider than just the ICT5 or technology context. Depending on the point
of view, these events might just as well be constructed as success stories (at least in the
short term) for their makers or major vulnerabilities for individuals and organisations.
Reading news on the economy, you will often encounter news about fraud. The
spectrum is wide, from intelligent but illegal takeovers to cheating people with

4
5

TIVI, formerly Tietoviikko, is a Finnish magazine, with a monthly issue and daily web newsletter.
ICT stands for Information and Communication Technology.
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promises of easy earning. You will also encounter news which discusses the challenges
human labour will have when robots replace human beings in routine jobs.
Below I have collected some cases or risk occurrences which intuitively fall into the IC
risk domain. All of the risks (realised) seem to have their own idiosyncrasies to the
extent that the question is whether there are any commonalities between them at all.
These cases are to at least someone realised risks; for someone else they represent a
successful achievement of the objectives, but in the long run a failure concerning the
ultimate objectives.
One of the reasons why studying IC and ICM, and especially IC-related risks, is
important is to see or understand whether seemingly independent occurrences can be
understood in a coherent framework which would provide subsidiary knowledge to the
focal knowledge of the specific subject matter. Often these phenomena are considered
as specific technical issues and in that approach the socio-technical aspects remain
hidden. The challenging question is, can an IC-related risk framework make sense of
these occurrences and enable firms or organisations by better understanding their
nature anticipate, even block the realisation of the risks and the consequences thereof?
1.2.1

Examples

In this section I have selected only a few examples of risks which seem to be entirely
different in their appearance but may also have commonalities.
The web page http://www.accounting-degree.org/scandals/ 6 lists the ten biggest
accounting scandals of all time. Common to many of the cases was that auditing firms
were involved in the fraud. Some of the cases were caught by whistle-blowers, some by
SEC’s7 investigation and some went bankrupt.
When a former employee of HSBC Swiss,8 Hervé Falciani, distributed confidential
documents to officials and journalists, he breached trust and probably committed a
crime. The whistle-blower of HSBC walked free in France, moved to Spain and worked
with the tax authorities, whereas according to news, he would have been arrested in
Switzerland. Switzerland demanded Falciani’s extradition but a Spanish court rejected
it on 18.9.2018.
“The Spanish criminal code does not include any charge similar to the crime of ‘aggravated
financial espionage’ for which the Swiss justice had sentenced Falciani to a five-year prison
sentence,” the court said.9

With this act not only one risk was realised but several. Those who hid their money in
the bank were revealed to include governmental institutes. In addition, risks
concerning the reputation of and trust in HSBC bank in general were realised.
The UBS whistle-blower, Bradley Birkenfeld,10 revealed tax fraud amounting $400
million, was sentenced to 40 months, fined $30 thousand, and rewarded with $104
million from the IRS,11 (26% of the revealed tax fraud).
http://www.accounting-degree.org/scandals/ (12.10.2018)
SEC refers to the US Securities and Exchange Commission
8 http://www.theguardian.com/news/live/2015/feb/09/hsbc-files-global-reaction (12.2.2015)
9 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/sep/18/spain-hsbc-whistleblower-switzerland-hervefalciani (12.11.2018)
6
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The whistle-blower law is, however, not absolute. The whistle-blower in the ENRON
case, Sherron Watkins, was a ‘hero’, whereas the NSA whistle-blower, Edward
Snowden, is not a ‘hero’ in every country.
Another type of risk is seen in the case of Audi’s diesel tests. Audi was caught falsifying
nitrogen oxide levels. Technically, the electronics ‘knew’ when the emissions of the
engine were measured. Audi (Volkswagen Group) had to pay several billions of dollars
in penalty. In addition to this, several officials at VW Group were punished, the latest
the CEO of Audi.12
The question here is where are the risks and who is affected when the risks are realised?
Research by definition is a risky business; you will never know the results in advance.
There are, however means to ensure the results by misconducting. The citation below
describes in a nutshell the difficulties in acting after possible fraud has been revealed.
Memorial University was aware of allegations of fraud against Dr. Chandra for years but failed to
take action, according to the BMJ. Specifically, the university conducted an investigation into his
work in 1995 and concluded he committed scientific misconduct in several of his studies. But
Memorial did not release the report, even after the journal approached the school in 2000 with
concerns over the veracity of Dr. Chandra's work relating to a study that claimed a vitamin and
mineral formula he patented helped improve memory in older patients. That study, published in
the journal Nutrition, was retracted in 2005.13

Artificial intelligence (AI), robotics and automation, autonomy devices, driverless cars
and similar things seem to worry people, destroy and create jobs, make headlines, call
for consultants, etc. One of the risks discussed in daily media is the trend according to
which robots are taking over jobs. Are there other risks involved? AI is widely used in
many human-related areas, such as recruiting.
In a modern company like Amazon, almost all human activity is directed by computer programs.
They not only monitor workers’ actions but are used to choose who should be employed. Yet it
emerged last week that the company had scrapped an attempt to use artificial intelligence to
select workers on the basis of their CVs, since the results consistently discriminated against
women.14

AI has caused well-known thinkers and entrepreneurs to express their worries and
doubts concerning it. Among them is Professor Stephen Hawking. Hawkins condensed
his worries as follows:
"Success in creating effective AI, could be the biggest event in the history of our civilization. Or
the worst. We just don't know. So we cannot know if we will be infinitely helped by AI, or ignored
by it and side-lined, or conceivably destroyed by it," Hawking said during the speech15.

https://www.whistleblowers.org/meet-the-whistleblowers/934-bradley-birkenfeld (12.11.2018)
IRS refers to Internal Revenue Service, which is the part of the US Treasury Department that collects
most taxes owed to the federal government, including income tax
(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/irs) (12.12.2018)
12 https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/2018-10-02-vw-drops-audi-ceo-accused-of-diesel-fraud/
(12.11.2018)
13 https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health-and-fitness/health/journal-retracts-study-by-canadianresearcher-citing-scientific-fraud/article27023169/ (12.11.2018)
14 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/oct/14/the-guardian-view-on-artificialintelligence-human-learning (12.11.2018)
15 https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/06/stephen-hawking-ai-could-be-worst-event-in-civilization.html
(12.11.2018)
10
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Roger Schank, an AI pioneer, has discussed the hype around AI. His concern is the
market communication of IBM and how the Watson AI was called cognitive computing.
For him to call AI (whatever it is) cognitive computing is a fraudulent claim. The
essential message in Schank’s article is that words and their meaning are born in the
context; you cannot know the words without knowing their context. Bob Dylan is one
example of Watson’s advertisements. Schank uses the same example by showing that
the essence of the song was not caught by Watson – the context: Civil Rights, the
Vietnam War.
Of course, what upsets me most is not Watson but what IBM actually says. From the quote
above: Unlike traditionally programmed computers, cognitive systems such as Watson
understand, reason, and learn. (Schank 2018)

The latest news related to potential IC-related risks is the hacking of Facebook.
According to Facebook’s own announcement, 29 million users’ data was hacked. The
contents of the data varied: 15 million users’ Name and Contact details — phone
number, email or both, depending on what the account listed - were hacked. In
addition to this information, 14 million other users’ following data were stolen:
Username, Gender, Locale/language, Relationship status, Religion, Hometown, Selfreported current city, Birthdate, Device types used to access Facebook, Education,
Work, the last ten places they checked into or were tagged in, Website, People or Pages
they follow, 15 most recent searches. The technical reason was a flaw in the ‘View As’
function.16
Most of the examples above describe results or consequences of realised risks taken by
some actors. The actor may have been an individual or an organisation.
It seems obvious that the human being has been involved but the role they have been
involved is not so self-evident. It depends on from what perspective one analyses the
occurrence or chain of them.
If one looks at some of cases from forensic research perspective, the questions can be:
who was it? What were their motives? What went wrong? What were the ultimate
objectives? Was this “failure”, i.e. to get caught, intended in order to hide the real goal
and the related risk?
If one looks at some of the cases from the leakage point of view the analysis may show
the following. The illegal activities (knowledge of the firm) were leaked to officials. The
leaker (whistle-blower) got fine and jail sentence and later a large reward. The bank’s
reputation in term of trust among the customers using the leaked service was broken or
in case of the hacking of database, the affected are those whose information has been
hacked. In this case the knowledge (embedded in the malicious application) has been
moved to other organisation than where it was developed.
If one looks from a single focal entity’s (firm, organisation) point of view and only at
how the risk affected the focal entity, the consequences for other entities, including
individuals remain unknown.
The examples above describe realised risks where the common factor seems to be the
human being and the way she uses its knowledge, for good or for bad.
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http://digg.com/2018/facebook-hack-30-million-users-contact-info-2fa (12.11.2018)
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The common nominator in these examples is human beings and the knowledge they
possess and use. It is not only the stock of knowledge but rather the flow, the activities
and the knowing, which is the initiator of these occurrences.
One of the possible conceptual frameworks which deal with human knowledge in an
organisational context (required to understand the effect of the risks, the context is the
focal entity and its relationships to its environment) is Intellectual Capital.
Roos (2017) in his study of knowledge management, intellectual capital, structural
holes, economic complexity and national prosperity arrives at the following concerning
the role of intellectual capital.
The intellectual capital view can be applied as an extension of all these three views [RBV; DCV;
KBV] to better understand the drivers of firm performance … and this means that it is also
possible to look at an economy as a whole through the intellectual capital lens and gain insight.
(Roos, G., 2017, p. 752)

Intellectual capital according to Roos (2017) and other by him referred researcher
appears to be an appropriate conceptual framework to see the demanding views of the
firm in one “picture”. It also shows that IC can be applied to understand economy as a
whole “through” the lens of IC. Given this, it seems also appropriate to assume that
risks concerning the human activities and how she uses knowledge can be studied
under the conceptual framework of IC and ICM.
The aim in this thesis is to understand risks related to human being and the knowledge
and knowing she uses through the lens of IC and ICM framework.
What can the responses of current theories be?
-

Risk seems to affect both individual and organisations, not only in one event but
rather a chain of effects. The important feature is that depending on the phase
in the chain the intial event seems to affect the entities differently; sometimes
positively, after the initial event and negatively later. Also of interest is that the
event (deed) will not affect the entity which has initiated the event but rather
other entities which are in relationship with the originating entity.

-

Some of the events could not be conducted by anyone but rather by a skilled and
knowledgeable individual or group of individuals. It also seems obvious that the
skills and knowledge (knowing) has been intended to generate illegal benefits.
The question what rises here is can ‘knowledge’ be considered as only “good”, or
a positive asset, in the possession of an organisation or a company?

-

The fact that many of the examples tell about realised risks mean that there is
either chances or specific knowledge available which can identify these risks.
The risks did not show up but rather they had to be found.

-

The risks in the examples seem to occur in a system and the emergence of them
has developed in a process, which is possible to recognise ex-post.

-

One thing based on the ten examples becomes apparent; the common element,
the knowledge and knowing cannot be understood from one single perspective
only. What seems to be required is a holistic and multi-perspective view on the
phenomenon, knowledge related risks. Since these risks occur in the context of
an organisation and affect not only the initiating organisation but other
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organisations and individuals in relationship with that organisation, IC
combined with relational view can be one way to understand the risks relating
to knowledge.
Given that the examples relate IC risks these should be in some way be taken into
account when the research gap in prevailing IC risk research will be identified in
Section 5.6 Identifying the research gap.
1.3

Identifying the research problem

Brewer (1999) discusses the problems and problem setting in his paper “The challenges
of interdisciplinarity” in the context of environmental studies and the current (1999)
fragmentation of it into many disciplines. He refers to Schon (1979, p. 261)
'Problems are not given. They are constructed by human beings in their attempts to make sense
of complex and troubling situations.'
Problem definition is thus essentially a matter of representation – representation based on
human experience and expectation. (Brewer, 1999, p. 329)

He then continues later about contexts and contextuality.
Contextuality also means understanding the relationship between the parts and whole of a
problem. It also means having a clear sense and appreciation of the past, present, and future of
events as they interact and change through time. (Brewer, 1999, p. 329)

His views are taken into account when I define the research problem. Based on the
examples and brief analysis of them above the research problem this thesis attempts to
solve can be phrased the following way.
-

Human related uncertainties and risks (Highly skilled humans are involved in
each of the three classes of IC, Human Capital, Structural Capital and Relational
capital, either as an active actor (knowing) or user and creator of knowledge in
the knowing process), seen…

-

…in organisational contexts (the contexts include not only the focal entity but
also entities in relationship with the focal entity). The context may form the
network in such a way that it may constitute an organisation of interest.

-

The problem is to understand the risks in the above mentioned context, not only
as the realised consequences but rather how the risk may emerge and how to
anticipate them. The practical challenge is two-fold: first, one should be able to
learn from experiences (ex-post); second, one should be able to apply this
knowledge and gained understanding to anticipate (ex-ante) the emergence and
to act in the situation when the risks are realising (at present).

The problem described above seems to be appropriate for IC and ICM, at least
according to how IC is represented as a holistic view on resources and assets of an
organisation.
1.4

The aim of the study

This study has two aims. The first is to make sense of IC-related risks and based on this,
the second is to construct a sense-making framework for practitioners to aid the
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management of IC-related risks. Thus, the first aim is a precondition of the second aim.
The first aim is formulated as a set of research questions, described in Section 1.5 and
the subsequent guiding principles, described in Section 2.1.1. The guiding principles are
considered essential criteria for the IC-related risk management framework (ICRM)
and are used as instruments (tools) when the various disciplines in this thesis are
examined.
Since the future is uncertain, not even the best method can know the state of affairs in
the future. With this combined with the ‘bounded rationality’ (Simon, 1991) of human
beings, the aims of this thesis may seem to be impossible. I believe, however, there are
chances to improve our understanding of risks, especially intellectual capital-related
risk. The rationale is that understanding IC-related risks better will improve overall risk
awareness. In this attempt I will follow Knight’s advice.
We have no way of discussing a force or change except to describe its effects or results under
given conditions. (Knight, 1921, p. 16)

Since risk in the context of IC and ICM is the main focus of this thesis, the discourse
will be detailed and several aspects of the theme will be presented. In order not to get
confused with the seemingly similar terms used in this regard, the following description
of the terminology has been prepared. It represents the hierarchy of the terms and the
research domains these terms refer to.
‘Intellectual Capital Risk’ is the general notion referring to anything which relates to
research on risk in the context of IC or IC concepts in general.
Part of these risks is studied in the ‘IC risk literature’. Currently the IC risks in the IC
risk literature consist of two main strands of studies: the ‘ICRisk’ strand uses IC
terms/theory and risk concepts whereas ‘Intellectual Liabilities’ in the ‘IL’ strand uses
intellectual liabilities as the counterpart to intellectual assets. Often ICRisk and IL are
considered as interchangeable or substitutes, although the concepts fundamentally
differ from one another.
The notion of ‘IC-related risk’ refers to the IC risk concept defined in this thesis and the
framework based on it is called ‘IC-related risk management framework’, or ‘ICRM’.
1.5

Research questions

In order to resolve the research problem and to reach the aim of the study the following
research questions have been set. They are structured as the main research question
and four sub-research questions.
Main Research Question: What do we mean when talking about managing
IC-related risk?
This overall question is rather broad by purpose and covers several important aspects
which are described in the subsequent specific sub-research questions. The formulation
is a variation of the famous question Marr and Chatzkel (2004, p. 226) asked: “what do
we mean when we talk about IC?” The question is still relevant, also in the context of
the Main Research Question.
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Sub-Research Question 1: What are intellectual capital risks in the context
of the intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM)
literature and research?
This question is precise and requires a review of the IC risk literature. In order to
understand risks in IC, the concepts of IC and ICM should be understood. This question
is answered in Chapters 3 ‘Intellectual capital (IC) and Intellectual Capital Management
(ICM)’ and 5 ‘Intellectual capital risks’.
Sub-Research Question 2: How are intellectual capital risks managed in the
context of the intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual capital management
(ICM) literature and research?
This question is precise and requires a review of the IC risk literature. In order to
understand how IC risks are managed, the concepts of IC and ICM should be
understood. This question is answered in Chapters 3 ‘Intellectual capital (IC) and
Intellectual Capital Management (ICM)’ and 5 ‘Intellectual capital risks’.
Sub-Research Question 3: How is intellectual capital dealt with in risk
management?
This question, even though it is important, cannot be covered by more than just
showing some examples. The fact is that many IC-related elements are discussed and
treated, also from a risk point of view, but outside the IC discipline. Examples are
numerous; human capital (HC) risks, knowledge risk, reputation, trust, customer
relationship, supply chain relationships, etc. Often risk related to knowledge is
discussed within the IC disciplinary framework and without it.
If and when knowledge is understood as a relationship between the knower and the
known, and if the knowledge and knowing in this relationship can be considered as
risky (or risk), we also need to understand that knowledge which can reveal the
deficiencies in this relationship.
This question is relevant in the light of findings elsewhere, in studies which have
identified that IC elements (artefacts) as such are understood and managed in firms but
not in the context of IC’s holistic framework but rather in functions like marketing,
logistics, sales and operations. This ‘departmentalisation’ can suffice when risks are
identified but in some cases the solution of the specific risk should be lifted from the
local to global level (in the context of the firm or even beyond). Often an observed risk
is a symptom and its roots should be understood. The RealBiz assessment approach is
an example of how IC-related elements, in this case relationships, are dealt with
independent of the IC disciplinary umbrella.
Sub-research question 3 will be thoroughly discussed in the chapters 3 ‘IC and ICM’, 4
‘Risk and related concepts’, 5 ‘Intellectual capital risks’, and 6 ‘Synthesis’.
Sub-Research Question 4: What is an appropriate risk concept for
achieving the aim of the thesis?
To answer this question requires at least the following:
The risk concept(s) should be studied in order to find the most appropriate concept
which can be applied to an abstract domain IC conceptual framework is. This will occur
in Chapter 4 Risk and related concepts. Second, the applicability of the chosen concept
will be discussed in Chapter 6 Synthesis – defining the ICRM framework where the
ICRM framework is developed and in Chapter 8 How to apply ICRM in managerial
practice, where the implications of the framework for practice are discussed.
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1.5.1

Additional questions used in the research

The research questions above are comprehensive but not precise enough to be applied
as tools in each of the chapters. Therefore, for each chapter some additional and subject
matter-specific questions are set. Their answers can be considered as contributions to
the research questions.
1.6

My background

The researchers and their background influence the research. Influencing factors are
for example education, working history (with what topics) and commitments (sponsors,
etc.). All these influence the way one looks at the world and phenomena in it.
My view on science stems from two areas. One comes from the natural sciences. I am
Gemmologist, FGA (Fellow of the Gemmological Association of Great Britain). The
other view that a scientific work must be critical stems from my studies of political
sciences (at Hanken, at that time called Economical Politology). At that time my
primary interest was to understand (in the hermeneutical sense) the various political
theories, but also power.
During my studies, I was an entrepreneur making and selling gold and silver jewellery.
After that I spent several years conducting marketing research, first at a marketing
research firm and later in a large ICT company. Later I was appointed as marketing
manager of that same company.
During the 1990s and 2000s I was working with ICT-related tasks, mostly as a
consultant helping companies (and their managers) to improve their decision-making
using ICT-related technologies.
My years with knowledge-based systems (aka expert systems, rule-based systems,
artificial intelligence (AI)) taught me among others one specific thing: what matters is
not the mere technology but rather the extent to which you are able to elicit the
knowledge, the way of reasoning of a person, and then describe it in such a precise way,
that it can be fed into the inferencing engine. This soft side of AI, which is by far not
soft in terms of precision, has labelled my reading and thinking on scientific literature,
including the literature of IC, ICM and intellectual capital risk. In this role I worked
also with RealBiz International and helped Per-Erik Kihlstedt in the design of the
metamodel for the RB tool (see 2.2.1).
My emphasis on precision stems from the experience of those years, but precision is not
something one should always strive for. It is important on occasions when information
needs to be fed into a ‘stupid’ engine which does only what it has been programmed to
do (at least until now). Precision is also important in the context of communication and
dialogue when information and knowledge need to be transferred to others. Ambiguity,
however, has its benefits, especially on occasions when deliberately equivocal
statements are used as a means to get new ideas, new insight into a topic, gain critiques
and so on. Nevertheless, my view is that in scientific notation precision and
unambiguity is a must.
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1.7

Structure of the thesis

The thesis will have the following structure.
Chapter 2, discusses the methods used in this thesis. The discussion is divided into two
sections. In the first section the methods used mainly in the discourse concerning the
theoretical parts are presented.
The other section discusses the methods used in the empirical case studies. It describes
the RealBiz approach and its validation by the assessment conducted in one insurance
company. In addition to this the qualitative research approach used in the interviews
will be discussed. The way the approach (risks in the first-order relationships between
the focal entity and its environmental factors seen as reciprocal dependence) might
contribute to the construction of ICRM framework will be discussed.
Chapter 3, on IC and ICM, will discuss the IC and ICM disciplines and related concepts.
In order to understand the prevailing intellectual capital risks approach, it is important
to understand the disciplinary settings which govern that risk concept. This chapter will
partly answer Sub-Research Question 1. At the end of the chapter IC and ICM for this
thesis is defined.
In Chapter 4, risk and risk management concepts will be discussed. In order to be able
to discuss intellectual capital risks and IC-related risks it is important to understand
what we mean when we use the concept risk. It is also important to understand what
risks are before the discussion of intellectual capital risks in Chapter 5. After discussing
the risk concept quite broadly, the ISO 31000 risk standard will be chosen as the
conceptual framework of risk and risk management in this thesis. The ISO standard
will be discussed critically. This chapter will contribute answers to Sub-Research
Questions 3 and 4. The Stakeholder concept and the stakeholder approach will be
discussed as part of risk related concepts. This covers by definition human-to-humanrelated relationships. The presumption has been that since the stakeholder as a concept
is widely used but rarely defined in the context of IC and ICM, the approach may give
some additional insight into this essential relationship. The stakeholder approach
covers only a part of IC, but an important part. This chapter will provide understanding
of the relationships between individuals and groups of individuals, basically HC-to-HC
relationships and relationships within RC.
Chapter 5 will analyse the prevailing intellectual capital risks concepts. First, ICRisk
and related concepts such as Intellectual Liabilities (IL) are discussed in their own
rights in the context of the IC discipline. The extensive literature will be classified into
relevant groups. In addition to this, a selection of intellectual capital risks which are
managed outside the IC disciplinary context will be discussed based on an exemplary
selection of documents. Based on the obtained understanding of ICRisks and IL, the
concepts will be assessed against the ISO 31000 risk management standard. This
chapter will answer Sub-Research Question 1 and partly Sub-Research Questions 3 and
4. In addition to this, the research gap will be identified. In Chapter 6, Synthesis the
attempt is to bridge the identified research gap and in Chapters 9 the results are
discussed and critically assessed.
Chapter 6 will make a synthesis from the previous chapters. Based on the findings in
the previous chapters the IC-related risk management framework (ICRM) will be
constructed. The attempt is to bridge the research gap identified in chapter 5. As
mentioned earlier, the framework consists of three elements: definition of IC, its
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classification for risk management purposes, and a process including methods for how
to use the classification. At the end of the chapter IC-related risk and IC-related risk
management will be defined and the ICRM framework presented in a nutshell. This
chapter will thus accomplish the sub-research questions and answer the main research
question. At the end of the chapter IC-related risk and IC-related risk management are
defined.
Chapter 7, Empirical cases, will consist of discussions of two firms where the RealBiz
approach has been conducted. These companies’ managers were interviewed and the
validity of the assessment method was discussed. The narratives of the managers of the
two firms explain what the managers and their firm did after having the results from
RealBiz assessment. These ‘stories/narratives’ are important when considering the
results of this thesis. These cases illustrate some of the key characteristics of the created
ICRM framework. Actually, they are re-assessed in light of the ICRM framework.
Chapter 8, How to apply ICRM in managerial practice, will provide examples of how
the ICRM framework could be applied in various circumstances in managerial practice.
These examples can be considered as guidelines to help the implementation of the
framework in practice.
Finally, the results will be discussed and the contributions presented in Chapter 9. The
results will be validated and limitations of the thesis discussed. At the end of the
chapter, suggestions for further studies will be given.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Methodology in the theoretical part of the thesis

Research Strategy
The research strategy depends heavily on the object of enquiry, namely risk. One could
put it bluntly: risk is a strange ‘animal’; it is not an entity, whether tangible or
intangible, which we could just take in our hands. It is something which resides in the
eyes of the beholder. Human beings are always involved in risks, in one way or another.
And risks will always surprise them.
According to several scholars, risk should be studied in a multi-perspective mode since
one discipline is not sufficient for such a study, directly or indirectly (Althaus, 2005;
Beck, 1992; Bernstein, 1996a; Renn et al., 1992; Kasperson et al., 1988; Aven and Renn,
2009; Hansson, 1996, 2012).
In order to answer the research questions and thus resolve the research problem the
following research strategy has been established. It consists of two elements, guiding
principles and theoretical underpinnings below.
2.1.1

Guiding principles

Guiding principles are considered as tools through which answers are sought. The
guiding principles are independent of any specific conceptual framework. They are
applied both in the analysis phase when various disciplines are studied and the
synthesis phase as requirements when the ICRM framework is constructed.
PRECISION: Precision is the prerequisite not only for measurement and subsequent
valuation but also for modelling. Precision or conceptual unambiguity are values which
cannot be circumvented when certain phenomena need to be measured. Measurement
and valuation are the key elements of IC and ICM. According to several scholars the
problem with IC is the ambiguity of IC and related concepts (Mouritsen, 2009;
Diefenbach, 2006). The matter here is epistemological, and if and when the Gruberian
ontology (Gruber, 1993a, 1993b, 2004, see section 2.1.5 Ontology) is used, conceptual
precision is also one of the main requirements when describing the domain in focus.
One aspect of precision comes from hermeneutics (see section 2.1.6.3 Hermeneutics);
the meaning (intension) of the concept relates to the context in which it has been
created (historical) or is used (current, pragmatically). The latter aspect emphasises the
notion of context in general and in risk management in particular. Generally speaking,
it is possible to be precise without details.
IDENTIFY: For the chosen risk concept ISO 31000 (see section 4.3) the concept
identify consists of three terms: find, recognise and describe. This thesis emphasises
the notion ‘find’ (this is interpreted as covering also the acts seek/search/discover).
This is because in order to be able to anticipate risk, risk management needs to find at
least the main potential risks. It will be too late to wait until realised risks can be
recognised and classified. Finding is, however, a never-ending endeavour. Each new act
of finding calls for new questions. Event though the identification merely relates to
uncertainty and not risk, (see Aven, 2011, p. 723 and discussion in 4.2.6) the emphasis
on finding is crucial.
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Events and risk sources (hazards, threats) are identified. Risk is analysed, described, expressed,
etc. (Aven, 2011, p. 723)

RELATION: This principle refers to the question of how the concept ‘relation’ or
‘relationship’ is used. The relational approach in this thesis means that the focus is on
relationships between entities included in the organisational context (IC domain). This
does not mean that entities will be omitted. It is a matter of priority. Risks occur in
actions or through actions, hence relationships are essential. If we only look at entities,
we are able to measure or observe how the entity changes, but will not necessarily be
able to explain (or understand) the causes for the variation in the entity. The
assumption is that making the relationship the primary object of the study may reveal
more IC-related risks than merely studying the various IC-related entities and their
variations.
The relational approach also means that knowledge and knowing are assumed to ‘exist’
as the relationship between the subject (knower) and object (known). The object can be
entities or the relationship between objects, hence also the knowledge relationship
between subject and object. This setting is complex and, therefore, methods to ‘manage’
or reduce it are also essential.
The notion of ‘relational capital’ also calls for further enquiry as to what it actually
means from the relational approach as developed here. As for risk management, the
focus is on the future and potential events in the future, some of which may represent
risks and uncertainties, and therefore, have relevance for decision-making. For
instance, if the entities in the past showed strong variation how can we enhance our
knowledge about what the variation will be in the future? There is also the question as
to whether we are assessing the ‘correct’ (relevant/appropriate) entities and whether
the way the variation is being measured is appropriate considering the complexity of
the entity.
Risks do not only occur; they are sometimes deliberately created. In the Audi case
highly sophisticated knowledge was used to cheat the nitrogen emission test. The risk
of getting caught was considered worth taking (obviously a miscalculation). In this case
the actor was internal to the firm. The Facebook hacking, on the other hand, came from
the outside causing potential harm to millions of users. From a relational perspective
the issue would be about illegal knowledge (information) transfer with an imbalance in
ICT knowledge; the hacker was more powerful than the defence.
2.1.2

Theoretical underpinnings

Since the nature of risk is difficult to understand merely from one perspective, I have
selected a number of disciplinary frameworks through which the domain of IC-related
risks is studied and interpreted. The notion of bricolage is applied for several reasons.
First, the manager and decision-maker is often pressed for time at the point when risks
emerge and occur: they do not have much time or tools available to contemplate, but
feel forced to make a rapid assessment of the situation and act. In this situation they
have to survive and manage the situation with what they have available. In this sense
they are “bricoleurs”; the person making the decision in the middle of emerging or
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realised risks (Boxenbaum and Ruleau, 2011; Rogers, 2012; Cunha, 2005; Baker and
Nelson, 2005; Baker et al. 2003; Weick, 1993; Cartel et al. 2014; Wibberley, 2012).17
The notion of the bricoleur is applied from the original Lévi-Strauss’ comment 18,
“making do with whatever is at hand”19. It will be the anchor point of the assessment
and treatment. The bricoleur, in the interpretation used in this thesis, is a person, a
decision-maker, who may exist anywhere in the organisation. Depending on the
position, whether director or worker, the things they have to make decisions about
differ, though. The requirements for routine tasks are known, even though they are not
communicated or implemented. Often events appear uninvited and mess up the orderly
routine, and even when benign can have great impact, often due to the unpreparedness
of the individual. The question on behalf of the bricoleur is what the organisation
can/should do in order to enable the survival of the many involved (persons) but also
the organisation on occasions like these. The answer to this question cannot be
obtained from just one source.
Second, as indicated in Figure 1, a bricoleur is in two specific positions – the researcher
conducting bricolage, and the object or unit of analysis, as decision-maker in the
practice. This setting represents my interpretation of the notions of bricoleur and
bricolage. In practical studies the bricoleur as decision-maker will form the point of
departure as a kind of anchor for the analysis. For the researcher, bricolage will enable
multi-perspective studies on risk and IC-related risk.
The disciplinary methods through which the IC-related risk domain is studied are the
systems view, Gruberian ontology and the relational approach. The systems view
provides a framework which seems to be natural for the disciplines based on which the
IC-related risk management framework is constructed. Each of the disciplines in their
definition resembles a system where input, process and output can be identified. One
proponent of the systems view in IC research is Verna Allee, developer of the ValueNetwork concept (Allee, 2000a, 2000b, 2002, 2008a, 2008b), applied also by
(Solitander and Tidström, 2010). The systems view or related views (process) have
been applied to IC in several studies (Ståhle et al., 2003; Pöyhönen and Smedlund,
2004; Johnson, 2002; Herremans and Isaacs, 2004 and 2007; Herremans et al., 2011;
Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008; Schiuma, 2009).

17 Also the recent accidents of Boeing 737 MAX 8 aeroplanes in Indonesia and Ethiopia serve as illustrative
cases in point for example https://www.cnet.com/news/boeings-737-max-8-all-about-the-aircraft-flightban-and-investigations/ (11.6.2019)
18 Lévi-Strauss, C. (1967, p. 17) The Savage Mind. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
19The wording is taken from Baker and Nelson, (2005, p. 330)
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Figure 1
Research process and research strategy. IC for Intellectual Capital, ICM for
Intellectual Capital Management, RM for Risk Management, ICR for Intellectual Capital
Risk, and STH for Stakeholder approach.

The ‘Empirical cases’ box in Figure 1 above is located within the disciplines or research
practices since they have had an important role and influence for the thesis in general.
The findings in the empirical cases have raised questions which I have focused on in the
various disciplines. One specific version of relational approach stems from the RealBiz
(see section 2.2.1 The RealBiz Method – a description) method. Based on this, the
stakeholder approach has been taken as one of the disciplines in this thesis. The
specific characteristics or features of the final version of the ICRM framework are then
illustrated by the empirical cases, knowing however, that these do not prove the ICRM
model but rather give evidence of its possible use in managerial practice.
The ICRM framework which is one of the results of this thesis consists of three
elements: a classification of knowledge-based IC for risk management purposes using
the relational approach; methods by which the IC classification can be used to achieve
the objectives; and finally some guidelines on how to implement the framework in
practice. The ICRM framework will be described with Shehabuddeen’s et al. (1999)
framework concept in Section 6.5
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2.1.3

Relational approach

What does ‘a relational approach’ mean in this thesis and why is it important? The most
important reason is that risks are often realised in relationships, in dynamic
relationships where parties in one way or another are causes for the risk or affected by
it. Risks thus do not always just occur but are the results of the connectedness of actors
and induced by someone. The other important reason is that risks do not appear the
same to the participants in the relationship. In addition, the participants in the
relationship do not need to be human beings only; they can also be non-human
elements like man-made devices, processes and even nature. Most importantly,
knowledge and knowing become apparent in relationships. The knowledge content is
also the essence of IC.
The model depicted in Figure 2 is limited to two levels of knowledge (K1 and K2). It
could be expanded to additional levels but this is not necessary for the purpose of
presenting the fundamental knowledge relationships between subject and object. The
same pattern appears recursively on each level of analysis.

Figure 2

Relational approach to knowledge

The diagram depicts the following statement of relational knowledge:
Knowledge (K) resides in Subject (S(K1)), in Object (O(K1)) and in the relation between
S(K1) and O(K1). S(K1), O(K1) and the relationship between S(K1), and O(K1) are also objects,
now for S’(K2). Self-reflection can be described as the S(K2) ->S(K1) relationship where
both S and S' refer to the same individual.
Each of the relationships provides a different view of the knowledge in focus. The
classification of an object which has great importance has not been made yet. The
importance shows what kind of knowledge and knowing is required in various
relationships with different kinds of objects and relationships.
This relational knowledge frame exists in all our works independent of whether we are
aware of it or not. The rationale of presenting a relational approach of knowledge is to
show how important it is to know more precisely what we are talking about. On the
generic level this is rather simple, but when attempting to make sense of the required
knowledge in the real-world context, precision becomes an important asset. The frame
may also help in asking appropriate questions concerning the relevance (or sufficiency,
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correctness) of the knowledge at hand, or what knowledge is required and what might
be the knowledge gap between what is required and what is available (or assigned).
These different views on knowledge will also serve as a question generator in the
practical context.
Uncertainty is here, defined as ‘deficient knowledge’, following the chosen risk concept
ISO 31000. Thus, parts of the uncertainties can be found in the knowledge relationship
between the knower (subject) and the known (object).
There are several documents which use relational approach but it seems that there is
not an established conceptualisation of a relational approach/view. An example of how
a relational approach has been applied is Gummeson’s (2000) book, the title of which
translates as ‘from 4P to 30R’ (i.e. R for Relations). Also Grandori and Soda (2006)
have applied a relational approach to organisations. Mouritsen (1996) studied the roles
accounting departments may take. He arrives at the conclusion that the work of
accounting departments is relational.
2.1.4

Systems view

There is not one systems view, approach or theory but many. Von Bertalanffy (1972)
when discussing the history of General Systems Theory (GST) refers to Aristotle in
terms of the properties of a system:
One formulation of this cosmic order was the Aristotelian world view with its holistic and
teleological notions. Aristotle's statement, “The whole is more than the sum of its parts,” is a
definition of the basic system problem which is still valid. (von Bertalanffy, 1972, p. 407)

This statement describes von Bertalanffy’s aspiration to avoid reductionism, which he
saw as a prevailing tendency in scientific work. This statement also relates to IC’s aim
at reaching a holistic view of an organisation’s operations and achievements.
Jackson (2009) gives an overview of the systems view applied to management. He
starts with Boulding’s (1956a)20 GST21 and describes the hierarchy of systems on nine
levels. The lower level is part of the higher level. People reside on level 7, animals on
level 6. Above people are socio-cultural systems and at level 9 are transcendental
systems, the “inescapable unknowable”.
Jackson uses the Boulding’s hierarchy to explain different kinds of system. Mechanical
systems are at levels 1-3 and organismic models at levels 4-6. These two approaches
represent for Jackson Applied Systems Theory (AST) 1 and 2. AST 3 “largely abandons
the notion of general systems theory”. It focuses on the different kind of knowledge in
human and socio-cultural system levels. Jackson names three types of AST:
‘functionalist AST’, ‘structuralist AST’ and ‘interpretive AST’.
One systems view stems from Stafford Beer (Beer, 1979, 1981, 1985): the Viable
Systems Model can be characterised with following properties, which this thesis will
adopt.

20
21

Boulding’s (1956b), The Image, is based on the GST hierarchy.
GST for General Systems Theory
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x

Viability means that a system is “able to maintain a separate existence,” its own
life. “Existence is never independent of other existence, even though the
individual has a separate identity.” (Beer, 1985, p. 16, 1).
x A system is one way to make sense of the world. It means that the “fact of a
system is in the eyes of the beholder.” (Beer, 1979, p. 7) The only model of the
real world is the real world itself. All other system models are selected
facets/perspectives, thus incomplete.
x The properties of a model are relative (Beer, 1985, p. 2):
x “The big problem is this:
o you are not determining absolute facts:
o you are establishing a set of conventions.
x So remember:
o a model is neither true nor false:
o it is more or less useful.”
x A system’s main objective is its survival, to maintain its viability.
x Recursion means “a next level that contains all the levels below it” (Beer, 1985,
p. 16). It resembles fractals where the same conceptual pattern recurs on the
lower level. In practical terms, this means that the system’s characteristics,
whatever the system is, will be present in the lower levels of the system, building
a context of its own and in many cases using different semantics for the
characteristics. Typical examples are the functional division of work in an
organisation, or the areal division of the organisation. From a management and
controlling point of view, the system-level characteristics apply also on its
recursive level, although with different names.
x Ashby’s law of requisite variety – “only variety can absorb variety” (Beer, 1985,
p. 35). In practical terms, this means that the wider your view, the better you
may understand the variety of the real-world phenomena. This can also be
applied to the managing individuals in an organisation. The variation the
bricoleur in operations encounters is often more than the manager can
understand (thus control), since they are managing those who manage the
operations. Managing operations presumes different knowledge and knowing
than managing individuals who manage operations, i.e. operators.
These are the key characteristics of a system. This thesis will apply the features of
system described above. Shehabuddeen’s et al. (1999) framework, which is described
later, is part of the systems description and will provide means to describe the various
concepts in the IC and ICM context.
2.1.5

Ontology

How can we describe that which we observe or perceive in such a precise way that
others can understand it and that it in a relative invariant way describes what we
perceive? In this sense, the matter is merely of an epistemological nature than an
ontological one in the philosophical (often metaphysical) sense.
Thomas Gruber (1993a) came out with an article the aim of which was to create an
ontology for knowledge-sharing. This article is significant for the thesis since it is the
fundamental basis of the RDF and OWL languages which aim at creating vocabularies
(ontologies) for various topics and themes. Several knowledge domains have created
their own ontologies which comprise the known artefacts in their specific domains,
(Hyvönen et al. 2008; Hyvönen, 2014; Lappalainen, 2014). For example, the Finnish
‘KOKO-ontologia’ (whole ontology) comprised by the end of 2013 15 ontologies and
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71,000 concepts. These include ‘business’, ‘defence’, ‘health and welfare’ and ‘public
administration’ ontologies, among others (Hyvönen, 2014, p. 16).
Gruber defines an ontology as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” (Gruber,
1993a, p. 1) He compares his ontology with the ontology of philosophy: in philosophy,
ontology is a systematic account of existence whereas for Artificial Intelligence (AI)
systems [knowledge base systems] “what ‘exists’ is that which can be presented” (ibid,
p. 1). According to Gruber, ontologies are designed. Thus, when creating ontologies we
make design decisions. He sets a number of criteria for ontologies: Clarity, Coherence,
Extendibility, Minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment. In the
Gruberian sense, the intended framework of IC-related risk management (ICRM) is an
ontology, a conceptualisation of the IC for managing risks.
Osterwalder, who is also known in IC-related literature for the notion of the ‘Business
Model’ (used by Bini et al. (2016), and <IR>) uses the Gruberian ontology in his
dissertation ‘The business model ontology’ (Osterwalder, 2004). The aim is to create a
coherent conceptual framework with which the notion ‘Business Model’ could be
described and implemented.
He extends the use of ontology from the original AI context:
Now its importance is being recognized in research fields as diverse as knowledge representation,
qualitative modelling, language engineering, database design, information modelling,
information integration, object-oriented analysis, information retrieval and extraction,
knowledge management and organization, and agent-based systems design. (Osterwalder, 2004,
p. 2)

He also yields to the formal requirements of ontology by creating a semi-formal
representation of the business model. According to him, this meant (by referring to
Ushold and King (1995)):
Identification of the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest (i.e. scoping the
domain of business models)
Production of precise unambiguous text definitions for such concepts and relationships
Identification of terms to refer to such concepts and relationships
Agreeing on all of the above (Osterwalder, 2004, p. 3)

The main idea of Gruberian ontology will be applied in this thesis, however not in an
attempt to reach a formal presentation, but rather a semi-formal one where the
concepts are precise. This is, nevertheless, a precondition for formalising the
framework into a tool format.
2.1.6

Other important aspects or concepts

In addition to the main approaches, other important concepts have a bearing on the
results. These could easily be discussed where they are used but for clarity, they are
discussed here. Some concepts which are ‘local’ by nature are discussed where they are
used.
2.1.6.1

Framework

Framework is one of the most referred to concepts in disciplinary discourse but rarely
defined. An explication of framework is given by Teece (2007), who emphasises its
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dynamic nature and the identification of variables and their relationship. Implicitly it
refers to a system concept (seen elsewhere in the text).
A framework, like a model, abstracts from reality. It endeavors to identify classes of relevant
variables and their interrelationships. A framework is less rigorous than a model as it is
sometimes agnostic about the particular form of the theoretical relationships that may exist.
(Teece, 2007, p. 1320)

Teece’s explication is a good starting point for a more thorough description of the
framework concept. Shehabuddeen et al. (1999) depicts a framework, shown in Figure
3, using two distinct dimensions or axes: conceptual-applied and static-dynamic. The
context for the framework is the system, the definition of which is deliberate (cf. Beer,
1979/1994, p. 9). The framework is considered as the most abstract or conceptual
expression (description) of the system. It can describe and represent both static and
dynamic aspects of the system on a high or abstract level, with a map as the static
representation and a model as the dynamic representation of the system when moving
towards the application of the framework. There are several steps towards application,
starting with a process which contains both static and dynamic aspects of the specific
area of reality. This thesis refers to the framework notion on several occasions.
The relationships between Shehabuddeen’s framework and the (ICRM) framework
created in this thesis is the following: Shehabuddeen’s framework is an abstract
construct which defines the relationships between artefacts of the system by which the
various aspects of a system can be described and the ICRM framework is an
implementation of it for the purpose of IC related risk management. The latter will then
be applied in the real-world/practical situation. This way a systems view is applied to
IC related risk management.
The interdependence of the concepts in the framework can be described with a few
sentences. The chosen or defined system (the context) consists of several frameworks,
each of which can be presented as several maps or models. The framework may consist
of several processes, which contain several procedures, where several techniques can be
applied by using many appropriate tools. Processes may or may not use the information
from the maps and models. This framework concept applies the idea of recursivity22 (cf.
Beer 1985).
Even though a framework is seen as less rigorous than a model, it should be precise
enough to be useful for application. The importance of the context is obvious. The
concepts’ dependence on context grows when the presentation shifts towards being
applied, i.e. the concrete application of the framework in real-world elements.
The framework concept described in Figure 3 will be used for the purpose of identifying
IC-related risks.

22

Recursion: a next level that contains all the levels below it, (Beer, 1985, p. 17)
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Figure 3
al. (1999)

2.1.6.2

The framework concept applied in this thesis according to Shehabuddeen et

Power

Power is an equally difficult concept as risk, as it is said to be ubiquitous, difficult to
observe and thus has to be conceptualised. Power resides in organisations, between
organisations and always in relationships (Haugaard and Clegg, 2009). Whether it is
used or not will not eliminate the existence of power. Power as such in the social
environment is not good or bad; it all depends how it is used and what consequences it
induces. In this thesis, notions of power are discussed in the following ways:
Power-over and power-to is an intuitive way to consider the two practical aspects of
power. It is an often-used pair of concepts but there are other power expressions such
as power-with, power-within, and power-from-within, as opposed to power-over. This
relates to the notion of empowerment (Masterson and Owen, 2006). Other aspects of
‘power-to’ are discussed for example by Berger (2005) and Göhler (2009), from various
perspectives.
Lukes’ (1974, 2005) three power dimensions describe the essence of power from
different perspectives. The basic form of power is that A can affect B to do things.
Dimension one, or coercion, is an old power concept seen in Weber’s, Dahl’s and other
writers’ texts. It means that A can make B do things which B otherwise would not do.
Dimension two concerns the power not to put certain things on agenda and thus the
matter will never be discussed. It resembles the non-decision-making decision.
Dimension three is the most complicated and contested expression of power. It means
that persons are willing to do things (make decisions) against their own true interest. It
describes the situation when people are manipulated or indoctrinated to the extent that
they identify themselves with the ism/fad/message by considering it as their own
interest. The current state of social media with fake news is a particularly good example
of the third dimension of power. It can also be identified in political manipulations in
various forms, cultural hegemony and ideologies.
The contested issue in Lukes’ third dimension is the key concept: ‘real interest’. Since
the identification of the real interest is difficult, this thesis takes a pragmatic view; the
point of departure is the manifested objectives of the party in the relationship, whether
the focal entity or its stakeholder. Further enquiry, if needed or conducted, will show
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the nature of that statement. It may later appear that the stated objectives were a deceit
or self-deceit in order to serve other interests.
Lukes’ concept of power can exist without being exercised (Lukes, 2005, p. 70): “But
having the means of power is not the same as being powerful”.
Pfeffer (1992) has studied power in organisations. His approach seems to apply
relational view and dependence on the power issue, as the questions below indicate.
1. Whose cooperation will I need to accomplish what I am attempting; whose support will be
necessary in order to get the appropriate decision made and implemented?
2. Whose opposition could delay or derail what I am trying to do?
3. Who will be affected by what I am trying to do to accomplish, in either a) their power of status,
b) how they are evaluated or rewarded, c) in how they do their job?
4. Who are the friends and allies of the people I have identified as influential? (Pfeffer, 1992, p.
67)

These four questions are essential when relational view will be applied and the power
relationship is assessed. These are also in line with Flyvbjerg (2001 and 2004). See
further below in section 3.2.2.5,
2.1.6.3

Hermeneutics

There is not one hermeneutics but rather there are many (Kusch, 1984). Hermeneutics,
even though it is not the main approach in this thesis, is important since it affects this
research in many respects.
First, originally hermeneutics was born in the study of ‘holy’ scripts (or even earlier, but
this is not of interest in this context). The methodological point was to understand the
scripts in the context in which they were created. The demand to understand the
context and its implications on the concepts is a common requirement in many
research areas. The notion ‘context’ has significance in this thesis, especially from a risk
management point of view. Second, we are involved in what we study. Therefore
objective, subject-independent information or knowledge does not exist. It is in one
way or another anthropomorphised, made human-like. Third, the hermeneutical aim is
to understand, not only to explain. Fourth, in social sciences the hermeneutical
approach often attempts to understand the human being not as an object but
essentially as a subject. This shows how the notion ‘bricoleur’ is used. They are not only
seen as an object in the context of the organisation, a knowledge container or knower,
but also as a subject who has questions, objectives and motives to act. To approach the
knower in this way is in line with the relational approach (Kusch, 1984; Helenius, 1990;
Burrell and Morgan, 1979; Kinsella 2006; Heidegger, 2000/1927, Habermas, 1976).
If hermeneutics is seen as the interpretation of texts in their own context in which they
are created, this thesis is in this sense a hermeneutical study of three disciplines, IC,
risk management and the stakeholder approach.
There is one well-known feature in hermeneutics, namely the ‘hermeneutical circle’. It
can be illustrated by the reading of a book, not once but twice. During the second
reading, the book is entirely or at least significantly different compared with the
impression of it after the first reading. The same applies with films or anything else.
The first reading is preceded by preunderstanding which after reading becomes
understanding. This gained understanding will be the preunderstanding for the second
reading, which will change it to the next level of understanding. Actually, the three
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guiding principles (see section 2.1.1 Guiding principles) are the result of several
‘readings’ and considerations of the research material. The principles are the results of
the research process and will be used for the presentation of the results in the subject
matter.
The way the empirical cases have affected this thesis is a typical example of the
hermeneutical circle. The cases existed before the selection of the disciplines and
research questions, and have significantly affected not only them but also the results of
the thesis. They will also be analysed based on the characteristics of the framework
(ICRM) created in this thesis.
2.2

Methodology in the empirical part

The empirical data reported in this study are contributed by two studies assisted by the
RealBiz (later RB) risk assessment method23: the risk assessment conducted in two
selected firms and one insurance company, including twelve interviews, conducted in
the same firms by the researcher. The data consist of the results from RB assessment
and the interviews conducted by me.
There are two considerations for the selection of the cases.
First the insurance case: I was allowed to follow the entire process of the initial
preparation of the workshops, participating in the workshops, and interviewing 10 of
the participants. This part of the empirical cases functions as the validation of the RB
approach, the risk in the relationships as the reciprocal dependence. Insurance
companies’ main business is dealing with risks. As an operator, they assess common
insurable events and take care of the risks on behalf of the customers by taking
responsibility for the financial consequences of known and well-defined events; that is,
risks their customers have decided to transfer to other parties. Insurance companies
also manage large capital amounts, which must be invested well to ensure financial
solidity.
Insurance companies represent experience and expertise within risk management and
therefore the views on and assessment of the used RB method by insurance experts are
of importance, especially concerning the generic approach behind the RB method, i.e.
its way of assessing risks in IC-related relationships.
Second, two cases were selected for illustration of the ICRM framework. The MT
Case was written up as a paper, peer-reviewed and accepted as a chapter in the
Routledge Companion to Intellectual Capital (Guthrie et al. 2017), that is, it has been
accepted by an independent panel.
The MAN Case illustrates four important points, which have informed the synthesis.
First: It illustrates that the firm as a financial entity cannot be used as the only unit of
analysis. It has to be disaggregated into recursive units, according to Business areas
(BAs). This way to disaggregate the firm is in line with observations by Ackerman and
Eden (2011).
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Developed by RealBiz International, which no longer exists as a corporation.
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Second: It illustrates how the risk analysis needs to take changes in the number and
nature of BAs over the years are also supported by the Contingency Theory by
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967).
Third, the CEO of MAN-Operator was the only one who could express himself using ICrelated terminology; it shows that to use the IC in practice requires training and
education.
Forth: It illustrates the relational approach and importance of identifying stakeholders,
who may have political interests outside the focal entity, namely the selected members
on the board.
Totally, 19 interviews in eight firms and the insurance company were conducted. The
point was to understand, what they had to say about the RB method and its value, and
what they did after becoming aware of the assessed risks in their firm. The method
(concerning the empirical part) is best characterised as qualitative research and due to
the small number of cases, there was no point in attempting to apply quantitative
analysis on them
I was acquainted with RealBiz assessment’s logic and had access to both the RB
questions and the results of the assessment of 16 firms at which I could with their
permission conduct interviews. The interviews (in total nine interviews at eight firms
and ten interviews at an insurance company) served the explorative purpose, and in
order to gain as much important information of and insights into the subject as
possible, the theme-based interview approach was used (Hirsijärvi and Hurme, 2004;
Alasuutari, 2014/2011; Eskola and Suoranta, 2008; Bryman, 2004; Kvale, 1997). As a
result, two firm cases and the insurance case are documented in this thesis.
The lengthy discussions (nearly 3 hours in each of the two firm cases) were conducted
in a dialogical form, where I took an active role, with the aim to make the interviewee
look at the topic from as many perspectives as possible. The narratives told by the
interviewees, could not be anticipated in advance. During the interview the themes
were shown on a ’theme-clock’ which served as a means for ensuring all of the themes
were touched. The idea of the theme-clock was not to discuss each theme in a balanced
way, but rather to give an overview of the purpose of the interview i.e. all the themes
seen at a glance. The interviewee decided the theme they wanted to start with. Since the
interviews were conducted before the theoretical considerations of this study, like the
research questions, were set, no specific questions could be planned beforehand to
confirm or rebut any theory-based propositions. Instead, the interviews were used for
explorative purposes; to understand the impact of the results of the RB risk assessment
on the firm.
The theme-clocks used in the interviews are included in the presentations of the
respective cases, the insurance case in Figure 5 and the two firm cases in Figure 51.
Theme-based interviewing is a rather flexible way to elicit information from the
specialists to be interviewed. It allows a real discussion about the actual meaning of the
theme (Hirsijärvi and Hurme, 2004).
In addition to theme-based interviews an active interview approach was applied
(Holstein and Gubrium, (2011) 1995/2011), which legitimises active interaction by the
researcher. This interaction took place when brief themes had to be explained or
discussed, but also when additional questions were needed, in order to activate the
memory of the interviewee. Considering the explorative approach, the combination of
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the two methods was appropriate. Also case study methodologies were applied when
appropriate (Yin, 2003; Eisenhardt, 1989).
All interviews were documented (recorded and transcribed), and thus potential biases
that interaction with the interviewer may have caused could be recognised afterwards.
Due to the methodologies used, the obtained information is probably richer than it
otherwise would have been. Hence, the data can be used from several different points of
view. With more understanding of the domain of the IC-related risks, the empirical
material can be interpreted from that perspective (Alasuutari, 2014/2011).
A long work-life history as a consultant in knowledge-based technologies and
knowledge acquisition techniques and substantive knowledge in strategies helped me in
the discussions during the interviews (Brulé and Blount, 1989; McGraw and HarbisonBriggs, 1989; Scott et al., 1991). According to Alasuutari (2014/2011), it is quite
legitimated to collect as rich as possible information during the interviews and
afterwards take into account the points which support the research questions, set later.
A narrow approach with strict questions might omit important information, which later
could be useful, when the understanding of the issue and the cases have matured.
The interviews were recorded and later transcribed and translated from the local
language into English. Transcription is a word by word copy of the recorded material.
The documented interviews were analysed using the N-Vivo8 software. The major
benefit of this software in this study was that it collected the discussions in the main
topics and in certain cases gave a statistical view, based on the discussion content. The
theme discussion used is a kind of semi-structured discussion template with openended questions, thus, the analysis of the texts is supported by a tool like N-Vivo8.
The potential value of using the results of the RB risk assessment as part of the
empirical material is that the assessments were authentic, i.e. they were not performed
with a research purpose, but given by managers when responding to the real needs of
their firms. The RB method may not uncover unspoken secrets, taboos or other issues
in the firms, but if some revelations were gained these can be considered as side effects
of the interview method, not as a result of the RB analysis itself.
The RB risk assessment method is now presented, and the qualitative research methods
described. The various phases, how the empirical cases were obtained and how the
material was treated from the ethical and technical points of view, will be discussed.
2.2.1

The RealBiz Method – a description

The RealBiz (RB) risk assessment method was used in all the empirical cases. I had the
opportunity to follow the entire process of the RB risk assessment in one of them, the
insurance case, which functions as an evaluation of the method. The results of the RB
risk assessments in the other two case firms were available prior to the interviews and
formed the basis and context of the interviews. The aim of this chapter is to provide
sufficient insight into the RB method to understand the context behind the studies of
the insurance case and the two firm cases described in Chapter 7, Empirical cases.
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First, the RB method will be described as documented in public sources24 and the
material used in the RB workshops. The presentation of the RB method is structured as
follows:
x
x
x
x
x

Positioning of the RB method as a risk assessment method
Assumptions and fundamental commitments in the RB method
Key concepts and structures of the RB method
The RB procedure
Comparison of the RB method with the ISO 31000:2009 risk standard.

The RB method can be considered an enterprise risk assessment method.
The creator of the method is Per Erik Kihlstedt, who embedded his management
experience and risk expertise in the RB method in 1988. Until 1995, the method was
manually driven, later computerised and since 2001 it has been run as a Web-based
version. According to Per Erik Kihlstedt, my role was important during the modelling
phase of the inference engine in 1995. The involvement concerned the conceptual
model of the inference engine and how the two dimensions, position and change,
should be reconsolidated in the inferencing process, in short, the application
architecture, not the substantive or subject matter knowledge in the system.
The experience underlying the RB method was acquired through many acquisitions and
sales of companies by Kihlstedt, while he worked as CEO in a development firm. “When
one attempts to understand the possibilities of a firm’s survival, growth and
profitability in the future, understanding the interfaces between the firm and its
environment counts more than the information derived from the transactions in the
firm’s accounting” (Johnsson and Kihlstedt, 2005).
The RB method has been described in several books (Berhin and Kihlstedt, 2000;
Johnsson and Kihlstedt, 2002; Johnsson and Kihlstedt, 2005). For the purpose of this
thesis the essential material25 which uncovers the inside of the RB system has been
available. This material includes all questions asked during the standard RB risk
assessment process, answer alternatives to these questions and evaluation of these
answers. In addition, the essential material of the RB methodology, i.e. guidelines, how
the process is conducted, was given to be used in this thesis. The RB method has been
used in nearly 2,000 analyses in more than 20 countries (Kihlstedt, 2014).
The basic idea of the RB method is to identify problems (risk operationalised as
dependence) in the interface between the firm and its environment. A metaphor
Kihlstedt has used is the firm being a ‘living cell’, which lives through the metabolism of
its environment. The firm is seen as a kind of ‘nexus-of-relationships’, where all
relationships to the nexus are ‘external’. In this view, internal relationships like the
managing director and other employed key persons of a firm are considered important,
but not because they are employees. Dependence on any environmental factor may
24 In addition, I had access to the complete metadata of the RB system, in case critical enquiry of the results
of the firms’ RB risk analyses (from the data received from the RealBiz International) was needed. The only
exception was the source code of the inference engine, which was not considered relevant for this study.
25 Essential material comprises the following: questions and answers to all relationships and, internal
material describing the systems functions and analysis data (anonymised) of 279 firms and their 744
business areas. Statistical elaboration of the data has given insight into the two approaches known within
IC as IC1 and IC2. If the material is created for the purpose of understanding one firm and its
idiosyncrasies it is difficult to apply it on large sample. The data is not created for the purpose of statistical
analysis.
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hinder the intended operations or achievement of the objectives. Thus the ‘freedom to
act’26 of the firm is constrained by the environment.
Analysis of the input (the answers to the questions) is conducted by the inference
engine, and the report and presentation material is created automatically. The aim with
this system is to shorten the time and reduce the effort put into routines in the risk
assessment process, and to ensure the constant quality of the assessment.
The main assumptions (postulations) in the RB method are:
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

The future is genuinely unpredictable. The corollary of this is that it is not
possible to say what events will occur in the future, nor to speak about the
probabilities of events, especially those which are rare or have not occurred
before. It can be said or estimated, how large ‘hits’ the firm can tolerate in the
specific relationship. Thus the focus is on facts we know today. The firm’s
capability to survive is assessed from these facts.
You cannot set probabilities for consequences of future events, but you may
assess your present vulnerability in a relevant relationship by assessing the
relative power of the other party. This means that you must assess the
comparative strength of either party today.
Information derived from past or present transactional data is by far not
sufficient to understand the risks in the future. It only indicates the financial
status of the firm.
The notion of risk covers both down-side risks and up-side risks.
The interface between the firm and its environment can be studied by
assessing dependencies, i.e. the relationships between them. The dependency
between the parties is symmetrical in the sense that the focal firm may
dominate the interested party, or vice versa.
The RB risk assessment attempts to measure the current situation not an
imagined future. A key principle is to identify the most important stakeholder
entity in each of the stakeholder relations, and then assess the relative
dependence in this stakeholder entity. For example, if a stakeholder does not
threaten the survival of the focal entity at present, there is no threat in that
specific relationship.
Heavy dependence of the firm on a specific relationship represents a downside risk. The survival of the firm is at risk. The risk factor, especially a
stakeholder, may with one decision or in one act ‘kill’ the firm in focus. The
relative dependence is assessed in terms of severity of dependence using three
degrees. The underlying mechanisms of dependence may differ depending on
the type of the relationships.

The RB risk assessment process consists of four steps: preparation, factfinding workshop, result preparation and results reporting workshop.
The first task in the RB risk assessment process is to agree on: What is the organisation
under investigation? The financial data of the chosen organisation will be fed into the
RB system, and certain risk tolerance boundaries calculated. These boundaries are then
used when the chosen answer alternatives are assessed. The legal organisation is then
divided into an appropriate number of business areas (BA) and their business model as
26 Freedom to act is the notion the RealBiz method uses as the main indicator, which is derived through the
assessment of risks in 31 stakeholders or interested parties of the firm. Sovereignty and freedom from
external constraints could serve as appropriate synonyms for ‘freedom to act’.
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the units of analysis of risks. The actual assessment of the 31 environmental factors is
done for each of the BAs defined, described in Appendix 3. One precondition is that the
BA must be able to maintain its own and independent life, based on the exchange with
its customers. Internal units, designed to serve the company, do not qualify as BA. The
definition of BA is the most important phase in the process, since the essential part of
the context for risk assessment is set by the definition of BA.
The context is established by the selection of the BA and the strategy with which the BA
aims at achieving the objectives. Due to the formal requirements of the inference
engine, the strategy is defined according to the following template.
The business of the business area satisfies the needs of ‘_objectives in operations_’ at ‘_those
who buy_’ by supplying them with ‘_products or services or combination of them_’. End users
are ‘_those who use, often not those who buy_’. The need is primarily caused by ‘_the need in
the user’s operation or objectives, ‘to increase / to decrease / to minimise / to improve etc._’.
(Template from a standard RB report, 2007)

The statements in italics within quotation marks are used by the RB system as part of
the specific questions regarding the 31 relationships of the focal entity and its
environment. In addition, the strategy formulation following the characteristics of BA
are assessed. These include: identification of the type of the need, whether fundamental
(like nutrition) or non-fundamental (things people easily could live without – holiday
travel) and the maturity phase the product or service currently represents.
The accomplishment of the strategy statement either is a simple task (the strategy
exists and is up-to-date) or is not a simple task, if, for example, the strategy must be
formulated or reformulated or the current BA redefined.
The outcome of the RB method is a set of numerical data. (See examples in tables Table
15 and Table 16 in the appendices and below)
2.2.2

RB versus ISO 31000:21009 risk assessments

RB is here compared against ISO 31000 regarding two essential elements: definition of
risk and the risk management process. The risk notion applied in RB considers risk as
both up-side and down-side, which affects deviations to objectives. This is shown in the
reciprocal view of the relationship.
As to the process of risk management, the processes are similar including establishing
the context and risk assessment (identification, analysis and evaluation) with one
exception. The RB process does not contain a risk treatment phase as a default.
RealBiz risk assessment
The identification of risks is partly conducted by the 31 predetermined
environmental factors. The appropriate questions related to each of the factors remain
to be answered. For example, the direct and strongest direct competitors are identified
by the answers. The analysis is made by answering the questions concerning these
competitors, like: What is the market share of the competitor in comparison to yours?
What is the financial power of the competitor compared to yours? What are the means
of competition used by the competitor? Name the three most important. How much
better / worse than the competitor are you in each of these? The evaluation is done by
calculating the scores with the help of the method shown in Appendix 2. The
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relationships between the BA and environmental factors can be of four types as shown
in Table 1
Table 1

Definitions of the relationship attributes (from a standard RB report).

D
Dominant,
the
company U Underdog, the other party
exclusively decides the conditions for exclusively decides the conditions for
the dealings with the interested party. the dealings with the company.
A Alliance, the parties gain by C Competition, one party wins at the
cooperating.
expense of the other(s).

The results are produced in graphical format as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

RealBiz Company / Business Area risk map

The arrows signify the following: The position dimension (U‒D) measures the
dependence, which is depicted with a one head arrow, shown in the box on the left
below the risk map. The thickness of the arrow indicates the degree of dependence. The
arrow head points to the dependent party (Underdog).
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The change dimension (C‒A) comprises two states, competition and alliance.
They are shown in the respective boxes under the map. The numbers indicate the
values of the measurement, which are described thoroughly in Appendix 2.
2.2.3

Reflection and evaluation of the RB method - the insurance case

The insurance case concerns a large insurance company. It has a specific role in this
thesis as I used it at the start of the research to learn the RB method and I will here
again use it, this time for reflection and evaluation of the RB method.
Insurance companies’ main business is dealing with risks. As an operator, they assess
common insurable events and take care of the risks on behalf of the customers by
taking responsibility for the financial consequences of known and well-defined events;
that is, risks their customers have decided to transfer to other parties. Insurance
companies also manage large capital amounts, which must be invested well to ensure
financial solidity.
Insurance companies represent experience and expertise within risk management and
therefore the views on and assessment of the used RB method by insurance experts are
of importance, especially concerning the generic approach behind the RB method, i.e.
its way of assessing risks in IC-related relationships.
The insurer’s approach to defining risks was to set a price (premium) for identifiable
and measurable occurrences (Knight, 1921). The measurement is often based on events’
past history, frequency and impact. The insurer’s risk calculations are highly regulated
by, and reported to, the authorities and are thus transparent (International standards
and directives, Solvency I and II27, and MiFID II28).
As an interviewee put it: “Our life is regulated to the extent that we cannot conduct the
business if it is not in order [here he referred to the methods the companies apply to
manage their financial assets and liabilities]. … The strength of this assessment [i.e. the
RB]… [is] surely [that it] concerns the aspects of the market, resources and business
environment.” (D10)
The insurance case gave the opportunity to observe the RB procedure throughout its
entire process, to get acquainted with the RB procedure and to get the participants’
reflections on the RB assessment in the subsequent interviews. Thus, the results from
the insurance case provide important and useful findings for the framework to be built
in this thesis, e.g. do-this, emphasise-this, do-not-do-this or avoid-this. They are listed
as takeaways at the end of this section.
The most important result from the insurance case is the assessment of the RB risk
approach given by the risk professionals, i.e. the relevance of using dependence as a
risk indicator of the relationship between the focal entity and its environmental factors,
see section 2.2.5.

27
28

https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/solvency-ii
https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-rules/mifid-ii-and-mifir
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2.2.4

The interviews

Ten directors and specialists from the insurance company were personally interviewed
after a varying period of time, about five months after the RB risk assessment. The
insurance company granted permission for the interviews and appointed a contact who
was one of the participants in the RB assessment process and an interviewee in the
study.
The time lag between the fact-finding workshops and the interviews (4‒5 months)
seems to have been appropriate, since the interviewees could clearly recall the
workshops in detail as well as the results (relevant result slides were part of the support
material in the interviews). They could also reflect on the conduct of the assessment.
However, the time lag distance was not sufficient to assess whether the results from the
RB assessment had had any effects on the conduct of business. The difference was
clearly seen in the two firm cases, where the time lag between the RB assessments and
the interviews varied from two to four years. Only one interviewee of the insurance case
assumed that the RB assessment had possibly influenced the decisions of the company.
The interviews were conducted as semi-structured discussions or dialogues with preprepared themes, and several unexpected issues emerged. Therefore, some initially
unintended topics became important during the interview and subsequently enriched
the study.
Since the content of and results of the RB assessment are confidential, the focus in the
insurance case is on the interviews and how the interviewees (also other attendees of
the RB assessment workshop in discussions) assessed the RB method and process. The
theme clock in Figure 5 depicts the main themes used in the interviews. The full
template is available in Figure 58 in Appendix 4.

Figure 5

Interview themes template in the insurance case.

The performed RB risk assessment provided the insurance company with six distinct
results, one for each of the six Bas, and one consolidated view. The principal question
covers the validity of the results, i.e. can the results be trusted to measure what is
intended and the extent to which the results cover the relevant areas of business
conduct and its environment. In qualitative studies such as RealBiz where in essence
the purpose is to understand the specific firm and its structure (business areas), the
validity question actually is a matter of trust. Can the results be trusted? In this case the
interviewees are the assessors, specialists in risks (see more in Section 9.4 Assessing
the thesis ).
The results of the RB risk assessment as well as the question of whether the results
could be trusted were discussed in the interviews. All interviewees (10) confirmed that
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the risks which were identified and assessed by the RB approach could be seen as
correct, and the results could be relied upon. This does not, however, mean that all
potential risks were identified, only that the risks shown by the results were correct. For
some, the results were correct, but not all relevant topics were discussed. Several
interviewees not only confirmed the correct results but added their satisfaction that
several, obviously difficult, issues came up.
2.2.5

Summarising the assessment of the RB Method

One of the cases, the insurance case, is used for assessing the RB-method.
The general impression from the interviews is that the RB approach to assessing risks
was accepted and considered as reliable and positive. It appears to have covered the
environment in terms of stakeholders and other environmental factors quite well, as
well as the most important relationships. Except for some insurance-specific and
technical topics, additional categories were rarely suggested and their absence was not
considered a flaw. The RB risk assessment provides a reliable assessment of those risk
factors it covers, according to the interviewees. The categories and the questions
assigned to them were considered relevant. The RB risk approach, where the risk
measure is the dependence on the environmental factors was accepted. In addition, the
approach in which questions with pre-set answer alternatives aim at measuring or
quantifying the degree of dependence (from sources or causes, not events) was
considered relevant, when assessing the firm’s environmental risks. This result has
been important in the construction of the ICRM framework.
However, some aspects of the approach were considered ‘problematic’ or difficult to
accept. They fall into five groups: one group were reflections that were contrary to the
expectations of the interviewees, not necessary as flaws in the RB system itself. They
should have been explicitly stated up-front as topics that are not included in the RB risk
assessment method, but this was not communicated properly to the attendees.
Discussing the current risk, but not strategies was one point which falls into this
category.
Another was that the product/service focus of the RB method was perceived as
problematic by a few. The focus will not allow, or urge, the participants to see the firm
from the perspective of potential customers: as ‘a whole’, a brand, or similar umbrella
concept. Customer perceptions are also facts. Some interviewees observed this
‘limitation’ of the firm-product-need-customer approach and wanted to discuss the
potential that ‘the whole’ would mean for a customer. This matter cannot be neglected
by stating that the tool does not support this aggregation/abstraction. It is a matter for
discussion in the context of the workshop or later in practice.
A third issue was that the RB risk assessment analyses only one competitor of its type
in three specific categories: direct, indirect and discretionary competitor. The
underlying logic is that if the most important competitor does not represent a fatal risk,
a less important stakeholder cannot do so either. One fatal risk is sufficient for the risk
assessment. This approach is legitimate, when the approach is to the first-order
relationship; it does not, however, explain away risks which are the result of a
stakeholder coalition, which cannot be identified in one dyadic first-order relationship.
Fourth: A real ‘flaw’ or insufficiency in the RB method is emerging risks, for instance in
the form of emerging competitors, which not yet have reached the size to become the
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first one. They are often observable and measurable, thus appropriate to analyse
following the RB approach. Many interviewees had noticed a runner-up competitor that
had gained in importance, but not (yet) reached the level of ‘the’ threat. If the risk
assessment is not done early enough, these emergent competitors may surprise.
Fifth: Process matters. Some issues are not caused by the tool approach per se, but
rather by how the assessment is conducted. The Facilitator’s role is invaluable, and
their experience is crucial. The ‘tool effect’ could also be interpreted as ‘poor’ process
execution. At least in the insurance case, this appeared to the interviewees as
unnecessary time pressure and reduction of the discussion. Interviewees also brought
some suggestions for better expectation management as well as increasing the time
spent in the aftermath, when the results were reported. The interviews conducted in
some way served in the role of the aftermath, not only as a scientific enquiry.
My conclusion is that these ‘critical’ observations relate primarily to the process and
highlight the importance of an experienced facilitator. They do not invalidate the major
results and the validity of the RB approach. The identified ‘flaws’ or shortcomings will
be taken into account when the ICRM framework is constructed in the Synthesis
chapter.
2.2.6

Acquiring the data material

This thesis falls into the category of qualitative research. Thus, according to many
scholars (Eskola and Suoranta, 2008; Alasuutari, 2014; Strauss and Corbin, 1998;
Hirsijärvi and Hurme, 2004; Kakkuri-Knuuttila, 2013/1998; Bryman, 2004; Kinnunen
and Löytty, 2002; Ruusuvuori et al., 2010; Kvale, 1997) qualitative research cannot be
assessed by the same criteria and methods as quantitative research. Generally speaking,
the mentioned scholars have consensus that the criteria applied in quantitative
research cannot directly be applied to qualitative research. One structure for discussing
the assessment is to assess the various parts or steps of the research. The steps are:
Acquisition of the material; Interpretation of the material; Results and contributions;
Definitions of the concepts; and Relevance of the study. The last three steps are
discussed in section 9.4 Assessing the thesis.
Acquisition of the material. Acquisition of the primary material is the first aspect to
assess, especially, how the material has been acquired, and what techniques have been
applied. The data material in this study is the following:
RealBiz data for firms: Case firms were asked permission to the use the RealBiz results
and to interview the participants in that RB assessment. In the insurance case I was
given the possibility to join the RB assessment and make observations of the conduct.
Subsequently, I obtained permission to interview ten participants.
Interview data: The interview data in the firm and insurance cases has a different focus:
The insurance case interviews in the first instance attempt to assess the reliability of the
results of the RB assessment and critically evaluate the method. As indicated above,
both the method and the way it was assessed were acceptable.
The duration of interviews in the firm cases was nearly three hours. The interviews,
even though the theme map was presented, basically attempted to obtain the answer to
one specific question – “What did you do after being aware of the results from the
RealBiz assessment?” The interviews were more of a dialogue than ‘I ask, you answer’.
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Many of the techniques used during the interviews can be found in the literature
concerning knowledge acquisition (Brulé and Blount, 1989; McGraw and HarbisonBriggs, 1989; Scott et al., 1991). This main question gave the interviewee the possibility
to discuss the path between the RB assessment and the time of the interview from their
firm-specific perspectives and also enabled the possibility of a dialogue.
During the interviews the discussion was recorded and later transcribed by external
persons.
It is emphasised that the material from interviews should be as rich as possible in order
to allow several points of view. Alasuutari (2014, p. 83-85) discusses the problem of
balance between theoretical requirements and the richness of the material. He adds
that just for this reason it is typical for qualitative research to collect material which
enables making various perspectives possible.
Interpretation of the material. Interpretation of the material depends on various
fundamental aspects. What matters in the first instance is whether the collected
material is theory-based or material-based. In this thesis, the material was created
prior to the theory.
Interpretation, nevertheless, depends on the research questions and selected research
strategies through which the aims of the research are attempted to be achieved, but also
the acquired material, especially when the research is theory-based.
One way to compensate the requirement for reproducibility of data is to have other
persons see the material and share the same interpretation. During the preparation of
the article (Ritvanen and Sveiby, 2017) the interview material was shared and assessed
by another person. It can also be assumed that the results were validated by the editors
of the book in which the article appeared. For this thesis the RB material as well as the
interview material of 5 firm cases out of which the two cases have been selected, has
been shared with the supervisor. Data of the cases can be published under anonymity.
The text concerning the firm cases and insurance case has been checked by the
interviewed managers (MT and MAN case) and the appointed person at the insurance
case.
2.2.7

Ethical considerations in the researh

This study complies with the TENK29 Ethical principles of research in the humanities
and social and behavioural sciences.
The research attempts to describe each firm and the related occurrences as realistically
as possible, bearing in mind the ethical standards of good research practice. The
participation by interviewees in this study is voluntary and approved under certain
conditions, most important being their anonymity. All specific details in the material,
including the results of the RB risk assessments, obtained from RealBiz International,
and in the interviews, relevant to the purpose of the study, are allowed by them to be
published, if anonymity is ensured. During my work, I have also allowed the
interviewees to check the texts referring to them if they have been changed.
In this role I worked also with RealBiz International and helped Per-Erik Kihlstedt in
the design of the metamodel for the RB tool. (see 2.2.1)
29

TENK found in https://www.tenk.fi/en
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Some of the firms operate in fields with only few competing firms. Therefore, some
aspects of the firms and their operations are camouflaged for the sake of anonymity. I
attempt to describe each firm and the related occurrences as realistically as possible,
bearing in mind the ethical standards of good research practice. This means that I have
excluded data that may reveal their identity and used high-level pseudonyms such as
“Material technology” instead of the actual expression. For the research purpose the
relevant data are documentation of the managers’ actions after the RB risk assessment
and data on why and how they did what they did, and assess these against the
theoretical, especially IC/ICM considerations.
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3

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL (IC) AND INTELLECTUAL
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (ICM)

3.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview on the concepts of Intellectual Capital (IC) and
Intellectual Capital Management (ICM) and their interrelationship. Moreover, it
focuses on the themes and issues that are essential in terms of the research questions of
this thesis and the specific questions regarding Risk Management (RM).
One of the aims of this chapter is to provide a background understanding on why the
prevailing intellectual capital risks are what they are, and how the essential
requirements of the ISO 31000 risk management standard could be taken into account
if the currently used intellectual capital risk concept needs some reconsideration.
Before being able to answer the main research question (RQ) and related sub-research
questions (Sub-Research Questions 1-4), a thorough understanding must be gained of
what IC and ICM are and what they stand for.
Identification of a risk is crucial for risk management, as stated in the standard:
“Comprehensive identification is critical, because a risk that is not identified at this
stage will not be included in further analysis” (ISO 31000:2009, p. 17). The notion
‘identify’ is used in this thesis in compliance with the ISO 31000 standard, which
contains three notions: to find, to recognise and to describe. Thus, the principal
question concerning the IC and ICM discipline in this thesis is to ask what to ‘identify’
means in the context of IC and ICM research and how it is used in order to find all ICrelated elements which may affect or influence the objectives of the focal entity.
Why is the notion of finding important for IC and ICM research? Within this thesis, the
presumption is that each IC-related element30 may be a source or cause of IC-related
risk. More specifically, the risks can be found where value originates. Since value
originates in dynamic relations, a relational approach is deemed appropriate.
Therefore, it is important to understand what the means and methods are that support
the process of finding as an essential part of identification. The question of how to find
is not only important for IC, ICM or IC risk management, but also for all other chapters
in this thesis.
3.1.1

Contents of the IC and ICM chapter

The IC and ICM chapter covers the following parts (through which IC and ICM will be
discussed).
First, a number of perspectives IC takes on in various texts and studies are presented.
The richness of these perspectives is a significant challenge for any researcher and
practitioner.

30 Element refers to anything (similar to the notion of a ‘thing’ in Gruberian ontology) related to IC,
entities, relationships, abstractions of phenomena. What element is being mentioned should be specified at
the time of its use.
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Second, the meta-theoretical structure describing both IC research and ICM research is
discussed. Since the concepts of IC and ICM are interrelated, this meta-structure has a
bearing when IC and ICM are discussed in detail in the two main sections of this
chapter.
Third, IC is discussed from several points of view. What fundamental core concepts is
IC built on? Which contexts are used when IC is interpreted? The types and roles of IC
classifications and specifically the IC triad are analysed.
Fourth, ICM and related concepts are discussed by describing how ICM is defined and
how it relates to commonly used management functions. In addition, the measurement
of IC is discussed, as well as the various uses of classifications. Finally, the question
why ICM has not been adopted in firms is addressed.
Even though the discussion above excludes intellectual capital risks, the guiding
principles which are necessary for IC-related risks are used, namely how to find, the
question of precision and the relational approach.
The chapter ends with a summary in which the results of the discussion are drawn
together and IC and ICM for this thesis are defined.
3.1.2

Ambiguity – an issue or richness of IC?

Many scholars and practitioners point out the great ambiguity as concerns the notion of
IC. On the one hand, IC is used interchangeably with other related notions, such as
Intangible Assets, Intellectual Assets, Intangibles, just to name a few (Marr et al.,
2004a; Choong, 2008). On the other hand, IC seems to consist of many different
approaches, which do not always seem to be commensurable or are difficult to subsume
under the notion of IC (Guthrie et al., 2012; Gowthorpe, 2009). IC appears to be both
synonymous and homonymous. Therefore, it is more than important not only to
ask the question “What do we mean when we talk about IC” (summarising the
questions in Marr and Chatzkel, 2004) but to attempt to find a reasonable answer to
that question.
The aspect of IC being a homonym is clearly expressed by Diefenbach (2006):
The strands are conceptualised for different purposes and have their specific strengths and
limits. However, perhaps because of the number of these strands and their different focal points
one question arises almost automatically: What exactly are intangible resources? (Diefenbach,
2006, p. 407)

This discussion gives an impression of conceptual ambiguity. Therefore, the question
“What do we mean when we talk about IC”31 by Marr and Chatzkel (2004, p. 226) is
understandable. The situation is far from being unique, but is rather common in nearly
all disciplines. For example, Haugaard and Clegg (2009:5) discuss the multi-faceted
concept of power as follows:
All [referring to a list of social science disciplines] use of the concept of power as a central and
defining concept. Within each of these broad disciplinary divisions, there are local power

Marr and Chatzkel (2004) raise a set of specific question in their editorial for IC at the Cross Roads issue
in the Journal of Information Capital, which can be summarised with this question. It seems that the
question is still adequate more than a decade later.
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debates, each of which encapsulates a vision of its own, defined by a perspective. (Haugaard and
Clegg, 2009, p. 5)

Every apparent ambiguity, as annoying as it may be, thus contains a seed for further
enquiry.
In the following, selected examples of the discourse within the IC and ICM literature
are presented. The various perspectives on IC are introduced and elaborated in the
corresponding sections later. Not all of these perspectives are equally important with
regard to this thesis and thus some are elaborated more thoroughly than others. By
understanding the various perspectives, we may gain a conceptual clarity of what the
core elements of IC are.
IC is seen as a domain of intangible assets. This approach emphasises the ontological
interest in understanding the essence of IC, with the aim of providing some further
precision and essentiality to the conceptual framework (Vlismas and Venieris, 2011;
Diefenbach, 2006; Mouritsen, 2009).
IC is seen as a business management approach and practice. This view with its
related literature was dominant during the 1990s before the attempt to consider IC as
an object of academic studies. Many of the conceptual structures, metaphors,
classifications and other artefacts born in the management literature are still at the core
of academic studies (Sveiby, 1997; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Stewart, 1997).
IC is seen as a set of intangible resources in the process of creating value. The
fundamental element is human knowledge and knowing (Sveiby, 1997; Sveiby, 2001;
Wiig, 1997; Marr et al., 2004a; Mouritsen, 2004; Diefenbach, 2006).
IC is seen as a conceptual framework for reporting and managing intangibles in
the context of an organisation (or firm/company), (e.g., Meritum, 2001; DMSTI,
2003a; Ricardis, 2006; AKWissensbilanz, 2004) or part of it as in The International
<IR> Framework 201332; (Casonato et al. 2018; Flower, 2015; de Villiers and Hsiao,
2017; Lund and Nielsen, 2017; Dumay et al., 2018; Adams, 2017)
IC is seen as a management approach as in Intellectual Capital Management (ICM).
The general aim of ICM is developing methods and tools to better understand how IC
contributes to value creation and how to improve the use and management of IC for
effective and efficient operations (Lönnqvist, et al. 2009a; Lönnqvist et al., 2009b;
Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008; Kujansivu, 2008a and 2008b; Kianto, 2007; Schiuma,
2009; Schiuma and Lerro, 2008; Lerro et al., 2014; Marr, 2005; Kianto et al., 2014;
Sveiby, 1997, 2001; Choo and Bontis, 2002). The focus of ICM is both operative and
strategic management.
IC is seen as an academic discipline33 (Serenko and Bontis, 2013) or research
practice, which has been named by some scholars Intellectual Capital Accounting
Research, ICAR (Guthrie et al., 2012).

http://integratedreporting.org/resource/international-ir-framework/
For the discipline, there are many definitions and, subsequently, many uses. For some researchers, it
means a stabilised scientific research practice whereas others use the notion in a more liberal way. For
example, Serenko and Bontis (2013) question whether IC has reached the status of being an academic
discipline. Holt and den Hond (2013), in their rather provocative editorial, ask to what extent becoming a
discipline means the end of looking for change or being able to question its own premises and underlying
32
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IC can be seen as a system, the aim of which is to create value. Therefore, it is natural
that some scholars consider the identification of the value drivers as the most
important task. If you know the value drivers (IC elements) in the context of the system
(the firm) you have key information at hand to manage the value-creation process,
(Marr et al., 2004b, Schiuma, 2009). Some of these studies view IC from a process or
business process perspective (Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008).
IC is seen as a subject. This aspect has not been put explicitly but the wordings
uncover that perspective. IC is talked about as if it were a subject. This approach
emphasises the role of human capital or individual knowing in the context of
organisational value creation (Mouritsen, 2009).
To summarise, the variety of IC and ICM depicts IC as being a rather complex and
multi-faceted domain. While briefly introducing the various types of IC the notion
of ICM has not even been touched upon, and thus the complexity of the concept will be
addressed in the following sections.
3.1.3

Meta-structure of IC and ICM research

This chapter deals with two broad concepts, IC and ICM, which are often intermingled.
The discourse on managing IC-related risks presumes that both IC and ICM are known
and understood as concepts. To be able to discuss these two concepts in detail, it is
necessary to understand how they relate to one another.
It is also important to discuss the relationship between IC as a conceptual framework
and IC as a domain of the real world. Figure 6 shows the essential relationship between
the three above-mentioned concepts, namely IC, ICM and IC and ICM research. How
these affect the real world is the essential interest of research in general. My interest, in
this context, focuses on a specific aspect of this reality: how IC-related risks are
managed in the context of IC discipline and practice.
The drawing in Figure 6 is applied from Tsoukas and Knudsen (2003, p. 6) who
describe the meta-theoretical reflections in organisation studies or organisation theory.
The object level contains the phenomena (in the real world) which are studied by in the
focal theory, which in Tsoukas and Knudsen’s case is Organisation Theory.
The theoretical level consists of theories, models and the framework of the theories. In
this thesis, the relevant theory is the IC theory or IC conceptual framework. The metatheoretical level comprises theories about what a theory is, how it is validated, how it
develops (or is developed) and how it is linked with practice. The meta-theoretical
considerations also comprise ICM in the sense that management represents a metalevel consideration of how the matters described in the theoretical level are or can be
applied in practice, by reflecting the correspondence between the phenomenon and
related theory (inspection) or how the real-world phenomena can be managed
(intervention) by using the concepts defined in the theory, i.e., IC. Thus, IC can be
considered as a filter between the beholder and the real world, or a facet (or set of
facets) that depends on how IC in use has been defined.

assumptions. Not being able to judge, I will use the notions of discipline and research practice as
synonyms, since it is not the focus of this thesis to determine the academic status of IC or ICM.
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Figure 6

Relationship between ICM, IC and the real world

The model that emphasises the interrelationship between IC and ICM and the real
world is logical. The actual actors and entities reside in the same real world as part of
the real IC according to what has been defined in the IC conceptual framework. The
relationship between IC and ICM is referential. IC consists of various perspectives on
reality and ICM uses some or several of these when managing IC in the real world. The
domain area of the two, i.e., IC and ICM, is not necessarily but can be the same. In the
latter case, these two concepts refer to the same IC element (or set of elements). ICM
can, however, refer to a smaller domain (set of IC elements) than it would be possible
by how IC has been defined. This is akin to a problem Gowthorpe takes into
consideration. For Gowthorpe (2009), IC as a concept or phenomenon is such a
complex phenomenon that it cannot be grasped by the financial accounting system
(FA), which cannot be stretched to understand all that IC represents. In this sense, IC
accounting (if this exists) is an extension of FA or simply something through which
more of reality can be understood. IC Accounting can absorb the variety or see more of
the real world than FA can. To stretch FA would mean a violation of the rules and/or
principles of FA. This view is not specific to IC. It is common to all disciplines. What
matters in the context of IC is how IC has been defined.
Generally speaking, IC ‘understands’ or can absorb only part of the variety that reality
consists of. It is determined by the rules and definitions of IC. Within IC, there are
many sets of rules, some absorbing more and some less of the variation of the real
world. The same relationship prevails between ICM and IC. Ashby’s law of requisite
variety (Ashby, 1956 and 1958; cf. Beer, 1979 and 1985; Schwaninger, 2000) provides
an explanation of these relationships. Ashby’s law of requisite variety means that
“variety absorbs variety”.34
This model is in line with Ashby’s law of requisite variety. In practice, this means that
you can control or even understand only that variety of reality (activities, entities) you
have yourself. The more versatile your knowledge is, the better or more widely you may
understand the phenomena in your environment. This is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for control. For example, if your task is to control one specific measuring
instrument and its stated value, what is required from you is your knowledge about the
visual interface and the related values. If the reading deviates from the accepted range
for normal values, you must alert your boss (Ashby, 1956; Beer, 1979, 1981, 1985,
Espejo, 2000).
34

Ashby’s law of requisite variety. From Beer (1985).
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This notion has relevance since IC (by any definition, IC has an effect in the context of
the firm) and its related risks are or can be seen from a systems perspective.
One caveat concerns this entire chapter on IC and ICM. Even though the above
discussion refers to many various views of IC, ICM and reflects on the approaches of
several meta-studies on IC and ICM, this enquiry into literature is not to be considered
as a review. Instead, it is an attempt to show the results of the search for the
means and methods IC has, as a discipline or research practice, available
to identify IC-related elements; in other words, those important entities and
relationships which, in an a priori and common-sense thinking, might have some role
in the endeavour to understand IC-related risks. The reason to apply this seemingly
eclectic search methodology stems from the following thinking. Risks and especially
their realisation will always surprise. This depends on the lack of knowledge,
uncertainty in the knowledge and the fact that the future is always uncertain, for
humankind only,35 however. This also holds true for repeated risks or similar events.
Often these risks are realised not in plans or policies but on the shop floor. The realised
risks are often not communicated or shared, and can therefore recur in the same
organisation. This is also the challenge we have between theory and practice. In this
sense, Ashby’s law of requisite variety has bearing on the management of IC-related
risks.
3.1.4

Brief history of IC

Intellectual Capital as a concept is a rather young area of research. In the literature,
there are many versions available of the conception of IC. Andriessen (2004a), like
many other scholars, refers to ‘Hudson (1993:15)’, who mentions that it was John
Galbraith who first mentioned “Intellectual Capital” in 1969. The phenomenon behind
IC, human knowledge and its impact on a firm’s performance had already been
documented earlier. Sveiby and Risling (1986) published a book, entitled in Swedish
‘Kunskapsföretaget – seklets viktigaste ledarutmaning?’ which emphasised the role of
knowledge-intensive firms in the economy and provided visions about the challenges
management would encounter in the future.
The KONRAD group came out with a book, The Invisible Balance Sheet (Sveiby, 1990),
which provided key indicators for the accounting, control and valuation of know-how
companies. The conceptual structure consisted of three capitals: financial, individual
and structural. What seems to be important and acceptable to common sense is that all
of the capitals are present but, depending on the type of business, the focus varies.
Three types of companies, an industrial company, a service company and a know-how
company are presented (Sveiby, 1990, p.20). They differ in terms of their focus on the
three capitals, with the individual capital being essential for the know-how company.
According to Choong (2008), investigations into intangibles had started even earlier.
He refers to ‘Grabowski and Muellar (1978)’, who considered the topic under the
concept ‘intangible capital stock’.
The importance of knowledge was also recognised by Peter Drucker who, in his book
Post-Capitalist Society (Drucker, 1993), asserts that societies are in radical change,
moving from the Age of Capitalism and the Nation-State to a Knowledge Society. He
“This is consistent with Ewald’s (1991, p. 199) famous, if elliptical, statement that ‘nothing is a risk in
itself; there is no risk in reality. But on the other hand anything can be a risk; it all depends on how one
analyses the danger, considers the event”. Power et al. (2009, p. 303).
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also asserts that knowledge will be the primary resource in the post-capital society and
knowledge workers will be the leading social groups (Drucker, 2008/1973, p. 545, also
Drucker, 1999).
The basic assumption or claim at the time when IC thinking started to emerge was that
financial accounting will not suffice when know-how companies and their performance
and capability to survive in the future are assessed. The argument for the claim came
from the empirical observation that the market value of a firm seemed to exceed the
firm’s book value. The claim was that the difference between these two values was the
monetary value of the firm’s intellectual capital. This approach is called Market-BookValue, which is currently contested and debated.
Today, roughly two decades after the start of serious academic studies on IC, the impact
of the practising pioneers still seems to dominate thinking in the IC and ICM
disciplines. Table 2 presents the frequency of reference models used among the 83
studies Ferenhof et al. (2015) assessed in their meta-study. The table shows two
interesting and important points. Firstly, there are a few names that still dominate the
conceptual structure of IC classification and measurement. Often these references
coincide within the same document. This means that the referenced models, at least for
those who refer to them, seem to be very close to each other. Secondly, the year 1997
was an important year for IC.
Table 2

Frequencies of reference models in 83 IC documents analysed in Ferenhof et al.
(2015)
Document
Edvinsson and Malone (1997)
Sveiby (1997)
Stewart (1997)
Bontis (1999)
Bontis et al. (1999)
Edvinsson and Sullivan (1996)
Roos and Roos (1997)
Wiig (1997)
Marr et al. (2004a)
Meritum (2001)
Marr (2005)

Year
1997
1997
1997
1999
1999
1996
1997
1997
2004
2001
2005

N
57
55
54
29
13
16
11
9
5
2
1

Even though scholars have not reached agreement upon the definition of IC, there is
one thing on which they agree; the classification of IC into three categories, classes or
components. This is the main message presented by Ferenhof et al. (2015) in their
meta-model of IC, although they add Social Capital (SOCCAP) as the fourth category of
IC in addition to the triad of Human Capital (HC), Structural Capital (SC)/Internal
Structure (IS) and Relational Capital (RC)/External Structure (ES).
The notion of IC was created among practitioners. Academic scholars have joined and
brought insight and understanding with rigour to the IC research. Many of the pioneers
have been active in academic studies as well. IC as a discipline is currently living its
fourth stage and the fifth stage is emerging (Dumay, 2016, Dumay et al., 2017). A recent
overview of the state of the art of IC was published as The Routledge Companion to
Intellectual Capital edited by Guthrie et al. (2017). It confirms the stages by organising
the book’s articles accordingly.
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According to many scholars, the third stage refers to the years 2004, when Marr and
Chatzkel (2004) published their research paper on IC at the crossroads, to 2006, when
Mouritsen (2006) came out with an article emphasising two research practices, IC1 and
IC2. IC1 refers to ostensive research, in which all firms should be assessed so that they
are comparable, whereas IC2 stands for performative research, which attempts to take
each of the firms and their IC into account without violating the idiosyncrasies of the
firm’s way of producing value. The names and logic stem from Latour (1986), which
Mouritsen (2006) then applied to IC research. Emphasising IC2 was a critique of
current IC research, but also a signal to emphasise practice, and to understand how IC
is managed and how IC research could support the widening of understanding. As can
be seen in Cuozzo et al. (2017), the share of performative studies has increased.
In the development of IC, there seems to be a pendular movement between practice
and theory (academic research), in a peculiar way, however. While the birth of IC was
produced by practitioners, the second stage was taken care of by academic researchers,
among which many of the practitioners continued the development of IC theory. At a
certain point, voices demanding more practical studies became stronger, and so, the
third stage emerged. But still, one important goal has not been reached, i.e. the
acceptance of IC by practitioners, meaning firms and their management. Many
researchers have recently reacted to the research by Schaper (2016), which points out
that all of the firms in Denmark which started to use the DMSTI (2003a and 2003b)
guideline have ceased to do so (Schaper et al., 2016; Nielsen et al., 2017).
IC seems to be quite isolated, which is shown in some meta-studies, especially clearly in
the study of Serenko and Bontis (2013). IC is self-referential; it absorbs from other
disciplines but is not absorbed very much by others. The following remark by Ståhle et
al. (2003) is still valid. In particular, concerning the risk and uncertainty aspect, point 2
below is vital.
The intellectual capital movement attempts to overcome the limitations of conventional
indicators that are used to explain, measure and manage organizational performance.
Specifically, its critique is aimed mainly at three intertwined issues in performance measurement
and management of organizations:
1) the extensive reliance on traditional accounting-based indicators,
2) the orientation towards the past instead of the future, and
3) the neglect of the need for non-financial information. (Ståhle et al., 2003, p. 21)

Considering the contents of the above quote and what has happened with the DMSTI
statements, it is essential for us to ask to what extent IC and ICM have managed to
convert the critique into action and research practice.
3.1.5

Meta-studies of IC

Meta-studies or literature reviews are an important strand of research, which provides
an overview of the status of a discipline and often shows in an explicit way the
development trajectories within the discipline. Thus, also in this thesis, much of the
knowledge about IC and IC research has been gained from various meta-studies which
have addressed the IC and ICM disciplines from various perspectives (discourse,
research practice). In the following, the meta-studies are grouped into those concerning
the development of the research area (Guthrie, 2000; Guthrie et al., 2012), schools of
thought (Kaufmann and Schneider, 2004; Choong, 2008); classification and measuring
(Kaufmann and Schneider, 2004; Choong, 2008), measurement methods (Sveiby,
2018; Andriessen, 2004a), and maturity of IC as a discipline (Serenko and Bontis,
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2013). The list is not exhaustive but is intended to illustrate how meta-studies differ
from one another in their focus.
3.1.5.1

Development of the research area

Guthrie (2000) and Guthrie et al. (2012) provide a thorough analysis of the trajectories
of Intellectual Capital Accounting Research (ICAR) through three major stages. Dumay,
one of the co-writers in Guthrie et al. (2012), has in Dumay (2016) expanded the view
to include the fourth stage of IC research, which broadens the scope to comprise
ecosystems and ethical considerations.
3.1.5.2

Schools of thought

Kaufmann and Schneider (2004) identify four schools of thought which dominate the
discourse within IC. Choong (2008) further expand the number to cover seven schools
of thought. The names of the seven schools of thought presented here are according to
Choong’s (2008) method. The four schools Kaufmann and Schneider (2004) earlier
identified were:
-

-

-

Skandia Navigator by Edvinsson and Malone (Edvinsson, 1997; Edvinsson and
Malone, 1997), in which the aim is to convert HC to SC. The measurement
covers financial, customer, process, renewal and development, and human
components.
Intangible Assets Monitor by Sveiby (1997), which provides strategic
information on the firm in the areas of growth, renewal, efficiency, stability and
risk.
Calculated Intangible Value by Stewart (1997) and Luthly (1998). The excess
return on tangible assets is calculated according to human, customer and
structural intangible assets. The key idea is to standardise the calculation and
information to allow for comparison of the performance of different firms.
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) by Kaplan and Norton (1996, 2000). BSC uses four
perspectives: ‘financial’, ‘customer’, ‘internal processes’, and ‘learning and
growth’.

The three additional schools of thought Choong (2008, p. 627) added to the list are:
-

Technology Broker by Brooking (1996), which reports qualitative measures on
market assets, human assets, IP assets, and infrastructure assets.
Value Explorer by Andriessen and Tissen (2000), which provides information
on assets and endowments, skills and tacit knowledge, collective values and
norms, technology and explicit knowledge, as well as management processes.
The Value Chain Scoreboard, by Lev (2001, 2002), which has three categories
according to the cycle of development: discovery and learning, implementation,
and commercialisation.

Maybe more important than the identification of various schools of thought are the
common comment(s) Kaufmann and Schneider (2004) arrive at, i.e., IC lacks
theoretical foundations.
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In addition, Kaufmann and Schneider (2004) suggest a number of themes to be
covered in future research. Some of these, also relevant for this thesis, are selected in
the following.
The literature concentrates on approaches to gain and provide information on intangibles and
fails to describe how to use that information. It would be helpful to provide more research that
can be more practically applied.
Showing how to use information on intangibles, instead of just providing it;
Developing a detailed classification of intangibles that helps the business community to structure
the approaches to intangibles within a company;
Examining the applicability of organizational theories to the issue of management of intangibles;
Developing a theoretical framework that can be applied to the management of intangibles.
(Kaufmann and Schneider, 2004, p. 385)

The above list seems to be relevant even today. There are, however, some suggestions
which sound feasible on the first reading but, given the factual possibilities of IC,
several doubts arise. The example below is seen as a suggestion to improve the
manageability of IC. The authors claim that the goal of the IC literature on intangibles
is too broad and thus not applicable for management. The critique also addresses the
vast focus on knowledge as an asset; for example, could it be worthwhile to look more
deeply at other kinds of intangibles, such as the evaluation of customers or brands?
Customer relations and brands are studied in depth within the marketing research.
Should IC join them? Should IC compete with them? What can IC offer or gain? The
same set of questions could be asked concerning supplier relations or competitor
evaluations, which are thoroughly studied in the corresponding disciplines.
This suggestion, however, is important since it raises another, more profound question:
What is the identity of IC and IC research? What remains for IC if fragments thereof are
currently studied in more depth within other disciplines?
3.1.5.3

Measurement methods

Sveiby (2018) analyses various measurement methods. In the recent update, he has a
list of 42 methods grouped into four groups:
Direct Intellectual Capital methods (DIC). Estimate the $-value of intangible assets by
identifying its various components. Once these components are identified, they can be directly
evaluated, either individually or as an aggregated coefficient.
Market Capitalization Methods (MCM). Calculate the difference between a company's
market capitalization and its stockholders' equity as the value of its intellectual capital or
intangible assets.
Return on Assets methods (ROA). Average pre-tax earnings of a company for a period of
time are divided by the average tangible assets of the company. The result is a company ROA that
is then compared with its industry average. The difference is multiplied by the company's
average tangible assets to calculate an average annual earning from the Intangibles. Dividing the
above-average earnings by the company's average cost of capital or an interest rate, one can
derive an estimate of the value of its intangible assets or intellectual capital.
Scorecard Methods (SC). The various components of intangible assets or intellectual capital
are identified and indicators and indices are generated and reported in scorecards or as graphs.
SC methods are similar to DIS methods, expect that no estimate is made of the $-value of the
Intangible assets. A composite index may or may not be produced. (Sveiby, 2018)
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Andriessen (2004a) has studied 25 methods in order to create a framework of his own.
This measurement framework is based on intangible perspective.
3.2

Intellectual Capital (IC) and related concepts

Some commonly used definitions of Intellectual Capital (IC) are presented first. These
definitions indicate the variety of perspectives on IC.
In his book Making Sense of Intellectual Capital, Andriessen represents the intangible
perspective (Andriessen, 2004a, 2004b) and defines IC thus:
The intangible perspective is a resource-based perspective that looks at the economy or at an
individual company as a combination of stocks, flows and transformations of resources. These
resources can be tangibles, financial or intangible. The intangible perspective focuses on
resources that are not material … (Andriessen, 2004a, p. 3)

The definition of IC by Kujansivu (2006) refers to companies and their employees.
Intellectual capital (IC) is considered crucial to the competitiveness of many companies
regardless of the industry. It consists of the non-physical sources of value related to employees’
capabilities, organisations’ resources and way of operating and the relationships with their
stakeholders. (Kujansivu, 2006, p. 2)

The definition of IC by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) is frequently quoted within IC and
ICM literature, and refers to an organisation or even larger entities and specific
practices or professions. Also important is the dual interpretation of knowledge (a static
element) as knowing capacity (a dynamic element), and that knowledge is the essence
of IC. Moreover, HC here refers to persons as possessors of knowledge, not employees.
In this article we use the term “intellectual capital” to refer to the knowledge and knowing
capability of a social collectivity, such as an organization, intellectual community, or professional
practice. We have elected to adopt this terminology because of its clear parallel with the concept
of human capital, which embraces the acquired knowledge, skills, and capabilities that enable
persons to act in new ways (Coleman, 1988). Intellectual capital thus represents a valuable
resource and a capability for action based in knowledge and knowing. (Nahapiet and Ghoshal,
1998, p. 245)

Pike, et al., (2005a) use the IC definition introduced by Roos and Roos. (1997) as
follows:
ICS defines “intellectual capital” as any intangible resources or transformations of those
resources, which are under some level of control of the company that adds to a company’s value
creation (Roos and Roos, 1997, p. 494)

These few examples of IC definitions show the great diversity of the IC concept. The
various IC definitions are discussed in the following sections.
This section focuses on the existing literature on IC from the perspectives that
emphasise the aspects relevant for risk management. The connection will be explained
in depth in the Risk Management chapter. Here, it suffices to point out that all the
means and perspectives which support or emphasise the problem or importance of the
identification of IC elements, entities, activities, drivers, etc., are taken into account.
The common parlance is that when the world, business conduct or economics changes,
IC must change accordingly in order to meet the challenges from the global and
environmental changes. The question is whether everything actually changes, or can it
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be that there exists a core or a conceptual essence which is relatively invariant and
remains unchanged in this turbulence. In order to answer this question, the domain
elements (extensions) referred to by the various IC definitions are studied first.
The attempt is to find the essential and relatively invariant elements or concepts of IC.
To maintain its identity, each research practice or discipline should be explicit with
the fundamentals, i.e., the core notions and their meaning. The better these are
expressed and communicated, the easier it is for practitioners, i.e., managers, to adopt
them as part of their working methods.
With reference to Tsoukas and Knudsen (2009), the structure to IC, as shown in Figure
7 will be applied and used when discussing the IC literature relevant to this thesis.
There are three main domains that represent the three levels of analysis.
The topmost domain, IC Research and relevant literature, represents the development
of the IC concept and meta-studies, which from time to time assess the status and
progress of IC while also developing it. The research object of this literature is the IC
theory, the conceptual framework and its application to the real world. IC does not
function in isolation and therefore references to other disciplines occur and should be
understood. The referential relationship between IC and reference theories is
bidirectional, as shown by Serenko and Bontis (2013).
The middle domain of literature concerns the conceptual frameworks of IC. The
conceptual framework of IC is not unified but rather dispersed. Our view of reality is
formed on the basis of these concepts. Within the umbrella of IC, we may identify
several fractions which form a kind of continuum, from the narrower to the broader
domain area (extension), in terms of how they represent the real world. These fractions
are indicated with the letters A, B, C, and D (the last one indicating the area without a
name). All existing frameworks can be located in these fractions. Each of them may
contain a number of perspectives or interpretations (facets/intensions) of the extension
(or scope).
The different extensions (areas of the domain) may depend on different underlying
assumptions (Lev, 2001; Meritum, 2001; DMSTI, 2003a and 2003b; Marr et al.,
2004a; Sveiby, 1997 and 2001; Mouritsen, 2006, just to name a few) concerning the
scope or development of the IC theory. Some scholars (Guthrie et al., 2012; Choong,
2008; Mouritsen, 2009) have formed a multi-perspective approach to IC. Guthrie et al.
(2012) and Dumay (2016) have extensively discussed the development of IC through
various stages, each of which offers a perspective of its own.
Finally, there is the domain which IC refers to in the real world. This domain is
something against which we test our perceptions of reality, which is defined and
formalised in the IC conceptual framework. The broader our conceptual apparatus in
IC, the larger the domain area of IC. If the conceptual framework is incoherent or
ambiguous, the already complex reality gets even more complex, the complexity of
which is largely self-induced. Data, stories, and interview materials belong to this level.
While the IC refers to a specific domain of the real world, it is not exclusively owned by
the IC discipline, but the interpretation is. Other disciplines may share, entirely or
partially, the same domain with IC, or even consider that the entire IC domain is just
part of their domain. Marketing, for example, shares a domain with IC, namely,
customer relationships. No wonder Kaufmann and Schneider (2004) suggested more
in-depth studies of this domain. Supply chain management, on the other hand, relies
on supplier relations, and human resource management shares one domain with IC,
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employees. The interpretation may differ. Marketing may go deeper into the specifics
and details, whereas for IC it may be sufficient to understand the quality of that
relationship in the context of other relationships of a firm’s IC as a whole. This is often
referred to as the holistic view of IC.
One of the most important tools used by IC is categorisation. This will be one of the
main topics in this thesis for the purpose of evaluating IC. According to Choong (2008),
“we need a system to streamline the various definitions and terms into manageable
categories”. He refers to Rudner (1966) in this matter:
According to Rudner (1966), the value of classification is associated with its ability to function as
a heuristic device, which is useful for the interpretation of substance. Choong (2008, p. 609)
The author recognizes that not all issues can be addressed here. For example, the identification
of every attribute (item) that can be considered as IC appears remote. This paper should
therefore provide the motivation for future research in the areas of identification of what
constitutes IC, how IC is measured and managed, and ultimately how IC is reported. Choong
(2008, p. 612)

Figure 7

The various core concept classes and domains of IC and the IC Research

Even though IC on the theoretical level is just a conceptual description of real world
occurrences (entities, events and relations), the referential relationship has an effect of
enactment between IC theory and the IC real world in both directions. Talking about IC
means that people start taking it into account in their actions, thus enacting the theory
(Weick, 1979, 1995). People may find the theoretical concepts suitable for the purpose
of conceiving things and consider them helpful. This is one way in which the existing
theory enacts the practice. The changes in theoretical understanding are enacted by the
reality, not only through the inspection of the real world or by the results in IC research
implemented into theory. This makes it difficult to know precisely how a theory
evolves.
In addition to this, other reference theories influence IC research. Good examples of
this are the discussion of IC1 and IC2, which is based on Latour (1986), and how
assumably ANT (Actor Network Theory) thinking in general has affected the IC theory
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in Mouritsen’s (2009) document, where he advocates to see IC as a subject, not as an
object of enquiry, as is the prevailing parlance. Knowledge management has influenced
and continues to influence IC, but it is also influenced by IC, since they both elaborate
the same objects in the real world, namely, human knowledge and knowing in various
contexts.
3.2.1

Core concepts of IC and the respective domains

Ambiguity might be a reason for the increasing number of frameworks, classifications
and other methods of IC research. The observation that IC is concurrently both a
synonym and a homonym should be taken into account when attempting to understand
the IC research practice or discipline.
The synonym presumption means that whatever name we choose to use, it refers to
essentially the same IC. The homonym presumption, on the other hand, means that IC
consists of a range of core concepts which cannot be treated with the same or similar
approaches and thus require a different name, at least for the sake of clarity. In this
case, there is nothing wrong with referring to all of these as IC but one should make the
distinctions explicit and work in compliance with the type of the core concept of IC. The
problem arises when we discuss IC from various perspectives without explicitly stating
which core element of concept of IC is being used or applied.
There are a few clearly distinct core concepts within IC, each of which has a different
domain area of the elements. In addition, they differ qualitatively, or in terms of their
meaning, to such an extent that they cannot be treated in a similar way.
The first step is to look at the various domains (or extensions) of IC, i.e., the core
concepts that are essential to IC. These identified concepts also match the classes in
Figure 7 by domain or area.
The classification in Figure 7 has four classes but, depending on the perspective, there
may be more or fewer classes. In the stage models by Guthrie et al. (2012), Dumay and
Garanina (2013) and Dumay (2016), the number is four. The approach below focuses
on the domain areas, i.e., what each core concept of IC definition refers to.
3.2.1.1

Core concept class A

Class A is the smallest group by coverage. Financial transactions and the intangibles
derived on the basis of the numerical values are included in this class. The IAS38
standard issued by the IASB/FASB is one clearly defined set of elements. The VAIC
method introduced by Pulic (2004, 2008) would also fall into this category since the IC
concept contains externally achievable financial data covering human capital and
structural capital only.
3.2.1.2

Core concept class B

Class B expands domain A significantly since it also covers intangible assets and
resources. Commonly, intangible assets or resources are defined as something with no
physical existence. A typical definition can be found in Meritum’s (2001) document
with the IC triad for the main classes of IC and the static (stock) and dynamic (flow)
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classes to emphasise the dual nature of IC. Typically, this class B of IC consists of
merely intangible IC elements.
3.2.1.3

Core concept class C

Class C expands domain B by using knowledge assets or resources as the core concept.
The classification comprises not only the pure intangibles but also tangible elements
where knowledge is embedded in some form. According to Schiuma,
The adoption of the concept of knowledge asset allows to consider as knowledge resources not
only the organisational intangible assets, but also those tangible assets incorporating knowledge
and at the basis of organizational competences. This means that an analysis of organization
intellectual capital dimensions which disregards the tangible resources represents a relevant
limitation, since the competences of an organization are the result of the summa, the
coordination and synergetic integration of tangible and intangible assets. (Schiuma, 2010, p. xvi)

Accordingly, IC is interpreted as
the group of knowledge assets that are owned and/or controlled by an organization and most
significantly drive organization value creation mechanisms for targeted company key
stakeholders (Schiuma et al., 2008), in Schiuma, 2010 p. xvi).

The expansion of the IC domain from pure intangibles (knowledge assets) to cover also
tangibles which include embedded intangibles (knowledge assets and resources) is
important, since today’s devices and even machinery, which previously were pure
tangibles, increasingly contain intelligence in the form of software.
The current trends of the Internet of Things (IoT) and digitalisation contain cyber risks,
which reside in the hardly visible knowledge and intelligence embedded in the devices.
These are not just intangibles but rather, they represent stored knowledge, which has
been created through a knowing process by someone, and will further be used as a
resource (often active with designed behaviour) in knowing processes. This has a
bearing on IC-related risks. The way one sees knowledge makes a difference; if it is seen
merely as an asset, our focus is on assets and assets value. If knowledge, on the other
hand is seen as activity (knowing) our focus is on activities and what they may cause.
3.2.1.4

Core concept class D (the class without a name)

Class D may further expand the domains of the previously presented classes. If the
relational approach is applied, the knowledge-based view may include besides the
knowledge assets also the knowledge relations to and between knowledge assets, i.e.,
not only the knowledge assets as such but also the knowledge and knowing that
individuals apply to these elements, or the knowledge and knowing these elements
require in order to become understood.
The description has concentrated on the area of the domain represented by the various
core concepts, whereas the more important aspect, the qualitative difference between
these classes, has not been discussed. This discussion will follow.
The following remark summarises the discussion on core concepts. One of the specific
questions concerning IC research practice was: What are the means by which the ICrelated elements can be found?
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The analysis of the previous discussion about the core concepts of IC may easily lead to
a conclusion that a single method or means would not be sufficient for all variants of
IC, but there is a need to have, at least, one method for each core concept. Thus, the
means and methods deployed by IC are fundamentally dependent on the definition of
IC and especially on the core concept or domain IC refers to. This necessarily leads to a
multi-perspective approach to IC, which consequently means that, in order to be
precise, the presumptions and foundation must be expressed explicitly. The challenge is
then, on the meta-theory level, to ensure that the various perspectives can be
understood as representing IC.
3.2.2

IC in various contexts – understanding the various meanings of IC

The core concepts described in the various classes above are just extensional terms, i.e.,
they only describe the area of the domain without giving any further meaning or
interpretation. The context in which they are discussed and used will give the meaning.
Some common contexts that clearly show the various facets of IC will be discussed in
the following. The question of the extent to which we have one or many ICs will be
partly answered, at least for now.
The discussion of the various contexts and related meanings may also reveal how to
identify and find those IC-related elements that have an effect or influence on value
creation and thereby on the objectives of the focal entity.
3.2.2.1

IC as an optimistic agenda – the hidden context

This section starts with the most important context, at least, with regard to the research
questions of this thesis. It is the context in which we interpret IC and give meaning to it,
but are not aware of it, or, if we are aware, we do not explicitly consider it as a context,
which might affect our interpretation and giving of sense to IC. It is here called the
‘optimistic agenda’ in accordance with Mouritsen (2006), who mentions it when
analysing IC and its status. He does not explain it in length, but refers to IC1, which
predetermines the value creation at the outset and thus enables the creation of positive
stories. The observation of the optimistic agenda is relevant and affects this thesis in
many ways. During the work with this thesis, several cases were identified where the
optimistic agenda is apparent. Since the optimistic agenda has not previously been
explained in detail, this thesis will take the freedom to provide one possible context.
First, many attributes, concepts or expressions that are assigned a value are per se
positive and thus cannot have negative readings. Value and creating value are examples
of such concepts. In a similar way, IC is seen primarily in a positive light.
Second, when intellectual capital risks and similar notions are discussed in the context
of IC, they refer to negative events or occurrences, with the exception of one document
(Kupi et al., 2008). Since risks seem to represent negative events, it is difficult to
approach them optimistically. As a matter of fact, risks in the context of IC have been
studied very little, as will be shown later in the Intellectual Capital Risks chapter.
Third, uncertainty does not appear as a theme or issue in IC and ICM literature. The
notion often appears in management literature, but not in the context of IC or ICM,.
This is shown indirectly in various definitions where one recognition criterion for IC
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elements is that they are beneficial (eg. Abhayawansa, 2010 – see definitions of HC, SC
and RC).
Fourth, the process of finding and selecting IC elements that affect the achievement of
the focal entity’s objectives may be biased: those IC elements that have a positive effect
may be favoured over those with no or a negative effect. The selection process is not
explicit but indirectly, this can be seen in several studies. It is hard to find so-called
zero studies. In the case of IC, this would mean that these selected independent
variables have no significant correlations (not to speak of causality) with the dependent
variable. Such results, however, would be important.
As for finding, not everything in the sense of the ostensive definition can be found, but
will in the sense of the performative definition be found; therefore, the context within
which the finding occurs should be put explicit. Without a deliberately defined context
we might rely on what has worked in the past without being able to contemplate the
context relevant for us. Thus, we might tend to ‘find’ only those elements which have
been beneficial in the past. What guarantees that these past beneficial elements will be
beneficial in the future as well? This limits our possibilities to understand the effect of
those intangibles (whatever the definition) which in the past have not proven
beneficial.
The essential point here, is that if we are not aware of the context in which we conduct
research and if we are not explicit with it, the research will, through its results,
strengthen the optimistic agenda to the extent that we are no longer able to question or
assess critically the impact of optimism. It is understandable that when complex
phenomena are studied, one has to focus on the essence and exclude any disruptive
elements from the study, often for the sake of clarity. If, however, this exclusion has not
been made explicit, the research cannot provide reliable and transparent results that
are open to critique. Every researcher should preferably include a similar kind of ‘prelimitation’ in the beginning of the study, as in Granovetter:
Footnote 2. Ties discussed in this paper are assumed to be positive and symmetric; a
comprehensive theory might require discussion of negative and/or asymmetric ties, but this
would add unnecessary complexity to the present, exploratory comments. Granovetter (1973, p.
1361)

3.2.2.2

Groups of individuals / type of organisation

One important contextual aspect is the type of organisation within which IC is defined,
used and interpreted. The literature shows at least three types of organisation. The
most common is the notion of a firm or company, both of which refer to a legalfinancial entity. Another common notion is an organisation. To what extent the notion
of organisation means an organisation and not a firm will be discussed more
thoroughly in the context of classification. The nation (or region or set of regions)
(Regional studies: Schiuma et al., 2008) is the third organisational context in which IC
is studied (Ståhle et al., 2003; Edvinsson, 2008, 2013). Dumay (2016) in discussing the
fourth stage of IC research, emphasises, among the IC of nations, such IC as resides in
ecosystems, including ethical considerations. Some definitions, e.g., Ghoshal and
Nahapiet (1998), explicitly refer to the organisational context, not a firm only.
Regarding the organisational context and the obvious need to expand it to cover
nations, regions and ecosystems, the question is whether the other concepts that IC
rests on or which are related to IC can follow this expansion and development
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unchanged. The most trivial question is what to do with HC, which, by most definitions,
refers to employees, not individuals.
The question here is will the IC triad and the definitions of its main classes be valid for
all kinds of organisation, regardless of their origin in the firm context?
3.2.2.3

The Static view (stock) of IC

The static view of IC attempts to assess the value of IC elements. It refers to entities and
intangible, reified entities, such as knowledge. All the elements represent capital,
human capital, relational capital and structural capital. Capital is a metaphor
(Mouritsen, 2009) in the context of IC. It lacks the typical characteristics of capital, i.e.,
it cannot be accumulated by acquiring more and is not diminished when used.
According to studies, the value lies, not in the IC elements as such, but rather, in the
way these elements are used or how it acts in the process. IC cannot accumulate by
acquiring more since the value lies in the use of it, how well or appropriately IC is used
in the given context, whether it be an organisation or a firm. Caddy’s (Caddy, 2001 and
Caddy et al., 2001) orphan knowledge is an appropriate characterisation of this. On the
other hand, IC will not diminish when it is used; often it is quite the opposite.
Indicators play an important role in the assessment of the value of IC.
Another way to express this is to use the notion of resources. Resources represent
something which can be used in the value-creation process (when mobilised) and their
value is realised in that process. The value of a resource is potential and contextdependent, but when put on hold, it becomes static.
3.2.2.4

The Dynamic view (flow) on IC

The static view on IC is keen on knowing the value of the various capitals. In contrast,
the dynamic view of IC is keen on understanding how the value is created by using the
various IC-related capitals or resources.
The dynamic view on IC is a demanding area of research and often difficult to depict or
make explicit or visible. It is the requirement for understanding how value is created in
IC or, by means of IC, in the context of which IC is a part, i.e., a firm, organisation or
nation, or how valuable or certain any IC-related assets (intangible assets/knowledge
assets) are when used or mobilised. This refers to usefulness, which is heavily contextdependent.
Discussion of the dynamic view of IC is often associated with the various views of a
firm, including the Resource-Based View (RBV) (Barney, 1991), Dynamic Capability
View (DCV) (Teece and Pisano, 1994; Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2007, 2012;),
Substantive Capability View (SCV) (Zahra et al., 2006), Renewal Capability View (RCV)
(Pöyhönen, 2004; Kianto, 2007) and Knowledge-Based View (KBV) (Kogut and
Zander, 1992, 1996; Grant, 1996, 1997; Spender, 1996, 1998).
The dynamic view on IC is also applied in those studies in which operational
performance is analysed or modelled (Kianto, 2007), or which apply a systems view
(Ståhle et al., 2003; Schiuma et al., 2012) or process view in (Herremans and Isaacs,
2004; Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008).
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The key question in all of these perspectives of the dynamic view on IC is how to
understand the effect of IC in the process of value creation, whatever we mean by the
notion of value, or how IC affects the performance; whatever we mean by the notion of
performance, be it financial, operative or non-financial. For a researcher, there are so
many paths to take and not all of them can be walked in parallel.
The dynamic view on IC also takes into account, or at least attempts to take into
account, changes in the operative environment of the chosen contextual (focal) entity,
e.g., a firm or organisation.
Kianto (2007) identifies three essential interpretations of the dynamic dimension of IC,
which are cited here in their entirety:
The first interpretation of the dynamic dimension of IC is interested in how resources interact
to create value for the organisation. (Roos and Roos, 1997; Carlucci et al., 2003; Mouritsen et al.,
2001; 2005; Marr et al., 2004; Marr, 2004). (Kianto, 2007, p. 351)
The second interpretation views the dynamic dimension of IC in terms of organisational
activities and practices. (Meritum Project, 2002; Bydgas et al., 2004; Spender, 2006). In this
view, dynamic signifies the activity-related and context-bound nature of knowledge and IC.
(Kianto, 2007, p. 349)
The third interpretation of the dynamic dimension of IC focuses on organisational capabilities
for producing and mastering change (Teece et al., 1997; Edvinsson, 2002; Ståhle and Grönroos,
2001; Ståhle et al., 2003; Pöyhönen, 2004; 2005; Pöyhönen and Smedlund, 2004; Subramaniam
and Youndt, 2005). (Kianto, 2007, p. 351) (bolded by Ritvanen)

The question which remains unanswered for Kianto is how new IC is created.
The existing frameworks and tools address the identification, assessment and valuation of
existing intangibles, but how new IC is created has so far remained a relatively forgotten topic.
(Kianto 2007, p. 353)

The last citation refers to an important point in IC in general, namely that the
identification focuses on existing intangibles. The problem of understanding how new
IC is created does not resolve the remaining issues with the identification of existing
intangibles. The statement that current means and tools can identify only existing
intangibles does not necessarily mean that all existing intangibles (or knowledge assets)
have been or can be identified, i.e., found by the prevailing tools Kianto refers to. This is
the essence of the notion of finding. Therefore, the question is what we mean by the
notion of identifying. Is it only to recognise, or should it also mean to find and search?
To find requires other means and tools than to recognise. What Kianto, importantly,
points out is that we also lack means and methods to foresee what comes out of the
creation process, how certain it is and what the potential uncertainties are in that
process.
3.2.2.5

Knowledge types

This section briefly discusses the various types of knowledge, or knowledge
classifications. So far knowledge has been seen as a monolith without further
classification. Why and for what purpose might knowledge types be of interest in this
thesis? Below are some examples of why I think knowledge as a monolith will not
suffice.
Cars and aeroplanes can already now move autonomously on a long tour without driver or pilot,
and can with machine vision rather reliably identify individuals and other things. Technically
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skilled groups of individuals can already now conduct assassinations or mass murders with such
technology, without being present or even in contact with that executing artificial intelligence
(AI). This is why we have to be worried. (Ex HS, 3.11.2018, A5, Jussi Rintanen, Prof at Aalto
university, translation from Finnish by Ritvanen)

The goals or objectives, however, of these AI related devices are only partially technical.
The other part is for which purposes these devices are used and for what purpose the
technology has been designed. This consideration exceeds the capability of technical
knowledge.
The question of ‘What it means for an algorithm to be fair?’ does not have a technical answer
alone, says Elish. “It matters what social processes are in place around that algorithm” 36.

Autonomous vehicles are currently commonplace, and optimists say that most of the
technical issues have been resolved, by means of AI and machine vision. The current
discussion is around the ethical questions in the case of critical situations: what should
be offered, or what are the moral rules which should be applied in those situations?
Suddenly, non-technical contents (moral rules) should be embedded within technical
systems. The solution required to resolve the content issues cannot be solely technical.
If the IC-related risk concerns knowledge, the examples illustrate that the decisions
required use several types of knowledge.
In order to understand this kind of configuration the generic notion ‘knowledge’ (as a
monolith) is probably not sufficient; it is too coarse. Therefore, the classification should
be at least considered.
How far or deep in details or philosophy one should go? For this thesis the first-level
classes of knowledge ought to suffice, resembling the way knowledge is distinguished
into explicit and tacit dimensions with explications applied within IC and ICM
literature. In the following some probably relevant classifications of knowledge are
discussed. I will not go into any cognitive processes but remain in the classification.
Knowledge vs. knowing is one classification used in this thesis.
-

‘Knowledge’ as concept refers to the static aspect of knowledge and the
accumulated result of work. It may reside within an individual, in structures, in
material devices which are considered ‘intelligent’, etc.

-

‘Knowing’ as a concept refers to the dynamic aspect of knowledge and also to an
individual’s work which creates new knowledge and other things. The knowing
process uses knowledge about things (including the knowledge the knowing
individual has) in order to create new things.

-

Knowledge can reside in any ‘repository’, individuals included, whereas
knowing is work by an individual. Knowing is a specific relationship between
the knower and the object to be known. When devices with knowledge work,
they execute the instructions in their core or algorithms, i.e. they repeat the
knowledge in them.

One precondition for unambiguity is to use this term consistently.

36

Wired https://www.wired.com/story/what-does-a-fair-algorithm-look-like/ (downloaded 4.11.2018)
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The explicit vs. tacit knowledge classification is the most widely used classification of
knowledge in the context of IC literature.
-

According to Polanyi (1958) in Personal Knowledge, explicit knowledge can be
shared and documented whereas tacit knowledge resides in human beings and
certain extent is ineffable and cannot be made explicit. It has been said that a
person cannot tell what they know. Tacit knowing appears for example in
actions which one cannot fully explain.

-

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) created the SECI model to describe how tacit
knowledge becomes explicit in an organisational context and how it can be
transferred between an individual and the organisation. Hussi (2004) for
example applies the SECI model within IC. The SECI model attempts to explain
the dissemination of individual tacit knowledge to an organisation.

-

These knowledge types are also often used in the context of IC and ICM.

Sarvimäki (1988) defines the research purpose as “to formulate a conception of
knowledge in interactive practice disciplines like education and health care and to
elucidate different types of knowledge in these disciplines,” and discusses a number of
knowledge types.
‘Knowing-that’ and ‘knowing-how’ refer according to her to ‘theoretical knowledge’ and
‘practical knowledge’ (Sarvimäki, 1988, pp. 70-78).
With ‘value-knowledge’, ‘factual knowledge’, and procedural knowledge’, some are
unarticulated, some articulated (Sarvimäki 1988, p. 60).
‘Belief-type’ refers to ‘theoretical knowledge’ and ‘procedural-type’ refers to ‘practical
knowledge’ (Sarvimäki, 1988, p. 71, referring to Pring, 1976, p. 16-24).
Sarvimäki’s discussion about the nature of practical knowledge is important for this
thesis. According to her, ‘practical knowledge’ is situational and contextual, personal
and experiential. She shares this view with other researchers such as Schön (1983).
Kärreman (2010) questions why Starbuck’s (1992) distinction of knowledge into
esoteric and common in the context of a ‘knowledge-intensive firm’ (KIF) has been
forgotten and overridden by tacit-explicit knowledge:
I think that there is untapped potential in the concept of esoteric knowledge, which may help us
out of the trappings of the trivial observation that every organization relies upon knowledge.
(Kärreman, 2010, p. 1414)

The point is not that esoteric knowledge should be advanced but rather that some kind
of type of knowledge is required. He makes another important point concerning the
vertical division of labour, between managers and workers.
For example, the widely observed fact that even top executives are curiously powerless when it
comes to critical decision-making regarding knowledge work is typically reported as an anecdote,
and rarely treated with serious debate and discussion. (Kärreman, 2010, p. 1414)

This point has relevance to the bricoleur used in the organisational context with regard
to their role as decision-maker.
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One classification of knowledge stems from Aristotle, who divides knowledge into three
classes: episteme, techne and phronesis. The old distinction has been brought up as
part of the social science debate by Flyvbjerg (2001). Other scholars have elaborated on
the notion from various perspectives (Sarvimäki, 1988; Grint, 2007; Flyvbjerg, 2004;
Flyvbjerg, 2006, 2010; Kinsella et al., 2012; Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka and Toyama, 2007;
Shotter and Tsoukas, 2014; Varto, 2010). Aristotle’s four classes: episteme; praxis;
poiêsis and phronêsis are referred to when the three classes of knowledge of
transdisciplinary research, ‘systems knowledge’, ‘target knowledge’, and
‘transformation knowledge’ are compared (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn 2008, p. 31).
I encountered phronesis a long time after having reclassified IC according to behaviour.
It became obvious that using the notion knowledge without further types would not
suffice even for analytical purposes, not to mention operative purposes, which are
important for practitioners. Although important, the distinction between explicit and
tacit knowing did not seem to be sufficient. The classification of knowledge by Aristotle
and the way Flyvbjerg (2001) applies it to social sciences seemed to satisfy the need.
Flyvbjerg describes the three type of knowledge as follows:
Aristotle is the philosopher of phronesis par excellence. In Aristotle’s words phronesis is an
intellectual virtue that is “reasoned, and capable of action with regard to things that are good or
bad for man” (The Nicomachean Ethics, hereafter abbreviated as N.E., 1140a24-b12, 1144b331145a11). Phronesis concerns values and goes beyond analytical, scientific knowledge (episteme)
and technical knowledge or know how (techne) and it involves what Vickers (1995) calls “the art
of judgment,” that is to say decisions made in the manner of a virtuoso social actor. I will argue
that phronesis is commonly involved in practices of planning and, therefore, that any attempts to
reduce planning research to episteme or techne or to comprehend them in those terms are
misguided. (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 3)

Flyvbjerg has developed the use of phronesis into a method through which social
enquiry can be improved. He uses questions in the method as a way to proceed to
results. The main questions are as follows. The first three focus on values and the
fourth on power and outcomes.
Where are we going?
Is this desirable?
What should be done?
Who gains and who loses? (Flyvbjerg 2001, p. 130, 131)

According to Flyvbjerg (2001, 2004), phronesis is not just one type of knowledge but
rather an approach to research. Next I will give an overview of the central point of that
notion. Some of the questions one may ask concerning the phronesis are discussed
below.
Is phronesis good or bad, or in other words; if I start using phronesis, will it guarantee
that I will make only good and from the moral perspective right decisions?
Here, in Aristotle’s original description of phronesis, one might get the impression that
phronesis and the choices it involves in concrete circumstances are always good. Later, after we
have introduced the concept of power into the discussion of phronesis, we will see that this is not
necessarily the case. Choices must be deemed good (or bad) in relations to certain values and
interest in order for good and bad to have meaning. (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 57)

What is the relationship of phronesis to the other types of knowledge, i.e. episteme and
techne? According to Flyvbjerg, phronesis is the most important.
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Aristotle was explicit in his regard of phronesis as the most important of the three intellectual
virtues: episteme, techne, and phronesis. Phronesis is most important because it is that activity
by which instrumental rationality is balanced by value-rationality. The distinction between
instrumental rationality and value-rationality follows Max Weber (1978, 85ff.). Instrumental
rationality is sometimes also called “means-rationality” and value-rationality is also called
“substantive rationality”. (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 3)

What related concepts accompany phronesis? The question can be answered with one
citation which also answers the question on how rigorous phronetic research ‘must’ be.
It should be stressed again, however, that phronetic planning research may be practiced in ways
other than those described here, as long as they effectively deal with deliberation, judgment, and
praxis in relation to power and values, and as long as they answer the four value-rational
questions at the core of phronesis: (1) Where are we going with planning? (2) Who gains and who
loses, and by which mechanisms of power? (3) Is this development desirable? (4) What, if
anything, should we do about it? (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p. 24)

As to the answer in the citation above, it seems that the quality of decisions depends on
the values and interests of the decision-maker. The point with phronesis is that it
demands that decisions are assessed against values. This distinction is also important
when IC related risks are studied with the assumption that risk emerge and realise in
activities as in this thesis. The importance is when the knowing (activities) are assessed
based on the motives. Was the intention to cause harm deliberately or was the reason in
insufficient self-assessment?
The interrelationship between the Flyvbjergian (refers back to Aristotle) knowledge
types is to certain extent hierarchical, where the phronesis is “responsible” for how
episteme and techne are used or applied. Phronesis is neutral in the sense that it can be
good or bad, depending or not depending on the vantage point. The motives, intentions
and values (Hansson and Aven, 2014)37 of decisions how, for example technology is
used fall into phronesis. The short-sighted decision where the immediate benefit of the
firm is the driver, decisions which on the longer term appear to be devastating for the
firm as well as for the decision maker. The effect of the decision will not merely affect
the focal entity (firm in this case) but also many stakeholders and environmental
factors (targets).
3.2.2.6

Power

Power as a concept is seldom discussed within IC literature. Flyvbjerg’s tripartite
classification of knowledge also includes the notion of power. He considers power as
coerced relations, something one cannot possess. This he emphasises as a contrast to
Lukes’ concept of power.
Foucault argues against a view of power as something one possesses: “power is not something
that is acquired, seized, or shared, something that one holds on to or allows to slip away.” Or as
Foucault says elsewhere: “power is exercised rather than possessed41”.38. (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 117)

Flyvbjerg is obviously referring to Lukes (1974), whereas Lukes points out the nature of
power in his 2005 version of the book in the following way:
but having the means of power is not the same as being powerful. As the United States
discovered in Vietnam and postwar Iraq, having military superiority is not the same as having
According to Hansson and Aven (2014, p. 1177) decisions concerning risks values are inescapable,
In 41 Flyvbjerg refers to Foucault, M., (1979), Discipline and Punish (New York: Vintage Books, 1979),p.
26

37

38
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power. In short, observing the exercise of power can give evidence of its possession, and counting
power resources can be a clue to its distribution, but power is a capacity, and not the exercise or
the vehicle of that capacity. (Lukes, 2005, p. 70)

I will leave this point open. The way power is applied in this thesis is that it resides in
relationships and is relative and contextual.
The systems view applied in IC and ICM
Some scholars apply systems thinking when attempting to understand the effect of IC
and knowledge assets on business performance and its improvement (Schiuma et al.,
2012a, 2012b; Ståhle et al., 2003).
The systems view is more commonly applied than is explicitly stated. Every time a
process or value chain or similar presentation is used in order to show how IC-related
resources are affecting the achievement of creating value, satisfying requirements or
similar notions, the systems view approach is being applied. The approach does not
necessarily follow any theoretical systems formalism in an orthodox way, but it
comprises the basic elements of a system: input – process – output, by using resources
which, in the IC context, refer to IC elements, whether they be intangible assets,
intellectual assets, knowledge assets, etc. What the process approach produces is
heavily dependent on the kind of IC involved (see the discussion on the Core concept
classes A–D above) and what other contexts are included in the approach, which will
either expand or constrain the discourse.
The Stakeholder concept used in IC and ICM
Stakeholder is a very important and often-used notion in IC research. IC researchers do
not always define the term but use it on many occasions, assuming that the notion is
commonly understood. According to Schiuma (2009), the role of IC is to produce or
create value for the firm’s stakeholders. They set the requirements, they are those for
whom the output (value created) is intended, those who are the thought readers of
Intellectual Capital Statements (ICS), or a group of parties, a residual group when
important groups have been listed – ‘and the other stakeholders’.
Most often, a stakeholder is defined and reified by a specific role, e.g., a customer or
supplier. In the real world, one company may concurrently hold multiple stakeholder
roles, such as customer, supplier, consultant, IPR owner or competitor. Importantly,
stakeholder is often used to refer to parties outside of the firm, and hence, subsumed
under RC.
Ostensive and performative definition/approach – effects on research
The discourse on an ostensive versus an performative approach has revealed a split in
the assumptions behind IC and IC reporting. Based on Latour (1986) Mouritsen (2006)
divides IC research into two groups according to the definitions of ostensive (IC1) and
performative (IC2).
Mouritsen’s research (Mouritsen et al., 2001; Mouritsen, 2009; Mouritsen and
Roslender, 2009; Boedker et al., 2008) are in line with the Latourian definition of
performative. The performative perspective can also be seen in the Danish Intellectual
Capital Statements guidelines (DMSTI 2003a and DMSTI 2003b) which do not ‘overly’
standardise the reporting format since standardising would omit the important
idiosyncrasies highlighted by the narratives.
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Mouritsen (2006) is considered an important milestone in the short history of IC. It
meant for many scholars new content for IC studies and confirmation of the step into
the third stage of IC. Guthrie et al. (2012) argue that a third stage of critical IC
accounting research is emerging and refers to Mouritsen (2006) among others,
My conclusion is that this shift has helped or will help in identifying the drivers, those
IC-related elements which contribute to the value creation process, by legitimising the
bottom-up approach (to take the idiosyncrasies into account). The risk events
generalised on the industry level will not suffice for a firm. The firm and its
management (including all involved in operations) need tools and methods that can aid
in the identification of potential risks relevant to the firm and its operations. The
person(s) in the middle of emerging or realised risk, independent of the formal title or
the position, are the decision-makers and their success in terms of resolving the
problem at hand may depend on how well they are prepared.
Context considerations in summary
This overview of the various concepts and contexts in which IC is interpreted and given
meaning shows that both synonymous and homonymous assumptions are arguable. At
this stage, just some examples of the literature have been discussed in order to
understand the variety and multitude of perspectives used by scholars when exploring
IC. As long as one is aware of the contexts and their possible effects on one’s work,
there is no problem. When an important research object like IC is approached from
many perspectives, it should be considered as richness for the discipline, with the
potential to reveal many new and fruitful insights into the phenomenon. On the other
hand, since interpretations are always context-dependent, one should be cautious and
require transparency in terms of the presumptions.
The theoretical considerations and the resulting new framework developments may
evoke new questions on the basis of which new insights into IC in the real world can be
searched. The questions hence lead the search.
There are a growing number of critical studies on the usefulness of the current practices
of IC and ICM. The most intensive discussion involves the notions of reporting and
disclosing, where disclosure reveals more of the company than reporting does (Schaper
et al., 2016; Schaper et al. 2017; Dumay, 2016; Majdalany and Manassian, 2012).
According to Cuozzo et al. (2017), research on Intellectual Capital Disclosure (ICD) can
be divided into ostensive and performative studies. The ostensive studies focus on the
comparison of IC disclosure across companies, whereas the performative studies focus
on the inside of the focal entity, what and how they report and disclose their IC. A
recent review of IC research (Guthrie et al., 2017) organises the literature according to
five stages in reverse order: Critical IC, IC ecosystems, IC in practice, IC guidelines and
IC importance, with the corresponding frequencies of articles on the stages are: 2, 4, 17,
5 and 2. This suggests that IC2 as IC in practice has gained importance. Ritvanen and
Sveiby (2017) which describes the MT case of this thesis has by them been placed in
stage 3 IC in practice.
New technologies and social media seem to be changing the game according to some
scholars. Dumay and Guthrie (2017) discuss the issues that emerge when a company
loses control of what is disclosed by the company. Involuntary disclosure via social
media will bring new problems, such as how to manage the public image and how to
repair it, if unpleasant leaks have occurred.
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3.3

Intellectual Capital classifications

IC as a comprehensive term would be too large and difficult to be understood or
managed without classification. IC classifications attempt to serve the same purposes
as classifications in general: to structure the domain of knowledge and help in
identifying the various elements of the domain according to the purpose at hand. There
are some generic classification principles but what matters is the purpose for which the
subject matter is being classified. Therefore, it is important to be explicit and precise
about the aims of the classification.
The classification of IC has a very special aim: it is used as a central means to define IC
(Gröjer, 2001). The wording may differ, but commonly IC is defined as being comprised
of three capitals: Human Capital, Structural Capital and Relational Capital.
The classifications will serve best when the purpose is known and has influenced the
classification system, however, as Mouritsen (2009) points out, a a general
classification; it is a choice:
Thus, classification is a choice it [sic] in its own right; it is not a position from which to decide
which representation is better. (Mouritsen, 2009, p. 158)

Gröjer (2001), the most frequently referred source of IC classification points out that
when classifying and creating the properties of objects, events or states we also define
the objects, events and states (Gröjer, 2001, p. 699; Mouritsen 2009).
3.3.1

Overview of IC classifications

The following overview starts with the meta-model of IC presented in Ferenhof et al.
(2015). The summary of the classifications is an amalgamation of IC-related studies
(N=83), which concern the measurement or classification of IC.
Ferenhof et al. (2015) state that, if there is one thing scholars agree upon, it is the
classification that basically follows the IC triad’s main classes, Human Capital (HC),
Structural Capital (SC) and Relational Capital (RC).
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Figure 8
Ritvanen.

Intellectual Capital meta-model by Ferenhof et al. (2015, p. 91), redrawn by

In Figure 8, the first three classes from the left, i.e., Structural Capital, Human Capital
and Relational Capital, form the commonly used tripartite class structure, which is in
the literature and this thesis referred to as the IC triad. SoC (Still et al., 2013) is
considered here as referring to the relations with society as a whole whereas RC refers
to stakeholders such as customers and suppliers. In this view, Social Capital (SoC) is
subsumed under IC as a peer with HC, SC and RC, whereas the frequently cited article
by Ghoshal and Nahapiet (1998) considers IC and SoC as being in an exchange relation
and, in a way, peers. The position of SoC Ferenhof et al. (2015) have made is somewhat
strange. A closer look at Still et al. (2013) shows that most of the top 20 referred articles
on RC consider it as something independent with no reference to IC. Dyer and Singh
(1998) use the notion of RC when discussing the notion ‘Relational Rent’. As Schank
(2018) in his critique of Watson states, the concepts should always be understood in
context. In this meta-model above, the first-order classes under IC do not share the
same context.
The mainstream of classifications stems from practitioners and from one specific year,
1997, as indicated in Table 2. The numbers given in the table show the dominating
position of the IC triad. Not all researchers, however, follow the IC triad. Before
entering more thoroughly into the specifics of the IC triad, some other classifications
are discussed in brief.
The DMSTI guidelines (2003a) differ from the currently prevailing classifications. The
fundamental idea is to make the business rationale or logic of the focal company visible
through a knowledge narrative disclosing how the company will create value by means
of knowledge resources in its possession or use. The knowledge narratives play a key
role which does not appear in other classifications. These narratives concentrate on the
firm’s specific way of creating value by means of knowledge and knowledge resources.
The narrative is further specified as Management challenges, Initiatives, and
Indicators, in this order. The main elements in the knowledge narrative are the Product
or Service description, the Use value of the product, and the Knowledge resources
required to achieve the objectives. The elements form a matrix presentation.
Management challenges have no predetermined structure but stem from the company’s
situation and are thus context-determined and idiosyncratic. Management challenges
are further elaborated by initiatives and indicators for each specific challenge.
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Marr et al. (2004a) classify Knowledge Assets as depicted in Figure 9. They consider
knowledge assets as the major resource for a company’s value creation. According to
them, there are two major streams in which knowledge is discussed: the
epistemological stream considers knowledge as an entity with a focus on various types
of knowledge, whereas the other main stream discusses knowledge in the context of
organisational performance. These streams are seen as complementary and essential
for the definition of a managerial framework which is capable of identifying, assessing,
exploiting and managing organisational knowledge. Stakeholder resources include
internal (human resources) or external (stakeholder relationships) resources.
Structural resources (firm internal) are divided into physical and virtual
infrastructures. In this classification, it is presumed that knowledge assets can reside in
physical (tangible) elements as embedded knowledge.

Figure 9

Knowledge Asset Map by Marr et al. (2004a, p. 562)

The Knoware Tree classification presented in Figure 10 is based on knowledge assets
but extends the domain beyond the IC triad. This classification is used by Schiuma et al.
(2008), Schiuma (2009), and Carlucci and Schiuma (2009). Schiuma et al. (2008, p.
284) use the notion of “‘knowledge resources’ as sources of local and regional
development dynamics”. Knoware is used to measure the regional knowledge indices of
Italian regions. Each of the third-level classes in the Knoware Tree is measured by
using ten indicators. It is worth noting that physical elements (Hardware) are included
in the classification.
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Figure 10
The categories and sub-components of the Knoware Tree by Schiuma et al.
(2008, p. 290)

As observed by Mouritsen (2009), the human role cannot be assigned precisely to the
relevant categories by using the traditional IC triad, since the classes are overlapping by
definition. This issue of overlapping is resolved by the model introduced by Diefenbach
(2006). He criticises the ambiguity of the prevailing classifications, which have
overlapping and mutually inclusive classes, and suggests a class structure where
intangible resources (Knowledge) are classified according to the location where the
knowledge resides. The classification uses the location as the leading principle. Classes
of intangible assets are created by using three characteristics: ‘linked to a particular
individual’; ‘located in two or more individuals’; and ‘transferability’. The classification
of intangible resources by Diefenbach (2006, p. 415) is shown in Table 3.
Diefenbach (2006) defines intangible resources as follows:
An intangible resource is everything of immaterial existence, which is used or potentially usable
for whatever purpose, which is renewable after use, and which not only decreases, but can
remain or increase in quantity and/or quality while being used. (Diefenbach, 2006, p. 409)

Diefenbach further refers to Bourdieu (1983) when defining human capital.
In contrast, human capital is understood here in the much broader, sociological sense (Bourdieu,
1983, pp. 185-6) and shall be defined as tacit knowledge and individual competence for
managing oneself and for (inter-) acting within or with one’s environment. (Diefenbach, 2006, p.
411)
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Table 3

Logico-deductive classification of intangible resources based on three attributes
by Diefenbach (2006, p.415)

Diefenbach arrives at six categories (classes): Social capital, Human capital, Statutorial
capital, Cultural capital, Informational and legal capital, and Embedded capital. What
is of interest here is the category Embedded capital, as it describes those IC-related
elements which contain knowledge. These elements may be intangible or tangible by
nature. This extends the elements from pure intangibles to intelligent devices and
systems, including cars, aeroplanes and so on.
Diefenbach seems not to follow the traditional stream in IC studies. No wonder
Ferenhof (2015) has difficulties in including Diefenbach’s classification in the metamodel shown in Figure 8. It is worth providing a longer quotation from Diefenbach’s
(2006) conclusion before further discussion on the topic.
With a categorical system like the one developed above it becomes possible to identify and locate
different types of intangible resources more precisely and efficiently. Furthermore, it may
become clearer how to cope with different types of intangible resources, how to gather, create,
use, share, and develop them more appropriately. Because of all strands mentioned above we
have learned that the management of intangible resources is, at least, as important as the
management of tangible resources – on an individual, group, organisational, and societal level.
But for this, of course, more than only categories is needed. We need more theories – in
particular theories which do not only explain the management of intangible resources in a
functionalistic or technological manner but address more fundamental problems from a critical
and differentiated perspective (Diefenbach, 2003), such as: for which purposes or ends are
intangible resources (allegedly) being used or should be used? On which basic assumptions
different approaches and suggestions are being based? How should intangible resources be
treated, how should they be gathered, used, stored, retrieved, nurtured, trained and developed?
And: which and who’s interests are being served by this in which manner? (Diefenbach 2006, p.
416)

The questions presented by Diefenbach are crucial not only for IC and ICM but also in
terms of the topic of this thesis, IC-related risks. Categories are important but they
should not be considered as ends but rather as means for achieving something,
producing new knowledge. Therefore, the categorical system presented by Diefenbach
should also be studied critically, especially from the practical point of view.
For the purpose of modelling IC, Choong (2008, p. 622) uses the entity-relationship
notation, which is commonly used in modelling ICT applications and relevant data on
various levels of abstraction. For Choong (2008), there is still a need for a system to
streamline the various categories and terms into manageable categories (classes). This
is due to the inconsistency and overlapping of classes and sub-classes which occur in
various studies of IC. Choong (2008) suggests a re-categorisation of IC by using a
normalisation concept, i.e., the entity-relationship (ER) model. Choong pursues a
precise classification that starts from an abstract definition and can then be
decomposed into as detailed elements as required. Choong also points out that the
primary concern is not the classification rules but the purpose of the classification.
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Marr et al. (2004a) and Schiuma et al. (2008) both consider IC classification only as a
part of their frameworks. The other parts consist of means and methods (termed by
them ‘dashboards’) which will support the use of the classification. These dashboards
will be further discussed in the IC Management section below. Correspondingly,
Choong (2008) arrives at a reporting framework which uses the class information in
the Value Chain Performance Measurement System. The framework takes into
consideration the various stages of IC development, i.e., Discovery and initialisation;
Implementation; Commercialisation; Profit/Value added, and finally Shareholder
value. These examples give an idea of the anatomy of the framework: what
(classification), how (means and methods for using the class information) and
objective/goal/purpose (which has too often been omitted).
Social Capital (SoC) is mentioned in relation to IC in several documents and
classifications. In Figure 11, I have drawn three fundamentally different versions of IC’s
relationship to SoC.

Figure 11

Three fundamental relationships between IC and Social Capital

Each of these locations has their grounds: Ghoshal and Nahapiet (1998) consider IC
and SoC as two independent research disciplines, Ferenhof et al. (2015) base their
location of SoC on Still et al. (2013), who consider RC as an independent concept which
can be compared with SoC. IADE (2003) makes a further distinction of the
relationships of RC to business and society. What seems to be important here is that
concepts should be studied within their context. A result like this is a reason why some
scholars are cautious concerning how material from various disciplines can or cannot
be used or merged. For example, some scholars researching the concept of bricolage set
stark conditions on how to ‘merge’ disciplines for the purpose of multi-perspective
studies (Baker and Nelson, 2005).
Mohtar et al. (2015) arrive at the following classification: human capital, customer
capital, structural capital, business capital, social capital, technological capital, and
spiritual capital.
Roos’ (2017) classes of IC are the following: Physical, Monetary, Relational,
Organisational, and Human.
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3.3.2

The IC triad

The IC triad is the most common classification of IC as shown by the statistics from
Ferenhof et al. (2015) in Table 2. Here, the contents of each of the IC triad classes will
be discussed in more detail. While the IC triad is frequently referred to by various
scholars, the definition of the classes or sub-classes may vary. It is important to
recognise that the individual sub-class definitions should not be assessed in isolation,
since they are part of the entirety of the IC triad. There are, however, certain points
which need attention, and which may resolve some ambiguities in the IC concepts,
especially in cases where the IC triad serves as the ostensive definition of IC.
The IC triad consists of three first-level classes or categories: Human Capital (HC),
Structural Capital (SC) and Relational Capital (RC). Some scholars use different names
for these classes, e.g., Sveiby (1997, 2001) uses Individual Competence, Internal
Structure and External Structure, respectively. For some scholars (Edvinsson, 1997),
the IC triad appears in the second-level classes, where RC is Customer Capital and thus
narrower. Nevertheless, despite differences in its naming and scope, the IC triad is a
rather stable class structure. Meritum (2001) has established a kind of consolidated
guideline for the IC triad.
3.3.2.1

Human Capital / Human Competence / Individual Competence

Abhayawansa (2010) defines Human Capital (HumC) as follows:
Consistent with this literature, this thesis views HumC as a broader concept than employee
knowledge and competences. Hence, HumC is defined in this thesis as the knowledge, skills,
attitudes, abilities, competences, and qualities of a firm’s employees as well as the
mechanisms that enable, support, and motivate their performance, such as training and
development, employee benefits and compensation schemes and a favourable working
environment. (Abhayawansa 2010, p. 36, bold by HR)

The definition of HumC does not cover all individuals but only employees. However, it
is expanded into the area of SC, containing mechanisms that enable, support and
motivate employees’ performance.
Meritum (2001) defines Human Capital as follows:
Human capital is defined as the knowledge that employees take with them when they leave the
firm. It includes the knowledge, skills, experiences and abilities of people. Some of this
knowledge is unique to the individual, some may be generic. (Meritum, 2001, p. 3)

Hussi (2005) refers to Sveiby (1997):
Sveiby (1997), who uses the concept “employee competence”, defines it as a capacity to act in
different situations to create both tangible and intangible assets. (Hussi, 2005, p. 79)

In the quoted work, Sveiby (1997, p. 10) actually refers to both employee competence
and individual competence. The earlier texts by Sveiby et al. (1990) may explain why
the broader concept, individual competence, is reduced to employee competence.
Individual capital, which always accompanies every human being, consists of his or her formal
education, acquired experience and skills, social competence and ability to turn it all into action.
(Sveiby, 1990, p. 23)
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The employees of a know-how company are a multifaceted group of individuals each of whom
possesses valuable individual capital. Therefore it is important for the company to show these
people in its annual report in such a manner that they become more than just colour
photographs. (Sveiby et al., 1990, p. 23)
Know-how companies often use outside pros or sub-contractors in their assignments. These
“freelances” may constitute a substantial factor of production. As they are not formally
employed, they should not be counted as employees or part of the operative staff. We have
chosen to delimit the personnel in this way as it is in keeping with Swedish legislation and makes
comparisons easier. (Sveiby et al., 1990, p. 24-25)

As Sveiby et al. (1990) state, a firm is not solely dependent on the employees in terms of
the transfer of knowledge or individual competence to the firm. Today, a networked
modus operandi is the current practice. Therefore, the role of employees as the only
carrier of HC (as can be identified in most of the IC papers) should be reconsidered,
especially when there are tendencies to expand the scope of IC from a firm or company
to wider organisations like regions, nations and ecosystems. This explicit limitation in
Sveiby (1990) can be contrasted with Granovetter’s (1973) limitation concerning weak
ties.
3.3.2.2

Structural Capital or Internal Structure

Some definitions of Structural Capital, or Internal Capital, are discussed in the
following.
Abhayawansa’s (2010) definition of Internal Capital (IntC) seems to include similar
elements as are included in his definition of HumC:
Based on the literature reviewed above this thesis defines IntC as IP and the intangible
infrastructure that a firm has developed internally or bought in, which enable a firm to be
productive, efficient, effective, flexible and innovative. (Abhayawansa, 2010, p. 37)

Meritum (2001) defines Structural Capital (SC) as follows:
Structural capital is defined as the pool of knowledge that stays with the firm at the end of the
working day. It comprises the organisational routines, procedures, systems, cultures, databases,
etc. Some of them may be legally protected and become Intellectual Property Rights, legally
owned by the firm under separate title. (Meritum, 2001, p. 3)

Kupi et al. (2008b) use the notion of Structural Assets (SA) and define it as follows:
Structural assets can be regarded as knowledge that is integrated into the operations and
structure of a company. Structural assets consist of e.g. values and culture, working ambience,
processes, documented information and immaterial rights. Although the components of
structural assets are owned by an organisation, they are usually created by individual employees.
Components of structural assets remain usually within an organisation, although an individual
employee could leave the organisation. (Kupi et al., 2008b, p. 7)

The definition by Kupi et al. (2008b) clearly indicates the genesis of structural assets by
stating that they are created by individual employees. It also lists components of SA
which seem to represent pure intangibles, not embedded ones.
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3.3.2.3

Relational Capital / External Structure / External Resources

In the following, some definitions of Relational Capital are discussed. For the sake of
the internal consistency of the IC triad, some of the same authors as were discussed
above for HC and SC are used.
The first definition comes from Abhayawansa (2010):
Based on the literature reviewed this thesis defines ExtC as all resources linked to a firm’s
relationship with external stakeholder including suppliers, customers, partners, government and
the community plus the perceptions held about the firm by these stake holders that can benefit
the firm. (Abhayawansa, 2010, p. 34, bold by HR)

Meritum (2001) defines Relational Capital (RC) as follows:
Relational capital is defined as all resources linked to the external relationships of the firm such
us [sic] customers, suppliers or R&D partners. It comprises that part of Human and Structural
Capital dealing with the company’s relations with stakeholders (investors, creditors, customers,
suppliers, etc.), plus the perceptions that they hold about the company. (Meritum, 2001, p. 3)

These two definitions coincide as regards the contents of RC. In both definitions,
stakeholders refer to external sources as if there are no stakeholders within the firm or
the relations within the boundary of the firm.
Owing to the purpose of this thesis and the space available, I will not provide further
examples of definitions of the first-level classes of the IC triad. In the following
analysis, I will refer to scholars who have commented on either the internal consistency
or the usefulness of the IC triad. Abhayawansa’s (2010) citations concerning HumC,
IntC and ExtC are good examples of the ‘optimistic agenda’.
3.3.3

IC triad elements and relationships

The following observations on the internal consistency of the IC triad appear in the
literature.
Many scholars criticise the ambiguity of the IC triad, stating that it is difficult to
allocate activities to appropriate classes due to the mutually inclusive class structure. In
some occasions, the intersection of the classes is considered as a value that is created in
the interaction. The immediate question is what the intersection shows when the
classes are already by definition intertwined or interpenetrated. It seems that there are
two things being mixed, the definition of the classes and the interaction between class
members. The question, hence, is how the intersection caused by actions or interactions
can be separated from the definitional interpenetration.
The power of the IC triad can also be seen in some books and the way the contents or
articles are distributed according to the three main classes of the IC triad. The grouping
is organised under three specific themes. Interestingly, however, many articles
subsumed under structural capital extend the boundary of the firm by taking for
example the customer and their needs as the fundamental basis for developing the
internal processes, or that the market orientation is the base for competitiveness which
is considered structural capital (cf. Puusa, 2011).
One reason for the mix-up could be the prevailing ahistorical approach to IC. The
confusion in this case is caused by not keeping definitions and action distinct from each
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other. A historical view keeps knowledge and knowing apart; knowledge is then and
knowing is now. Value is created when the two tenses coincide: knowing with
knowledge.
3.3.3.1

The basic elements of the IC triad

Figure 12 shows two diagrams. On the left is the traditional description of how the three
main elements (categories) relate to one another and how value results from the
intersection of the three categories. Some scholars have further elaborated the
relationship and maintain (Hussi, 2005) that the more the three categories intersect,
the larger the value they create, and that if two of the three elements are strong but the
third is weak or badly managed, the total effect will not be satisfactory. The same model
is used to indicate the need for balanced intersection (Hussi and Ahonen, 2002). It is
argued that the categories do not overlap but rather contribute to one another, so the
result is larger than their sum. Boda et al. (2008) use the notion of interpenetration for
the same idea and circumvent the use of the notion of overlap.

Figure 12
IC triad elements in relation to value creation. On the left, the IC triad and
value creation by Edvinsson and Malone (1997); on the right, the relational approach, by
Ritvanen.

The value in the middle is seen as a positive value, not a placeholder for positive or
negative values. Originally established in management literature, the above Venn
diagram attempts to indicate the importance of the coincidence of the three IC capitals,
i.e. Human Capital, Internal Structures and External Structures, or the importance of
the balance (Hussi and Ahonen, 2002). This metaphorical description has since its
appearance been used in several papers and documents within the IC discipline. Most
scholars attempt to show that the correlation between IC and financial value (since the
only value that seems to count in this respect is monetary value) depends on the
interaction between the tripartite elements of IC. The larger the common ground, the
greater the value.
The diagram gives the impression that the IC triad components are independent
elements with their own integrity. This is not true for most cases. Human Capital is by
many scholars defined as being something that contains, in addition to human beings,
some elements from the other members of the triad (Abhayawansa, 2010; Meritum,
2001). Correspondingly, Internal Structure is said to contain human beings (HC) and
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External Structure is referred to in human terms, such as perception, feeling, etc. Often
the reified relationships have names such as reputation, trust and similar terms, which
are not possible to understand without the involvement of human beings.
When considering further how the categories have been defined, we will see that they
are already in their definitions interrelated or interpenetrated. Some scholars define
HC as including more than just those properties that belong merely to individual
persons (Abhayawansa, 2010). In a similar way, both Internal Structure and External
Structure, by definition, contain aspects of HC (Meritum, 2001). This definitional
interpenetration leads to problems in classifying IC (Mouritsen, 2009; Choong, 2008;
Diefenbach, 2006).
As for the use of a Venn diagram to emphasise certain aspects of the relationships
between, say, three sets (for example, the three basic classes of the IC triad), the
interpretation depends on how the three sets are defined. If the three sets (classes) are
independent, i.e., mutually exclusive, the value of the presentation is gained when the
degree of collaboration or interaction between the sets can be shown by the size of the
intersection of all three. This interpretation presumes that collaboration among all the
sets is desirable and beneficial. The interpretation, however, will lose its point if the
three sets in the diagram are, by definition, mutually inclusive.
On the right in Figure 12 is another diagram which depicts the same information but in
a different way, by using the relations as connectors between and within the IC triad
components. Through the various relations with and within the main classes, the firm
can, on the basis of the key components, build concepts and elements which are clearly
defined and well understood.
As many scholars say, the value of IC and its various components (knowledge assets,
intangible assets etc.) is shown first when it is used or mobilised. It does not matter
how much you have invested in knowledge if it, in the context of the organisation,
becomes forgotten, separated or isolated, i.e., orphan knowledge (Caddy, 2001).
3.4

A relational approach on the IC triad

A more detailed view on the IC triad in relation to ICM is presented in Figure 13. The
drawing can be considered as both a map and a model, where the map represents a
static view and the model a dynamic view, depending on how we interpret the relations
and entities. It follows the principles of framework by Shehabuddeen et al. (1999), (see
Section 2.1.6.1 above).
The aim of the model is to apply a relational approach to the IC triad in the context of
the firm. (The firm is deliberately chosen due to the classes of the triad.) The model is
generic and thus should be applied in a concrete firm.
In the conceptual framework in Figure 13, the IC triad is described through three
separate elements: the human being with their knowledge, the internal structure the
and the external structure.
To start with, the four words in the centre of the drawing are explained:
‘Relationships’ is the umbrella notion, which ties the various elements in different
ways.
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On the highest level of abstraction, we define the ‘context’ in which the framework is
valid, i.e., the focal entity, firm or organisation.
Within the defined context, there are two notions, ‘configuration’ and ‘collaboration’.
The concept ‘configuration’ is a static expression of how the various elements with
different levels of detail are tied together. The dynamics in the configuration stems
from the collaboration which occurs between the elements in the configuration. In this
sense, the configuration can also be seen in a similar way as used by Mintzberg (1979, p.
299 ff). Configurations of routines and resources represent capabilities that allow an
organisation to achieve its goals. “Dynamic capabilities reflect a firm’s capacity to
reconfigure its capabilities to adapt to its environment” (Sapienza et al., 2006, p. 4).
‘Collaboration’ refers to the way the elements in a configuration act or interact. The
circled numbers in the diagram indicate what, at the high level, occurs in various
collaborations. The solid arrows on the right and under the diagram show the increase
in control the firm has over various IC elements.

Figure 13

Conceptual framework of the IC triad in relation to ICM, by Ritvanen

In the following, the potential dynamics within IC, represented by the numbered
relationships in Figure 13, are described at a level of detail lower than that described by
the commonly used ‘interaction’. The presumption here is that the context of a firm
applies, thus setting the fixed legal-financial boundary, which is evident in most of the
IC definitions and classification. As to the notion of the human, the part that resides in
the internal structure refers to employees and the other part residing in the external
structure refers to human beings in general (cf. Sveiby’s model in Figure 16 on page 81).
The location of individual is not a reason to create two classes. Being employed is just
an attribute of an individual, the knower (cf. Sveiby, 1990).
(0) The person participates in work, i.e., part of the context. They are a member of
various configurations and perform work in various collaborations. In the
configurations, they are in relation to other members representing Human, IS and ES.
The conditions for being a useful or productive member in the configuration depend on
the requirements of the work and their match with the knowledge, skills, experience
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and attitude (KSEA) of the person. If there is a ‘fit’, the person is potentially capable.
This can be considered as a necessary but not sufficient condition.
(1) The person absorbs new knowledge while working in the collaborations. Willingness
and capacity to learn are the key qualities of the person involved. This is the ideal case
but it is also possible that no such absorption of knowledge occurs.
(2) The person contributes to knowledge and knowing in the collaborations, through
which value is created and HC, ES and IS are potentially changed. This relationship is
one of the most important sources of uncertainty and risk in organisations, considering
the extent to which it is beneficial or ineffective regarding the objectives of the focal
entity.
(3) There are some mechanisms through which internal structures can be created,
modified or deleted through collaboration with the other classes.
(4) There are some mechanisms through which IS supports the collaboration to create
value, i.e., the structures are used in the collaboration.
(5) There are some mechanisms through which external structures can change through
collaboration with the other classes.
(6) There are some mechanisms through which ES supports the collaboration to create
value.
(7) There are some mechanisms through which the fit between ES and IS can be
assessed, gained and maintained in the continuous flux of the environment.
(8) All resources or capitals are in relationships. The work is organised through
configurations, in which resources collaborate. Appropriate configurations and
collaborations create capabilities to achieve the set objectives, whether aimed to
improve the performance or better adapt the operations to meet the changing
challenges from the environment or to realise something new.
(9) The relationships explained above are mostly reciprocal in nature. While
contributing, the contributor will at the same time change. These changes and their
complexity are a real challenge for ICM.
In Figure 13 the context and scope is a firm. If the notion of Employee is used, Human
will be divided into two, employee and non-employee. It is also important that, by
definition, the external structure does not include the counterpart (itself) but only the
relation(ship), as seen from the focal firm’s point of view.
3.4.1

“Docks” and “bridges” in the IC triad

In Figure 14, the metaphors of a dock and a bridge are used to describe the situation
and relationships between the various IC triad capitals in the context of a firm. In
maritime terms, a dock provides a point of access for arriving or departing vessels,
whereas a bridge serves as a connection that enables bidirectional traffic across the
water.
According to numerous definitions of ES or RC, it appears that they are open-ended
like a dock. The bridge metaphor would assume that the fundamental conditions to
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collaborate with the other party would be taken into account. A bridge-type
relationship means that the assessment is not made merely from the firm’s point of
view but the customers’ (or stakeholders’) viewpoints are also taken into account.
Taking the reciprocal relationship better into account will often reveal tendencies or
conflicts of interest, which a dock-type of more egocentric assessment would never
reveal, or maybe they would be revealed at the symptom level but not at the causal
level.

Figure 14
Bridge and dock-type relationships in Relational Capital (RC)/External
Structure (ES) (Elaborated by Ritvanen)

As Figure 14 indicates, there are many other relationships (depicted by the FIT artefact)
that have an effect on success in external relations but are hardly ever discussed.
Concerning intellectual capital risks, the observation by Kupi et al. (2008b) supports
this finding. These mentioned relationships are assessed from the focal entity’s vantage
point and this results in a score which indicates the value of the particular relationship.
This reified relation is, by definition, egocentric.
If the relationship is seen as a bridge, i.e., a stakeholder relationship, the relationship
between the firm and the stakeholder should be considered more thoroughly. The type
and capacity of the bridge determines what kind of ‘traffic’ can cross the water using it.
On the other hand, the requirements for the bridge stem from the needs of the parties
on both sides. The assessment of the quality of the bridge cannot be made one-sidedly,
but both parties must be heard.
3.5

Intellectual Capital Management (ICM) and related concepts

Figure 15 shows the main relationships between ICM and other bodies of knowledge.
On the same theoretical level with ICM, are two other concepts: IC and Management.
The relationship of ICM to these two bodies of knowledge is referential, which means
that ICM adopts the IC perspective on the real world (often an organisation or firm)
and some management characteristics from the body of management knowledge. In
other words, the connotation of the notion of management is similar (cf. family
resemblance39).

39

Family resemblance or Familienähnlickeit is a term created by Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953).
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The most important relationship is the one between ICM and the IC domain of the real
world. ‘Inspection’ is a generic term that means that we observe and read ‘nature’. It
includes concepts like monitoring, watching, measuring, based on which we make
reports, diagnose causes, etc. ‘Intervention’ is another generic term, which includes all
those acts that are meant to create, maintain, change and cease something in the
selected IC domain of the real world together with the related methods. The functions
of management can basically be classified into these two classes. Thus, the specific
types of ICM depend on the type of IC adopted by ICM, the type of management
adopted by ICM, the specific inspections used by ICM for intervention, and the
characteristics covered by the intervention.
ICM can be viewed in isolation, as a management discipline as such, but also as one
alternative or complement to the management of an organisation. The following
sections are intended to provide an overall view on ICM.

Figure 15

IC and ICM conceptual framework

In general, it is difficult to find precise definitions for ICM not to mention consensus on
the definition. The main question is what is considered as management (Kujansivu and
Lönnqvist 2008, p. 161).
The meta-model in Figure 15 asks several questions:
3.5.1

How many managements does an organisation or a firm need or have?
What is the IC being managed?
What is understood as management?
How is ICM defined and how is IC managed?
One or several management systems?

Kujansivu and Lönnqvist (2008, p. 159) and Kujansivu (2009) raise an important
aspect of ICM and its application. Do companies need several management systems
concurrently operating on similar objects and phenomena? They provide a pragmatic
answer to why not several.
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The rationale for not implementing an additional management system for IC in some cases is
that it may consume too many resources, having two or more overlapping management systems
may cause problems for management control and the concepts related to IC may be confusing for
the personnel even though the issues being managed, e.g. competencies and company image, are
familiar as such. (Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008, p. 159)

On the one hand, this is a practical issue not to stress the organisation with too many
management systems, but on the other, it raises the question of ICM as an independent
discipline and what it can actually be used for parallel with the organisation’s main
management system (whatever that may be). It is actually a matter of ICM’s identity.
The question of independence cannot be answered now but maybe after the discussion
of the other questions described above.
This is in analogy with the brief discussion about the position of Social Capital (SoC) to
IC in Figure 11.
3.5.2

Perspectives on management

With reference to the meta-model of ICM research, management is considered as a
reference model for ICM. While ICM can, of course, be defined in its own right, it might
be useful to see it in the light of management, or to see what specific management
features ICM absorbs for its own use.
Management is a wide topic and cannot be thoroughly discussed in the space available
here. To provide some idea of where ICM is located in this context, two major
management concepts, which represent extreme approaches to management, are
presented. The traditional approach by Fayol, with the five functions of management, is
confirmed as having power still today (Kennedy, 1999; Wren et al., 2002; Smith and
Boyns, 2005; Daft, 2008). On the other hand, Mintzberg (1971, 2009) views
management from the perspective of managers; that is, through what a manager does.
Even though these views represent extremes, both are needed if the management of an
organisation can be understood.
Management functions are still valid in most of the management approaches, which
differ from one another by how and for what purpose the management functions are
implemented, and what is considered the dominating principle in various branches of
management.
One specific aspect of management is decision-making. In this context, the question is
how this aspect has been treated in ICM and, especially, how the decision-making for
the more or less uncertain future takes uncertainty, and consequently risks, into
account.
Fayol was one of the first thinkers on management in general. He is known for the
following three structures: the type of activities of the firm, the main functions or tasks
of management, and the principles of management. Daft (2008) describes the role of
Fayol:
Fayol felt that these principles could be applied in any organizational setting. He also identified
five basic functions or elements of management: planning, organizing, commanding,
coordinating, and controlling. These functions underlie much of the general approach to today’s
management theory. (Daft, 2008, p. 40)
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According to Witzel (2003), Mintzberg is critical of those who believe that managerial
work can be classified and typified.
In particular he attacks the notion, derived from Drucker (though not wholly supported by the
latter’s work), that managerial work has broad similarities across organisations. Not so, says
Mintzberg; each organisation is as unique as an organism, with its own characteristics,
environment, needs and resources. (Witzel, 2003, p. 221)

Here, we can see similarities with the differences between the ostensive and
performative approaches, or the Meritum vs. DMSTI guidelines, with the Mintzbergian
approach resembling the performative approach, whereas Fayol’s approach is closer to
the ostensive approach.
Mintzberg (1979) also uses the notion of configuration, identifying five basic parts of an
organisation: the operating core, middle line and strategic apex, which form the
operational core and a hierarchy, and the technostructure and support staff, which
support the operational core with various functions. The sixth part is intangible,
comprising ‘ideology’, traditions and the firm’s culture and operating on the five basic
parts.
Mintzberg (1979) considers an organisation as a system of flows. He defines these flows
as consisting “of authority, of work material, of information, and of decision processes
(themselves informational)” (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 35).
Based on the type of flow, he also divides organisations into several types, which all
coincide in an organisation: regulated flow, informal communication, work of
constellations, and ad hoc decision processes.
3.5.3

How ICM is defined

There is not one definition of ICM but many, as is the case with IC. Below I have
collected some definitions of ICM and will summarise them after the citations.
Kujansivu (2008a) defines IC Management as follows:
Intellectual capital management refers to a managerial activity that takes into account
strategically important intangible resources as a whole in order to support value creation and to
improve business performance. (Kujansivu, 2008a, p. 9)

The focus of ICM in the above quotation is on business performance.
Kujansivu (2008b, p. 28) classifies the factors behind the various approaches to IC
management:
1. challenge or need to apply IC management;
2. knowledge of various models available for IC management;
3. existing management systems and ongoing projects; and
4. resources available. (Kujansivu, 2008b, p. 28)

In the following, ICM is not only defined but explained using examples.
Lönnqvist and Kujansivu (2007) divide IC management into two functions, namely control and
development. Controlling IC refers to an activity at a strategic level aiming to identify the
intangible resources of an organisation as well as improvement objectives related to these
resources (e.g. what kind of intangible resources are needed?). The development of IC instead
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includes various activities that are carried out in practice to improve intangible resources (e.g.
how are new intangible resources provided or created?). (Kujansivu and Lönnqvist, 2008, p. 161)

The focus in the above quotation is on intangible resources (not firms or organisations).
The identified functions, control and development, from a management point of view
refer to inspection, rather than to intervention. Activities in practice are dedicated to
improving intangible resources and thus supporting management.
It is difficult to arrive at a precise definition of ICM.
As a summary of the discussion above, it seems that it is difficult to provide a precise definition
for IC management since IC covers so many issues which can be managed in varying ways at
several organisational levels. Regardless of the conceptual problems, it seems that identifying the
key aspects of a company’s IC and managing them are important tasks for managers. There are
potentially several approaches available in the literature for carrying out management activities
related to IC. (Kujansivu and Lönnqvist 2008, p. 161)

Andriessen (2004a) defines management as
… the process of allocating – and in the case of intangible resources, also nurturing – the
resources. It involves sense making, decision making, and communication. (Andriessen, 2004a,
p. 42)

Marr et al. (2003) list a number of activities which are included in the concept of ICM.
According to Roos et al. (1997) and Marr et al. (2003), the management of IC involves:
“identifying key IC which drive the strategic performance of an organization; visualizing the
value creation pathways and transformations of key IC; measuring performance and in particular
the dynamic transformations; cultivating the key IC using KM processes; and the internal and
external reporting of performance”. (Marr, Gupta, Pike, Roos, 2003, p. 772)

In their paper, Lerro and Schiuma (2013) do not directly define ICM but clearly point
out the role IC has for management and how IC and ICM research should support
management. The emphasis is on IC assessment.
The exploitation of knowledge resources, as a strategic source for acquiring and maintaining
company’s competitive advantage requires approaches and tools for IC assessment and
reporting. In today’s global business, organisations need to integrate the measurement and
management of company’s tangible assets with the assessment of intangible and knowledge
assets. (Lerro and Schiuma, 2013, p. 358)

The selected quotations seem to indicate that ICM’s modus operandi is inspection of
operations in various forms, whereas intervention is directed at the methods of enquiry
and suggestions of measures, which from a management point of view help in
inspection. One of the main activities of ICM is to measure and develop means and
metrics in order to better understand the effect of IC on organisational performance.
This observation raises important questions which Kujansivu and Lönnqvist (2008)
touched on: can there be two management systems focusing on same domain elements,
IC? What should be the identity of ICM?
There is not one IC but several, according to the variety of core concepts in the
definition. Too often IC is managed in ICM without defining which IC we are talking
about. If this is difficult for IC scholars, how difficult might it be for management
scholars, not to mention practising managers?
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One assumption that stems from the classification of IC according to core concepts may
affect the vast variety of ICM definitions – the IC which is managed seems to have been
taken for granted, not defined for the ICM definition.
3.5.4

How IC is managed

One of the most important areas of ICM relates to the measurement of IC.
3.5.4.1

Measuring

Measuring is one of the most important management functions in ICM. The focus is on
how various IC-related elements create value and improve IC. Measurement can be
seen as a technical exercise that focuses on reaching reliable results by indicating the
uncertainties in the results. The other aspect of measuring is the purpose it is used for.
In organisations and firms, the purpose of measuring largely refers to the management
approach the organisation has in place and the things valued by management.
Sveiby (2018) has updated his overview concerning the IC measurement approaches.
He identifies 42 measurement approaches divided into four classes, as described in
Section 3.1.5.3 Measurement methods.
He has several caveats concerning the use of measurements. First of all, you have to
know the purpose. Secondly, he suggests avoiding several purposes like management
control, public relations. The paper points out an important research topic, measuring
for learning. This topic has nearly been omitted.
3.5.4.2

Measuring for learning

Sveiby and Armstrong (2004) discussed the learning aspect of measurement in the
form of a dialogue presented at a congress. The dialogue started with the issue and
advanced towards the final synthesis. The issue here was that the BSC measuring
system did not give benefit to the business.
The purpose of the measurement was discussed during the dialogue, as were problems
related to the measuring of social phenomena, which can be considered as intangibles.
The learning purpose of measurement has several benefits. First, if the purpose is
learning instead of control, employees and managers can relax. Second, a learning
purpose allows more creativity in the design of metrics, a more process-oriented
bottom-up approach and fewer top-down commands.
As a summary, measurement for learning is considered as an ongoing dialogical
process where both the metrics and the readings are under permanent mutual
critique/criticism/review/analysis from both parties, those who measure and those
who are measured. The demarcation line is not necessarily between management and
employees, since the principle of creating metrics is bottom-up.
Yu and Humphreys (2013) follow the critical trend of IC research and practices and
suggest a shift from a measuring paradigm to a learning paradigm. According to the
authors, the shift does not only involve a change in focus but opens up new insights for
management through which the earning potential of a company is increased. The shift
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towards learning is not to be seen as being against the measuring paradigm but rather
it takes measuring to a new level of understanding how the company and its internal IC
work.
The authors refer to several studies that have suggested that the measuring paradigm
might be useful as a tool for manipulating public relations. They also criticise the adage
“what gets measured gets managed”.
3.5.4.3

Ways to manage IC

Classification is the initial step in the management of IC. What matters is how IC and
the classified underlying elements are used in the process of creating value or
improving the performance. In IC literature, many of the papers building a framework
or a specific view on the IC domain offer both a classification and a way to manage or
show the dynamics among the class elements, often in the context of value creation for
performance management. This approach provides a coherent foundation for the
measurement of IC-related elements.
Some of these frameworks, which illustrate the amalgamation of the static and dynamic
views on IC and related knowledge, will now be presented.
Sveiby’s (2001) knowledge-based view has a focus on one particular company and
the relationships between and within the triad elements, with knowledge transfer
described as one specific aspect in the model. Sveiby addresses strategic generic
questions concerning each of the identified relationships, which should be answered
with the local context in mind. The main concepts in the model are distinct from one
another and the presumed value is created through knowledge transfer. The questions
serve as a method for using the main classes in the model to reveal how the value in this
specific case was created.
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Figure 16

The Nine Knowledge Strategy Issues, Sveiby (2001, p.349)

Marr et al. (2004a) view knowledge assets as the essential element of IC. Their
classification (see Figure 9 on page 63) is used by a construct called the Knowledge
Asset Dashboard, which shows the status of various knowledge assets. The dynamic
view on how things contribute to success is described by a success map, followed by a
process view.
Schiuma et al. (2008) apply their Knoware Tree approach to assess IC in various
regions in Italy. Their model, which largely resembles that of Marr et al. (2004), has
two parts: the Knoware Tree represents the classification model and the Knoware
Dashboard represents the visualising tool to better understand the knowledge flow and
transfer between the classes.
Schiuma (2009) focuses on the management of Knowledge Asset Dynamics with the
aim of gaining sustainable competitive advantage. The management of the dynamics of
knowledge assets is a key managerial capacity. The framework, like many other models,
consists of two parts. Knowledge assets are classified according to the Knoware map
(see Figure 10 on page 64) and the knowledge assets dynamics are described and can
also be analysed by means of three processes which define the framework, shown in
Figure 17: (1) knowledge asset identification; (2) knowledge asset mapping; and (3)
knowledge asset flow. These processes are intertwined (Schiuma, 2009, p. 292).
It is worth showing the framework here since it includes many potentially important
elements for managing IC-related risks.
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Figure 17
292)

The managerial foundation of knowledge asset dynamics (Schiuma, 2009, p.

The strategic performance objectives are defined as Stakeholders’ Value Requirements,
which define the stakeholder value the organisation is attempting to create. In some
way, the knowledge assets value chain (given as the name of the model) resembles the
BSC by Kaplan and Norton, (1992, 1996), but there are several differences as well. The
requirements (Strategic Value Proposition) come from the company’s key stakeholders,
with the shareholders being among them, but not the only ones. Thus, the ultimate goal
here seems to be a balanced set of requirements, not just financial ones.
Another difference from BSC is the embedded feedback in the causal chain from the
organisation’s IC via organisation competences, organisation processes, and
performance improvements with the object of increasing stakeholder value.
What is common to all of the above-presented frameworks is that they clearly combine
the static and dynamic aspects of IC by means of a framework available for ICM to
manage value creation through dynamic IC. Each framework is specific in terms of the
following points. First, the domain (extension) of IC is clearly defined. Second, the
classification used is in line with the extension of the defined IC. Third, there is a
framework or process (or set of questions) defined, through which the dynamics and
interaction between the IC-related elements are depicted. Fourth, each of the
theoretical frameworks is intended to be applied or has been applied in practice. Fifth,
the classification is thus, at least implicitly, fit for the purpose at hand and, more
importantly, supports the actual processes in the framework.
Finally, several of these frameworks seem to carry out an optimistic agenda (Mouritsen,
2009). Nothing can go wrong and there are no uncertainties to take into account, at
least mentioned explicitly. In this sense, the statement by Granovetter (1973, p. 2),
discussed in the Introduction, is missing. Each of these frameworks, however, provides
important cues for finding potential IC-related risks. Risks do not reside in the
knowledge assets but in the dynamics while these knowledge assets are being
mobilised.
3.5.4.4

Uncertainty and risks in the context of ICM

As part of the main research question of understanding intellectual capital risks, the
themes of risk and uncertainty are discussed in detail elsewhere in this thesis. One
point, however, must be mentioned here, which was partly discussed in conjunction
with the optimistic agenda. The impression which remains after a thorough study of
ICM literature is that, in management literature, uncertainty and risks are considered
as important, worth at least mentioning, whereas they are almost entirely missing in
literature on ICM.
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There is, however, literature which discusses IC-related uncertainty, but not necessarily
using IC terminology. Research and development, innovations, joint ventures, strategic
alliances and similar themes all contain uncertainty. As to the scope of the thesis and
this chapter, such literature has not been taken into the consideration here.
3.5.5

Applying a process view – measure and manage

The aim of the next section is not at this stage to create new knowledge or solutions.
The point is to show how the earlier acquired IC and ICM knowledge can be shown in a
process view and the kind of questions this view may raise. As mentioned in the
Introduction, one of the ways to view IC and ICM and subsequently intellectual capital
risks in this thesis is the systems view.
Why a process presentation of IC and ICM? If the framework by Shehabuddeen et al.
(1999) will be followed and IC and ICM will be implemented in practice, a process
model is the first practical and concrete form for the presentation of the practice.
According to the framework presented by Shehabuddeen et al. (1999), a process is one
way to express certain facets of the system within the conceptual framework, closer to
the application, i.e., more concretely. Thus, the map and model shown in Figure 13
should give a good understanding of what occurs in the model in general. When a more
specific representation is required, a process model can be used. There are many
formalised ways to describe a process, none of them wrong or as such better than the
others. It is a matter of usefulness. Figure 18 represents a modification of the
SADT/IDEF0 model. The IDEF0 model is also called the ICOM model. The
abbreviation stems from the notions Input, Control, Output and Mechanisms. At the
highest level of abstraction, it models the context of the systems or a fragment thereof.
The process allows for a hierarchical presentation of the whole and thus provides an
insight into how the lower-level activities contribute to the value, i.e. output. It can also
be used to depict the heterarchy and recursive relations of the context. The output may
have effects on various targets, or stakeholders, in the system and, therefore, the value
creation cannot be seen as a single number or value. For example, while the process
may deliver the desired results, it may simultaneously create collateral damage to a
stakeholder not taken into account or cared for. The process view below shows the five
main components of a process: Input, Output, Transformations (Function in the
original IDEF0 notation), Control and Resources (Mechanisms and Call in the original
IDEF0 notation) (IDEF0, 1994).
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Figure 18
IC as a contributor in the value-creation process – a process view. The
numbers indicate aspects to which the text below will refer.

What is important in the IDEF0 notation is that it, by nature, allows the decomposition
of the functions, thus supporting the recursion followed by all essential elements when
decomposing higher-level concepts. The concepts on a lower level are often named
differently but are essentially (from a functional point of view) the same (cf. Kim and
Jang, 2002).
Output refers to many elements in the model. Figure 18 shows only the top-level output
effects but many of the lower-level processes within the transformation affect the
internal processes and only some of them contribute to the value delivered to
stakeholders. The following list exemplifies the output effects (the numbers refer to
Figure 12).
The original Input-Control-Output-Mechanism (ICOM) model has been complemented
by drawing a boundary line between the internal and external structures. Each of the
following questions forms a context within which the generic process can be
investigated:
1. Who or what is affected (benefit or detriment) by the output or objectives of the
focal entity (firm or organisation)?
2. Who or what contributes to the value created in the process?
3. Where do the risks reside and of what type are they?
4. What are the vantage points and their effect when identifying and assessing
intellectual capital risks?
5. What risks are visible and what risks remain covered?
In the following, process-related questions will be phrased for items one and two above.
The rest (items 3-5) are not discussed in this thesis. They are on the list just to
demonstrate what other important questions can be examined with the process view.
The transformation of input to output generates added value (i.e., a change, either
positive or negative) which will be distributed to several participants or stakeholders
and structures in the process. The value may flow to the following targets:
(XO and XI) external stakeholders that are in (commercial or other) contact with the
focal entity (firm, organisation), including both customers and suppliers, but not
limited to them. To what extent the collaboration with the focal entity is fruitful or
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lucrative for the stakeholders depends on many things, which can, at least partially, be
identified by using a process view and asking relevant questions.
(7) To the control or management in the form of information that is required to manage
the operations and to learn from it. Other elements may include a bonus for good work.
(2) To the resources, both tangible and intangible (especially human beings, but also
others which contain knowledge). Human beings learn and absorb new knowledge
from experience and other knowledge-related resources will be developed to better
reflect and improve current practice.
(3) To the transformation process that will gain new methods and better procedures, by
which the work can be enhanced (more effective and efficient) or changed to better
meet new challenges from the environment.
(4) To the input, in order to ensure that the material and immaterial input will better fit
the operations and output (what the process aims at).
(5) To the output and objectives, which are continuously under scrutiny, especially for
how the objectives are being met. The extent to which the objectives are realistic and
what corrective measures should be made are among the questions that should be
addressed. This understanding is required for the measurement to support input
(Mouritsen, 2004) and learning (Sveiby, 2004). This again is a more extensive task,
which cannot be resolved in isolation, i.e., by studying the objectives alone or focusing
on a single factor. It requires a holistic view, which is indicated by number (1) and
located in all of the parts.
(6) How the functioning of the internal processes is reported to management and how
managing activities have influenced the process performance.
Having determined where the products from the process flow, the important set of
questions to be answered is: Who or what contributes to the value created in the
process and how? The following items refer to Figure 18.
(7, covering 1) Management and key stakeholders make strategic decisions in order to
establish the required fit between products, processes with targets or objectives.
(Managerial knowledge/competence/efficiency?)
(2) Knowledge-related resources in the process, their knowledge and competence, and
willingness to give their knowing to the process (or to the organisation) (HC –
individual competence)
(3) Value-generating processes/transformation and their efficiency (internal structure)
(4) Understanding what the process is fuelled on, ensuring that the input is suitable for
the process. (What is being transformed?)
(5) Output, understanding what the environment and stakeholders require, accept and
want.
(7->6->8) Managing the operations in order to ensure efficient resource allocation (HC,
managerial knowledge in operations, ability to do things right). This managerial
knowledge resides among the human resources who achieve their specific objectives
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and thus contribute to the overall achievement of objectives. At best, this knowledge
can lead to self-organising operations.
(7->1) Managerial knowledge, capability to understand the environment and the
challenges therein are key contributors to value creation. (HC, managerial knowledge of
strategies, and ability to do the right things.)
When candidates for uncertainty and risks should be sought, the process approach is
one way to find the locations where knowledge coincides with knowing.
3.6

Summary – Knowledge-Based IC

The summary of the chapter IC and ICM is based on the chosen view on IC, KnowledgeBased IC. The summary will be presented in the following sequence.
First, IC and ICM are assessed against the three guiding principles, precision,
identification, and the relational approach. These principles were considered essential
from a risk management perspective. In addition, I will describe other observations
which I consider as having relevance for the IC and ICM disciplines in general and ICrelated risk management and practice in particular.
Precision
There are many versions of IC depending on the chosen (explicit or implicit) core
concept. Each of these leads to different IC, including what will be measured.
Measuring requires precision and conceptual coherence. Independent of the core
concept the applied classification is basically the same, resembling the IC triad. The IC
triad concepts are by definition mutually inclusive and thus induce ambiguity in
measurement. IC triad concepts are tight to a firm’s boundaries, thus causing so far
unspoken issues in what is measured on a larger domain than the firm, for example the
nation. Are we measuring nations’ IC by summing up firms’ IC on a national level or
can the IC of nations be understood somewhat differently?
Identification (find)
Extant IC and ICM research mainly uses the two notions of identification, recognise
and describe, whereas the notion ‘find’ remains absent. One potential explanation is
that there are many IC element candidates which should be recognised and described
and then their effect on a firm’s performance, whatever it may be, studied.
Risk studies cannot rely merely on what is obvious or visible. As to IC and the notion of
invisibility, there are at least two conceptions of invisibilities: one being invisible for
financial accounting, the other being invisible for the risk assessor or at this time. The
latter are of relevance for risk studies, the previous being too narrow.
The relational approach
“Relationship”, as a notion, is in extant IC literature referring to a firm’s external
relationships and generally seen from the perspective of the firm(s) under
investigation, rarely referred or applied as symmetrical or reciprocal. Explicit
relationships between individuals within the firm or relationships between individuals
and structures (processes or other IS elements) are nearly absent.
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There are exceptions, however. The intention of reporting models like Meritum and
DMSTI is to attempt to align the reporting contents as much as possible with the
companies’ strategy and to describe how the firm uses its IC or knowledge assets to
create value. This is important and the thesis expands this notion of relationship
considerably for the purpose of risk management (more details later).
As to other observations, one important one is the optimistic agenda, coined in the IC
context by Mouritsen (2006). It can also be understood against the background of
emerging research discourses when the benefits of that particular approach are being
advanced. Maybe one reason can be seen in the purpose of reporting. Reporting good
results may benefit the firm whereas negative results (each firm will have good and bad
periods) may cause excess problems. The more you reveal the better for your
competitors (cf. Ferma’s comment on the EU’s proposal for a ‘Directive on disclosure of
Non-financial and Diversity Information’, 2013).40
As to the classification of IC, the IC triad is the most commonly used. The purpose
which determines the type of classification is however, rarely discussed.
ICM appears to be more inspectional than interventional. The main focus is on
measuring IC, either its value (often financial) or its effect on a firm's performance (as a
control) and suggestions for corrective measures and developing measuring
instruments. This meta-level control is to monitor the extent to which the used metrics
and measuring instruments work adequately for the purpose (Aura, 2005; Lehtonen,
2007).
By and large, IC and ICM seem to be an analytic conceptual framework capable of
assessing the effect of identified IC elements on the performance of the focal entity, the
firm. The issue IC operational, i.e., make it serve as a means or method supporting the
transition of ICM from mere inspection to intervention, in the sense used by managers.
Can ICM be considered as independent and separate management practice or as an
essential part of management in general as a supporting function? If the latter view is
reasonable, how would this occur? Has ICM something to offer for management,
something that otherwise would remain neglected, thereby resulting in potential
problems? These questions which directly relate to Sub-Research Question 4, cannot be
answered here but will be attempted in the Synthesis chapter. This calls for asking the
questions below.
Assuming that ICM is characterised as inherently inspectional, what are the
implications of this for the management of IC-related risks? What is the role of ICM in
the context of IC-related risk management? RM assumes both inspection and
intervention, or in RM terminology, assessment and treatment of identified risks. In
this sense, ICM cannot be considered a full-fledged management approach. This should
not be seen as a problem as such but should lead to suggestions on how to use ICM in
the context of management. It is a matter of the identity of ICM.
As a result of the discussion above the IC and ICM for this thesis can be defined.

40 However, public disclosure of the principal risks and opportunities should not be alone set as an
objective for more transparency. This could actually damage the competitiveness of European companies
in foreign markets and so the sustainable performance that the proposed Directive is aiming to promote
(Ferma, 2013, p. 3).
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IC in this thesis is defined as knowledge-related elements in the contexts of an
organisation. Consequently, ICM is defined as: the activities and methods by
means of which the effect of knowledge and knowledge-related elements
(IC) on the achievement of organisation’s objectives can be understood and
influenced (or ensured).
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4

RISK AND RELATED CONCEPTS

Due to the extensive literature on risk in general, I rely on the Roeser et al. (2012),
Handbook of Risk Theory, as representative of the field, under the reasonable
assumption that the editors and the authors have been appointed for their expertise.
Hence, the subsections in my review in section 4.2 below are based on the Handbook’s
structuration of the various fields. The aim of my overview is to gain an understanding
of the variety of notions used and also the commonalities in the various risk approaches
in order understand what kind of risk concept might be suitable for IC and ICM. As
shown in Chapter 3 the analysis of IC and ICM arrived at the knowledge-based IC
concept where the knowledge is seen relational. This means that the main interest in
risk literature is the concept and the role of knowledge and the relevant topics of the
literature is selected to satisfy the purpose above.
Based on the overview of various risk concepts and perspectives I will, in section 4.2.5,
arrive at the ISO 31000:2009 standard as the risk concept to be applied in my
framework ICRM.
4.1

Introduction

Risk is a notion commonly used in all areas of life and even if it has many versions
making it to a certain extent ambiguous, it is an intuitive and useful notion in practical
life and therefore it is vital at least to try to define the notion risk in a precise way. A
special challenge for this chapter is, therefore, to identify a risk and risk management
approach which is capable of being applied unbiased to a rather abstract domain like a
scientific discipline. This means that the concept of risk itself should be rather abstract
and neutral.
As indicated in earlier chapters, Intellectual Capital and Intellectual Capital
Management have according to current research (Guthrie, 2012; Serenko and Bontis,
2013; Dumay 2014 and 2016) dual roles: on the one hand, they can be considered a
scientific discipline and on the other hand, they are considered means to be used in
practical management. These two roles of IC and ICM set requirements for the risk and
risk management concepts. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to provide a brief but
sufficiently comprehensive overview of various risk concepts and some guidelines on
how to apply risk management in practice. In order to meet these objectives, the
following questions should be answered, with regard to the aim of the thesis.
What is the risk concept and how can these risks be managed? How could risk
management be applied to target objects in such a way that the idiosyncrasies of the
object will be taken into account? How should the concept risk management be taken
into consideration when the target domain is rather abstract, as IC and ICM as
disciplines are? What should one know of the target domain when risk management is
applied?
The focus in the thesis is on the concept of risk to the degree that it can be considered
relevant for IC-related risks and relevant for the attempt to build a theoretically
founded IC-related risk management framework (ICRM) for aiding management
practice. Risk management as treatment of risks is outside the scope of this thesis but
phases within risk management which are essential when uncertainties are identified
and risks assessed are included.
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The chapter will finish with the rationale for proposing the ISO 31000 risk standard
(ISO 31000) and related standards for application (ISO 31010 and ISO 31004) for IC
management.
Risk as concept, according to Bernstein (1996a) can be found in the antiques. According
to Hansson (2012) the modern risk research started in the 1960s and 1970s within the
fields of toxicology, epidemiology, and other physical sciences.
Hansson regards risks from the philosophical perspective and mentions three areas
where philosophical studies have been useful for understanding the risk concept:
terminological clarifications; argumentation analysis, and; the fact-value distinction (cf
Hansson, 2012, pp. 29-30).
The general observation by Hansson (2012) is that “As in many other research areas,
the terminology in risk research is often imprecise. This applies even to key terms such
as “risk” and “safety”.”
In common speech, risk usually refers to some danger or threat, or some factor or event
which may have adverse consequences for someone and it often refers to uncertainties
in the future.
Risk is a construct of two key notions: “uncertainty” and “undesirability”. Thus, the
quantitative value of risk reflects the likelihood (magnitude of uncertainty) and the
consequence (magnitude of undesirability) of an event. The undesirable consequences
can appear in different dimensions such as accident or financial distress (MohagheghAhmadabadi, 2007).
This quoted risk concept above refers to an undesired outcome and contains the two
key elements used in risk matrices. The assessed risks (events) are valued from two
dimensions: the probability/likelihood of the event and the magnitude of its
consequences. The matrix is a practical visual means to provide an overview of the risks
and it guides how the quantitative numbers will be derived or obtained.
The risk matrix by Cobon et al. (2009) in Figure 19 is just one of many similar matrices.
It differs because the comment after the asterisk (*) indicates that the consequences
refer to negative impacts only. Often, however, risks are implicitly assumed to be
negative without any special comment.

Figure 19

Typical risk rating matrix (Cobon et al., 2009)

The important issue in most studies is how to identify and find the uncertainties (Aven,
2011; Hansson and Aven, 2014; Røyksund and Flage, 2019).
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When discussing uncertainty and risks in the context of decision-making, the problem
is whether we know sufficiently about the uncertainties and how these could be reduced
to a manageable or acceptable level (Hansson and Aven, 2014; Hansson, 2012). When
these decisions are discussed ex post, and after the outcome is to a certain extent
known, we might by then know, what we did not know at the time of the decision.
This matrix in Figure 20 is just one way to express our (as subjects) knowledge
relationship to things (as objects) in each decision-making situation. The matrix is
heavily context-dependent. That we know about some topic does by far not mean that
all others know the same and vice versa.
The matrix works as long we know the context in which it is used. The tapping of
Chancellor Merkel’s phone was unknown knowns for Germans but for the NSA41 it was
known knowns. As of now, when not all revelations by Mr. Snowden have been released
many unknowns for us (our context) are knowns for others. Thus, the matrix can be
useful as long as we are aware of the context it is used in. The matrix in Figure 20 can
be used as a tool to test the status of knowledge by changing the context, for example by
asking what I, we, they, all of us know about various topics.
Beck (2006) comments on the class of unknown unknowns in the following way:
It sounds really ironic, but it is precisely unknown unknowns which provoke far-reaching
conflicts over the definition and construction of political rules and responsibilities with the aim
of preventing the worst. (Beck, 2006, p. 335)

What we as subjects know about the object is sometimes classified (Drew 1999) by
means of the “Johari- window”, originally from cognitive psychology (Luft & Ingham
1955): known knowns, known unknowns, unknown knowns and unknown unknowns.
The matrix can be useful when the problem of decision-making under uncertainty and
limited knowledge is discussed and analysed. The arrows in the diagram in Figure 20
assume a strong bond between uncertainty and risk (Knight, 1921; ISO 31000).

Figure 20
Living between known knowns and unknown unknowns (modification of
FIGURE 1. A knowledge portfolio in Drew 1999, p. 134, elaborated by Ritvanen)

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/10407282/Barack-Obama-approvedtapping-Angela-Merkels-phone-3-years-ago.html (20.2.2015)
41
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The known–unknown diagram in Figure 20 adds the subject–object relationship to the
matrix. The subject knows or does not know about something (object) which is known
or unknown, in general in their context.
The lower horizontal arrow indicates the growth of uncertainty and the upper one the
growing challenges of the risk management. The essential points here are the
relationship between uncertainty and risk on the one hand, and the dynamic nature in
which the subject by knowing actively attempts to make uncertainties and unknowns
better known and concurrently improve their own knowledge. As for uncertainties,
there will always be uncertainty, but a different one. This will be discussed more
thoroughly later in this chapter. Just as an introduction, on the right side of the figure,
the uncertainty resembles ‘structural uncertainty’ whereas on the left, the uncertainty
resembles ‘parametric uncertainty’. Parametric uncertainty means that we know the
parameter but the parameter’s value in the future is uncertain, whereas in structural
uncertainty, the uncertainty concerns the relevant importance of the parameter
(Velamuri and Venkataraman, 2005; Langlois and Everett, 1992; Langlois and Cosgel,
1993).
The circle in the middle with several arrows indicates this dynamic process. The
dichotomies known–unknown and knowns–unknowns represent the extreme values of
the respective dimension, thus only the extreme value can be unknown unknowns. In
real life the world is not black or white but consists of a scale of grey colours. Thus, the
diagram is an extreme simplification but is useful to indicate the interrelations of a
complex issue of uncertainty, knowing and risk.
Hansson and Aven describe the conditions under which risk analysis is scientific.
We conclude that risk analysis is scientific, when understood as consisting primarily of (i)
knowledge about risk-related phenomena, processes, events, etc., and (ii) concepts, theories,
frameworks, approaches, principles, methods, and models to understand, assess, characterize,
communicate, and manage risk, in general and for specific applications (the instrumental part).
(Hansson and Aven, 2014, p. 1181)

4.2

Risk concepts and classifications

The overview of classifications below divides risk studies into four main areas, each of
which contains specific sub-areas.
-

General issues in risk theory
Specific risks
Individual-level risks
Risk in society

It covers following the approaches: social environment, socio-technical approach,
individual related risks including social amplification, objective risks, extreme events,
and finally risk management frameworks and standards which are discussed under
respective risk classes.
After the overview and based on them the selection of ISO will be done.
The observation is that knowledge risks are not classified as a separate class of risks.
My point is that there is no need, since knowledge is ubiquitous; it is present in each
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uncertainty, by definition. It is the deficient or lacking knowledge which for us make
things uncertain. This is also the main interest in this study.
4.2.1

General risk issues and risk theory

Philosophy of risk concentrates on three aspects of risk: terminological clarifications;
argumentation analysis, and; the fact-value distinction (cf Hansson 2012, pp. 29-30).
As to terminological clarifications the following citation may reveal why it is important.
Risks are always connected to lack of knowledge. If we know for certain that there will be an
explosion in a factory, then there is no reason for us to talk about that explosion is a risk.
(Hansson, 2012, p. 34)

In Hansson’s words, “knowledge about risks is knowledge about unknown. It is
therefore a quite problematic type of knowledge.”
According to him it raises several epistemological issues. He mentions two: ‘The limits
of epistemic credibility’ and ‘the legitimacy of expertise in uncertain issues’. The former
refers to debates on biotechnology and nanotechnology for example. The point is
whether we should take all warnings from research into account without actually
knowing how the epistemic credibility in those cases could/should be assessed. The
latter refers to the practice where risks are assessed by the effect and the probability of
an event. Instead of asking whether to accept the risk where the probability is for
example 1 to 100 million, one should rather ask how reliable the probability estimate is.
Hansson (1996) gives five meanings to risk, four referring to the notion event and the
last to the conditions where decisions are made:
(1) risk = an unwanted event which may or may not occur.
(2) risk = the cause of an unwanted event which may or may not occur.
(3) risk = the probability of an unwanted event which may or may not occur.
(4) risk = the statistical expectation value of unwanted events which may or may not
occur.
(5) risk = the fact that a decision is made under conditions of known probabilities
(“decision under risk”).
The same list can also be found in the Stanford Philosophy Dictionary42.
Hansson obviously shows the diversity of the risk concept. He divides risks into
technical and less-technical risks. When technical risks are in focus, the information is
represented in numerical form. Seeing this from decision-making theory, missing
information and insufficient controls are seen as two distinct cases:
Decision under risk or ‘under known probabilities’ and
Decision under uncertainty or under epistemic uncertainty. The notion, epistemic in
this case, refers to the weather outlook for tomorrow – a thing we certainly cannot
know. (Hansson, 1996, 2000, 2002, 2004)
The concept event is essential in risk studies. In Figure 21 below one common risk
concept has been applied in two different systems, closed and open. The risks are seen
42

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/risk/ (viewed on 27.7.2014).
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from the focal entity’s point of view. Events (e) cause consequences (c), some of which
have effects according to expectations or objectives whereas some cause deviations
from expectations or objectives. The deviations may be positive (up-side-risk) or
negative (down-side-risk). In the figure the level of tolerance is also shown beyond
which the risks are considered unacceptable.
In a closed system,43 the relationship between an event and consequences is known or
determined, whereas in an open system,44 the consequences cannot be fully predicted
from an event, not even the event which causes the consequences whether alone or
jointly. Often the surprises come from outside the defined system (the defined scope or
context). Social systems are typically open, which limits our ‘control’ of events and their
consequences.

Figure 21

The risk concept in closed and open systems (Ritvanen)

The discussion above has been around the concept of events without defining the
intuitive concept. The concept ‘event’ is important in the risk management context but
by the same token is problematic because of its diversity. Mohaghegh-Ahmadabadi
(2007) refers to one definition of an accident which could usually be considered a single
event.
(1)Bernner [sic!: it is Benner, 1995, HR] defines an accident as “not a single event, but rather a
transformation process by which a homeostatic activity is interrupted with an accompanying
unintentional harm”. (Mohaghegh-Ahmadabadi, 2007, p. 51)

The purpose of these examples is to indicate the need for precise expressions, which are
a precondition for proper communication and also for measurement. The examples
above indicate that it is difficult to successfully apply the risk concept to any substantial
domain without a description of the key terms used. The notion event is discussed more
43 A closed system can be described as von Bertalanffy (1950) did: Analysis shows that closed systems
cannot behave equifinally. Equifinality means that the end state or outcome of a system can be achieved by
several ways. The system is deterministic.
44 An open system can be defined asa system behaving equifinally. For Beer (1979) the facts of a system are
in the eyes of the beholder. This means that any attempt to describe a system emphasises only a selected
view, hiding by the same token other essential aspects for the real-world system. Open and closed systems
are just our way to reduce the complexity of the reality (for us, though).
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in detail based on Table 4 ‘Points of view on the concept of event for analysing events,
according to Peterson (1998, p. 19)’ on page 113.
Risk as a concept depends on the context or the discipline that applies it. Its definitions
can range from a pure technical term to an ever-present circumstantial factor within
which we live. The latter concept is common among sociologists and other social
scientists (Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1991; Althaus, 2005). The relational nature of Beck’s
(2000) questions for practice risk management below is also relevant for other
disciplines such as IC and ICM.
1 Who is to define and determine the harmfulness of products, the danger, the risks? Where does
the responsibility lie: with those who generate the risks, those who benefit from them, those who
are potentially affected by them, or with public agencies?
2 What kind of knowledge or non-knowledge about the causes, dimensions, actors, etc. is
involved? To whom have evidence and proof to be submitted?
3 What is to count as sufficient proof in a world where knowledge about environmental risks is
necessarily contested and probabilistic?
4 Who is to decide on compensation for the afflicted and on what constitutes appropriate forms
of future damage-limitation control and regulation? (Beck, 2000, p. 225)

Renn (1992) uses the following classification of risk approaches:
• the actuarial approach (using statistical predictions);
• the toxicological and epidemiological approach (including ecotoxicology);
• the engineering approach (including probabilistic risk assessment, PRA);
• the economic approach (including risk-benefit comparisons);
• the psychological approach (including psychometric analysis);
• social theories of risk; and
• cultural theory of risk (using grid/group analysis). (Renn, 1992, p. 56)

The classes are related to the methods applied to the object of enquiry. Based on the
classification he further creates a matrix where the classes are described by following
characteristics base unit, predominant method, scope of risk concept, basic problem
areas, major applications, instrumental function, and social function.
Bernstein’s (1996a) analysis concentrates on risk and risk management history as well
as its development until the end of the 20th century. The focus of the examination is
the risk strands used in business, using the prospect theory by Kahneman and Tversky
(Bernstein, 1996a, p. 270).
Bernstein (1996b) points out the danger which resides in approaches that classify risks
acording to the classification between objective and subjective risks presumes that
there is an objective way to assess risks. The more formal the presentation, the more
objective it is considered to be. The objective approach is based on the application of
statistical or other numerical methods based on large amounts of data. The data used
may not have been collected for the risk purpose and the use of this data is based on
subjective judgement. If this is the case, how reliable and valid are the calculations?
Borodzicz (2005) classifies risks according to the target area, such as physical sciences
(engineering sciences) and social sciences (psychology, sociology, anthropology,
politics, management, economy, finance, business and criminology). Risks can also be
classified according to methodology, chronology or interdisciplinary research.
Shrivastava (1995, p. 120) lists a number of risk perspectives and shows what is in their
focus. Psychologists emphasise perception, economists uncertainty of profit and loss,
financial analysts various risks like market risks, inflation risks, etc. Sociologists define
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risk as “a systematic way of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and
introduced by modernization itself” (Beck, 1992 p. 21).
Hansson and Aven (2014) summarise risk analysis according to five subject areas:
-nature (natural science),
-ourselves (psychology and medicine),
-our societies (social sciences),
-our own physical constructions (technology and engineering), and
-our own mental constructions (linguistics, literature studies, mathematics, and philosophy).
(Hansson and Aven, 2014, p. 1175)

Weckert discusses responsibilities in scientific research in the context of
nanotechnology. He is aware the consequences of technology not only to the creator of
it (firm, organisation, individual) but also the surrounding environment. Weckert
(2012, p. 165) seems to suggest the clear distinction between science and technology by
quotating Nossal (2007, p. 7).
“Much research, however, eventually leads to technologies useful to, or possibly detrimental to,
individuals and society, therefore:
This is why the distinction between science (which seeks to know) and technology (which
seeks to apply knowledge) is so crucially important. Of course technology must be
subjected to societal and democratic norms. (Nossal 2007 p. 7)” (Weckert, 2012, p. 165)

Risk standards
There have been a few generic standards for risk management available until recently.
The most important one is ISO 31000:2009 as well as the related ISO 31010 Risk
Management - Risk Assessment Techniques (2009) and the ISO 31004 Guidance for
Implementation of ISO 31000:2009. Before them, ISO provided the ISO Guide
73:2002, which has been updated to the ISO Guide 73:2009, which contains the same
central concepts included in ISO 31000. In 2018, ISO 31000 was updated to version
ISO 31000:2018 and ISO 31000:2009 was cancelled. There are some changes which
will be commented on in several chapters. In this thesis the definitions come from ISO
31000:2009 since the ISO Guide 71:2009 has not been cancelled and is the reference
source for ISO 31000:2009. The changes are not dramatic as concerns definitions but
there are changes which concern the weight of some concepts.
The AS/NZS 436o:2004 risk standard is an important document which is often
referred to as the ‘father’ to ISO 31000:2009. Many of the definitions and processes
have been adopted by ISO 31000 to the extent that Australia and New Zealand have
replaced their standard AS/NZS 4360:2004 with ISO 31000:2009 and probably ISO
31000:2018.
As of now, almost all countries have officially adopted ISO 31000 as their standard.
Many risk associations have also modified or started to modify their own standards to
be ISO 31000 compliant (Airmic, 2010).
There are many ‘standards’ for various domains which are either supported or required
by regulators. Enron and similar cases (Tycon) at the beginning of the 21st century have
activated regulators to demand better reporting about companies. Sarban Oxley is one
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example of reporting, which firms in NYSE (New York Stock Exchange) have to commit
to (SARBANES-OXLEY ACT, 2002)45.
To this group of standards also belong domain-specific risk standards, which are
dedicated to providing guidelines for specific risk areas like banking (Basel I, II and
III46), insurance (Solvency II) and more generally for financial operators (MiFid). In
addition, ISO has several risk standards for various areas of life: ICT, security, etc.
As to ERM, Power et al. (2009) heavily criticise the prevailing ERM concept which
emphasises the notion of ‘risk appetite’. He suggests that instead of focusing on ERM
companies should focus on Business Continuity Management (BCM).
4.2.2

Specific Risks

The group ‘specific risks’ is broad and covers many specific areas where substantive
knowledge is required. The risk, thus, is the knowledge on many levels: how good is the
knowledge about the subject matter or the domain in focus and how reliable is the
knowledge which assesses the risks of that knowledge.
Part 2 of the Handbook of Risk Theory lists a number of specific risks:
x
x
x

economic risk
interpretation of forensic evidence,
Risk and scientific responsibilities in Nanotechnology

Business or economy risks
Knight was one of the most influential thinkers on risk. In his Treatise on Risk,
Uncertainty and Profit (Knight, 1921), he specified the concept of risk and its
relationship to uncertainty; risk is measurable uncertainty whereas unmeasurable
uncertainty is uncertainty. Actuaries work with risks since they calculate probabilities
of insurance events in the future based on well-defined events in the past. Knight did
not limit his thinking to merely risk and uncertainty but also elaborated the theory of
firms (Foss, 1993; Langlois and Gosgel, 1993; Boudreaux and Holcombe, 1989).
An important factor in economy is the entrepreneur who does not operate with risks in
mind (calculable uncertainty) but rather in faith in what they believe and thus their
assessment of uncertainty is based on judgement. Velamuri and Venkataraman (2005)
discuss this matter in conjunction with stakeholder theory.
The definitional dichotomy, measurable versus non-measurable, easily leads to the
conclusion, as Power et al. (2009) arrived at, that most discussion about risk is actually
discussion about uncertainties (or at least should be).
In Knightean terms, a great deal of risk management is really uncertainty management of one
kind or another, not least being issues of reputational risk. (Power et al., 2009, p. 303)

One approach to this dichotomy (measurable–not measurable) would be to accept that
anything (deliberate means) which reduces uncertainty by operationalising the
Sarbannes-Oxley, available at https://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/Sarbanesoxley%20Act%20Of%202002.pdf
46 https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs189.pdf
45
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phenomenon should be considered as measuring. Following the semantics in Figure 20,
this could mean that risks reside in the known-knowns cell, in which the uncertainty is
of the parametric uncertainty type concerning the uncertainties of the measured
results, whereas true uncertainty (structural uncertainty) would reside in varying
degree in other cells, i.e. unknown-unknowns, known-unknowns and unknownknowns. All of the results are, however, context-dependent.
Extreme events
Major catastrophes always surprise and the heavy consequences are partly due to
insufficient preparation. The causes of these consequences vary according to whom you
ask. Some say that you cannot be prepared for everything, whereas others maintain that
the true reason is ignorance, since events of catastrophe size (events on a very high
level of abstraction) are considered to have a very small probability. The probability of
rare events (or events which, as such, have never occurred so far) is always based on
judgements, often coloured by particular interests (whatever these may be). As a result,
these potential events are not part of the agenda. Even if these rare events had been
taken into account and described in a risk matrix, and even if they had been assessed to
be extremely rare but with large consequences, the total score would remain low. If the
scale of both dimensions is from 1‒5, the average score would be 5 (1x5=5). Thus
attention would probably be on those events which gain scores closer to 25.
If a risk matrix is used, it seldom shows the magnitude of the large consequences. These
can easily be hidden behind a single number. In addition, catastrophes are not a single
event occurrences but a coincidence of several cascading small events which sum up to
a large effect (Weick, 1993).
These risks have many names. Some scholars discuss extreme events (Slovic and
Weber, 2002; De Noni, et al., 2009); others talk about power law risks (Boisot and
McKelvey, 2011; Andriani and McKelvey, 2006, 2009). Probably the most well-known
name for this risk type is Black Swan by Taleb (2007), the name of which refers to
induction as well as to the statement “all swans are white”. The statement is true until a
non-white swan is found.
Here the problem relates, according to the Knightian approach, to the issue of
measurability. Things which have never occurred (or we are not aware of their
occurrence) cannot be measured, only imagined and/or judged. Thus, we actually
should not talk about risk, but only about uncertainties. The use of the notion risk may
connote that matters are under control; we know what it is, what the chances are.
The secondary risks explained by Michael Power (Power, 2004; Power et al., 2009) can
be one valid explanation for these extreme events. If the focus is on reputation (as a
secondary risk or target of risk management) or some other important and similar
aspect of business, the root causes (primary risks) may not be raised to the risk agenda.
Risk concepts
Various risk research branches do not use a unified risk concept. The most common
concept is that risk is an adverse future event or consequence, whereas a few define
risks as a deviation, either negative or positive. Risks are measured against something,
like an expectation, an objective or just something unwanted like sickness.
Figure 22 depicts a summary of the identified risk concepts and their accompanied
semantics. Some definitions measure risks against expectations, some emphasise the
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essential role of the objective and for some the mean of a data set is the measure. As
mentioned, the most common risk concept defines risk as a negative or adverse event
or consequence. Markowitz (1952)47 and Value at Risk (VaR) compare the deviation
and its intensity against the mean. For COSO ERM the risk is either a negative or
positive deviation from the objective but these deviations are named differently: a
potentially negative event is a risk whereas a potentially positive event is an
opportunity.
ISO 31000:2009 considers a deviation from the objective as a risk. It does not take a
specific stand on whether it is an event or a consequence which affects the deviation,
since both of these concepts are included in the notion of uncertainty, as will be
discussed later.

Figure 22

Comparison of commonly used risk concepts (Ritvanen)

The presentation in Figure 22 uses the notion of a ‘Focal Entity’. This notion refers to
the entity from whose point of view the objectives and risks are seen. The event and
consequence do not refer directly to the focal entity since in an open system these
events and consequences can be outside the focal entity but have, however, relevance to
the risks of the focal entity. The focal entity can be an organisation, part of an
organisation, an individual or a network of individuals (tightly or loosely coupled). This
notion is almost as generic as the notion of the organisation ISO 31000 uses: “For
convenience, all the different users of this International Standard are referred to by the
general term ‘organization’” (ISO 31000:2009, p.1). This leaves freedom to regard the
risks at any level or form of the actual organisation, since the risks often reside at the
lower, operative level or on several levels simultaneously, as Rasmussen and Svedung
(2000) point out.

Bernstein (1996a, p. 252) “Markowitz makes no mention of the word “risk” in describing his investment
strategy. He simply identifies variance of return as the “undesirable thing” that investors try to minize.
Risk and variance have become synonymous. Von Neumann and Morgenstern had put a number on utility;
Markowitz put a number on investment risk.”

47
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Risk concept definitions and applications in various disciplines
The discussion above shows that there are many risk concepts and ways of managing
risks. Each of the examples refers to a specific domain, topic or object but none is a
discipline in the sense that IC or ICM are. Althaus (2005) exposes this aspect of risk
and risk management. She analyses ten disciplines to understand how risks are seen in
these disciplines. This approach may give an additional point of view on how risks
should be seen in the context of a discipline. Her approach is epistemological, which
places the personal decision-maker at the centre of attention and concentrates on the
available knowledge concerning the uncertainty at hand. She refers to Thompson’s
(1986) question “Is risk a metaphysical or an epistemological category?” as the starting
point of her study. The approach applied to several disciplines gives insight to the
partly specific methods used in various disciplines.
Even though ISO 31000:2009 states that the standard is applicable to any objects/
topics, it does not contain suggestions on how to apply it to domains which are abstract
or as broad as disciplines or research practices. Thus ISO 31000:2009 could be seen as
a meta-framework for risk management which each user has to apply to their specific
domain. The ISO 31000:2009 suggestions are generic which supposedly helps in the
overall application, but the specific guidelines must be created based on them to ‘fit’ the
domain in question.
Althaus (2005) examines risks from an epistemological perspective looking at how
various disciplines regard the risks within their own research discipline. She explains
the epistemological perspective thus:
This epistemological approach suggests the concept of risk can act as a mirror, reflecting the
preoccupations, strengths, and weaknesses of each discipline as they grapple with uncertainty.
(Althaus, 2005, p. 567)
A focus on the epistemological underpinnings of risk places the personal decision maker at the
center of attention, forcing analysis to concentrate on the nature of uncertainty and the available
knowledge that is brought to bear on this uncertainty. (Althaus, 2005, p. 567)

The disciplines Althaus (2005) examines are Logic and Mathematics, Science and
Medicine, within Social Sciences: Anthropology, Sociology, Economics, Law,
Psychology, Linguistics, within History and Humanities: History, The Arts, Religion
and Philosophy.
The approach Althaus (2005) applies is to examine how the various disciplines attempt
to identify risks. The individual and decision-maker are put at the centre of attention.
She arrives at four new observations concerning the risk literature:
x
x
x
x

Using the epistemological view puts the decision-maker at the centre of
attention.
The examination transmits information about the research discipline and its
strengths and weaknesses to ‘manage’ uncertainty.
Political science among the examined disciplines appears to have thus far has
not yet developed an analysis of political risks.
Many risk definitions are rather ambiguous. If one wants to conduct logical
discourse about risks, the concepts should be precise.

Althaus (2005), while comparing risks in various disciplines, uses the risk concept used
in economics as a ‘yardstick’. This view distinguishes uncertainty from risk by stating
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that risk is the systematic application of knowledge to uncertainty. In addition, Althaus
(2005) utilises Thompson’s (1986) risk classification, which divides risks according to
their use and meaning into five categories:
1. Subjective risk: the mental state of an individual who experiences uncertainty or doubt or
worry as to the outcome of a given event.
2. Objective risk: the variation that occurs when actual losses differ from expected losses.
3. Real risk: the combination of probability and negative consequence that exists in the real
world.
4. Observed risk: the measurement of that combination obtained by constructing a model of the
real world.
5. Perceived risk: the rough estimate of real risk made by an untrained member of the general
public. (Althaus, 2005, p. 568)

These categories are different from those on Hansson’s (2002) list of risks discussed
earlier. Therefore, it is important that when talking about risks we also state what we
mean by the notion risk. For Hansson (2002), the approach to risk is to classify the
various versions of risks (with a focus on the type of events), whereas for Thompson
(1986) the approach can be seen as epistemological.
Althaus’ (2005) discussion about the nature of risks in political sciences as a discipline
is of interest when the applicability of risks to IC and ICM is considered. She does not
recognise in political science notions like ‘political risk’. According to her, risks are
considered a ‘thing’ with which politics must deal rather than as something within
which politics operates.
However, these writings still tend to treat risk as a thing with which politics must deal rather
than it being something in which politics deals. (Althaus, 2005. p. 581)

These thoughts have a clear connection to how risks should be considered within IC
and ICM.
Althaus’ (2005) research can give some recommendations on how risk concept could be
applied in a discipline, taking the idiosyncrasies of the discipline into account.
The starting point for analysis essentially becomes uncertainty and available knowledge. What is
the nature of the uncertainty faced by the political actor? What knowledge is brought to bear to
this uncertainty? (Althaus, 2005, p. 581)

Althaus (2005) suggests a ‘multi-perspective approach’ to the issue. This means that in
risk management processes and in process phases ‘outside-in’ and ‘inside-out’ should
be applied simultaneously. Outside-in refers to those outer risks which exist
independent of the decision-maker and which determine the identity of the person
from the outside. Inside-out emphasises that political life continuum in which they as a
decision-maker encounter uncertainty and have to make decisions. The epistemological
view attempts to identify how this person observes the outer world and assesses its
risks.
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4.2.3

Individual-level risks

How individuals perceive risks is an active and diverse area of research. Risk does not
exist except in the human mind.
Psychology of risk perception
Slovic (1987) and Fischhoff (1995) represent among other scholars the psychological
strand of risk research which attempts to understand how human beings perceive risks.
As Slovic puts it, the aim of risks perception research is to
aid risk analysis and policy-making by (i) providing a basis for understanding and anticipating
public responses to hazards and (ii) improving the communication of risk information among lay
people, technical experts, and decision-makers. (Slovic, 1987, p. 280)

Psychological risk research uses psychometric measurement, in which people are asked
to assess various occurrences, phenomena or other commonly threatening factors from
a risk perspective. The assessed items include, among others, nuclear power, alcohol,
and smoking. When these perceptions are tabulated according to the respondent
groups, the perceptions of risks vary. For example in Slovic (1987), from a list of 30
activities and technologies the topmost risky item was nuclear power. The rank among
league of women voters and college students was 1 (most risky) whereas among active
club members the rank was 8 and among experts 20.
How individual perception affects society has been studied under the concept of the
social amplification of risk. Individually perceived thoughts of risk spread through
society and may from the societal perspective gain uncontrollable dimensions
(Kasperson, et al., 1988). These risks may also affect changes in legislation and policies
in a country, as was seen after the Fukushima accident in Japan March 2011. As a result
of the accident, Germany decided to move from nuclear power to more sustainable
ways to produce electricity. Consequently some firms have sued the German
government for financial losses nuclear companies will have due to this decision.48 An
accident like Fukushima will be treated differently in the media. Some sources use
technical terms and some49 talk about nuclear disaster.
Renn’s (1999) Deliberate Model focuses on open discussion and dialogue between a
focal entity and its stakeholders. The core idea is to ensure through dialogue that all
relevant aspects of the potential threat are revealed, not only from the focal entity’s
perspective but also from the stakeholders’ point of view, taking into account their
perceptions. This method has been used when dams, nuclear power plants or reservoirs
are planned (Renn, 2003).
Decision-making according to classical economy theory is rational. Simon (1957, 1990,
1991) shows that there are in practice no possibilities to make rational decisions. A
human being cannot know all relevant matter in the future which should be taken into
account, not even known facts or relevant facts. Even if they knew all these facts, the
human brain capacity is not capable of managing all this information and processing it
in a rational fashion. From this fact follows the notion of bounded rationality (Simon,
1957, 1990, 1991). This does not mean that everyone is bounded in the same way, to the
same extent or in the same context.
http://www.tni.org/briefing/nuclear-phase-out-put-test (viewed 20.1.2019)
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/campaigns/nuclear/safety/accidents/Fukushima-nucleardisaster/ (viewed 20.1.2019)
48
49
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March and Shapira (1987) studied how managers make decisions and to what extent
their ‘style’ resembles classical decision-making theory and risk theory. The behaviour
of managers did not follow rational decision-making assumptions and the difference
could be explained thus. Management is quite indifferent to probabilities but
emphasises the size of the potential outcome. When operating far from the survival
point, managers are risk-averse but when they are close to the survival point or below
the target performance level, their receptivity to taking risks increases. Managers
consider risk-taking as part of being a manager rather than as a personal predilection
for risk.
Tversky and Kahneman (1979) have studied invariances which describe risk perception.
According to their prospect theory, the human being does not choose according to
objective alternatives but is prone to choosing according to the perceived loss or
possible benefit (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).
They criticise the ‘expected utility theory’ which describes decision-making under a
risk. According to them, the following factors are in conflict with the assumed utility
theory. They recognised the same problems in human behaviour that Simon (1978) and
March (1978) arrived at earlier.
The present results and analysis—particularly the role of transparency and the significance of
framing—are consistent with the conception of bounded rationality originally presented by
Herbert Simon (see, e.g., Simon, 1955, 1978; March, 1978; Nelson and Winter, 1982), Indeed,
prospect theory is an attempt to articulate some of the principles of perception and judgment
that limit the rationality of choice. (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986, p. 273)

Based on prospect theory, Tversky and Kahneman suggest that in decision-making, fear
of losses is more important than the potential benefit. According to them this has great
purport, especially in business with consumers (Kahneman and Tversky, 1991).
Prospect theory has been the framework for many studies where its fundamental
assumptions have been tested and questioned. One overview comes from a group of
research projects (Holmes et al., 2011) who focus on studies in strategic management,
organisational behaviour and human resource management.
4.2.4

Risk in Society

The reader might ask what these broad views of risk have to do with this thesis where
IC and ICM-related risks are examined. The answer can be found in some IC-related
texts where IC is expanded to cover nations (Bontis, 2004; Ståhle and Bonfour, 2008;
Edvinsson, 2008; Lin and Edvinsson, 2008), regions (Sciuma et al., 2008; Pöyhönen
and Smedlund, 2004), and ecosystems as stage four IC research (Dumay, 2016).
Sociologists see risks as part of society. Beck’s (Beck, 1992; Adam et al., 2000) central
thesis is that we live in a risk society which increasingly determines and regulates our
life. We are not necessarily aware of how risks affect our operations and choices. This
risk society is a product of our own. Each new solution produces new risks which
sometimes or often appear to be undesired. They will surprise us or may be the result of
our ignorance. Often we think that risks can be found in some object. We also consider
ourselves as observers and the risk concept including risk management as means or
tools through which we suppose we can manage the risks.
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Figure 23 adds another view on risks. It is partly based on Beck’s approach (1992) but is
also compliant with Althaus’ (2005) suggestions on how to research political risks or
disciplinary risk in general.
However, these writings still tend to treat risk as a thing with which politics must deal rather
than it being something in which politics deals. A study of how politics might uniquely approach
uncertainty using a particular form of knowledge has yet to be undertaken. Political literature
tends to rely on a metaphysical approach to risk that sees it as something that exists “out there”
that politics must handle. (Althaus, 2005, p. 581)

Figure 23
A fundamental distinction in risk view – we either function as observers in
which role we ‘manage’ risks or we live within risks which define our being. (Ritvanen)

Althaus’ (2005) critique raises a need to see risks in a wider perspective. We believe
that with the increasing technology and competence of managing risks we have a better
understanding of the risks and as a result can manage the uncertainty and related risks
better. However, we overlook the risks which these technologies as a part of modernity
create. We live in them without noticing them. Being inside we are hardly aware of
what it means. The anecdote by D. F. Wallace describes this in an excellent way.
There are these two young fish swimming along and they happen to meet an older fish swimming
the other way, who nods at them and says “Morning, boys. How's the water?” And the two young
fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the other and goes "What
the hell is water?" (Wallace, 2005)

Sociologists divide risks into natural and manufactured risks (Giddens, 1991; Beck,
2009). The latter are made by humans and may reside in the intangible processes or be
embedded in material elements as intelligent behaviour.
Related to societal risks is the article by Michael Power (2004b), who makes a
distinction between primary and secondary risks. Primary risks represent sources or
causes for events and thus consequences which in turn are the symptoms which Power
(2004b) considers secondary risks. According to him the current trend is to take care of
these secondary risks like reputation.
From an accounting point of view, reputational risk turns the concept of materiality upside
down. Traditionally, but not exclusively, thought of in terms of financial magnitude, reputation
means that even apparently small events or losses, such as a minor regulatory fine, can have
larger repercussions. Much depends on how and whether certain events are amplified or not by
wider social processes, not least the media and legal systems. (Power, 2004b, p. 23)
If everything can potentially threaten reputation, then reputation risk demands the management
of everything. (Power, 2004b, p. 23)
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Power et al. (2009) in a later document make an interesting turn on what concerns the
role of reputation when it as the secondary risk becomes an ex ante target.
Such a society will be one where ex post measures of performance, as they become reputationally
significant, will be transformed into ex ante targets, and then gamed for private interest. If there
is some prima facie plausibility to these ideas, then the further investigation and diagnosis of
reputational risk as a logic of organizing is one of the most pressing and important issues of our
late modern age. (Power et al., 2009, p. 317)

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and risk management
Enterprise risk management (ERM) is a movement which stems from the early 1990s.
A well-known ERM approach or framework is the COSO ERM, created by The
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). The
referred version of the COSO ERM is from 2004. It is based on the COSO’s guide for an
Internal Audit Internal Control – Integrated Framework from 1992, which establishes
a framework for internal control and provides evaluation tools which businesses and
other entities can use to evaluate their control systems.
COSO ERM is a typical ERM. It consists of concepts, domain-specific lists of classes
(structure of the application domain) and a process on how to achieve a feasible result.
These frameworks often provide normative suggestions. The standards often contain a
disclaimer or limitation of the framework stating that no method can reveal all the risks
since the future is unpredictable.
The first limitation acknowledges that no one can predict the future with certainty. The second
acknowledges that certain events are simply outside management’s control. The third has to do
with the reality that no process will always do what it is intended to do. (COSO ERM, 2004, p.
93)

These standards sometimes have guidelines on how to apply the ERM framework, like
the COSO Application Techniques 2004. COSO as an organisation provides a number
of documents (white papers) written by firms which have applied COSO to various
areas where risks are obvious, e.g. cyberspace.
The definition of risk in COSO ERM (2004) relies on the assessment of an event.
Events – Risks and Opportunities
Risk is the possibility that an event will occur and adversely affect the achievement of
objectives.
Opportunity is the possibility that an event will occur and positively affect the achievement of
objectives.
Opportunities support value creation or preservation. Management channels opportunities back
to its strategy or objective-setting processes, so that actions can be formulated to seize the
opportunities. (COSO ERM, 2004, p. 16)

The risk concept COSO ERM 2004 uses recognises both up-side and down-side risks. It
also clearly advises what to do with positive events (opportunities) and adverse events
(risks). Risks will obviously stay in risk management, whereas the opportunities will be
channelled to strategy or objective-setting processes.
Power (2009) criticises the ERM concept and suggests instead Business Continuity
Management (BCM), which according to him might “provide clues about how risk
management might be reconstructed” (Power, 2009, p. 849). This critique partly refers
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back to the financial crisis of 2007 and thereafter. He admits both the value and
limitations of the current ERM model.
We now know, at some cost, that the production of psychological and bureaucratic safety via an
elaborate infrastructure of audit trails is of limited value in intelligently challenging business
models. Risk management practices of this kind only work in an orderly world of medium
frequency, medium impact mishaps. (Power, 2009, p. 254)

Socio-technical risks
The socio-technical risks research strand attempts to understand human behaviour and
consequences with technical systems and environments in industrial risk management.
According to Rasmussen (Rasmussen, 1997; Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000), there is a
need to renew the risk approach because of the rapid changes at all levels of society.
The changes which affect the various levels of society are depicted in the framework by
Rasmussen and Svedung (2000) (Figure 24). The key idea is to move from the
traditional approach to a more cross-disciplinary approach.
Traditionally, each level of this is studied separately by a particular academic discipline, and
modelling is done by generalising across systems and their particular hazard sources. It is argued
that risk management must be modelled by cross-disciplinary studies, considering risk
management to be a control problem and serving to represent the control structure involving all
levels of society for each particular hazard category. (Rasmussen, 1997, p. 183)

Rasmussen and Svedung maintain that the problems in risk management do not unfold
if the enquiry occurs only on the horizontal level, which would mean that accidents at
factory floor level are studied at factory floor level only. The vertical dimension is
critical. The most important aspect is how abstract goals and societal regulations are
‘decomposed’ to each of the levels where risks can occur.
Rasmussen (1997) also criticises the fragmented academic research and the practice of
running short-term research projects.
Unfortunately, this mode of research matches poorly the constraints of academic research and
the present funding policies of research councils. In this situation an issue is the creation of a
cross-disciplinary research community that can cope with complex long term research issues
without the constraints of academic institutes and their focus on short term, tenure strategies.
(Rasmussen, 1997, p. 209)
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Figure 24

Socio-technical framework (Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000)

Mohaghegh-Ahmadabadi (2007) uses a socio-technical approach in the context of
safety management by taking human behaviour and environmental aspects into
account. For her the human being has two important tasks between the organisation
and technology: operation and maintenance.
4.2.5

Selection of ISO 31000:2009

In this section the central concepts of the ISO 31000:2009 risk standard are discussed
and the arguments for selecting it as the risk concept in this thesis presented. A
framework which consists of both concepts and means for managing and applying risk,
and apply it in practice, is needed. The risk view, briefly presented above, did not
qualify for this requirement. The only competing framework was COSO ERM (2004)
but it is too oriented to the enterprise environment and has its roots in internal
auditing, so it could not be selected for the purpose. The challenge to apply a risk
framework to a discipline requires (in my opinion) a neutral and rather abstract metaframework like ISO 31000:2009. Additional reasons for selecting ISO 31000:2009
included requirements described later. This is not to say that e COSO ERM (2004)
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would not qualify at all for this purpose, but it was important to use the least-biased
risk concept of the ISO 31000:2009.
A discipline like IC and ICM is an abstract ‘object’. The risk management framework
should be able to take the discipline’s idiosyncrasies into consideration in a flexible way
and allow the use of various perspectives typical in the discipline.
During the examination some other important characteristics and recommendations
appeared which I considered to have weight in the selection process. These included:
what is the self-picture of the framework, for what purpose is it designed, and what is
its applicability? How should risk events be managed within the organisation? How
open and resilient is the framework for allowing multi-perspective approaches? How
are risk identification, the stakeholder concept and finally the notions of IC or ICM
defined?
As for the selection of ISO 31000:2009, the only issue was the lack of notions of IC and
ICM. Nevertheless, this shortage could be tolerated due to the definition of uncertainty,
“Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to,
understanding or knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood” (ISO
31000:2009, p. 2). The definition strongly relates to knowledge, which in this thesis is
the essence or core concept of IC and ICM.
In addition, the selection was affected by the fact that ISO 31000:2009 is an
internationally agreed and adopted risk framework and has after its release gained
significant penetration and market share.
ISO 31000:2009 has been designed as a generic framework for risk management,
which, according to its own view, can be applied to any object. The risk concept covers
both positive and negative deviations from objectives. The ISO 31000:2009 definition
also builds a strong bond between uncertainty and risk, the notion effect being the
‘measure’ through which the risk can be derived from uncertainties. What uncertainty
consists of other than deficient knowledge has not been stated directly, but can be
‘parsed’ from the definitions and ‘NOTEs’ in the various concept definitions in the
standard, as the ISO 31000:2009 model (called ‘ISO Model’) in Figure 27 on page 118
depicts. The challenge the ISO 31000:2009 has is the positive deviation from the
objectives. Consider a book keeper. For them, only a deviation from the objectives
(zero-defect) can be negative. For many start-up firms in the games industry, excess
demand has exceeded the objectives significantly. There are domains where both
deviations from the objectives are possible and domains, where only negative
deviations can occur.
At this stage, it seems that the knowledge has an important role as a mediator between
uncertainties and risk in the sense that knowledge is required when the effect of
uncertainty on objectives is assessed, measured or judged. Thus the IC perspective
would emphasise the triad between the three terms, uncertainty, knowledge and risk
expressed as U-K-R.
The ISO 31000 standard
The current documentation of the ISO 31000 consists of the following documents:
x
x

ISO Guide 73:2009 – vocabulary
ISO 31000:2009 standard
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x
x
x

ISO 31000:2018 standard
ISO 31010:2009 Risk management – Risk assessment techniques
ISO 31004:2013 Guidance for implementation of 31000.

ISO 31000:2009 has gained a high market share. At the ISO conference on 2122.5.2012 the G31000 (Global Risk Management Platform) published a survey in which
1,821 companies in 111 countries answered questions concerning risk management. Of
the companies, 36% said they use the ISO 31000 standard and 24% had implemented
the standard in their practice. The market leader with a 40% share was in-house
frameworks. The penetration varies by country. There are many proponents who
encourage the use of ISO 31000:2009. CFO magazine (CFO, 2012) is one among other
proponents (Airmic, 2010; Airmic, 2015). In 2018 the new version of ISO 31000:2018
cancelled the previous one. I will in this thesis refer to ISO 31000:2009 and the related
documents listen above, and comment on the essential changes made in ISO
31000:2018 from a Knowledge-Based IC perspective.
4.2.6

Summary

This section summarises the previous discussion and find commonalities in all the risk
concepts which in one way or another should be taken into account in this study.
The selected literature of risk and risk theory is rather limited with regard the extant
literature. The examples have been selected for this thesis with the purpose to
understand what kind of risk concept would be applicable for IC and ICM discipline
and research practice.
IC as defined in chapter 3 emphasises the relational knowledge view. This means that
risk concept and related concepts concerning the knowledge and knowing are essential.
The risk is essentially dependent on the uncertainty concept. What ever the focal object
in the examination is the uncertainty of the applied knowledge is the issue, the
epistemic uncertainty. The risk is the way to reduce the uncertainty, either by adding
knowledge or by using various techniques (statistics, algorithms, probabilities,
assessment of the effect).
Knowledge is seldom the primary object of the examination but rather the secondary
object when the initial assessment (knowledge) of the primary object’s risks and the
uncertainty in it is assessed. In this sense knowledge is ubiquitous.
Each object presumes specific knowledge which understands the idiosyncrasies of the
object and thus specific means to assess the risks in them is required. It seems that the
risk concept is “similar” on the medium level whereas on the object level the complexity
increases and the variation of the used methods is larger. On the meta-level (above the
medium level), the assumptions vary: some researchers may represent the realist view
of the world whereas some others consider the world as socially constructed, just to
name two extreme positions. How the “similar” risk concept is applied is dependent on
the assumption of the world and of the object under scrutiny.
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4.3

Concepts and structures of ISO 31000:2009

The ISO 31000:2009 standard consists of three main blocks: Principles, Framework
and Process.
Principles contains both principles and risk concepts. Framework and Process are the
means to ensure the implementation of both principles and risk concepts. Framework
assists in putting these principles and related concepts into practice by providing
guidelines on how to manage risk management in the organisational context.
Framework ensures that information about risks is adequately reported from the risk
management process. Process consists of the practical phases and steps to manage the
risks. The framework is depicted in Figure 25.

Figure 25
Relationship between the components of the ISO 31000:2009 framework for
managing risks (ISO 31000:2009)

The concepts as they are defined in ISO 31000:2009 to the extent necessary for the
purpose of this thesis are shown here.
Risk
ISO 31000:2009 defines risk as follows:
1.1 risk
effect of uncertainty on objectives
NOTE 1 An effect is a deviation from the expected — positive and/or negative.
NOTE 2 Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health and safety, and
environmental goals) and can apply at different levels (such as strategic, organization-wide,
project, product and process).
NOTE 3 Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events (3.5.1.3) and
consequences (3.6.1.3), or a combination of these.
NOTE 4 Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event
(including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood (3.6.1.1) of occurrence.
NOTE 5 Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to,
understanding or knowledge of, an event, its consequence, or likelihood. (ISO Guide 73:2009, p.
1-2) (Bolding in original)
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The definition is very sparse: only three key concepts, none of which is defined
explicitly, only explicated in the notes for the risk definition. The meaning of these
terms must be sought in the text.
The emphasis is on ‘objectives’ and ‘uncertainty’. The concept of objectives is essential;
if there are no objectives, there are no risks. This statement clearly defines the
relational nature of the concept of risk. Risks do not exist out there. First, our
perceptions make these risks ‘real’. This concept will be discussed thoroughly later. The
other important concept is uncertainty, which is also a relational concept emphasising
the deficiency of information or knowledge.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is one of the key notions in management, decision-making and risk
management. The definition of uncertainty is essentially given in NOTE 5 of the risk
definition.
NOTE 5 Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to,
understanding or knowledge of, an event, its consequence, or likelihood. (ISO 31000:2009, p. 2)

The definition emphasises the epistemological nature of the concept, the bounded
understanding and knowledge. NOTE 5, which explicates the epistemic uncertainty,
has been removed from ISO 31000:2018.
Effect
Effect is defined in NOTE 1 (ISO 31000:2009, p. 1) of risk definition.
NOTE 1 An effect is a deviation from the expected — positive and/or negative.

The formulation may sound somewhat odd. It seems to exclude those effects which may
contribute to the objective or expectations. The Oxford Dictionary50 defines the
concept effect in the following way:
Definition of effect
noun
a change that is a result or consequence of an action or other cause

When considering the difference in these definitions, instead of using the notion effect
a more precise expression could be the notion risk effect which is closer to the
connotation of the ISO 31000:2009 definition. The notion of effect should, however, be
understood in the context of the risk definition – emphasising the deviation from the
objectives.
Objectives
Objectives are central to risk definition and seem to connect risks and risk management
to management in general. It is assumed (at least implicitly) that organisations have
objectives. The objectives are defined in NOTE 2 of risk definition.
NOTE 2 Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health and safety, and
environmental goals) and can apply at different levels (such as strategic, organization-wide,
project, product and process). (ISO 31000:2009, p. 1)

50

http://oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/effect (13.2.2015)
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The significance of the concept of objectives is wider than just being part of the risk
concept. It essentially relates to the integrations of risk management and management.
Common to these are the objectives of the organisation, but each of the strands
(functions in an organisation) support them in their inherent fashion, coordinated and
under management control.
Consequence
A consequence is defined as an outcome of an event affecting the objectives. The
concept of consequence has been limited to be compatible with the definition of effect.
Consequences which contribute to objectives and have no effect on objectives are
excluded.
3.6.1.3 consequence
outcome of an event (3.5.1.3) affecting objectives
NOTE 1 An event can lead to a range of consequences.
NOTE 2 A consequence can be certain or uncertain and can have positive or negative effects on
objectives.
NOTE 3 Consequences can be expressed qualitatively or quantitatively.
NOTE 4 Initial consequences can escalate through knock-on effects.
(ISO Guide 73: 2009, p. 7)

Event
An event is one of the most central concepts in risk management. Events can lead to a
range of consequences, events must be monitored, their nature and significance must
be assessed and their occurrences must be anticipated. ISO 31000:2009 defines event
in the following way.
3.5.1.3 event
occurrence or change of a particular set of circumstances
NOTE 1 An event can be one or more occurrences, and can have several causes.
NOTE 2 An event can consist of something not happening.
NOTE 3 An event can sometimes be referred to as an “incident” or “accident”.
NOTE 4 An event without consequences (3.6.1.3) can also be referred to as a “near miss”,
“incident”, “near hit” or “close call”. (ISO Guide 73:2009, p. 6)

An event has been defined in a generic fashion showing its composite nature (can be
one or more) and something not happening can also be considered an event. Seeing it
from the process ‘eye’ it seems to be a central concept between the past, i.e. sources and
causes, and the future, i.e. consequences and effect on objectives.
Peterson (1998) discusses the concept of the event in social sciences by using analogies
from natural sciences. He finds what the specific scientific research strand (discipline)
considers as the unit of analysis important. He takes an example from physics. Earlier,
at the time of Newton, the issue was simple. The unit of analysis was ‘Thing’,
identification of which could be expressed in three dimensions: length, breadth and
height.
Later, however, physics appears to have changed the approach: ‘discrete thing qualities
and continuous flow qualities’ are two different units. Even though Peterson’s (1998)
example has obviously nothing to do with risk management, its value is that defined
events need to be questioned from time to time, e.g. what is the systematic approach
which will aid you to identify all relevant events?
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In the Table 4 Peterson (1998) classifies events according to various viewpoints.
Table 4

Points of view on the concept of event for analysing events, according to Peterson
(1998, p. 19)

Table 4 depicts how differently the concept of an event appears semantically depending
on the point of view.
Likelihood / Probability
ISO 31000:2009 defines likelihood as follows.
2.19 likelihood
chance of something happening
NOTE 1 In risk management terminology, the word “likelihood” is used to refer to the chance of
something happening, whether defined, measured or determined objectively or subjectively,
qualitatively or quantitatively, and described using general terms or mathematically [such as a
probability (3.6.1.4) or a frequency (3.6.1.5) over a given time period].
NOTE 2 The English term “likelihood” does not have a direct equivalent in some languages;
instead, the equivalent of the term “probability” is often used. However, in English, “probability”
is often narrowly interpreted as a mathematical term. Therefore, in risk management
terminology, “likelihood” is used with the intent that it should have the same broad
interpretation as the term “probability” has in many languages other than English.
(ISO Guide 73:2009, definition 3.6.1.1, p. 7)

ISO 31000:2009 notes that the notion of likelihood can be used when risk is described.
It is not, however, part of the risk definition, as is the case in many risk definitions.
ISO 31000:2009 uses the notion of likelihood and avoids the use of the term
probability since it refers to statistical analysis. Market risk analysis (analysis of
volatility of share prices) or calculations of insurance premium require large amounts
of data about incidents (accidents, injuries, etc.) which are analysed using numeric
methods (statistics). These analyses are often considered objective risk assessment.
They are not the only means to produce probabilities. In cases where the ‘evidence’
does not rely on large amounts of data but human experience or only a few known
cases, people still want to assess the likelihood. Often these assessments are considered
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subjective. Thus, when likelihood is required, these are given even though data or
knowledge about the event is insufficient or even lacking.
Source
Risk source is defined by ISO 31000:2009 as follows.
3.5.1.2 risk source
element which alone or in combination has the intrinsic potential to give rise to risk (1.1)
NOTE A risk source can be tangible or intangible.
(ISO Guide 73:2009, p. 6)

Risk source is one of the key elements when risks are identified. If the source is known
and relevant to the objectives, it is easier to assume the events the source may induce.
Identifying risk sources may be more important than identifying single events.
Cause
ISO 31000:2009 does not define the concept of cause explicitly but connects it as part
of other concept definitions or activities.
3.5.1 Risk Identification
NOTE 1 Risk identification involves the identification of risk sources (3.5.1.2), events (3.5.1.3),
their causes and their potential consequences (3.6.1.3). (ISO Guide 73;2009, p. 5
3.5.1.1 risk description
structured statement of risk usually containing four elements: sources, events (3.5.1.3), causes
and consequences (3.6.1.3) (Ibid. p. 5)
3.5.1.3 event
NOTE 1 An event can be one or more occurrences, and can have several causes. (Ibid. p. 6),
author’s underscore.

In relation to causes and sources, Rasmussen and Swedung (2000) discuss how these
have been treated. They examine the classifications of causes and sources of accidents
within technical areas. They refer to a study about normative work instructions and
rules, according to which human error was considered as the determining factor in 70‒
80% of the cases. They refer to other studies as well, predominantly to records of courts
according to which the real causes for errors were the performance pressure induced by
intense competition. Examples are Bhopal, Flixborough, Zeebrügge, and Chernobyl
(Rasmussen and Swedung, 2000, p.14)
These observations have relevance when IC-related risks are considered. Guidelines,
processes, plans and other instructions and their monitoring form part of the internal
structure of IC. It does not suffice to assess the artefacts and their potential effect on
objectives; it is more important to analyse how these artefacts have been created, by
whom, for what purpose (both explicit and implicit or manifested and not-manifested))
and to what extent the purpose still exists and finally, how these have been used in
practice.
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4.4

Risk Management

Risk Management is in this thesis defined according to the ISO standard in
31000:2009. depicted in Figure 26 defined as:
risk management: coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with regard to risk
(2.1) (ISO Guide 73:2009, definition 2.1, p. 2)

The core consists of three activities: establishing the context, risk assessment and risk
treatment. These activities as well as their products are continuously monitored and
reviewed. Communication and consultation are the two other important activities
which make the risk management process transparent to stakeholders. The structure is
a kind of web of interactions, including feedback. If implemented, it may at best form
an effective mechanism to understand and respond to the changing environment and
the emerging risks in it.

ISO Risk Management Process

Figure 26

The ISO 31000:2900 Risk Management Process (ISO 31000:2009, p. 14)

Risk assessment (5.4 in Figure 26) consists of three phases: risk identification, risk
analysis and risk evaluation. Based on the assessed risks, plans to treat them are
prepared and implemented. Risks are monitored and reviewed. I exclude ‘risk
treatment’ (5.5) in this thesis, because it is in line with extant ICM literature, which is
generally focused on the earlier phases, which represent inspection. Risks are highly
context dependent, hence the phase 5.3 ‘Establishing the context’ is also included (see
further the next section).
Monitoring (5.6) is understood as follows.
monitoring
continual checking, supervising, critically observing or determining the status, in order to
identify change from the performance level required or expected
NOTE Monitoring can be applied to a risk management framework (2.3), risk
management process (2.8), risk (2.1) or control (2.26). (ISO Guide 73:2009,
definition 3.8.2.1)
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The notion of a review (5.6) is defined in the following way.
review
activity undertaken to determine the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the subject
matter to achieve established objectives
NOTE Review can be applied to a risk management framework (2.3), risk
management process (2.8), risk (2.1) or control (2.26). (ISO Guide 73:2009,
definition 3.8.2.2)

From an IC perspective, the risk management process contains a quite intensive
knowing process and usage of knowledge and thus, the emphasis cannot be on the risks
alone since their management is part of the IC and ICM as well. The risk management
process could be considered as one essential IC-related internal structure but not
limited to this, since knowing and especially managerial knowing fall into the human
competence category.
Several Risk associations have taken efforts to harmonise their own risk management
processes and guidelines to comply with the ISO 31000:2009 standard, for example,
AIRMIC (2010). This document is a joint product of the following risk associations:
AIRMIC (Association of Insurance and Risk Managers), Alarm (public sector risk
management association), and IRM (the Institute of Risk Management).
AIRMIC (2010) raises the importance of a risk classification system, as it will both
enable organisations to identify accumulations of similar risks relevant to the
operations of the organisation and enable them to identify which strategies, tactics and
operations are most vulnerable. It also notes that there is no classification which would
fit every organisation and maintains that ISO 31000:2009 does not recommend a
specific classification system. Each organisation according the document will need to
develop a classification system which is most appropriate for the organisation’s risks.
This observation confirms the generic nature of ISO 31000:2009, but also that ISO
31000:2009 is a meta-framework, the concepts and structures of which need to be
implemented in the domain in question. This point is important when ISO 31000:2009
is applied to IC as a discipline. It raises the importance of the classification or
categorisation IC uses.
4.4.1

Context

The ISO 31000:2009 risk management (RM) process starts with establishing the
context. By establishing the context, the organisation defines both the external and
internal environments in which it is attempting to achieve its objectives. This context
has several meanings. It determines the scope within which the risks can be assessed
and understood. It should also be in line with the objectives of the organisation. The
context should also be under continuous scrutiny, since changes in the environment of
the organisation affect the presumptions based on which the context is defined.
The external context consists of the following factors: culture, politics, laws,
regulations, fiscal policy, technology, economy, nature and the competitive
environment, both international and local. The internal context can include:
governance, organisational structure, roles, responsibilities, policies, and capabilities,
including resources and knowledge (e.g. people, time, capital and processes),
information systems and internal stakeholders.
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Defining the risk criteria is an essential task, when contexts are established. The risk
criteria are used when the significance of risks is evaluated. The risk criteria are based
on the organisation’s objectives and contexts. The criteria can be derived from
standards, laws, policies and other requirements, (ISO Guide 73:2009, definition
3.3.1.3). It seems evident that the precondition for appropriate risk criteria is a
thorough understanding of the application domain.
Defining the context is an essential act in risk management and should be taken
seriously, since the defined context also contains risks; when one creates the contexts
one also constructs boundaries. The issue then is what relevant risks have been
excluded from the examination.
4.4.2

Objectives

Objectives are a central concept for many risk management methods or frameworks.
Literally, the risk definition of ISO 31000:2009 leads to the corollary: if there are no
objectives, there are no risks. However, many real-world systems may have objectives
which are not explicitly defined. That the system’s main objective is “to survive” can be
considered as a presumed51 or the default objective. When considering small children in
traffic, the child does not take survival as an explicit objective, but parents and traffic
environment planners should take it as an objective in many respects: crossing the
road, safety seats in cars, etc.
In systems theory, the basic assumption is that the system’s fundamental objective is
survival. How this will be done depends on the means a system has available or on the
assumptions we make about the system.
Beer (1972, 1979, and 1985) elaborates the Viable System Model (VSM), which
describes the conditions of viability as the system being able to maintain its identity.
This level of being ‘alive’ can be considered the inherent/minimum level of survival. If
the organisation sets the objectives, these usually exceed the minimum level of
existence. Schwaninger (2000, p. 219) applies VSM to business and management. He
makes a distinction between default and deliberate objectives: “The ultimate goal of an
organization is not its ability to survive. From a systemic point of view, it should aim at
viability beyond survival (cf. Schwaninger, 1993), i.e., a viability that transcends mere
maintenance of a specific identity.” (Schwaninger, 2000, p. 219).
This discussion about presumed risks by far does not mean that we should leave these
unobserved. They must be stated as well, otherwise they will not be taken into account
when risks are being evaluated and treated. Analogously, this distinction could be
regarded in the way scenario researchers distinguish between hygiene factors and
unique competitive factors – both must be in place, but it is important to understand
the difference (cf. van der Heijden, 1996, p. 143).
The objective hence, becomes a core concept in risk management as understood here. If
objectives are poorly set or defined or if the structure of objectives (hierarchy,

I will use the concept of ‘presumed objective’. Another term would be default objective, but it would
connote other meanings, especially when the discussion is about default risks. (Basel II considers PD or
Probability of Default as one essential indicator when a debtor’s risks are assessed) PD means the
probability of the case that debtor cannot pay back its debts. In order to avoid the confusion, presumed or
assumed risks are used.

51
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recursion, causal chain of objectives) within the organisation is incongruent, either or
both of these may lead to irrelevant or ineffective risk management practices.
4.5

Conceptual model reflecting the ISO 31000:2009 standard – the ISO
model

Based on what has been said earlier, it is possible to form a rather concise framework
(later referred to as the ‘ISO Model’) for the ISO risk and risk management concepts. In
the ISO model in Figure 27, the essential concepts and their relationships are depicted
and organised according to the risk definition.
The ISO model emphasises the relationship between the objectives and the uncertainty.
Only by knowing the set objectives can the relevant uncertainties be defined or
assessed. The uncertainty in the ISO model consists of concepts and their relationship
as defined in ISO 31000:2009.
Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, understanding or
knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood. (NOTE 5 Risk Definition in the ISO Guide
73:2009, p. 7)

Uncertainty has a clear relationship with the IC and KM (Knowledge management) in
terms of the strong bond between knowledge and uncertainty. This notion supports the
general understanding that risks do not exist without the perceived, knowledgeable and
knowing human being.
The ISO model is in line with the conceptual model in figure 2 in Aven (2011, p. 721),
but more detailed in terms of ISO concepts.

Figure 27
Conceptual framework of risk management derived from ISO 31000:2009,
referred to as the ISO model (Elaborated by Ritvanen)

The ISO model can be ‘read’ from two directions. Arrow A in Figure 27 describes the
causal or consequential (not necessarily temporal) sequence of matters or how matters
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progress, whereas arrow B describes the backward reasoning one has to conduct when
the causes and sources of events which affect the objectives must be found or inferred.
The placement of the numbers after 1 is only one alternative. One may start with any of
the numbered items and move from it to the other numbered items. Often the
identification of uncertain elements occurs in an iterative fashion instead of being
linear or straightforward.
The ISO model is in line with Aven’s (2011) model in Figure 2 in his article, but more
detailed. One fundamental point in Aven is the following when he analyses the notion
‘risk identification’:
The ideas shown in Fig. 2 where the uncertainty dimension is also included in the risk concept.
In the latter case the term ‘risk identification’ would not be a good term to use as we do not
identify risk. Events and risk sources (hazards, threats) are identified. Risk is analysed,
described, expressed, etc. (Aven, 2011, p. 723)

The sequence of matters along arrow A describes how they occur. The risks and
emerging risks should be caught as early as possible. Rasmussen and Svedung (2000)
set a number of questions relevant to those who are in charge of identifying the risks.
Since the domain of their research is an accident in the technical environment, they talk
about hazards. For them, it is not sufficient that a person can only identify risks; they
must have the capacity to act in relation to them.
Referring back to the IC and ICM definitions for this thesis, I have underlined the
relevant notions in the citation below.
– Are they capable of control?
– Are they thoroughly familiar with the control requirements of all relevant hazard sources
within their work system?
– Do they know the relevant parameters, sensitive to control actions, and the response of the
system to various control actions?
– Can they act without undue time delays? (Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000, p. 59)

When accidents are investigated, the process often follows arrow B in Figure 27,
starting from the effects and following the chain of events back to the sources and
causes. The presented backward chaining starting from objectives also represents the
reasoning of the risk assessment a priori, when potential risk events, causes and
sources are sought in order to estimate the potential effects. Depending on the subject
matter of the context, various competencies are required. The systematic approach
cannot resolve the entire ‘problem’. The next paragraphs show some examples of how
the vantage point in the ISO model affects the questions.
Vantage point consequences: Seeing the events from the consequences in the ISO
model. What are the possible events which may cause this consequence? What are the
intermediate events in the cascade preceding the critical event which finally causes the
consequence? Can these intermediated events be observed or identified? Do the
possible events have the same source(s) or cause(s)?
Vantage point event: Seeing from the event (event causing the consequence / the final
or critical event in a cascade). What are the possible causes of this event? What are the
possible sources of this event? What are the most likely sources or causes of this event?
How large are the uncertainties in our assessment? How are the identified sources and
causes interrelated? Do we really know this?
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Vantage point source: Seeing the event from the source. What are the events this source
may generate? Are all events generated deliberately? Which of the named or identified
events are induced by chance? How well may the source control the generation of
events? Are we aware of the interests this source has in the objectives?
Vantage point event: Seeing from event for each event identified with the previous
question. What kind of consequences may this event have? Will the event cause,
besides the consequences, even other events (a cascade)? Will this event always have
consequences?
The precondition for this internal dialogue presented above is that the starting point in
both of the chains of inference, forward or backward, is the clear and precise objective
on the appropriate level of an organisation or abstraction (in this case the organisation
is an abstract issue).
4.5.1

Risk identification

According to ISO 31000:2009, risk identification is one of the most critical activities in
risk management.
Comprehensive identification is critical, because a risk that is not identified at this stage will not
be included in further analysis. (ISO 31000:2009, p. 17)

ISO, especially ISO 31000:2009, provides a number of methods for identifying risks.
These methods are, however, rather generic and must be applied to the target domain.
It can be assumed that before arriving at a risk, one has to identify the uncertainty
relevant to the effects on objectives. According to ISO 31000:2009, uncertainty consists
of several concepts, each of which also contains uncertainty.
Events and the decisive event are not the same. The events may appear in a pathdependent cascade, i.e. one event causes other event(s) until the final event takes place
causing the consequences, some of which may dramatically affect the objectives. This
can be understood in the way the accident above was described by MohagheghAhmadabadin (2007) as a transformation of the homeostasis. A similar description of a
chain of events can be seen in Weick (1993).
Aven (2011) in his assessment of ISO 31000:2009 standard considers important that
the standard emphasises uncertainty as an essential aspect of risk. He makes clear that
risks cannot be identified. According to him uncertainty is identified, risks are assessed.
Identifying risks, by definition in ISO, implies the identification of uncertainty relevant
to the defined contexts and objectives of the organisation. Thus, the first thing to know
is, what is meant by relevant uncertainties?
The identification of risk contains three central phases: find, recognise and describe.
When considering the identification concept not only from the risk perspective but also
from the risk management point of view, the following identification aspects
concerning accountability should come onto the agenda:
-

identifying risk owners that have the accountability and authority to manage risks;
identifying who is accountable for the development, implementation and maintenance of the
framework for managing risk;
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-

identifying other responsibilities of people at all levels in the organization for the risk
management process;
establishing performance measurement and external and/or internal reporting and escalation
processes; and ensuring appropriate levels of recognition. (ISO 31000:2009, p. 11)

The problem with risk management is how well it is applied in practice. ISO
31000:2009 has two concepts for managing: Risk Management (RM) and Managing
Risks (MR). Risk management is the administrative aspect of risk management in
which policies, regulations, processes and control mechanisms, etc., are defined and
organised. Managing Risk on the other hand refers to how the architecture has been
applied on the ‘floor’ level where the risk events or emerging risks actually appear.
In this International Standard, the expressions “risk management” and “managing risk” are both
used. In general terms, “risk management” refers to the architecture (principles, framework and
process) for managing risks effectively, while “managing risk” refers to applying that architecture
to particular risks. (ISO 31000:2009, p. vi)

Managing risk is effective only when risk identification has been implemented in
practice. The identification of risks may, however, contain some cognitive problems. If
the risk events are defined too precisely (if the definition uses many characteristics)
some fatal risk events may not be recognised, because they only partially match the
description. The problem may also refer to the capability to abstract, ability to see the
essence in things, maybe in a more fuzzy way.
4.5.2

Likelihood and probabilities

Probability or likelihood is an essential part in most risk definitions. Probability or
likelihood of frequency multiplied with the magnitude of consequences is risk.
ISO 31000.2009 has clear advice on how to use the terms. Likelihood refers to the
chance of something happening. Probability is narrow and refers to mathematical term.
Therefore, in risk management terminology, “likelihood” is used with the intent that it should
have the same broad interpretation as the term “probability” has in many languages other than
English. (ISO Guide 73:2009, definition 3.6.1.1)

As it states, the distinction above is not that clear in other languages.
Aven (2011) observes that likelihood, probability and chance are not defined in ISO
31000:2009.
Despite of some critique on ISO 31000:2009 he arrives at the following overall
statement:
We applaud ISO for having implemented such a structure in their terminology. Considering
uncertainty and not probability as the key term in the risk definition has important implications.
(Aven 2011, p. 721)

When put in matrix form, many important aspects of likelihood and impact will
disappear. Very often likelihood is based on a very subjective assessment but seems to
disappear in the ‘objective’-like matrix. Even if the probability is derived by statistical
operations, the data used has been selected subjectively. Often the data used in the risk
assessment has been created for other purposes. Bernstein has strongly criticised the
“‘blind’ use of data” (Bernstein, 1996b).
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Each of the specific risk domains presumes a set of questions which takes the
idiosyncrasies into account. There can be generic questions which are relevant but only
on an abstract level. The more in-depth we dig into the details of the subject matter, the
more context-dependent the appropriate question and answer alternatives become.
First, when these are in place and implemented, the numbers in the matrix may have
significance.
There are also other issues when using probability or likelihood. Often we merely refer
to the likelihood of risk, but do not specify what we actually refer to, or put more
clearly, what aspects of the defined uncertainty we are actually referring to.
In Figure 28, the potential items for the probability are added to the previous Figure 27.
Provided the risk is as ISO 31000:2009 defines it, one should be a little more specific
than just saying that the probability of risk is 70%. ‘So what?’, or ‘What can we do with
that information?’ might be the subsequent statements.

Figure 28
What is referred to when the concept of likelihood or probability is used?
(Elaborated by Ritvanen)

You may calculate the probabilities in various ways depending on the interrelationship
to the matter within the modelled uncertainty. More important, however, is to
understand the meaning. For each of the numbered P(n)s in Figure 28 the question
may be asked, what is the probability or likelihood of this uncertainty? Concerning the
questions with which one attempts to identify the relevant uncertainties or risks, the
questions may vary depending on the direction one moves in the ISO model. In order to
indicate this, a set of relevant questions concerning the event is presented below.
First based on this ‘dialogue’, the likelihood can be expressed and will be based on
measurement or judgement, or something between these two extremes. The numbers
should be grounded and at least internally (within the organisation) made explicit, thus
open to critique.
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The questions are generic and should be made more concrete when applied to a realworld situation.
Concerning uncertainty, the ISO model can also be used to take one step back from the
probability assessment made in Figure 28 where the overall probability of the effect on
objectives is broken down to the elements of uncertainty.
According to ISO 31000:2009, uncertainties precede risk where the middle term is
effect. Each of these notions relate in one way or another to knowledge. In the next
presentation, the ISO model is applied to support questions concerning uncertainty and
related knowledge.

Figure 29
ISO Model applied to understanding knowledge-related uncertainty
(Elaborated by Ritvanen)

The ISO Model in Figure 29 has the same structure as the version in Figure 28 with the
exception that P for probability (risk-related term) has been replaced with U, referring
to uncertainty. The following questions are limited to cover only the knowledge aspect
of uncertainty, i.e. lack of knowledge. Usually, knowledge uncertainty is divided into
two categories, aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. This distinction seems to be
important when formal models of reality are assessed (cf. Nilsen and Aven, 2003)
whereas some scholars (der Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2008) ask whether it matters.
Nilsen and Aven in their models return aleatory uncertainty as part of epistemic
uncertainty,
We may refer to this variation in this population as aleatory uncertainty, but still the uncertainty
related to the value of Xi is seen as a result of lack of knowledge, i.e. the uncertainty is epistemic.
Note that there is a fundamental distinction between uncertainty that involves judgment by the
analyst or an assessor, described by subjective probabilities, and uncertainties, or better,
variations, that are properties of the world, independent from the analyst. (Nilsen and Aven,
2003, p. 9)
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The citation above raises one of the main sources of uncertainty, namely the analyst or
assessor. In their model, Nilsen and Aven refer to the first phase, the activities of
assessors and their work. “The risk analyst’s understanding of the world – Background
information including, phenomenological knowledge, experience data and operational
experience” (Nilsen and Aven, 2008, p. 7).
4.5.3

The ISO model and the Knightian approach to risk and uncertainty

One of the key elements in the Knightian risk approach (beside the strict distinction
between uncertainty and risk) is the ‘third’ alternative typical in the entrepreneurial
context. It is called ‘judgement’, which refers to the entrepreneur’s faith in their
creation, endeavour, product or idea. The entrepreneur’s description of it is difficult for
outsiders to understand, since it does not meet the outsider’s criteria (measurement),
based on which the uncertainty (entrepreneur’s story) can through measurement be
converted to risk. Figure 30 below describes the Knightian approach applied with the
ISO model. The risk is commonly defined or shared when the deal has been done.
Even though ISO 31000:2009 has a more normative approach to judgement with
regard to stakeholders’ perception it, at least implicitly, ‘accepts’ the Knightian
description of their judgement.
Communication and consultation with stakeholders is important as they make judgements about
risk based on their perceptions of risk. These perceptions can vary due to differences in values,
needs, assumptions, concepts and concerns of stakeholders. As their views can have a significant
impact on the decisions made, the stakeholders' perceptions should be identified, recorded, and
taken into account in the decision making. (ISO 31000: 2009, p. 15)

At this point the risk is no longer a risk seen merely from the focal entity’s perspective
(egocentric view) but it becomes a mutual agreement which both parties agree upon, at
least formally. The power relationships, however, may explain in depth why the
agreement occurred. Power aspects are dealt with in the Stakeholder and Synthesis
chapters. As to the concept power in ISO 31000:2009, it appears once in the following
context: “a process which impacts on a decision through influence rather than power,”
(ISO 31000:2009, p. 4)
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Figure 30
The Knightian (Knight, 1921) risk concept interpreted with the ISO
31000:2009 conceptual framework (ISO model) according to Velamuri and Venkataraman
(2005) (Elaborated by Ritvanen)

The Knightian interpretation is important for the IC and ICM since within them, risks,
uncertainty, risk management, entrepreneurship, innovations, creativity and faith
coincide (Levinthal 2006; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Ethiraj and Levinthal, 2004).
The Knightian approach also describes the fact that risk management has a ‘mission
impossible’ in formalising the power that entrepreneurship contains. This issue should
be high in priority when risk management is applied to the IC and ICM and especially
to the creation process and innovative activities, of which patents and patent logic
comprise only a small part of the creation ‘logic’ (Venkataraman and Velamuri, 2005).
Much of the new activity operates in the area which is difficult to be priced with
standard methods which are transparent to ‘everyone’. This area is also that which may
produce for ‘believers’ (those who have faith in success) either losses or huge profits.
Seeing the area from a venture capitalist’s point of view, statistically, eight out of ten
investments make losses, one brings expected gains and one pays the losses and profits.
The delusion in this is as if any set of investments would yield this. The cases, on the
contrary, are not randomly selected but carefully chosen.
This Knightian model applies not only in the entrepreneurial context but widely in all
decision-making as long as the uncertainties are of a structural type, i.e. we are not sure
that the parameters at hand are relevant.
4.6

Organising risk management – organisational meta-model

ISO 31000:2009 leaves open how to organise the risk management in an organisation.
It shows the ISO risk management process but wisely leaves the implementation open.
It is for the actual organisation to do this.
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Seeing the organising of risk management from the IC, ICM or information
management perspectives, a generic meta-model for organising risk management could
be suggested. As noted, risk management essentially relies on information and
information management and knowledge of it and knowledge itself. The conceptual
framework with stringent definitions emphasises this understanding. What
information the organisation should manage where and how, in order to optimally
manage risks with that information and what kind of knowledge and knowing (capacity
to act) is required on the various levels of organisation and various functions?
The ISO 31000:2009 standard provides substance to conceptually deal with the issue of
organising for the framework I develop. The organising meta-model does not suggest
any physical or technological implementation; it merely emphasises the important
functional areas of extant and growing knowledge and how these functions are
interconnected. The meta-model is shown in Figure 31 below.
The functions are distributed in a matrix of two dimensions, dynamic-static, and
strategic-operation or specification-implementation.
Static elements mean the Risk Repository (RR), in which explicit knowledge about the
organisation’s risks is stored, and which can be used by anyone entitled to do so. The
other function is the storage of the information or Data Repository (DR), which can
take risk data in any format from the operations. This material is in a raw format,
which then has to be analysed, verified and stored in the RR.
On the dynamic side on the strategic or specification level, Risk Management (RM) is
accountable for managing the risks in the organisation in question. Here the policies,
architecture etc., are defined and the guidelines on how to implement them in the
operations are created and maintained (ISO 31000:2009, p. vi).
On the operative or implementation level, Managing Risks (MR) includes the functions
which take care of the practical operations when risks are assessed (with an emphasis
on monitoring) and treated. The information born here flows to DR but is also locally
assessed (identified, analysed and evaluated) against the guidelines but not limited to
them (common sense is welcome) and treated, if needed.
Assessment is a central function which is conducted by all members of the organisation,
either organised or by each individual. The scale and configuration of the assessors may
change according to the context, i.e. their level in the organisation, function and work.
It is a matter of appropriateness, and in how centralised or decentralised a way the
whole and the specific aspects of the assessment are organised. It is important that it
serves the immediate needs of the MR, and provides in-depth understanding for the
RM and MR and that its results can be stored in the RR to be shared in the
organisation.
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Figure 31
The Risk Management ‘functions’ in an organisation with regard to the IC and
ICM and the various types or levels of knowledge. (Elaborated by Ritvanen)

Two reasoning or inference circles can be distinguished:
x

The primary or immediate circle of inference, MR->DR->Assessment->MR,
depicts the everyday work and reflections on it. The outcome does not have to
be documentation of the events, just an impression of something exceptional
which has to be reflected on and assessed. Based on the reasoning, the
knowledge is shared in the community relevant to the work, the needed
corrective actions are taken and the mind is better prepared for the next events.
This circle resembles Argyris’ (1991) and Senge’s (1991) first loop of learning. If
this process cannot resolve the outcome, these events or cases should be
considered as anomalies (Kuhn, 1972/1962) and forwarded to the RM for review
via the secondary circle. The reason for this is, that the guidelines and
instructions will not suffice for resolving the events and the guidelines should be
questioned in the secondary circle.

x

The secondary or delayed circle of inference is the sequence of (RM & DR & RR
& MR, all concurrently)->Assessment->RM->RR and ->MR, which resembles
the secondary loop of learning (Argyris, 1976, 1977, 1991; Senge, 1991). This
circle includes the ISO 31000:2009 review process. The RM practice will be
assessed and if changes in policy are needed, or instructions or other means
should be done, they are stored in the RR to be shared and implemented in the
MR. The physical organising or RM can be changed in order to better apply it to
the changing environment.

Both circles will improve the risk management, but the structure also serves as a means
to ask essential questions about the RM conduct in the organisation. These questions
may include for example the following.
x

Does everyone on all levels of MR have an up-to-date set of instructions (RR)
available?
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x
x
x
x
x

Will data about suspected events be collected? Are persons obliged to report
these kinds of events? Suspected events may refer also to those events which are
not possible to catch by instructions but by common sense. (Assessment, MR)
Are the documented (or non-documented but collected) risk events or near
misses frequently analysed? (Assessment)
Who is in charge of changing the operational instructions when dysfunctions in
working processes have been identified and the changes in them have been
implemented? (MR / RM)
Who is in charge of changing the operational instructions when the working
environment is changing, in the case of the exogenous or endogenous
environment?
Who is in charge of training personnel in MR after changes in the work
processes have been made?

The practical focus should be on the MR and on how well people are aware of the risks.
Borodzicz (2005, p. 98) notes that as important as it is to be able to react and treat
crisis events, it is even more important to have sufficient methods and means to
prevent the genesis of these events. These events must, however, be treated on a higher
level in the organisation in order to understand the contextual issues related to these
events and to ensure knowledge-sharing beyond the immediate sphere of the identified
events. These are the minimum requirements for good practice to assess the events in
the RM and store them in the RR.
4.7

Changes made in ISO 31000:2018 from an IC and ICM perspective

Changes made in ISO 31000:2018 are discussed from two perspectives below. The first
assesses the ISO 31000:2009 version from the IC and ICM perspective. The second
assesses the changes made from the same perspective.
4.7.1

An IC and ICM perspective on ISO 31000:2009

This section summarises the essential issues of the ISO 31000:2009 from an IC and
ICM point of view with regard to the constructions of the IC-related risk framework.
The definition of risk as the ‘effect of uncertainty on objectives’ is important, since it
excludes the notion that risk means merely negative events. Instead, risk means a
deviation from objectives. The relational approach adds to this the view that the same
event, depending on the eyes of the beholder and the interests they represent, may
concurrently appear both as positive and negative. In addition, the event may over time
shift from positive to negative or vice versa.
The emphasis of the crucial role of identification and the notion ‘finding’ as part of
notion identification are important and a guiding principle for this thesis.
The identified strong bond between the notions of uncertainty and risk, where the
middle term is effect or effect on objectives, represents a challenge for the measuring of
uncertainty, and consequently, precision in the classification of the IC is needed.
By defining uncertainty as a lack or deficiency of knowledge the identified strong bond
between uncertainty and knowledge, i.e. epistemic or knowledge uncertainty, is
important from the IC perspective. This still leaves some concerns, because the notion
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knowledge is not defined, but only mentioned. The idea of epistemic uncertainty also
remains unexplained, since the notion uncertainty has not been explained further than
it being a part of the definition of risk and based on deficient information on
knowledge. Epistemic uncertainty remains ambiguous, since further characterisation or
division into structural and parametric uncertainties is missing. How to identify
epistemic uncertainties and treat them has also been left open in the new ISO version.
Both epistemic uncertainty and knowledge in general are as such concepts which can be
discussed on the same meta-level as ISO 31000.
When the two above-mentioned bonds are put together they form the Uncertainty–
Knowledge–Risk Triad (U-K-R Triad) on the high-level definition. Since this is, at least
from the IC perspective, essential and lacks definitions, it calls for answers to
questions: How does one identify the IC-related elements (those which contain
knowledge elements)? How does one identify the type of the knowledge in them? How
does one identify the knowledge or knowledge type required to understand these
elements? How does one treat this identified deficiency, i.e. uncertainty? These answers
will be elaborated in the Synthesis chapter.
4.7.2

Changes in the version upgrade from ISO 31000:2009 to ISO
31000:2018

At the time of writing this thesis, the new version of ISO 31000:2018 is available.
Seeing the new standard from the IC and ICM perspective, two issues arise. Both of
them refer to the identified U-K-R triad.
x

The bond between the notions uncertainty and risk in the risk definition, the
weak explication of the concept uncertainty in NOTE 5 of the risk definition in
the 2009 version of the standard has been deleted. This deletion means that the
bond between the notions of uncertainty and knowledge has been removed or
made weaker and the explication of uncertainty is now removed.

The bond between the notions of uncertainty and risk was emphasised in ISO
31000:2009 in Principle d). It has been removed from ISO 31000:2018.
d) Risk management explicitly addresses uncertainty. Risk management explicitly takes into
account of the uncertainty, the nature of that uncertainty, and how it can be addressed. ISO
31000:2009, p. 7)

This means that the weak threads which form the U-K-R triad, which is important for
the IC and ICM, has been compromised.
Seen from an IC and ICM perspective, even though the 2009 version just weakly
emphasises knowledge, it is in this sense more useful than the newer release. Hence,
this thesis will lean on the earlier version of the standard, ISO 31000:2009.
The ISO 31000:2018 standard cancels the previous 2009 standard, however, the ISO
Guide 73:2009 still contains the definitions. It is assumed that the change can be
referred to until it has been updated to a newer version.
ISO/TR 31004 ‘Risk management – Guidance for the implementation of ISO 31000’
has a list of points relevant to Principle d (in ISO/TR 31004 as B.2.4.2 How to apply the
principle.) Below I quote a couple of points, relevant for the purpose of the thesis.
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What makes risk management unique among other types of management is that it specifically
addresses the effect of uncertainty on objectives. Risk can only be assessed or successfully treated
if the nature and source of that uncertainty are understood.
Practical help
— Decision makers should adopt the practice of always asking “What are the assumptions here?”
and “What are the uncertainties associated with the assumptions?”. This practice need not be
limited to formal risk assessments, e.g. it could apply to all forecasts. (ISO/TR 31004:2013(E), p.
13)

This principle, “Risk management explicitly addresses uncertainty,” and the practical
help in its application starts with questions about the assumptions.
4.8

The stakeholder approach

The term ‘stakeholder’ or ‘interest group’52 (Näsi, 1995) has become a term which can
be used when no other specific term is available and is commonly used in IC research
and risk management. ‘Stakeholder’ is also a foundational element in ISO 31000:2009.
Thus, stakeholders seem to have a central but equivocal role in both risk management
and IC management. I will not aim at contributing to stakeholder theory nor be doing a
comprehensive review in this thesis, only applying it as part of the Framework I
develop.
Generally speaking, stakeholders are the parties (agents) which have to be taken into
consideration when the consequences of one’s own actions are assessed (ISO
31000:2009), and as the target groups for the Intellectual Capital Accounting
Statement (ICAS) and IC reports (DMSTI, 2003a; Meritum, 2001, just to mention a
few). A stakeholder can, according to ISO 31000:2009, also be a decision-maker, a
manager, an actor, or a person who not only receives reports, but acts as a potential risk
generator, either directly or indirectly. Every stakeholder and stakeholder group offer
potential risk factors, both in an active and a passive sense. A large share of risks is
hence self-induced, or ‘manufactured’ Giddens (1991) and Beck (1992). Socio-technical
risks can also be included in this category (Rasmussen, 1997; Rasmussen and Svedung,
2000; Mohaghegh-Ahmadabadi, 2007).
The stakeholder approach focuses on the relationships between individuals or a group
of individuals, not only on one relationship at a time, but also by lifting the focus level
to cover the entirety of all the relationships of a focal entity, to gain a holistic view of
the organisation as IC theory and ICM attempt to do (Rowley, 1997; Frooman, 1999,
2002; Freeman et al., 2010).
For IC and ICM, the stakeholder approach provides methods for understanding the
relationship between a focal entity and the stakeholders in business or a wider
organisational context. As for risk management, the stakeholder approach contributes
experiential knowledge on how to identify stakeholders and further, in analysis of the
uncertainties related to these relationships and what kind of risks these uncertainties
many contain.
There is also a discussion among stakeholder scholars about the extent to which nonhuman structures or the natural environment should be considered as stakeholders
(Driscoll and Starik, 2004). The environment has important role in IC and ICM but the
discourse will not be conducted under stakeholder approach.
Freeman (2008) refers to Juha Näsi, who used the notion ‘interest group’ interchangeably with
stakeholder.

52
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One variation relevant to the relational approach, is to consider the organisation or
firm as a ‘nexus-of-relationships’, comprising the entirety of relations, which forms the
identity of the organisation or firm. Thus, all entities in the IC triad are connected to
the firm (‘nexus’) through relationships. As a general notion, this increases complexity
and therefore the means and methods for reducing complexity have an important role
for both researchers and practitioners. Generally speaking, it is easier to focus on
entities than on relationships. However, if the dynamic nature of the organisation
needs to be understood, the relationships cannot be avoided.
As the empirical cases in this thesis will show, a further practical advantage is that the
stakeholder concept has become an intuitively understood notion among management
practitioners and it will thus help in communication among and with managers. During
their discussions, the context of the firm will define the concept and reflect its
idiosyncrasies.
The stakeholder approach as applied here emphasises the equality53 between us and
our stakeholders, not as a normative value, but as a fact of life; stakeholders are at least
as intelligent, knowledgeable, creative and innovative as us and as determined to
achieve their objectives. This forces us to think of risks as something which may have
both positive and negative consequences, also depending on from whose vantage point
we see the relationship.
4.8.1

The definition of stakeholder in this thesis

Two definitions of stakeholder, Freeman’s and the ISO’s, will be used in this thesis. The
reason to use Freeman’s (1984, p. 46) definition, is that it is the original one and
reflects the stakeholder approach. It is, nevertheless, important to also understand the
stakeholder definition in ISO 31000:2009 since the risk concept used here aims to be
ISO compliant. The definitions are:
A stakeholder in an organization is (by definition) any group or individual who can affect or is
affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives. (Freeman, 1984, p. 46)
Stakeholder, person or organization that can affect, be affected by, or perceive themselves to be
affected by a decision or activity.
NOTE A decision maker can be a stakeholder.” (ISO Guide 73:2009, see Definitions 3.2.1.1, p. 3)

The definitions are very close, but the definition in ISO 31000:2009 is broader in three
regards: a) the ISO widens the definition by the notions of decision and perception and
leaves open whose decisions or activities we are talking about; b) Freeman refers to the
organisation as the focal entity that is affected, whereas in the ISO, the only entity to be
affected is the stakeholder; c) Freeman uses the notion objectives, whereas the ISO
does not.
The stakeholder approach relies heavily on diagrams which condense the essential
concepts and their relations and which at one glance will explain the point of the
subject. Relational topics are especially difficult to describe merely with procedural
text, since the relationship is a very complex issue.

Equality is a fact, in the sense that others do not differ from us. Considering factual equality as a ‘must’
(prescriptive view according to Freeman, 1984, p. 47-48), may avoid us thinking and operating
egocentrically. Egocentric here is used foremost as a technical term, i.e. seeing the world from ‘our’ point of
view.
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Stakeholder relationships, irrespective of the terms used, are essentially IC-related
assets or concepts and the assumption in this thesis is that the stakeholder approach
will emphasise the human nature of the counterpart. They are seen as individuals or
groups of individuals, who will not only be the ones whom we (as the focal entity)
deliver reports to, but who will for better or for worse influence the realisation of our
objectives. The better we understand (‘measure’) the stakeholders and their potential to
influence, the better we can reduce uncertainty – by converting it to risks. This in the
spirit of Knight (1921) and ISO 31000:2009.Below, I illustrate the difference between
the definitions in two diagrams: Freeman’s definition in Figure 32 and the ISO
definition in Figure 33.

Figure 32

Stakeholder definition by Freeman (1984, p. 46) (Ritvanen)

Freeman defines the stakeholder from the focal entity’s vantage point, whereas ISO
31000:2009 uses the stakeholder’s vantage point without indicating any counterparty,
only decisions and activities. See Figure 33. Implicitly, these are same, however.

Figure 33

Stakeholder definition by the ISO 31000:2009 (Ritvanen)

With a symmetry assumption, the meaning of the semantics will change, if the same
relationship is seen from the stakeholder’s vantage point, as Figure 34 depicts. The
dotted artefacts represent Freeman’s definition and the fixed line the wording, when
the same relationship is viewed from the stakeholders’ vantage point, as suggested by
Freeman (1984, p. 241) where the CEO has been put as the hub of the stakeholder map.
The interpretation of the wording will change depending on the vantage point. The
inner circle refers to Freeman’s definition, emphasising the vantage point of the focal
entity.
Even if the relationship is seen as symmetrical, the direction of the relationship will not
be the same. As Casciaro and Piskorski (2005) in their analysis of the dyadic
relationship point out, the dependence of the focal entity, FE on the Stakeholder is not
the same as the dependence of the Stakeholder on the focal entity, FE. This potential
imbalance is an important factor for my framework.
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Figure 34
Stakeholder relationship, symmetry and how the vantage point affects the
semantics (1984, p. 46). (Ritvanen)

The figures also indicate that the direction of reading may cause a different
interpretation of the same relationship. The differences and underlying potential
tensions in the relationship are essential for understanding the uncertainties and risks.
The basic unit of analysis is the dyadic stakeholder relationship, which multiplies when
the full environment of the focal entity is described. Therefore, a stakeholder map (huband-spoke) is a good way to identify essential, first-order dyadic relationships and the
most important stakeholders behind the relationships.
There are two main ways of approaching the identification of stakeholders. One is to
ask questions concerning the relevant relationships for the focal entity. One of the keys
to understanding the stakeholder relationship relates to the notion of objectives. This is
also the natural link to the ISO 31000:2900 definition of risk. By understanding the
objectives of the stakeholder and possibly also the strategies to achieve these objectives,
we may reduce the uncertainty in this specific relationship (Freeman, 1984; Frooman,
1999).
The other method of identification is to observe the known important stakeholders and
attempt to understand their importance, i.e. how strongly they may affect the objectives
of the focal entity. We then should attempt to understand the potential bundle of
relationships between the focal entity and the stakeholder entity. Each of the
relationships in the bundle can be considered as negotiable, not taken as something
with one aggregated value.
How the various relations are perceived depends on many factors. Even if we use the
same definition of stakeholder (stakeholder relationship), we may not, due to the
different perception, arrive at the same interpretation of the relationship or a
stakeholder, as Fassin (2009) observes; the concept is context-dependent and
idiosyncratic.
4.8.2 Stakeholder relationships
Frooman (1999) was one of the first researchers to emphasise that stakeholder studies
have tended to be focused on stakeholder entities, not on stakeholder relationships.
They also view stakeholders and their potential strategies from the focal entity. His
study, on the contrary, shows that the relationship can be studied from several vantage
points concurrently. The symmetry of the relationship is, therefore, an important
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presumption and it also has (or could have) an effect on IC and ICM studies. This
means that the relationship between the Focal Entity (FE) and the Stakeholder contains
a duplication of several concepts, some belonging to the FE and some to the
stakeholder.

Figure 35
Stakeholder concept – Relational approach of the stakeholder concept – the
relationship is seen as symmetrical and reciprocal (elaborated by Ritvanen)

For the sake of simplicity, the dual semantics are not drawn into Figure 35 as shown in
Figure 34 The definition in the model is closer to the ISO 31000:2009 definition, since
the notion decision is drawn in the picture (a perception which is essential in both
parties is assumed to be part of the behaviour of either party). It is also essential to
include the potential to affect others, since stakeholders’ actions often cause ‘collateral
damage’, intended or unintended on the focal entity.
The model in Figure 35 could be considered a kind of influence diagram and could also
be used in a dynamic simulation of the potential reciprocity between the FE and the
stakeholder. The essence in Figure 35 is the interrelation between the various concepts
and especially how the influence of one party may change the assessment of the
situation of the affected party, thereby causing changes in its behaviour, in decisions
about objectives, strategies to achieve them and the means to achieve the reviewed
objectives. One must, however, bear in mind that the reciprocal ‘act–react’ is just one,
but an important aspect. Both entities in the model also have objectives independent of
the other party, which can be assessed.
The dynamics in the stakeholder relationships may drive the relationship either to a
vicious or virtuous circle. This understanding cannot be gained by looking at the
relationship only from one vantage point, e.g. that of the focal organisation.
In Figure 36 three essential vantage points are illustrated, each of which causes
different interpretation of the relationship and its past, present and potential
development in the future. Considering the task of finding the risk candidates and
identifying their location, the model may be of help. Each vantage point will highlight
different aspects of the relationship.
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Figure 36
Three vantage points V1-V3 to ‘see’ the stakeholder relationship (elaborated
by Ritvanen)

If our vantage point is V1 we know precisely, what our aim is with the relationship.
However, we do not know what the stakeholder (vantage point V2) thinks and aims for
with the relationship. We may, nevertheless, attempt to obtain understanding about the
objectives of the stakeholder through direct or indirect indications or data from V2.
Vantage point V3 is typical for researchers and peace negotiators, who attempt to
understand both parties in the same context. All of these vantage points are, however,
possible for managers as well. The knowledge gathered will vary depending on how
determined the organisation is to scan its environment.
4.8.3 Risks in stakeholder relationships
Risk as a concept is rarely discussed in the context of the stakeholder approach. Still,
since the stakeholder approach rests heavily on the systems view, themes inherent in
the systems view, such as survival and uncertainty are vital. Even the definition of the
stakeholder in Freeman (1984) has the same structure as the definition of risk in ISO
31000:2009. The only difference is what affects achievement of the objectives. In ISO
31000:2009, this could be anything, whereas in the stakeholder approach, it is limited
to the stakeholders. In risk management, however, stakeholders are often considered as
risky, a true source of uncertainty.
In this thesis, a relational approach to stakeholders is applied; that is, the focus is on
two objectives concurrently and the interrelations between them. The two objectives
are that of the Focal Entity and that of the Stakeholder. One aspect is to examine how
the FE’s objectives may affect the stakeholder and what kind of behaviour it will induce
as a reaction among stakeholders. The other aspect that often may be omitted is an
analysis of the stakeholder’s objectives and achievements. In this scenario, the
assumption is no longer how the stakeholder may ‘react’ to the focal entity’s
achievements, exogenous for the stakeholder, but what the stakeholder attempts to
achieve in their own right, despite the focal entity’s achievement. The stakeholder in
this view is not reactive but active.
The assessment scenario is depicted in Figure 37.
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Figure 37

Expansion of the risk notion (focal entity) from egocentric to relational

In Figure 37 the stakeholder’s objectives are taken into consideration, which enables
identification of potential conflicts of interest between the FE and the stakeholder and
opens up further interrogation into its potential severity. As briefly discussed regarding
‘real interests’, they are taken at ‘face value’, meaning that it starts with the
manifestation and gets refined along with increased information, which may change the
game. From the game perspective, however, it is important to recall the old political
maxim from the 17th century that “interest will not lie” (Miller, 2003, p. 51). Therefore,
the true interest of the stakeholder (seen from the focal entity’s perspective) is
pertinent for an analysis.
In Figure 38 various ‘games’ are presented.

Figure 38
Various scenarios based on the assessment of objectives of the focal entity and
the stakeholder. e=event, c=consequence.

The in ‘games’ Figure 38 various are: zero-sum, plus-sum and minus-sum games. The
arrows indicate the direction of the actions (interests), if the party would like to
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improve its situation from the objectives (up-side risk). The practical problem is
knowing to what extent the true objectives are the same as the manifested objectives.
The scenario at the far right represents a situation where both may gain only if the
situation develops in one direction whereas both will lose if the situation develops in
the opposite direction. The point is that these scenarios do not necessarily emerge
‘automatically’ but can also be built. It is a matter of dialogue. For those who are
perceived to be the superior counterpart in the relationship the zero-sum game may
suffice, or even the ideal state of affairs.
4.8.4 Characteristics of the stakeholder relationship
The main characteristics of the stakeholder approach for this thesis are limited to the
following essential ones: symmetry (reciprocity), power, which often appears as
dependency, interest in the relationship and intention to carry out the interest.
Below, I discuss briefly the essential concepts and describe how they are used in this
thesis.
As for symmetry, scholars who use other presentation forms than the stakeholder
map point out that the Freeman’s (1984) original map is egocentric. This gives the
impression of asymmetric stakeholder relationships, but Freeman (1984, p. 94, 134)
suggests that each of the stakeholders should be put at centre of the map and be
analysed from their point of view. Freeman also emphasises the importance of knowing
stakeholders’ objectives, to see the extent to which their interest conflicts with the
firm’s (focal entity’s) interests. He assesses the effects of corporate action on
stakeholders and the effects of stakeholder action on corporations with five effects:
economical, technological, political, social and managerial effects, resulting in the
“stakes” between the two entities (Emerson, 1962; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978).
Power is seen as relative in Freeman (1984, p. 143). It is pictured as a
power/stake grid, with voting, economic and political power, and the stakes are divided
into equity, economical and influential stakes. For Freeman, the egocentric view does
not suffice; the same analysis should be prepared from the stakeholder’s point of view,
which may or may not return the same content and interpretation of the relationship.
Savage et al. (1991) use a threat–cooperation grid with two values each; potential for
high or low threat, and potential for high or low cooperation. The potential for threat
and for cooperation is conducted by answering four essential questions concerning the
control of resources, the relative power, likelihood to take actions and likelihood to
form a coalition with other stakeholders.
They arrive at a conclusion also relevant for several cases in this thesis.
Clearly, executives need to do more than merely identify organizational stakeholders. They must
develop the organizations' capacity for strategic stakeholder management rather than
concentrating only on effectively dealing with a particular stakeholder on a specific issue. (Savage
et al., 1991, p. 72)

For Mitchell et al. (1997), power is one of the main characteristics of a salient
stakeholder. Their power concept is based in Lukes’ (1974, 2005) first dimension
(domination) where the stakeholder has the power over the focal entity, in the eyes of
the manager. The power is seen as absolute, yet socially constructed. The stakeholder
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has or does not have power in the eyes of the manager (Mitchell et al., p. 868). Other
attributes of the stakeholder are legitimacy and urgency. If these three attributes exist,
the stakeholder is seen as a definite stakeholder. The theoretical construct has been
tested empirically by Agle et al. (1999). The results, in brief, show that the theoretical
model of Mitchell et al. (1997) is supported empirically. All the attributes show
statistical significance, but the most important seems to be urgency.
Frooman (1999) uses relative power, which is operationalised according to the
resource dependence theory by Peffer and Salancik (1978). He constructs a grid with
the following dimensions: firm is dependent on stakeholder (yes–no) and stakeholder
is dependent on firm (yes–no). He names the cells (firm’s dependence first): yes–yes =
high interdependence; yes–no = stakeholder’s power; no–yes = firm’s power; no–no =
low interdependence. Thus, the imbalance in the dependence determines who has the
power. Frooman (1999) considers the dyadic stakeholder relationship as crucial, even
though he imbeds two dyadic relationships in a triadic one. In this way the case, which
shows the stakeholder’s strategy, could be depicted. He constructs the power scenario
by embedding the dyadic stakeholder relationships.
Ackermann and Eden (2011) use a power–interest grid to study stakeholder
relations in the context of strategic management, where power is seen as a relative
factor and interest as absolute (low interest–high interest) and arrive at a 2x2 grid.
with the following characteristics (power value first): high–high = Players; high–low =
Context setters; low–high = Subjects; low–low = Crowd). Players represent high power
and high interest, which can be either beneficial for the firm or negative. These players
deserve the management’s attention. Context setters, on the other hand, have high
power but low interest. Their interest may grow, and therefore the management should
try to develop their positive interest towards the firm. Subjects are seen as candidates
for a coalition, whereas crowd can be seen as a potential, not actual, stakeholder. Any of
the four groups may have a positive or negative attitude (interest) towards the firm in
focus. They extend the dyadic relationship into a network by analysing the influence in
the stakeholder network. This approach as Rowley (1997) shows provides a dynamic
view of the focal organisation’s environment.
The network aspect is, however, not just an extension of the dyadic relationship even
though the dyads are of essence in the network as well. The network may or may not
form an important periphery for the focal entity. The obvious first-order stakeholders
in their importance may ‘blind’ the focal entity to seeing the uncertainties and risks in
the second or further stakeholders and especially their coalitions.
As dependence seems an essential attribute of the stakeholder relationship and an
important explanation of power, it is useful to see how Casciaro and Piskorski (2005)
revise the resource dependence theory by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978). First, they refer
to Emerson (1962): “Central to Emerson's theory is the notion that ‘power is a property
of the social relation; it is not an attribute of the actor’ (Emerson, 1962, p. 32)”. As with
most scholars who use power in the context of the stakeholder relationship, Casciaro
and Piskorski (2005) also consider power as relative, not absolute. In contrast to many
other scholars, however, they consider ‘power imbalance’ as consisting of two distinct
dependencies: i is dependent on j, and j is dependent on i. Their grid is depicted in
Figure 39.
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Figure 39
Configurations of power imbalance and mutual dependence (Casciaro and
Piskorski 2005, p. 171),

Both directions should be studied, which is in line with Freeman (1984, p. 94). They
then summarise the dependencies in a 3x3 matrix where dependencies are assessed as
low (1), medium (2) and high (3). The diagonal from low–low (LL) through mediummedium (MM) to high-high (HH) results the following values for two measures: power
imbalance (PI) and mutual dependence (MD). The values are: LL, PI=0, MD=2; MM,
PI=0, MD=4; HH, PI=0, MD=6. PI in HL and LH are 2 and MD 4.
Casciaro and Piskorski (2005) emphasise and consider as a major revision the
classification of “interorganisational action into operations aimed at restructuring
dependencies unilaterally and bilaterally and operations aimed at using power while
leaving the dependence structure unaltered” (Casciaro and Piskorski, 2005, p. 192).
With these revisions the authors consider they have improved the precision of the RDT
model and removed some ambiguities from the research interpretations.
To summarise, the notion of power is an important characteristic in the dyadic
relationship and has often been operationalised by the notion of dependence or
resource dependence. There are, however, many other dimensions and aspects of
power besides dependence. Common to them is the notion of ‘power-over’.
Interest is often expressed in the objectives of an organisation. Some organisation
scholars maintain that an organisation does not necessarily have an explicit objective,
the only ‘objective’ being to survive. As mentioned earlier, the manifested objectives do
not always reflect the true and hidden objectives. Therefore, it is difficult to know the
true interest. Eden and Ackerman (2011) use the power–interest grid, and at least
implicitly assume that high interest (high stake or other interest) of the focal entity by
the same token means the stakeholder intends to execute its interest. There might be
reasons to keep the notion of intent separate from the notion of interest. Intention to
execute or advance the interest may depend on many factors. As they mention, interest
is often a perception which does not necessarily have anything to do with the real
interest. Nevertheless, there is always the possibility that the intentions and interests
will be misinterpreted which may cause unintended consequences.
I conclude that interest and intent need to be kept apart. In this thesis they will be seen
as interrelated. Persons (or organisational menbers) have interests in the form of their
objectives, whereas intent means the extent those persons are keen to advance that
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specific interest. In many practical situations, the trade-off is made by diminishing the
intent without relinquishing the interests.
The referenced literature emphasises power, dependency and interest as key
characteristics or attributes of the stakeholder relationship. These notions can be used
and understood intuitively by practitioners, even if the definition in each use is not very
precise. These terms can also ‘easily’ be converted into the ‘language’ of uncertainty and
risk. One must, however, bear in mind that the dependency is by far not the only
explanation of power, and the power view shown in the referenced literature is not the
only type of power. It is important that other types of power in the stakeholder
relationship can be implemented or revealed. For example, knowledge is a resource
that may create dependency in a variety of ways and thus can be seen as an important
factor of influence, if not dominance.
Although the ISO 31000:2009 definition of stakeholders slightly differs from
Freeman’s (1984) or other scholars’ definitions within the stakeholder theory, most
definitions emphasise the dynamic nature of the relationship by using the reciprocal
expressions affect and affected by. This brings power, interest and intent as key
characteristics to the centre when analysing the stakeholder relationship. The
stakeholder approach also provides tools (means and methods) to assess uncertainty,
various types of uncertainty and the severity of its potential effect on an organisation's
objectives, i.e. risk.
One special aspect is the dynamics of the stakeholder relationship. This should not be
explained ‘away’ by referring to interaction or collaboration, but rather there should be
an attempt to understand it as a dimension, where the two extreme ends are a dialogue
or two monologues. It is important to assess the possibility for dialogue. One may not
consider the assessed status of a stakeholder relationship as determining. Therefore, if
parties may gain a better mutual understanding through dialogue, the circumstances
may change. The dialogue, however, may take various forms as will be shown in the
empirical cases.
4.8.5

Identification of stakeholders

Concerning the identification of stakeholders, I will take four papers for further enquiry
since all of them in one way or another share the Bryson’s (2003, p. 3) statement “there
is remarkable little in the public and nonprofit literatures on exactly how to
systematically identify and analyze stakeholders”. Another common point in these
papers is their sharing of the power–interest grid by Eden and Ackerman (1998) and
the associated characterising of the four cells.
The papers are: Bryson (2003), Reed et al. (2009) and Ackerman and Eden (2003,
2011), because they focus on the identification process. The selection of these papers
does not underestimate the value of other papers which also elaborate identifying
stakeholders but they do not elaborate the identification process.
Several methods (Freeman, 1984; Reed, 2009; Frooman, 1999) presume that the
identification includes names. Frooman (1999) offers three essential questions based
on which stakeholders can be identified: “Who are they?”, “What do they want?” and
“How are they going to try to get it?” The important point is that the thinking starts by
attempting to understand the stakeholders and their objectives and strategies, not how
the firm might be affected.
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Rowley (1997) uses the network model for the purpose of analysing the importance of
stakeholders. The importance is derived through the measures of social network
analysis, density and centrality with regard to the focal entity. Centrality is further
classified into closeness centrality and betweenness centrality. Central actors
(betweenness centrality) are considered as brokers or gatekeepers. Rowley arrives at a
grid where the dimensions are the density of the stakeholder network and centrality of
the focal organisation, the values being dichotomies of high and low.
Social network analysis assumes that the stakeholder influence or constraints, or the
pressure the focal entity may encounter, is based on structural properties of the
network, not by individual properties of the stakeholders in the dyadic relationships
between them.
The mentioned works attempt to identify stakeholders in a systematic fashion. Bryson’s
(2003) view is general whereas the other scholars attempt to identify the stakeholders
in a specific context; Reed et al. (2009) in a natural resource management context and
Ackerman and Eden (2011) in a project context.
Each of the papers presents a set of various techniques and tools by which the
stakeholders can be identified and the importance or salience assessed.
Bryson (2003, pp. 8-11) in addition to the methods discusses why stakeholder analysis
is often omitted. He lists a number of categories into which the reasons not to conduct
stakeholder analysis fall.
The State of Prior Knowledge: people either do not know what stakeholder
analysis is or they think they already know all that is needed.
Resource Related Issues: people may think that the analysis will take more time
and resources than they have available.
Concerns About What the Analyses Would Reveal: people may be afraid to
become aware of the situation – what the stakeholders really think of the focal
organisation.
Concern That the Analyses Might Be Destabilising: people may prefer the status
quo than becoming aware of a need to change the operation.
Ethical concerns: people may see stakeholder analysis as manipulative or the results
may upset the stakeholders when not present.
One important aspect of identifying is how the stakeholder should be seen and treated.
One view is represented by Ackerman and Eden (2003):
Stakeholders are not treated as having rights, only having power and interests – in contrast to
much of the stakeholder literature (Frooman, 1999; Kochan & Rubinstein, 2002). To treat any
stakeholder as having rights is a strategic choice. Stakeholders are seen as potential actors - to
respond to, negotiate with, and change, to ensure the organisation’s strategic future.
Stakeholders need to be recognised as associated with interactions that are dynamic and possibly
unstable. (Ackerman and Eden, 2003, p. B2)

The quotation above clearly expresses the need to understand the stakeholder as an
actor with their own objectives and strategies and how stakeholders should be
managed.
Reed et al. (2009) discuss stakeholder identification in the context of natural resource
management programmes where the success of the programme depends on how
stakeholders with often conflicting opinions and attitudes can be reconciled and reach a
consensus. They offer a schematic representation of a rationale, typology and methods
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for stakeholder analysis: The rationale can be descriptive, normative or instrumental.
Typology consists of three steps: identifying stakeholders, differentiating between and
categorising stakeholders, and investigating relationships between stakeholders. For
each of the steps they suggest several methods. The Power-Interest Grid is one of the
tools for identifying and analysing stakeholders, but not the only one.
They summarise their paper with the following process.

Figure 40
Schematic representation of key methodological steps necessary for
stakeholder analysis (Reed et al., 2009, p. 1947)

Ackerman and Eden (2011) observe that even though the stakeholder is one entity, the
relationships become clearer if the entity is disaggregated into meaningful parts, which
also may have their own and often different characters in the relationship.
A careful disaggregation process often reveals more (and more specific) stakeholders, in terms of
their interest in what the organization is doing or their potential to impact what it plans to do,
making the technique more meaningful and useful: ‘this is really helpful, by focusing on specific
who’s, rather than on a big group such as [a funding agency], whilst also considering their power
and interest, I now know who to pay attention to’. (Ackerman and Eden, 2011, p. 184)
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For this thesis the important message is that the identification of relevant elements,
whether stakeholder or IC elements, presumes that the context is set and thoroughly
understood. Once the context is set one is stuck with it, but there is nothing which, at
least it is thought, prevents reconsidering the context and seeing what was precluded
with the first context. If crucial aspects have been precluded, the refinement of the
context is justified.
When attempting to identify stakeholders there are several starting points available.
One may start with the entities and then assess the relationships they have with the
focal entity. Another approach is to start by identifying the potential roles the focal
entity needs in order to survive. The roles can include the customer and the supplier
but there may also be questions which illustrate functions shown in the context. The
analysis can then be moved from the roles (stakeholder type) to the entities and vice
versa and become richer and more comprehensive in iterations. With experience, an
organisation accumulates a list of the relationship types or roles and the entity types,
based on which stakeholder status can be assessed, and strategies to manage them.
To summarise, I see the stakeholder approach as an important qualification for IC and
risk concept since it extends the view to take other entities into consideration. It also
specifies the relational view between individuals and groups of individuals by extending
the knowledge requirement from own entity to cover other entities, not only to
understand what our deeds affect the stakeholder but also, how their achievements of
their objectives affect our entity.
4.9

Summarising the risk and risk management chapter

The summary will apply the three guiding principles, precision, identifying and the
relational approach. In addition to this, two themes are discussed: how Sub-Research
Question 3 “How is intellectual capital dealt with in risk management?” will be
answered, and the relationship of knowledge to the ISO’s risk concept identification is
discussed in the section, ‘’Summarising the research so far’.
ISO 31000 provides a risk concept suitable for researching IC-related risks. The ISO
31000 standard maintains that it can be applied to any domain. This means that the
risk concept is neutral or unbiased (in the sense of not being defined to support any
specific domains) and the level of abstraction is high, a kind of meta-framework. The
ISO model evidences that a model can be built based on the rather abstract concepts.
Consequently, when the concept is applied, the selected domain will emphasise the
‘local’ knowledge within the domain, on all possible levels of detail. As seen in the ISO
Model in Figure 27 on page 118, derived from ISO 31000, it can be used in a recursive
fashion on several levels of abstraction or levels of organisation.
The ISO model could be applied to issues concerning probabilities or likelihoods,
Knightian uncertainty in the business context and finally assessing knowledge
uncertainties on various contextual levels. The last aspect emphasises the importance
of understanding the subject matter under focus. Knowledge uncertainty could be used
in each of the aspects above.
Only one instance of the term ‘find’ exists in the 2009 and 2018 standards, in
conjunction with the definition of identify. The standards give only implicit guidance,
by indicating what kind of relationships, causes and sources one should take into
account.
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The relational approach is shown in how the concept stakeholder is defined. The
Guidelines (both the 2009 and 2018 versions of ISO 31000) consider the relationship
as symmetrical, at least according to how the relationships with internal and external
stakeholders should be seen.
4.9.1

The Stakeholder approach seen from the point of view of the three
guiding principles

Risk as a concept is rarely an explicit subject of study in the stakeholder approach.
Implicitly, one might say that the notion ‘can affect’ and ‘can be affected by’ in the
definition of stakeholder by Freeman (1984, p. 25) indicate it by integrating
management and risk management. In the context of risk management (broadly seen),
while stakeholders are considered as important factors, they have not been studied
from a stakeholder relationship perspective. There are only a few papers looking at
stakeholders from a stakeholder relationship perspective in general. There are,
however, many studies which focus on certain types of stakeholders and related risks in
these relationships, for example supplier chain risks and distribution channel risks.
Conceptually the stakeholder approach is coherent and can be applied in various types
of models.
As to precision, the most important question is who the stakeholders are. This question
relates to both precision and identification.
As to the identification of stakeholders, the stakeholder approach generally recognises
(categorising, understanding the ‘stake’ and importance / prioritising, against the
criteria of being a stakeholder) and describing, but ‘finding’ is not part thereof.
Therefore, additional work is required in the Synthesis chapter to understand the
possibilities to find the relevant stakeholders in a systematic way, i.e., to find the
relevant HCs and RCs. Some studies focus on “identifying who the stakeholders really
are in the specific situation (rather than relying on generic stakeholder lists)”
(Ackerman and Eden, 2011, p. 180), and Reed et al. (2009, p. 1947) provide “schematic
representation of key methodological steps necessary for stakeholder analysis”. Bryson
(2003) also focuses on identifying and also finding, without using the word explicitly.
The precondition of relevance in their studies is the defined context and objectives.
These form the lens through which significant stakeholders can be identified. Freeman
and McVea (2001, p. 7) emphasise the importance of the network effect:
Thus, organizations described as ‘open systems’ are part of a much larger network rather than as
independent self-standing entities. Identification of both the stakeholders and the
interconnections between them is a critical step in this approach. From a systems perspective,
problems can only be solved with the support of the all the members, or stakeholders, in the
network.

The stakeholder approach expresses the symmetry and reciprocity of the relationship
but often focuses on the relationship/situation only from the focal entity’s point of view
or vantage point. Only a few scholars emphasise the relationship as the unit of analysis
(Rowley 1997; Frooman, 1999 and 2002; Pajunen, 2006). In these cases, the
explanation concerns the network as the form of the relationship. Power is considered
either as relative (starting with Freeman, 1984) or absolute (Mitchell et al., 1997). The
presentation of the power–interest grid considers the power of stakeholders to be
either low or high but not in relation to the power of the focal organisation. Some grids,
however, show the mutual dependence as a power balance (Casciaro and Piskorski,
2005).
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The stakeholder approach provides a comprehensive relational approach to human-tohuman relationships, especially in the organisational context. Human-to-human
relationships also include groups of individuals, i.e. organisations of any type,
behaviour which is determined by a human being.
The stakeholder approach and stakeholder relationships represent an important but a
partial area within the IC domain, namely relationships between individuals and
groups of individuals, in other words the domain of HC, and partly of RC. What
remains outside are relations to non-human entities, structures etc. Stakeholder
relationships, by definition, can be considered as IC elements (assets) and, in this
sense, the stakeholder approach may bring a new perspective to how IC considers HC
and RC, especially from the relational perspective, even though the notion of the
stakeholder is widely used in the context of IC and ICM.
One of the main explaining factors of power is dependence (especially dependence on
resources of any kind), which stems from Resource Dependency Theory (RDT) by
Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), representing the power-over version of power.
The quality of relationships is assessed or measured using three interrelated aspects:
power (relative power, measured from several sources), interest (mutual versus
conflicting interests – ‘interest never lies’; putting two objectives against each other in
order to understand the potential conflict of interest or parallelism of interest), and the
intent to execute the interest. There are more aspects to the relationship, but these
are confirmed by the stakeholder approach. They are also confirmed in the cases in the
empirical chapter. These three characteristics of stakeholder relationships will inform
the ICRM framework.
4.9.2

Summarising the research so far

The findings in the research so far will be summarised in the following. This will also be
the basis on which the IC-related risk management framework will be constructed.
The first point is the relational approach of knowledge as the core concept of IC.
Second, the way knowledge relates to the ISO 31000 risk definition is depicted in
Figure 41. It shows the risk definition (uncertainty – effect – risk), how knowledge is
present in each of the risk-related concepts and finally in the action (treatment)
suggested by the best knowledge of the situation.
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Figure 41
Essential relations of knowledge and knowing to the key concepts of risk
management

The model in Figure 41 can be considered as a generic model where knowledge is
independent of IC discipline or IC classes. The class structure, however, is intended to
aid in the finding of IC-related (knowledge-related) elements which may contain
uncertainties or risks.
The risk or uncertainty concerning knowledge resides in the two instances of
knowledge.
Firstly, the knowledge (also knowing) which defines the context within which
uncertainties and risks are assessed.
Secondly, the knowledge (also knowing) which resides in the middle of the context box,
connected (in relationship) with dotted lines with ‘Uncertainty’, ‘Effect’, ‘Objectives’,
‘Risk’ and ‘Treatment’. Uncertainty, then is the starting point for two paths: the ‘risk
path’ goes via Effect, Objectives, Risk and Treatment, whereas the other, ‘uncertainty
path’ goes directly to Treatement.
Risk path follows the ISO risk management process until decisions to treat the risks are
made. Uncertainty path is the “default” path when uncertainty cannot be measured or
assessed in any reliable way. The Knightian notion ‘judgement’ is here the foundation
for action.
The diagram in Figure 41 shows how uncertainty, knowledge and risk are interrelated,
constituting the U-K-R triad. IC is implicitly (not explicitly) included in the diagram
since the core concept of IC in this thesis is knowledge. Objectives belong to
organisations. For practical purposes, it is important to be more specific and therefore
the question of what is required in order to make IC and IC-related risks in particular
visible, has to be answered.
Before entering into the discussion about IC-specific questions concerning uncertainty,
effect and objectives, the concept of ‘context’ (context and sub-contexts) will be
discussed. In the diagram, ‘knowledge’ (and related deficient knowledge) assumes a
relationship with all the key concepts of risk management: ‘uncertainty’, ‘effect’,
‘objectives’, ‘risk’, and ‘treatment’ indicated as the dotted lines. The discussion
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concerning the relationship of knowledge with uncertainty, effect and objectives will
only raise some IC-related questions which have relevance from an IC and IC-related
risk perspective. They serve as an orientation for the construction of the IC-related risk
management framework (ICRM).
Each context is seen as part of a wider context but also as consisting of a number of
sub-contexts. The structure of sub-contexts depends on the purpose. There can be
several parallel sets of sub-contexts, which may have a set of sub-sub-structures. What
is important in this set-up is that each of the contexts has the same generic structure.
The various recursive (Beer, 1985; Schwaninger, 2000) structures may form a
heterarchy. What the best recursive structure is or will be depends on the situation,
starting from the objectives they support.
In this model, knowledge is the central concept in all risk management. This is
important not only from an IC perspective but also from a more general point of view to
understanding uncertainties and risks, independent of IC. Therefore, the issue of the
specific role of IC and ICM is important. The central location of knowledge and its
relationship to all the key concepts means that knowledge cannot be considered as
something monolithic. There must be many kinds of knowledge available.
The diagram in Figure 41 has two instances of knowledge, one residing within a context
and the other outside the context. These represent two distinct vantage points: the
knowledge within the context represents the local knowledge (relative to the context
boundary; not focal knowledge since within the local knowledge both focal and
subsidiary knowledge exist) and the knowledge outside the context represents global
knowledge. This distinction, however, is relative depending on the defined boundary of
the context. The drawing of the boundary is made by the knowledge outside the
context. The recursive structure assumes that for each n-level sub-context
requirements for local knowledge are defined and the criteria against which the
fulfilment can be assessed.
According to Beer (1985), the recursion means that the system in focus is the entrylevel system and it has one above and one or several below.
The role of global knowledge is to set the main context and the recursive structure to
satisfy the purpose (also set by the global knowledge). When it comes to managing ICrelated risks, the responsibilities between global knowledge and local knowledges
should be defined. At this stage it suffices that for each sub-context the required
knowledge level and specificity should be defined or at least understood. Then we are
aware of what is required. What is important is that global knowledge is not capable of
defining the knowledge requirements alone (or in detail) since it lacks an
understanding of the substance at hand in the specific sub-context. Thus, the dialogue
between global and local knowledge is crucial.
Next the IC-related specifics concerning ‘uncertainty’, ‘effect’, and ‘objectives’ in the
model in Figure 41 are discussed, in reverse order from objectives to uncertainties. The
reason is that risk assessment starts with defining the objectives.
Objectives
When the objectives were or are defined, how carefully has the context (level in the
structure/hierarchy/sub-context) been defined? Do we know how the defined
objectives will be achieved? Is there any model, map, process or framework available
which in general could show the way the objectives are presumed to be achieved? What
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are the links between the objectives of the focal context and the objectives of the
superior context, and how are the lower-level objectives thought to support the
objectives of the focal context? How do the objectives relate to the objectives of the
main stakeholders? Has the variation around the objectives which is tolerated been
defined?
Effect
Effect is the result of events. How should the reported or disclosed effects be assessed
and measured? What methods have been used, by whom? Are we measuring the ‘right’
elements with the ‘right’ gauge? Have all relevant elements been taken into account in
the assessment? Is it possible that some essential elements have been omitted?
(deliberately, by accident, without being aware of it). This is assumed to be the ‘home
domain’ of ICM; the capacity to measure invisible effects.
Uncertainty
The main question concerning uncertainty is around uncertainties of what? This
question refers to knowledge and thus IC-related elements. How can we find the ICrelated elements which may have an effect on the specified objectives in this particular
context? What specific knowledge should we have when assessing the IC-related
element and its potential effect on the objectives? Can the effect be assessed without
knowing the identified element thoroughly, i.e. without local knowledge? What is then
the knowledge required?
Risk
Risk is the ‘effect of uncertainty on objectives’. It is always in a relationship with the set
contexts and objectives.
The considerations above are essential but not sufficient, even if all of the sub-contexts
have been assessed in a similar fashion. The considerations should be discussed also on
a higher level. One way to do this is by summing up the contexts. The summing up,
however, will not necessarily reveal the essential characteristics of the entirety.
According to von Bertalanffy, (1972, p. 407); “The whole is more than the sum of its
parts,’ is a definition of the basic system problem which is still valid”. Therefore, the
entirety should also be considered and analysed in its own right, not only as a sum of
the sub-contexts.
This became evident in all three insurance case and the MAN and MT cases: Risk
assessment Relationships between the focal entity and its environmental factors, the in
one relationship cannot be resolved in the context of that relationship alone.
ISO 31000 also implies the U-K-R triad, i.e., the relation between uncertainty,
knowledge and risk. There are, however some issues in ISO 31000 which have to be
taken into account. In ISO 31000, on the top level, the U-K-R triad even though
implicit only, is important and looks neat and nice, but a closer look reveals some
issues. The reason for stressing the presence of knowledge and its use stems from the
knowledge-based IC perspective.
-

The link between uncertainty and risk is only seen in the definition of risk where
the notion of ‘effect’ is the middle term, but due to the lack of a more precise
definition or explication, the actual meaning remains unclear (allows too many,
even contradictory interpretations). (NOTE 1 refers to deviation from objectives
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but implicitly (or even explicitly) excludes the achievement (success) of
objectives.)
-

Uncertainty is not explicitly defined; the implicit definition refers to deficient
knowledge, this being the connection between uncertainty and knowledge. This
type of uncertainty is commonly known as ‘epistemic uncertainty’ (Milliken
1987; Nilsen and Aven, 2003). Implicitly, the explication of uncertainty as
deficient knowledge means, that by improving knowledge, the uncertainty can
be reduced even though not entirely removed.

What could be considered as alarming (at least from a knowledge perspective) is that
the explication of uncertainty and its connection to knowledge in ISO 31000:2009 has
been removed from ISO 31000:2018. The newer version of ISO 31000 cancels the
previous version. However, the not-yet-cancelled ISO Guide 73:2009 contains the
explication in NOTE 5 of the risk definition.
In addition, the important uncertainty-related principle has also been removed from
the newest version of ISO 31000. The principle was “d) Risk management
explicitly addresses uncertainty. Risk management explicitly takes account of
uncertainty, the nature of that uncertainty, and how it can be addressed.” (ISO
31000:2009, p. 7).
The above-mentioned changes in ISO 31000 seem to indicate that the importance of
epistemic uncertainty (the link between knowledge and uncertainty) and the further
elaboration of uncertainty has been diminished. This is important not only from the
epistemological point of view but also from the points of view of the management
research and decision-making disciplines where uncertainty is the most essential aspect
in decision-making. This might reduce the role of risk management to focus on
parametric uncertainties only. Strictly taking the development described above means
that there is no more need to consider structural uncertainties, only parametric ones.
Since uncertainty is not explicitly defined, it can mean anything. Referring to the
seminal work by Knight (1921), the notion ‘uncertainty’ can be defined, classified and
related to the notion ‘risk’. Thus, the obviously important U-K-R triad calls for further
elaboration in the Synthesis chapter.
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5

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL RISKS – LITERATURE REVIEW

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter the literature covering risks and related concepts within intellectual
capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM) will be discussed in their own
right. These views on Intellectual Capital Risks will be assessed against the ISO 31000
risk standard later in the chapter.
This chapter is essential when attempting to answer the overall research question about
IC risks and the derived Sub-Research Questions 1, 2 and 3. This chapter also has a key
role when preparing to answer Sub-Research Question 4 by defining the research gap.
It however focuses on Sub-Research Question 1, 2 and 3 and thus examines IC risks in
their own right, i.e. how the theme has been discussed in the context of the IC
discipline.
As mentioned in the main introduction, IC risks have been studied very scarcely in one
or in any form in the context of the IC research discipline. Risks focusing on IC
elements have, however, been studied in other research disciplines.
Risk as a concept is a very intangible phenomenon. Power (2009, p. 303) refers to
Ewald’s (1991, p. 199) famous statement that “nothing is a risk in itself; there is no risk
in reality. But on the other hand anything can be a risk; it all depends on how one
analyses the danger, considers the event.” Therefore, it is odd that risks have not been
discussed more in the context of IC or ICM. Mouritsen (2006, p. 823) might give one
explanation for this in his notion: “IC is an optimistic agenda”.
From the management point of view, it also seems strange that risks and uncertainties
are not embedded in ‘normal practice’ or ‘business as usual’ in the ICM context.
Managerial decisions most often refer to the future, which is uncertain and contains
risks. Consequently, one could say that one of the guiding principles should be that
uncertainties and risks should be taken into account when measurements are designed
and executed. With reference to Mouritsen’s (2006) distinction between IC1 and IC2,
the prevailing IC research has operated in IC1 mode, which emphasises prediction. As
to risk and organisational risks, the matter is to make them visible, thus in line with
IC2.
5.2

Literature overview

The main sources for the literature have been journals which contain IC and ICM
relevant material. Certain meta-studies (e.g. De Santis and Giuliani, 2013) have helped
in this respect. The problem with intellectual capital risks is that most of the material
which is normally considered IC risk literature (or subsumed under Intellectual
Liabilities (IL)) does not speak about risks, but about similar concepts, like IL. Thus,
the essential search resembles snowball sampling (Biernacki and Waldorf 1981). In this
case it means that reading IC and ICM-related material leads to identifying references
to various sources which at least by some scholars are considered to belong to the IC
risk literature, even though neither the title nor the keywords mention either of these
terms. I have interpreted some material to represent IC risk but implicitly.
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The scope of the literature could easily have been expanded to cover other, more distant
disciplines like law and technology where IC-related elements are studied. However, for
the following reasons the decision was not to do that, even for the sake of a more
extensive or comprehensive answer to Sub-Research Question 3. Firstly, the primary
purpose of this literature study is to show the analogy of the findings in IC and ICM
where IC-related functions are managed in firms as separate functions without any
regard to IC theory. Secondly, some IC-related topics have been discussed in the Risk
chapter, where the discussion is more appropriate and will also contribute to SubResearch Question 3 there. Thirdly, the expansion would have required much more
space than reserved for this part of the thesis.
It seems that there are two main streams of research concerning IC risks: one using the
notion Risk (which is also applied to IC elements beyond the IC or ICM disciplines, e.g.
knowledge management) and the other using the notion ‘Intellectual Liabilities’, which
seems to be an IC-specific interpretation of negative occurrences or events. IL,
nevertheless, is not a notion with one commonly accepted definition. The IC risk
literature can easily be divided into these two classes representing ICRisks and ILs, and
further within them into sub-classes.
The latest literature review concerning the IL concept and related literature has been
written by De Santis and Giuliani (2013) and covers 25 related documents. The
selection comprises material covering besides IL also notions like ‘risk’, ‘loss’, ‘threat’,
etc. In their review the authors subsume all these notions under IL.
The article distinguishes IL into two groups: IL as a depreciation of IC and IL as
obligations or risks. Using this distinction they approach the extant material from the
following points of view: defining and identifying IL; measuring IL; and managing IL.
This distinction follows the main phases Petty and Guthrie (2000) present, i.e.
identification, measurement and management. The grouping in the thesis at hand
differs from De Santis’ and Giuliani’s classification.
When the risk approach in De Santis and Giuliani’s system is subsumed under IL the
following questions arise:
1. Is ICRisk interchangeable with IL and do these two notions cover the same core
concepts (domains) with the same meaning and interpretation?
2. Is ICRisk one of the interpretations of a larger concept of IL?
3. Is IL a useful approach within Intellectual Capital Risk and Intellectual Capital
Risk management?
Since my research question relates to risk, I will keep the notions of risk and IL distinct,
at least to begin with. The reason is to gain understanding of the extent to which these
concepts, risk and IL, can be considered as interchangeable or if one of them can
subsume the other. Keeping the notions risks and IL distinct in the classification may
help in answering these questions. The answer will be provided at the end of this
chapter when the prevailing ICRisk and IL concepts are assessed against the risk and
risk management concepts (ISO 31000:2009/2018).
As for measuring IL, De Santis and Giuliani take one example from Human Relations
measurement:
Similarly, ILs and their measurements also appear to be ambiguous as some of them can be
referred both to assets and to liabilities. For example, when the indicator regarding personnel
turnover is low, it represents an IC indicator (stability of the firm’s human capital) while when it
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is high, it represents a liability (risk of losing competences). (De Santis. and Giuliani, 2013, p.
221)

As for the statement above, the measurement is not ambiguous, but the interpretation
of this reading becomes ambiguous if the context is not sufficiently taken into account.
It is interesting that the citation indicates that the continuity within one of the
indicators is linear. In some industries the average turnover might be above 10‒15%,
which means that the dynamics is so rapid that no firm can keep up the development
with its own resources. Unless the firm is not able to gain new and fresh resources it
cannot compete with others. On the other hand, if a firm has a low (or too low)
turnover, the firm might stagnate and stay behind the competitors. Knowledge-sharing
(the head of an employee cannot be formatted) or knowledge transfers also work in this
way. An interesting interpretation is that depending on the reading of one of the
indicators it becomes an asset or a liability.
Giuliani (2013) also discusses the effect of IL in the context of IC and reporting of it.
His focus is on understanding IL ‘in action’ and ‘in practice’. According to him studies
of IL have so far focused on static IC or IL.
This study does not focus on IC and ILs separately, but combines the two issues, also developing
a comparison between the value creation and value destruction processes in order to offer a
complete picture of how IC and ILs “in action” are perceived. Finally, compared to much of the
research on ILs, this study is not theoretical, but rather, it observes IC and especially ILs “in
practice”. (Giuliani, 2013, p. 131)

5.2.1

Intellectual Capital Risk grid

The literature at hand (N=86) has been classified into nine groups as Figure 42 depicts.
The grouping is based on the following considerations which stem from the
investigation of the material.
The literature covering Sub-Research Questions 1 and 2 resides in the groups A‒F. In
these documents the discourse concerning both risk and IC focuses either on the
discipline itself or just on the notion or phenomenon in the context of the discipline.
Risk-resembling notions like IL, loss, etc., were kept distinct from risk. The literature
replying to Sub-Research Question 3 has been classified into groups G‒I which discuss
IC-related elements either from the risk perspective or another perspective, like IL, or
from the liability point of view. The disciplinary approach can be knowledge
management, marketing and so on. The number of studies in each of the groups is
depicted in Figure 42. The number of documents in groups A‒F is somewhat larger
than that in the De Santis’ and Giuliani’s (2013) review.
While the literature in the groups A‒F is extensive the number of studies relevant to the
groups G‒I is overwhelming. Therefore representative examples covering typical ICrelated element risks which are discussed in other disciplines were very selectively
picked from the study literature. In most cases Knowledge Management (KM) is the
framework.
The IC risk literature is classified according to context and focus, as the classification
grid in Figure 42 shows.
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Figure 42
Classification grid for Intellectual Capital Risk-related literature and the
number of literature sources in each group

According to the classification grid there are two Core areas: The ICRisk Core
consisting of Groups A, B, D and E and The IL Core which consists of Groups C and F.
The literature is grouped according to how it discusses IC-related elements in
conjunction with risks or related concepts like IL. Following the columns, the contexts
of IC elements discussed are the IC/ICM discipline or Non-IC discipline (major
columns). Within the IC discipline two discourses can be identified according to the
focus. The focus can be the IC discipline itself, how it discusses risks and how it
manages risks as a discipline or on one particular IC-related element or phenomenon.
These IC elements or phenomena are often also discussed outside the IC or ICM
discipline, and some of these documents are analysed in order to answer Sub-Research
Question 3.
Following the rows of the grid, the way risks are treated can be divided into three
groups. Risks are discussed within the risk discipline where risk theories or disciplinary
considerations are part of the discussion or the only focus. The notion of risk can be
used without further relying on risk theory. Risk is often defined to fit the purpose it is
used for. The third group consists of literature using risk-related or similar notions like
Intellectual Liabilities or similar terms. Thus, there are nine contexts in which IC risks
are discussed. Knowledge risks (‘KR’) are IC risks; some ‘KRs’ are discussed within the
IC or ICM framework whereas some outside of it.
The definitions of the groups are presented in Table 5 and the respective literature by
group in Appendix 1.
The overview of KR related literature in the light of the previous risk concept review
brings new classes. These classes are not made explicit in the grid or in Table 5 and
Table 14 in Appendix 1.

Includes studies where one or several IC
elements or phenomena are studied
from a risk discipline point of view.
Typical questions in this group are:
What are the means to assess the risks
when knowledge processes for critical
functions are renewed or updated? What
are the measures to prevent potential
risks to realise in that specific IC-related
element?
Literature in this groups consists of
selected texts (not encompassing).

Group A

Includes the literature in which the IC or
ICM disciplines and Risk discipline coincide
in the context.

The research may attempt to answer, for
example, the following questions: How
should IC risk be managed? What are IC
risks? How can IC risks be identified?

Kupi et al. (2008a, 2008b), Ritvanen and
Sveiby (2017)

Focus
of
the
enquiry is on how
various topics are
discussed in the
Risk discipline or
what/how methods
are used

The aim is to cover the encompassing
literature.

Group D

Focus is on how the IC discipline discusses
risk and risk-resembling notions

FOCUS

Durst
(2012)
Guimon
(2005),
Jääskeläinen (2005, 2006, 2011).

Focus is on one or several IC-related
elements or phenomena

Enquiry occurs from the theoretical perspective of IC or ICM disciplines

Description of the IC risk literature grid, definitions of the groups and literature by group
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Edvardsson and Durst (2014), Haunia
(2005), IMF (2016), Massingham (2010),
Neef (2005), Paavola (2005), Perrot
(2007), Power (2004a, 2004b), Power et
al. (2009), Rautanen (2011), Saariluoma
(2005), Trkman and Desourza (2012),
Virolainen and Hallikas (2005), Durst and
Ziebs, (2019), Durst, (2019), Durst and
Zieba, (2017), Durst et al., (2018)

Literature in this group consists of
selected texts (not encompassing).

Typical question in this group are: How
can a firm’s reputation and related risks
be managed? What are a firm’s intangible
risks and how should these be managed?

Consists of studies where the focus is on
an IC element but the IC discipline is not
applied. The IC element is studied from a
Risk discipline point of view.

Group G

Focus is on typical IC elements or
phenomena, e.g. knowledge, knowledge
management, human capital, customer
relations

Enquiry occurs from other than IC or ICM
perspectives

Consists of studies which focus on risk
in some specific IC element of a
phenomenon. A typical example is risks
concerning knowledge-sharing, leakage
of critical knowledge or loss of
knowledge.

Group B

Consists of studies where IC and ICM are
seen as a discipline (wide view) but risks are
seen either from a specific perspective (sellside risk) or just as a notion to indicate the
existence of risk.

Focus
of
the
enquiry is on how
the risk concept is
applied to various
phenomena. Riskrelated or riskresembling
concepts
like
threat, loss are
included.

Bini et al. (2016), Dumay (2016), Dumay
and Guthrie (2017), Durst (2010),
European Union RICARDIS (2006),
Jacobsen and Hofman-Bang (2005), Selby
(2011), Sällebrant et al. (2007).

The aim is to cover the encompassing
literature.

Typical questions may include: What IC
elements do investors focus on and why?
When do they assess risks in the focal
organisation?

Group E

Focus is on how the IC discipline discusses
risk and risk-resembling notions

FOCUS

Alnidawi, A.A.B. and Omran, F.M.
(2016), Brunold and Durst (2011, 2012),
MacDougal and Hurst (2005), Mäenpää
and Voutilainen (2012), Nielsen et al.
(2016), Nielsen et al. 2017), Schaper
(2016), Schaper et al. (2017), Snyder and
Crescenzi (2009).

The aim is to cover the encompassing
literature.

Typical questions may include: What are
the risks in knowledge-sharing? What
kind of incentives are needed in order to
keep key persons in the firm?

Focus is on one or several IC-related
elements or phenomena

Enquiry occurs from the theoretical perspective of IC or ICM disciplines
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Alavi and Leidner (2001), Ambrosini and
Bowman (2010), Bolisani et al. (2013),
Cegarra-Navarro et al. (2016), Drew
(1999), Durst and Leyer (2014), Durst and
Wilhelm (2013), Failing et al. (2007),
Harvey, J. (2011), Jennex and Zyngier
(2007), Longo, E. (2009), Massingham
(2005, 2008), Mohammed and Knapkova
(2016), Palmieri and Giglio (2014),
Rodriguez, and Edwards (2006, 2009,
2010), Ståhle et al. (2002), Durst et al.,
(2015),

Literature in this group consists of
selected texts (not encompassing).

Typical questions may include: What is
the sensitive personal information in the
HR systems? How are these data
protected?

Consists of studies which focus on IC or IC
elements from a risk point of view without
referring to the IC discipline.

Group H

Focus is on typical IC elements or
phenomena, e.g. knowledge, knowledge
management, human capital, customer
relations

Enquiry occurs from other than IC or ICM
perspectives

Consists of studies which focus on riskresembling/reminiscent concepts in the
context of IC and ICM. The studies discuss
the concepts theoretically. The most
important concept in this group is
intellectual liability.

Abeysekera (2003a and 2003b), Caddy
(2000), De Santis and Giuliani (2013),
Harvey and Lusch (1999), Marti (2003),
Marzo (2011), Ortiz (2006), Pulic (2004,
2008), Stam (2009).

The aim is to cover the encompassing
literature.

Focus is on theory development and
theoretical discourse. Typical questions
relate to the concept of IL and its
relationship to IC, IA and other classes of
IC.

Consists of studies which focus on
certain IC phenomenon (e.g. knowledgesharing) and apply/use risk-resembling
concepts like intellectual liabilities.

Group C

Focus is on how
risk-resembling
notions are applied
in
various
IC
disciplines or ICrelated phenomena.

Concepts
include
intellectual
liabilities,
and
similar concepts.

Group F

Focus is on how the IC discipline discusses
risk and risk-resembling notions

FOCUS

Caddy (2001), Garcia-Parra et al.
(2009), Giuliani (2013), Giuliani (2015),
Majdalany and Manassian (2012),
Solitander (2006, 2011), Stovel and
Bontis (2002).

The aim is to cover the encompassing
literature.

Typical questions may include: How far
can knowledge-sharing be advanced
before it becomes a problem? How far
can knowledge-sharing be constrained
before it starts affecting the creativity in
the work?

Focus is on one or several IC-related
elements or phenomena

Enquiry occurs from the theoretical perspective of IC or ICM disciplines
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Crane (2009), Rhee and Haunschild
(2003), Theeke and Mitchell (2008).

Literature in this group consists of
selected texts (not encompassing).

Literature in this group was considered
empty, and therefore there are specific
questions. The keyword for selecting was
liability. Knowing the meaning of the
notion, the results may be misleading.
This was evident by the few examples.

Consists of studies which combine IC
elements without support from the IC
discipline and focus on intellectual
liabilities or similar concepts expressing
adverse outcomes.

Group I

Focus is on typical IC elements or
phenomena, e.g. knowledge, knowledge
management, human capital, customer
relations

Enquiry occurs from other than IC or ICM
perspectives
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5.3

Analysing the IC risk literature

The analysis of the entire material is shown in Appendix One and the summary below is
partly based on this. The material in appendix is sorted by groups.
The summary starts by discussing the findings in each of the groups. It is followed by a
discussion about the extent to which the relevant research questions could be answered
and finally some interim concluding remarks are drawn. Then, the prevailing ICRisk
and IL are assessed against the ISO 31000 risk concepts. The rationale for applying the
ISO risk standard for IC risks has been discussed in the Risk Management chapter.
Group A consists of three papers, two of them written by almost the same group of
scholars. Kupi et al. (2008a) is the original study which is written in Finnish and
conducted as a joint effort by Tampere Technical University and the Finnish
Technological Research Institute (VTT). The study attempts to find a systematic
approach to identify IC risks. In their paper isk is not considered as a negative
occurrence only, but also as positive, a deviation from expectation. The paper applies
the AS/NZ 4360:2004 standard (the predecessor of ISO 31000:2009) for the risk and
risk management approach. Kupi et al. (2008b) is the summary of the results and
methods written in English and is one of the most cited IC risk studies within the
ICRisk or IL discourse. The study takes the risk definition and risk management
process as one of the main starting points. To my knowledge, despite its popularity, the
study approaching IC risks from two disciplines (risk and IC) it is the only work.
The third paper in this group is Ritvanen and Sveiby (2017). It reports the MT case in
this thesis. The underlying risk approach uses ISO 31000:2009 concept. The risk
assessment covers 31 relationships the MT has. The relationships are seen symmetric
and reciprocal the main risk determinant being dependence. This document attempts
to answer the questions Kupi et al. (2008a and 2008b) set but did not answer them all.
Group B covers documents where the risk aspect has been taken into account when IC
themes or the entire IC structure are discussed. Durst (2010) studies how banks report
in their annual reports about IC risks, Dumay and Guthrie (2017) assess the effects of
involuntary disclosure of a firm and what kind of risk this has for firms. The EU’s
guideline for IC reporting for SMEs (RICARDIS, 2008) is a good example of how
management concerns are combined with reporting and disclosure and how these are
also assessed from a risk point of view. Jacobsen and Hofman-Bang (2005) and
Sällebrant et al. (2007) discuss the same topic, namely how risks are assessed in the IC
assessment tool ICRatingTM (Jacobsen and Hofman-Bang, 2005) and how the
information gained from ICRatingTM is used to help to reduce investors’ risks
(Sällebrant et al., 2007).
Group C is another important group since it contains documents which discuss the
risk variant of IL, which is inherent to the IC discipline from an IC theoretical point of
view. The documents can be divided into two sub-classes: one follows the IL stream
started by Harvey and Lusch (1999), based on principles applied in financial
accounting, i.e. double-entry accounting. The other sub-class is represented by Pulic
(2004, 2008). According to Harvey and Lusch, the key principle is that “liabilities are
the result of a transaction of the present or the past, not the future” (they refer to an
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‘Original’ 199454). They introduce the formula which has since then dominated the
discourse of IL:
IC = IA – IL.
In this formula Harvey and Lusch (1999) state that the value of IC cannot be stated only
based on assets, i.e. a positive expression of value; negative items must also be taken
into account. Thus, IC is a net expression of the value of intangibles. Both IA and IL are
off-balance information.
Harvey and Lusch (1999) talk about potential liabilities, discuss the likelihood of the
occurrences of potential events and discuss the estimation of the magnitude of a
potential event. For this information gained from assessment of each of the potentials
they recommend the use of a 3x3 matrix where both likelihood and severity (or
magnitude) should be located. This is similar to the typical risk assessment practice
(risk grid) when risks are considered as negative events, but Harvey and Lusch (1999)
do not refer to the concept of risk.
Caddy’s (2000) version of IL is based on the question: “What is the value of a bad
idea?” He develops the following formula and applies it for analysing a failed
information system:
IL = y + z +a,
where y represents the incurred development costs over its project life, z is the
replacement cost of the information system (which could be the cost of manually
performing the process or the cost of buying in a substitute IS), and a is an estimate of
the total opportunity cost lost (both now as well as future opportunity costs suitably
discounted) as a result of project failure (Caddy, 2000, p. 141).
Stam (2009) further refines the calculus of the value of IC. He defines the basis for IC
as
As the concept of intellectual capital builds on the concept of financial accounting, intellectual
assets are usually interpreted as non-physical claims to potential future benefits. In this line of
reasoning, the concept of intellectual liabilities should be interpreted as potential non-physical
causes of organisational deterioration. (Stam, 2009, p. 94-95)

Stam assumes accordingly, that asset–liability parity can be applied for each of the
triad capitals, i.e. HC, SC and RC. Thus his formula has the following expressions,
HC = HA – HL; SC = SA – SL; and RC = RA – RL.
Thus
IC = (HA – HL) + (SA – SL) + (RA-RL).
HA refers to Human Assets, HL to Human Liabilities, SA, SL and RA and RL follow the
same naming logic.

Original (1994) Original Pronouncements: Accounting Standards as of June 1, 1994: Vol. I. FASB
Statement of Standards. Financial Accounting Standards Board, Norwalk, CN.
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Stam (2009) develops a classification of ILs. He presents an extensive list of ILs
covering each of the groups (Figure 43). He does not, however, discuss how to know in
advance what the I-assets and I-liabilities are.

Figure 43

Classification of Intellectual Liabilities by Stam (2009a).

Dumay (2013) introduces the notion ‘Intellectual Equity’ which is based on the same
approach as the previously presented documents, namely the financial accounting
principle with double-entry.
Ortiz (2006) contributes a definition of intangible liability based on a systems view: “an
immaterial payment promise, which decreases the value of the intangible assets by
giving part of them to a creditor” (p. 40). He also introduces an explicit referral to a
‘purpose’. The purpose of IC is to be a source for future benefits. IC differs from other
assets only by being intangible by nature. The variation of IC value is caused by not
being able to achieve the objectives due to inappropriate interaction, design or other
external causes.
Pulic (2004, 2008) represents a small sub-class that discusses the issue of how to
measure the creation or destruction of value. His VAIC method (Value Added
Intellectual Capital) uses data from financial statements and provides in this way a
method to conduct studies for IC use without having an inside view on firms. It is
practical when a group of firms, industries and even nations are to be assessed. It can,
however, be a problem as to what is actually measured. The method is endogenous, i.e.
it ‘measures’ HC and SC only but does not take RC into account. Thus, the view from an
IC perspective is incomplete.
Group D contains only a few documents, which, in conjunction with only three
documents in Group A, indicates that IC topics studied from a risk perspective are rare
in the context of IC or ICM. Jääskeläinen (2005, 2006, 2011) discusses HC-related risks
namely, how to measure knowledge risks and the potential of losing key employees.
Guimon (2005) contributes a case study in which he studies demand and supply
barriers concerning IC reports from a risk analysis perspective and provides a list of
characteristics for both barriers. Supply barriers (i.e. firms reporting IC) include IC
reporting as voluntary practice, lack of a generally accepted framework, missing link to
financials, unclear link to strategy and no auditing/verification. The demand barriers
(seen from the report reader’s side) include lack of IC-specified internal routines and
tools, lack of knowledge, over-reliance on numbers, distrust of information veracity,
time constraints, preference for private channels, risk avoidance and herd behaviour
and finally, self-interest and overconfidence.
Innovations have also been discussed within IC and IC risk perspective. Durst, (2012, p.
242) observes that innovation may succeed or fail. According to her created framework,
the firm will benefit (new assets to IC) if the innovation is a success, whereas failure
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leads to reduction of company’s IC. Thus, the IC risk an innovation from the originating
firm’s perspective can be seen as either positive (it becomes a huge success above
expectations) or the costs of its failure may surprise negatively.
Group E contains papers which mostly focus on HC, There are some exceptions:
When the whole of IC is covered, the focus is on reporting and the extent of risks
reported in the reports. Schaper (2016), Schaper et al. (2017), Nielsen et al. (2016) and
Nielsen et al. (2017) report on various platforms about the demise of ICS reporting in
Denmark when companies no longer produce ICS reports. In this context, the concepts
of reporting and disclosing are discussed and related to a discourse about value
irrelevance and value relevance. Risks in these documents are presented as both
explicit and implicit. Explicit risks refer to disclosures through which competitors, for
example, will gain sensitive information about the firm.
Brunold and Durst (2011, 2012) discuss HC-related risks specifically with regard to job
rotation and the potential negative effect (risks) it may induce for the firm.
Risks in knowledge-sharing and losing key knowledge are common themes. MacDougal
et al. (2005) study how investment in contractual workers may cause problems and to
what extent that should be seen as a risk. One conclusion is that, managers did not
perceive much risk in using contractual workers.
Group F consists of empirical studies in which IL has been applied with the aim of
either proving the existence of IL or showing the effect of it on IC or IA.
One example is the research paper by Garcia-Parra et al. (2009). Garcia-Parra et al.
(2009) point out that in order to make intellectual assets actionable, firms must incur
liabilities. For them, the liability is not necessarily something negative but rather an
obligation the firm makes to other stakeholders. The non-fulfilment of the perceived
obligations can hurt the firm in achieving its objectives. The context in the empirical
study is employees of firms. The firm makes obligations to stakeholders, in this case
employees. The obligations in the survey were both monetary and non-monetary
(intangible liabilities). As for the results, salary was seen the most important but nonfulfilment of the intangible obligations may affect the attitude to work efficiently, thus
decreasing the intangible assets of the firm. The interesting point in this research is that
it focuses on IC in action rather than measuring the static value of IC. The study
confirms the existence of IL and its impact on IA, thus reducing IC, IA is in this case
representing the employees’ willingness to work efficiently, with full capacity.
Most of the studies in Group F deal with knowledge, loss of it or issues in knowledgesharing, i.e. purely HC issues. One approach which deals with the missing fit of
knowledge and the needed or required knowledge is the paper from Caddy (2001). The
paper calls this phenomenon for IL “orphan” knowledge, which means “knowledge that
has gone missing or is separated or isolated from the rest of the organization’s
knowledge” (Caddy, 2001, p. 243). This approach positions HC in a significant relation
between SC and even RC.
As for the answer to Sub-Research Question 3, how IC-related elements are studied
from a risk perspective, literature in groups G‒I provides a cross-selection of typical
studies, some empirical, some conceptual.
Group G provides some very interesting approaches on how IC-related concepts and
elements of phenomena have been discussed from a risk management point of view.
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The material selected to this group consists of 18 documents, books, articles or sections.
The material is heterogeneous, not only from the focal interest (the object of analysis)
point of view but also, from the context of how the object of analysis is interpreted.
Common to these documents is that all elements or phenomena in them could be
studied as intellectual capital risks in the context of the IC discipline. The studied
objects include elements like knowledge process outsourcing, personnel-related risk
which may hamper the firm’s achievement of business objectives, knowledge risk
management to reduce cognitive bias in traditional risk management, knowledge risk
management for managing ethics and reputation, knowledge risk as specific topic,
consumers’ perceived risks and how to reduce this, reputation in relation to secondary
risk, managing knowledge risks in a network environment as well as supplier relation
risks. Thus, each of the named objects could be associated with one or several of the IC
triad classes. Knowledge risk (KR) as a separate topic has been studied in 52 papers as
a separate topic in both literature reviews (Durst, 2019; Durst and Zieba, 2017) and
research articles or conceptual papers (Durst et al., 2018; Durst and Zieba, 2019). The
majority of the papers consider KR as loss of knowledge seen from the focal
organisation’s point of view. Some documents consider KM as the solution to avoid
risks in new product development (Cooper, 2013).
As to enriching IC risk studies, a step to the other side of the IC disciplinary boundary
may provide relevant and important topics to be studied and include them in the body
of intellectual capital risk knowledge.
Group H is, like Group G rather large, consisting of 21 documents. Group H is even
more heterogeneous than Group G, since risk is not applied as a risk management
approach but only as a negative characteristic in the phenomenon or object of study.
The objects of analysis include reputation, knowledge protection, knowledge-sharing
risks from the ICT perspective, risks in investing in IC, creativity–knowledge–
innovation relations, causal ambiguity in the managerial knowledge context, peripheral
and focal vision and risks in not seeing these connections, identification of knowledge
risks of staff, environmental and local knowledge, stakeholder trust, how operative
risks and knowledge management should be seen together and measuring the impact of
knowledge loss. Durst et al. (2015) discuss knowledge leakage (KL) and its role as
specific aspect of knowledge risk management. The literature review includes 57
documents. It discusses several concepts of KL, all of which seen from the originating
organisation point of view. KL is in most of the referred articles seen as negative, only a
few can see it also positive for the firm, and also for co-operation between firms.
Generally speaking, it is illegitimate information or knowledge transfer.
Group I is rather small. Only some examples have been taken of how liability has been
used in themes which resemble IC-related elements or phenomena. Liabilities are used
in a different meaning from how IC uses it; seen as obligations or intellectual property
rights in the selected documents.
5.4

Comparing the prevailing ICRisks and Intellectual Liabilities with
ISO 31000:2009

Below, Table 6 compares the proposed ISO 31000:2009with the literature overview on
intellectual capital risk and related concepts.
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Table 6

Most important characteristics of risks defined in ISO 31000:2009 compared with
ICRisk/IL

Comparing ISO 31000:2009 and ICRisk and IL concepts
Aspect

ISO 31000:2009

Prevailing ICRisk or IL
concepts

Definition of risk

Deviation from objectives,
either positive or negative.

Primarily
occurrences.

Identification (concept)

Find, recognise and describe,
focus on uncertainties.

Recognise and describe.

Temporal aspects

Past, present, future.

Past occurrences, building
strategies to avoid them.
Liabilities are obligations in
the future
(Garcia-Parra,
2009).

No filter – all events may
potentially contain risks (i.e.
all sources, activities and
causes
relevant
to
achievement of objectives).

Within the constraints of
parity in the formula
IC = IA – IL.
Parity means that negative
aspects of IA are ILdependent by definition.

Concerning Risk Concept

Filter – what
considered as risk

can

be

negative

Concerning Risk Management Process
Process

Explicit Risk
process exists.

management

Explicit
suggested.

Process

not

Identification

Find, recognise and describe
–
supported
by
ISO
31010:2009/2018
and
31004:2013 / 31010:2009.

No specific means to identify
risks. By definition the
positive IA has the negative
counterpart IL on each of the
main classes of IC Triad.

Filter

No filter – all events may
potentially contain risks (i.e.
all
sources
and
causes
relevant to the achievement of
objectives).

Within the constraints
parity in the formula
IC = IA – IL.

of

I conclude that there are similarities between IL and risk, but not to that extent that
they could be considered as synonymous.
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5.5

Summary of the Intellectual Capital Risks chapter

The chapter is summarised by discussing the answers to Sub-Research Questions 1, 2
and 3. The guiding principles concerning precision, identifying, and use of relations as
well as the questions set at the beginning of this chapter are addressed. The state of
intellectual capital risk is drawn based on the assessment of the prevailing literature on
ICRisk and IL practice against ISO 31000.
The main research question is: What do we mean when talking about managing ICrelated risks? The relevant sub-research questions for this chapter are Sub-Research
Questions 1, 2 and 3.
5.5.1

Sub-research questions

Sub-Research Questions 1 and 2
Sub-research question 1 and 2: What are intellectual capital-related risks (SRQ1) and
how are these managed (SRQ1) in the context of intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual
capital management (ICM) literature and research?
Studies which may give answers to Sub-Research Question 1 and 2 are placed in Groups
A‒F. The literature covers both risk (ICRisk) and risk-resembling concepts (IL) in the
context of IC and ICM. As literature review on intellectual capital risks shows, there is
no unified view on what is meant by intellectual capital risk.
The review has found only few studies on IC risks in the context of the IC discipline.
These studies have been divided into two main groups: ICRisk where the notion of risk
is explicit and Intellectual Liabilities (IL). Generally speaking, these terms are used
interchangeably or risk as a notion besing subsumed under IL. Risk and IL are with few
exceptions (see Table 14 in Appendix 1) considered negative. Most studies focus on
either reporting and disclosure issues or HC-related issues like problems in knowledgesharing, loss of key resources, etc. The picture of the studies looks fragmented in such a
way that it is difficult to see how various studies really contribute to the IC and ICM
body of knowledge. An impression is that the classification of the IC-triad, HC, SC and
RC, is so well established that it needs no problematisation. As indicated in the
previous chapter, the definition of IC, i.e. especially what domain (extension) the
notion refers to, has a significant impact on how IC and IC risks can be interpreted.
At the beginning of this chapter three questions were set which further specified SubResearch Question 1 in the context of intellectual capital risk. The review of the IC risk
literature added some aspects to these questions and thus the questions became even
more specific.
1. Is Risk interchangeable with IL and do these two notions cover the same core
concepts (domains) with the same meaning and interpretation?
The answer to this question is no. ICRisks and IL refer to different domains
(extensions) and therefore mean different things. IC risks in the IC risk literature refer
to IC independent of how it has been defined (Here the A‒D cores in the IC and ICM
chapter are referred to.
2. Is ICRisk one of the interpretations (aspect of) of a larger concept of IL?
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This question becomes appropriate in the classification by De Santis and Giuliani
(2013), who subsume risk under the concept of IL. Does this mean that the extension of
what IL covers is larger (in time – space dimensions) than that of risk? What are the
extensional limitations of IL, if any?
The answer is no. Based on the IC risk literature, ICRisk and IL cover partly the same
area of the IC domain, but the area of IL is smaller. Studies of IL have provided
valuable insight into factors, which must be taken seriously into account from a risk
perspective, such as problems in knowledge sharing when knowledge sharing between
firms (in projects of any kind for example) is must (Solitander, 2011). IL represents one
element of Core B defined in the IC and ICM chapter. and is dependent on IA parity
whereas risk covers the whole of IC, independent of how it is defined. The IA–IL parity
has been extended to also cover the IC triad classes (HC, SC and RC).
Sub-Research Question 3
Sub-Research Question 3: How is intellectual capital dealt with in risk management?
The literature which covers a partial answer to Sub-Research Question 3 can be found
in Groups G‒I. The material is by far not comprehensive but provides examples of
typical IC-related elements and phenomena discussed outside the IC and ICM
disciplines.
One specific area of research is the discourse of ‘knowledge risk’. Knowledge risk is
mainly seen to cover the knowledge assets within an organisation, mostly a firm. The
consequences of the potential realisation of the specific risk (most often loss of
knowledge) concern the focal organisation.
The knowledge risks are not examined under the IC or ICM disciplinary frameworks,
but the firm and its asset value are considered to be diminished if the risk is realised.
The value of knowledge for the focal entity is generally considered positive and losses
negative for the focal entity. An exception is the notion of knowledge leakage, which can
be positive (Ferdinand and Simm, 2007; Brown and Duguid, 2001).
Given the role knowledge (and lack of it) has in risk theory and analysis (see Risk
Chapter, Section 4.2) i.e. its ubiquitous and relational nature, may lead to
reformulating the ‘knowledge risk’ to knowledge related risks’ which better reflects the
nature/essence of knowledge. The change of the approach may raise new questions.
What may the knowledge assets when mobilised to action cause consequences, to the
firm it resides, to the firms in the environment and are the consequences always good?
And, how much of knowledge remains out of sight with the asset view?
The answer to Sub-Research Question 3 is below.
Any IC-related element or phenomenon can be studied from any perspective, including
IC and ICM. Each perspective gives a different view on the phenomenon and thus
nobody can say which perspective is correct and which false. Risk is such a complex
phenomenon that it cannot be entirely understood or identified from one specific
perspective only. IC can learn from other perspectives and by that enrich the way
intellectual capital risk management is theorised and implemented into managerial
practice. This simply means that IC, ICM and intellectual capital risk management
together have to make the difference. Thus, the question remains, what makes the
difference in the various contexts? This question will be addressed again at the end of
this thesis in the Synthesis and Discussion chapters.
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As to Sub-Research Question 4 I now have information on how to construct the ICRM
framework in the Synthesis chapter.
5.5.2

Assessing prevailing intellectual capital risk literature against the
guiding principles

This summary will assess the prevailing intellectual capital risk literature (including
both ICRisk and IL) from the guiding principles point of view: precision, identifying
and the relational approach.
The question of what intellectual capital risk research is missing at present is
fundamental by nature. Kupi et al. (2008a, 2008b) provide in their study a starting
point for understanding IC-related risks. Their study is based on two disciplinary
fundamentals: the risk discipline and the IC discipline. The fundamental question in
their study is how to identify IC-related risks in a systematic fashion and they
considered their work as just a start. This thesis builds on their foundation.
Precision
The essential question concerns the current IC classification namely, to what extent the
IC triad is suitable for the purposes of intellectual capital risk management. Can it
function in finding all relevant intellectual capital risks in a systematic way and should
the extant classifications or even frameworks be reconsidered for this specific purpose?
The main part of the IC risk literature uses IL as a notion to substitute for the notion or
‘risk’, or even subsumes risk under IL (DeSantis and Guiliani, 2013); the exception is
Kupi et al., (2008a, 2008b), which represents a synthetic view of two disciplines, IC
and ICM, and Risk Management.
In general, both ICRisks and IL are deemed as negative facts or events which may
reduce the future value of the firm.
However, from a company point of view, an intangible asset can be positive (asset) or negative
(liability) of its nature. (Kupi 2008b, p. 3)

According to Kupi et al. (2008b), the management of ICRisks is dispersed when seen
from the IC triad perspective. HC-related risks are managed within many functions of
the firm, whereas SC/IS and RC/ES-related risks are hardly managed at all.
An attempt to form a framework is common to several of the referred documents in IC
risk literature. Below are two examples.
In this part, we analyze the results of empirical research together with the theories in order to
form a framework of intangible liabilities and risk management. (Kupi, 2008b, p. 13)
Therefore, the purpose of this article is to present a theoretical framework for measuring
intellectual liabilities. (Stam, 2009, p. 92)

It appears that risk in IC as IL is treated as a separate sub-discipline within IC and ICM.
This thesis builds on their foundation and following Kupi (2008b) I argue here, that for
an ICM purpose, risk is essential to integrate in the framework I am developing.
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Identify / Finding
The notion identify comprises the following sub-activities: find (including seeking,
searching, discovering, etc.), recognise and describe. IL literature has developed
classifications of risk-related items, but it has not yet developed processes or
procedures for managing or identifying risks. I argue that this thesis is the beginning of
such a development.
The Relational approach
In the reviewed studies, the RC of the IC triad is used the same way as in the context of
IC and ICM research. This means that the relationships are seen as assets, The
relational approach suggests that they could be seen as relationships between entities.
5.6

Identifying the research gap

The notion ‘research gap’ in this thesis means the gap between the features identified in
the research problem examples in the Introduction Chapter 1 and how extant theories
and approaches (IC, ICM, IC risk and related concepts in chapters 3 and 5) can
understand and handle them. The identified and assessed gap(s) will be the program
for the rest of the thesis, which remains within the IC and ICM conceptual framework.
Bridging the Research Gap
The Risk Theory review in Chapter 4 identified the risk concept from ISO 31000 as
appropriate. Therefore, risk defined in line with the ISO risk concept (deviation from
objectives), with focus on uncertainties (the 2009 version) and criteria set according to
the U-K-R model will be applied when bridging the research gap.
The research gap in the IC risk literature reviewed in this chapter concerns both risk
and related concepts related to risk, mainly the concept of Intellectual Liabilities.
There, the IC risks and knowledge risks are seen as primarily negative occurrences.
This view will be amended with the notion of risk as “negative/positive deviation from
objectives” from ISO 31000 above.
Knowledge risk literature has identified and classified an extensive taxonomy of ICrelated risk elements from other frameworks than IC or ICM, (Durst and Zieba 2017),
where knowledge is lost or leaked affecting the focal organisation mostly negatively.
The term “knowledge leakage” however, points to gains for someone else than the focal
firm, hence, there is a relationship. The receiver firm(s) can be seen as “winner(s)” in
an involuntary exchange, provided the “price” does not exceed the gain. From the
perspective of a region, knowledge leakage can, hence, be positive. For example, the
continuous exchange of knowledge has benefited the regions Route 128 and Silicon
Valley. The relational approach suggested in this thesis will build on this notion: what is
negative for one entity can be positive for another.
Thus, when bridging the identified research gap (“IC related risk / ICRM framework) in
the Synthesis chapter, the following requirements should be met.
-

The IC classification should be conceptually precise to the extent that the acts
can be assigned to each participating element.
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-

The IC classification should fit to any type of organisation, which implies a
constructionist view of “organisation” where it should be seen from the
perspective of its performance rather than by its formal appearance.

-

The ‘IC related risk’ relates to IC which is by definition knowledge based.

-

Knowledge is seen relationally, i.e. it is a relationship between the ‘knower’ and
the ‘known’. The relationship can be static (knowledge) or dynamic (knowing).
The latter, i.e. activities is seen as the primary source of risks. The ‘known’ in the
relationship can also be a ‘knower’. Thus, the relationship is by definition
reciprocal which may be a source of tensions which, in turn, also can be a source
or cause of uncertainty and risk.

-

The risk concept is in line with ISO 31000, deviation from objectives. Emphasis
is on uncertainties and its relationship to knowledge (deficient knowledge).

-

The effect of IC related risks should be seen to not only affecting the focal entity
but also extending beyond to how other entities related to the focal entity are
affected.
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6

SYNTHESIS – DEFINING THE ICRM FRAMEWORK

The aim of this chapter is to construct an IC-related risk management framework
(ICRM) which is a synthesis of the previous chapters. It attempts to answer SubResearch Question 4.
Synthesis can be defined as Richey (1991) does.
The terms analysis and synthesis come from (classical) Greek and mean literally “to loosen up”
and “to put together” respectively. These terms are used within most modern scientific
disciplines -- from mathematics and logic to economy and psychology – to denote similar
investigative procedures. In general, analysis is defined as the procedure by which we break
down an intellectual or substantial whole into parts or components. Synthesis is defined as the
opposite procedure: to combine separate elements or components in order to form a coherent
whole. (Ritchey, 1991, p. 1)

Synthesis, however, is not a simple ‘mechanical’ assembly of parts put together but
rather what Günther describes with the notion of ‘Aufhebung’ or sublation.
The threefold meaning of the Hegelian concept Aufheben describes the dialectic of the situation.
The old is “aufgehoben” in the new in so far as it is destroyed by and forgotten in the new. But in
a deeper sense the old is preserved and maintained in the new. Moreover: in so far as the old is
maintained in the new and in the new has itself become new, it is elevated and it is transfigured
in the rays of reflection. (Günther, 1980, p. 1)

The ambition with the ICRM is to improve the position of the bricoleur, giving them
more at hand than they otherwise would have when risks emerge or realise. In the
organisational domain they should not be left alone.
The ICRM framework consists of three main elements: Definitions, an IC classification
for the purpose of managing IC-related risks, and a process for identifying and
assessing IC-related risks. The guidelines on how to apply the ICRM framework in
practice will be described in Chapter 8. The process follows the main steps of ISO
31000 with an emphasis on IC-related elements as defined below.
The risk concept for IC defined in this thesis is referred to as ‘IC-related risk’. It
emphasises the relational aspect and the precondition is knowledge-based IC. Thus, it
can be considered a practical synonym for ‘knowledge-related risk’ but dependent on
the organisational domain. The concepts of ‘IC-related risk’, and ‘IC-related risk
management’ are defined in Section 6.4 and ICRM in a nutshell is described in Section
6.5.
Overall premises
This thesis rests on three general premises: the relational approach, Gruberian
ontology and the systems view. Together, these form the theoretical context of the
ICRM framework. In addition, a number of other premises will be discussed in the
respective sections below, which summarise the prior chapters of the thesis.
The critique of the discussed disciplines should be understood in the context of the aim
of the thesis to understand IC-related risks and construct a practical framework to
manage these. It should lean on a theoretical foundation and be useful in practice. The
anchor point is the decision-maker as bricoleur in the middle of the realising risks.
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6.1
6.1.1

Definitions
IC and ICM definitions for this thesis

IC in this thesis is defined as knowledge-related elements in the contexts of an
organisation. Consequently, ICM is defined as: the activities and methods by
means of which the effect of knowledge and knowledge-related elements
(IC) on the achievement of organisation’s objectives can be understood and
influenced (or ensured).
This definition of ICM is neutral in the sense that poor management may cause poor
effects. In this definition we return to the meaning of the notion of ‘intellectual’; that is,
the human knowledge or competence in the organisational domain. Thus, the
definition of IC is knowledge-based and differs from definitions by many scholars
which emphasise the intangible perspective (Andriessen, 2004). The knowledge-based
view is in line with Sveiby (1997, 2001), Mouritsen et al. (1998), Meritum (2001),
DMSTI (2003), Marr et al. (2004), and Schiuma and Lerro (2008) where the emphasis
is on knowledge as the basis and the importance of human capital as the primary
capital.
A focus on ‘intangibles’ make us tied to ontological (not Gruberian ontology)
considerations, whereas seeing IC as knowledge-based, the focus turns to more to
epistemological issues; the relationship of knowledge to elements (known or not
known). This does not mean that ontological considerations are not a concern, only that
they are not primary. Do we miss something when focusing on knowledge-related
elements? At least from a risk management perspective, we are not missing anything.
On the contrary, our focus is the knowledge, deficiencies in it and related uncertainties
caused thereof. This is the essence of uncertainty.
The context of IC in the suggested model is the organisational domain. It is both the
internal and the external contexts that the organisation depends on and the managers
attempt to control. The organisation may simultaneously have several boundaries,
depending on how the specific type of organisational domain has been defined. One
type of organisation can be a firm. The firm as a legal and financial entity has one
specific boundary. This boundary prevails in extant IC triad classifications. Hence, HC
resides in employees, SC consists of methods and processes inside the firm’s boundary,
and RC of relations to entities outside of the boundary such as customers and suppliers.
The emphasis in the extant IC classification is on entities, while relations are given less
attention. Having the organisation as context, it can always be narrowed to cover a firm
only. For example, the firm may develop new technology in projects which is ‘owned’ by
several firms and thus the firm’s financial boundary counts when costs and rewards are
calculated. The technology focus or knowledge interest, however, is primarily in the
development of new solutions, not who is from which firm. The outcome from the
project is then dealt with by using other boundary agreements, as Case MT in this
thesis, as well as in Ritvanen and Sveiby (2017), confirms.
The definition of organisational domain is in line with the definition in ISO 31000.55
This, however, applies only on the generic level. When it comes to implementation, the
55 “This International Standard can be used by any public, private or community enterprise, association,
group or individual. Therefore, this International Standard is not specific to any industry or sector.
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real-world organisational domain in focus should be defined more precisely, whether a
firm, department or worldwide business, nation or even ecosystem.
Why broad definitions? Broad definitions can always be narrowed down to cover
smaller extensions. Often a perspective implicitly narrows the concept but remains
within the broad concept. Since various perspectives or facets are used in this research,
it is better to have a broad definition which does not have to be changed when new
perspectives are applied.
The broad definition will actually be narrowed down in each research project, since the
complexity which results from the wide definition could not be managed otherwise.
Each study, therefore, should explicitly define the specific facet or perspective it
attempts to use approach the phenomenon called IC. If the initial definition is wide
enough, but unambiguous, there should be no reason to reconsider the definition of IC.
Whatever the chosen facet, it should be compatible with the IC concept. The nature of
uncertainty and risk is that they do not obey any ‘rules’, facets or boundaries. This
means that one must be prepared to change the perspectives as needed in order to be
able to find and anticipate new potential risks and uncertainties. To anticipate means
that past experience is required, but it will not suffice – one has to use imagination and
abstractions. The deliberate and systematic changes of perspectives may help in this
work, for both managers and risk managers.
6.2

Classification of IC

In this section IC is classified for the purpose of managing IC-related risks. IC as a
concept is as defined above.
6.2.1

IC classification for managing IC-related risks

Classification is the most common way within IC and ICM to identify various IC-related
elements. Since it is used in many important ways in IC research, it can therefore be
considered the analytical core of IC and ICM. It is, however, less common to
problematise or analyse the classification in a systematic way; instead the IC triad is
taken for granted. So do Kupi et al. (2008), even though their research question asks
how IC-related risks can be identified in a systematic fashion. The IC triad is taken for
granted without further considerations as to what extent the commonly used IC triad
would be suited to identifying IC-related risk.
The problems of the IC triad have been discussed in Chapter 3. One point is important.
The classes should at least on the first level be mutually exclusive in order to ensure
unambiguity.
The need to reconsider the current IC conceptualising and classification comes from
Mouritsen (2009).
Suddenly it is clear that the three capitals, which may make intuitive sense, have problematical
organising capabilities because they do not make sense of the events they capture. They are good
metaphors; but are they good definitions for a set of classifications? Do the names of the

NOTE For convenience, all the different users of this International Standard are referred to by the general
term ‘organization’”. (ISO 31000:2009, p. 1)
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categories signify the practices they represent? The sad answer is: probably not. (Mouritsen
2009, p. 158)

Measuring is one of the essential functions of ICM and also a fundamental requirement
for risk according to Knight (1921). Precision and unambiguity are essential
requirements for appropriate and reliable measurement results.
Concerning classifications for theoretical and practical purposes, classification should
support the needs of measuring, i.e. that the identified knowledge/knowing can be
allocated to appropriate IC elements (classes), be they entities, relations or functions.
Only in this way can the effect of knowledge and knowing be understood in the context
of organisational performance and management. This understanding is also an
essential precondition for managing IC-related risk.
Classification should also support identification with the emphasis on finding. The
breakdown into the details of the main class is analysis (or decomposition). The
analysis should be followed by synthesis (Ritchey, 1991). Often, real-world phenomena,
especially conceptually complex ones, are a configuration of various elements.
Therefore classification is used to analyse, i.e. decompose the identified element into its
constituencies, but after analysis there is a need to configure it to the same
(recomposing, in order to see that the analysis was correct or sufficient) or building
new elements (composing), which may be better than those initially analysed. In the
latter resides the possibility for innovations or new inventions. These movements
between whole and parts, and ends and causes occur all the time.
Based on the observations above the conclusion is that IC and the classification system
must be updated to meet the changed environment or reality of the world. For this
thesis, the reconsideration of the IC classification will primary serve IC-related risk
management purposes, not the whole of IC. If it provides new insights for the whole of
IC, this can be considered as a bonus. In particular, considering the realisation of the
visions of artificial intelligence, robotics and Internet of things (IoT), IC and ICM
should at least be able to decide to what extent these can be included in the domain of
IC and have an answer (or at least to attempt to have an answer) to questions which
stem from modernity (Beck, 1992). The question is to what extent IC and ICM can be
considered as serious frameworks or disciplines to conceive and manage the
phenomena created by modernity, i.e. the manufactured risks we live in (Beck, 1992).
This problematising should be present in the current discourse of Stage 4 and 5 IC.
A classification should not be designed merely for the purpose of putting the identified
IC elements into predefined ‘boxes’. On the contrary, it should serve the purpose of
generating questions in the appropriate context in order to identify (find) potential
elements of importance. The questions are important but not necessarily sufficient to
ensure the finding. In addition to these questions, one should know what type of
knowledge is required to understand the answer the object of enquiry gives (Sintonen,
2009).
Next I will present the key requirements for an IC classification system for managing
IC-related risks.
The leading principle used in the classification of IC is the behaviour of the entity in
question. Knowing the behaviour type of the entity in the relation will help in
understanding the uncertainties that reside in the relation. The behaviour of the entity
in the relationship to a certain extent also determines and excludes certain strategies to
treat risks. The most important behaviour and also the most complex to determine is
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the human behaviour. It is like a moving target, changing all the time in an unexpected
way. The other main class consists of elements with behaviours that are not of human
type like engines, systems, nature.
As the purpose of the IC classification in this thesis is risk management, the
requirements of risk management should be taken as the point of departure. The
essential requirements include the following, all of which are derived from the ISO
31000 risk standard.
-

-

It should support the process of identifying with emphasis on finding.
It should aid in the treatment of risks, i.e. management.
In order to understand and measure (at least in some way) the effects of the
uncertainty components (i.e. the IC elements), precision and unambiguity are
required. This requirement stems from the bond between uncertainty and risk,
both in ISO 31000 and in Knight (1921). In this regard, understanding the
mutual dependency of structural and parametric uncertainty (knowledge) is
important (see Section 4.5.3).
In order to understand the effect of causes or sources on objectives in the
organisational context, the classification should support the assessor’s need to
find and locate these. The location will form the context (sub-context) before the
assessment.

The organisation will be the domain. This means that:
-

HC, or human competence is by definition inherent to an individual, not solely
to an employee. If the role of employee is needed it can be defined by attribute,
but should not be considered a fundamental entity or class for competence.

-

‘Structure’ refers to elements which may reside within or outside any set
boundary of the organisation. The exact location will be defined in
implementation or in analysis. This provides the ‘freedom’ to apply a ‘nexus of
relations’ approach in the analysis. For example, a programme or project is a
configuration of knowledge assets, where boundaries are defined when needed.

-

The performance of an organisation can be of any type, financial or other
depending on the focus of the examination.

-

‘Organisation’ can then be narrowed down to an appropriate structure to fit the
context.

-

In the flow of events a decision-maker can be considered as a bricoleur, who –
in the middle of event – uses what is available.

The IC element can be an entity, a relationship, or a phenomenon.
Contexts as concepts also have limitations. The context is defined or perceived by
human beings, who are their main source. The boundary of the context is the most
important decision. What is outside the context is out of scope and thus is deliberately
excluded from our domain of knowledge. Thus the definition of context is also a risk
decision.
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6.2.2

Classification hierarchy

Next the classification system for IC will be presented. It is a class hierarchy and will
help in managing IC-related risks. Actually, it is a framework within which various
hierarchies/recursive structures can be created, not only one hierarchy. The class of
relations is there to help in the management of the complex ‘world’. It will help in
understanding the various configurations, both in analysis and in synthesis. It also
makes the various forms of presentation, whether hierarchy, recursion, network or
other formations, possible and coherent.

Figure 44
Classification of IC elements for the purpose of identifying and treating ICrelated risks – following the leading principle of behaviour

IC elements (knowledge-based elements, entities, relations or phenomena) are
classified on the first level into three classes: HC (human competence, entities which
have the behaviour of human beings), Structures (on this level elements which do not
have the behaviour of human beings), and relations.
Structures can further be divided based on behaviour into two classes: man-made
constructions and natural elements. Man-made56 constructions (M-type) display
behaviours which are designed or implemented by human beings (robots may also
assemble them) i.e. the designed behaviour is thus by definition known. In practice,
however, unexpected and undocumented behaviour may appear, due to errors,
omissions or ignorance of good practice. Adversary behaviour can appear by design,
deliberately or by accident. Natural elements (N-type), on the other hand, comprise all
thinkable natural elements, both micro and macro-level elements. These may be
intangibles or tangibles. The reason to include these in the extension of IC elements is
that both M-type elements and H-type elements have relations to these natural
elements. The relationship between H-type and N-type elements is of particular
interest. This specific relation is knowledge-related, asking how well we understand the
behaviour of nature, or how well we can read the ‘Book of Nature’, from the smallest
Man-made according to many dictionaries is considered to be made by humans. “Definition of manmade: manufactured, created, or constructed by human beings” in (https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/man-made) (20.1.2019) whereas some other dictionaries,
(https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/man-made) take the gender aspect into
account in the definition. “something that is man-made has been made by people and does not exist
naturally. Some people avoid using this word because they think it is offensive to women, and they use
manufactured instead” The connotation of the concept “manufactured” is different from “man-made” and
their use. Compare the notions “Good Laboratory Practice” with “Good Manufacturing Practice”. The
difference is in scale. The notion “man-made” covers both of these practices.
56
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elements of it (atoms or parts, etc.) to the environment at large, e.g. the climate and
how our activities change its behaviour. The N-type elements are further divided into
animate and inanimate classes. All of these relations represent IC-related elements and
especially knowledge, and thus must be included in the classification when uncertainty
is defined as deficiency of knowledge. Here the need is not to cover all of the N-type
elements (ostensive definition by Latour, 1986 / IC1 by Mouritsen, 2006) but only
those which are relevant at the time of consideration (performative definition by Latour
1986 / IC 2 by Mouritsen, 2006).
6.2.3

Defining the IC elements, entities and relations

Figure 45 depicts the main elements and relations of the classification. The descriptions
will follow after the diagram.

Figure 45

6.2.3.1

Main IC classes and their relationships

Elements

The main elements include the following.
H-elements57 (H-type)
H-elements refer to individuals or group of individuals, i.e. all elements of any size that
individuals or human beings are part of (or involved in). This class includes all kinds of
organisations provided they contain human beings. It is also assumed that these class
elements have the behaviour of human beings. Groups of individuals are expressed by
the relation H-H.
57 I use the notion of elements throughout the thesis to refer to any object of interest, whether entities,
phenomena or relationships, or other conceptual constructions. Since the classification is based on
behaviour types, each of the main class instances may have inherent behaviour and therefore to use the
notion entity would omit the dynamic aspect, due to the strong connection to the E/R approach. The
notion of object would better describe the case since objects contain behaviour (according to object
oriented approaches). The notion of object is used when the subject-object relationship is under
consideration.
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M-elements (M-Type)
M-elements include all constructions built by human beings. These can be pure
intangibles, e.g. processes, descriptions, stored knowledge (explicit knowledge) but also
tangible elements which contain embedded knowledge. Examples of the latter include
among others cars, washing machines, paper machines, computers, etc. The latter types
of M-elements comprise N-type elements. The behaviour is designed by individuals for
purpose. When several elements are combined, this is expressed by the relation M-M.
N-elements (N-Type)
N-elements are natural elements of any size, not man-made. N-elements have their
own inherent behaviour which represents a challenge for human enquiry and curiosity
to understand the ‘Book of Nature’. When several elements are combined (deliberately
or by nature) this can be expressed by the relation N-N, if required. N-elements are
further divided into animate and inanimate elements. Animate N-type elements can be
any organism, heart, finger, trees, etc. whereas inanimate elements are minerals,
metals, etc. Minerals typically consist of several elements. Metals in the use of products
are alloys of several metals.
In practice, the elements alone are not sufficient since much of the configuration is
constructed through relationships.
6.2.3.2

Relations

Each of the relations may take several types. Formally58 speaking, the following
relations apply. An “Is-a relation” is used to indicate heritage relations, e.g. a sports car
is-a car. A “Part-of relation” indicates an aggregation structure (specific hierarchy). A
typical example is a car where wheels are part-of a car. Association is a connection
which may have practically any type of relation – ‘Person A knows person B because
they were at the same party, without talking to one another’. These are commonly used
relations in many classification systems, Entity/Relationship approaches, objectoriented approaches, especially UML, and semantic networks. Relationships are
important not only when complex structures are configured through relationships but
because things will happen in dynamic relationships.
I will first go through the H-relationships since it this the most fundamental
relationship (knowledge).
H-H relations refer to relationships where both parties represent the behaviour of
human beings. Thus this can be individual to individual, individual to organisation or a
relationship between organisations. The assumption here is that an organisation that
consists of human beings has behaviour of a human type. These relationships are
basically stakeholder relationships. The relationship is by definition symmetrical and
reciprocal but in practice it can be reduced to asymmetrical by power conditions.

58 The relationship types are common in UML, E/R and other modelling ‘languages’ which attempt to
describe formal relations which can be implemented with various programming languages and database
specifications. It suffices here to indicate the various types of relationships in order to show the multifaceted nature of the relationship. In addition to formal relations, there certainly exist other types of
relations which have relevance for perceiving human beings.
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H-M relations refer to human to man-made elements. These relationships cover ‘use’,
create, construct and similar relationships. The IC interpretation is knowledge and
knowing, i.e. what the human being (or organisation) knows about the M-type elements
in question and what skills and experience are required to construct specific M-type
elements.
H-N relations refer to human to nature (natural elements).
M-M relations are between man-made M-type elements. The IC interpretation is the
knowledge aspect of that relationship, i.e. how well the construction has been done,
how well the created configuration works for the purpose.
M-N relations refer to how man-made structures use natural elements. The IC
interpretation refers to knowledge; how well the various elements fit the purpose in the
configuration.
N-N relations describe the conditions of combinations of N-type elements.
The relations are divided into three classes. First, the relations between H-type
elements can be between individuals, between individuals and groups of individuals, or
between groups of individuals (organisations, of various types). Second, there are
relations between H-type elements and structures, more specifically relations between
H-type and M-type, and between H-type and N-type elements. Finally, the relations
between structures consist of several relations.
As to the RB method, its relations can be allocated to the classes according to the
dominant behaviour as follows: H-type = 13, M-type = 16 and N-type = 2. The count
will be different if mixed types are taken into account. Twenty-four of the elements are
purely of either type and seven elements are of mixed type (see Table 16, Appendix 3).
Further, H-H relationships or stakeholder relationships can be classified according to
primary and secondary relationships (cf. Clarkson, 1995). The criterion is whether
financial capital is involved. Thus, customer, supplier, and often competitor relations
are of the primary type. The secondary type refers to stakeholders like municipalities,
government, law makers, lobbyists, which have no direct relationship to money.
The relations comprise all relationships, formal or informal.
The distribution of relationships and level of details depend on the focus of the
examination; for example a R&D unit with the aim of creating new devices which use
special materials combined is different from a unit which produces standardised
products (also complex) in mass production. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the
context in which the IC-related uncertainties and risks are sought and assessed.
‘Managing risk’ means that we have to be able to understand the uncertainties which
are tied to risk and how these sources and causes (the mechanisms) may affect the
objectives. As for uncertainties, H-H relations are the most complex. If we have a
similarly behaving entity like us, either human being or organisation (group of
individuals) as a counterpart that is as creative as we believe we are, they are potentially
unpredictable. It is a moving target; active but also reactive. Unpredictability is not
limited to H-H relations; it also exists in H-M relations and H-N relations, but not in
the same way. Typical issues are our trust in M-type processes or devices manufactured
by individuals beyond our control. How and how much should we trust them and to
what extent should we attempt to extend our control? As for scientific (natural science)
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knowledge, which is relevant in H-N relations, the issues relate to how well these
results are true and to what extent fraudulent interests are driving towards ‘creative’
interpretations (Mintzberg, 2006). A recent debate is the discourse about climate
change and the development of it when we do nothing. In order to identify the sources,
one must be able to identify the location and the context of the potential sources and/or
causes of uncertainty. We would not be able to identify these elements or understand
their meaning if the concept of IC was built on mere intangible assets. (To understand
the IC of nano, LED, asbestos and their changing effect throughout their life cycle
would be beyond the view if IC concentrated only on entities of an intangible nature, cf.
Weckert, 2012).
Having divided IC elements into classes according to the leading principle of behaviour
in such a way that the classes are mutually exclusive, we cannot, however, escape the
overlap of classes in real-world entities or phenomena. A medical doctor is a person
who examines N-type elements (cells, organs, etc.), but we are able to specify precisely
the uncertainties and risks that affect the objectives in H-type elements (the human
being) by using instruments which are M-type or combinations of M-type and N-type
(stethoscope, medical knowledge in processes, radiological devices). Since we are after
knowledge and its various forms in various contexts, the classification may help us in
identifying the type of knowledge required in the various relations/obligations. Thus,
the HC is the primary class.
We may identify the relevant IC elements, but not necessarily the uncertainties and
risks extensively. We may ask generic question which may help to begin with but before
the concrete case is at hand, we must remain abstract. For implementation, the key
point or question is how to apply the classification when sub-classes are required,
showing the way to the details.
The distinction between behaviour types (H-type, M-type and N-type elements) in this
classification renders obsolete the discussion in stakeholder literature about whether
nature and man-made constructions can be stakeholders. The relationship type will
follow accordingly.
‘Stakeholder’ in this classification follows the definition in ISO or the stakeholder
approach by Freeman (1984), Freeman et al. (2010) and Agle et al. (2008) and refers to
relations with individuals or groups of individuals, which implicitly means elements
behaving like a human, H-elements. Thus, nature is not a stakeholder, but stakeholder
relationships often may determine what we do with nature and how our behaviours
influence it. Therefore, it is important to understand the web of relationships, and how
our decisions affect our environment.
6.2.4

Reducing the complexity

The class structure in Figure 44 and Figure 45 is a generic representation of IC and thus
may cover everything we might think IC will cover. In practice, however, in order to be
relevant for the management of IC or IC-related risks, the complexity the class
structure represents should in some way be reduced. Not all possible IC-related
elements are relevant. Some aspects are ‘for us’, ‘now’, ‘in the near future’, ‘in the long
run’, etc. It is a matter of deciding what is or what should be considered as relevant.
The way the ICRM framework reduces the complexity is by putting the focal entity into
the centre and considering it as the ‘nexus of relations’. as shown in Figure 46. This
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describes the major relationships the FE has. There, the presumption is that the FE
represents H-type-behaviour. This is done in order to emphasise the central role of the
H-type behaviour of the FE and make the presentation less complex. By definition, we
are interested in seeing IC’s effect on the FE’s performance (whatever it may be59).
According to the classification, the FE has relations to three types of classes: H-type
elements which represent a human kind of behaviour, individuals or groups of
individuals which have similar behaviour to the FE has. Man-made constructions (Mtype elements) coincide to a certain extent with the elements in Structural Capital but
are by definition not determined to reside within the boundary of the firm. These Mtype elements can be pure intangibles or embedded intangibles in tangible
manifestation. The essential characteristic is that the behaviour is designed and
implemented by H-elements, thus known by definition. The foundation of the
classification can also handle AI. The risk that written algorithms take control from
their creator (HC) and as by-product start behaving in a way that may undermine the
initial purpose is a hot topic in both academic and popular discourses. Finally, the
natural elements (N-type) represent elements not created by human beings. They
represent the nature of which human intelligence and its thirst to know attempts to get
better control and make better use of. Part of that class consists of things or
phenomena that humans cannot influence, anticipate or treat. The boundary of what is
possible or not is shifting in the course of increased knowledge and capacity to act.
In the real world, things, artefacts and phenomena are generally compositions (or
configurations) of various types of elements. The classification will help in
decomposing or analysing any given thing into its ingredients/elements and help ask
relevant questions about the uncertainties and risks of the identified components and
the knowledge relationships with them practically without knowing or understanding
the elements at hand. However, it is not possible without a thorough knowledge or
understanding of elements at hand to attain appropriate answers to the questions.
Furthermore, if the answers to are provided by a domain expert, the challenge is to
interpret the answers in such way that an expert in another domain can understand
them.
6.2.5

First-order relations to elements

The diagram in Figure 46 represents the first-order relations the focal entity has and
the relations between these elements.

Performance is considered here as the generic notion for many specific performance related notions, like
value creation, profit etc. It is also a terminus technicus / technical term.

59
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Figure 46
Relational map describing the Focal Entity’s first-order relations with
elements, including relations between elements of the first order

Since many scholars consider HC as the primary class and the two others as secondary,
the focus in this diagram is on the FE which has a human kind of behaviour, thus being
H-type and being either an individual or a group of individuals (including organisations
human beings are part of). The same model could be applied to cases where an N-type
or M-type element is the FE. I exclude these cases from the presentation.
The FE in the model can be any entity with H-type behaviour, our organisation or its
part/function or the worst competitor of our organisation or potential partner we
would like to analyse. In the latter view it is possible to ‘see’ or understand what we
actually mean to our worst competitor. Often this view may create surprises, e.g. that
we are hardly notable in the eyes of the competitor.
The relationships which are drawn here are the first-order relations between the FE
and the three elements and their relations. This is important to recognise when the
configuration of real-world elements or phenomena are either analysed or
synthesised.60
The form in Figure 46 is generic and thus has been used in many occasions within the
IC literature (as well as in many other studies where the interaction of several elements
should be visualised - in some occasions a Venn diagram is applied) to start with, St
Onge, Edvinsson, Sveiby and many others. There are several differences between these
and the model in Figure 46, but generally speaking, the contents, context and purpose
match.
A Venn diagram is used for visualisation when the various degrees of value created are
explained by the interaction between the triad class elements, and where most value is
achieved when all the triad elements interact. Visually, this is constructed as the
intersection of all three IC triad classes. Boda et al. (2008) use the notion of
interpenetration, which expresses the dynamic nature of what occurs between the
elements: the interaction creates something new which is difficult to separate into the
initial elements afterwards.

Analysis and synthesis here are understood the way Ritchey (1991) describes them, comprising both
compositional and procedural approaches.

60
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Closest to the model in Figure 46 is Sveiby (2001) when he analyses the knowledge
transfer in one organisation by addressing strategic questions to ten specific focal
relations, not only being satisfied with the questions, providing the answers on the
specific points of interaction (knowledge transfer) but also seeing the whole results
from the focal (or local) actions.
One important requirement for a framework is that it can function for various purposes
when phenomena are explained and interpreted.
FE is seen as the entity which lives in an exchange relationship with its environment.
The effects of the exchange may be in line with the objectives of the FE, or better or
worse. The FE is not a ‘collector’ of only benefits from interactions (relations) but the
collector of all results, also the non-beneficial.
6.2.6

Second + order relationships to elements

Often the view the first-order relations provides may not be satisfactory. Understanding
the second + order relations with various elements may partly explain the behaviour of
the first-order elements. The explanatory power and also complexity will be increased
by adding second-order relations to the model (map) as shown in Figure 47. The
detailed description is, however outside the scope of this thesis since these are
essentially the same as in the generic model in Figure 45.
In the analysis of the uncertainties, the compositional analysis-synthesis alone is not
sufficient. It requires the procedural analysis-synthesis approach which takes the
temporal approach into consideration (Ritchey, 1991; Rasmussen, 1997; Rasmussen
and Svedung, 2000; Mohaghegh-Ahmadabadi, 2007; and the ISO model depicted in
Figure 27).

Figure 47
Extending the map to cover second + order relationships. For the sake of
simplicity H-H, M-M, and N-N relations are omitted in the diagram.
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Why the map? The idea is not to describe all possible elements through synthesis.
The various relations may help generating context-relevant questions in order to
identify (find, recognise and describe) potential IC-related risks by starting with
uncertainties (epistemic uncertainties). The map (or model – its dynamic aspect)
emphasises relationships. The relationships contain the tensions which may affect the
achievement of the FE’s objectives, also otherwise than planned.
The map or model, depending on what purpose or aspect one attempts to use (static,
dynamic) may help in creating questions through which the location of knowledge and
its context can be identified and potential uncertainty assessed.
What are the generic questions? These relate to finding, recognising, describing,
analysing, evaluating and creating appropriate strategies to resolve the identified and
assessed risks. In addition, the questions should take the specific relationship type
(role-dependent) and the counterpart entity’s idiosyncrasies into account. When a firstorder relationship is in focus, the first and second dimensions of power described by
Lukes (1975, 2005) may suffice. The second-order relations may enable the application
of the third dimension of power by Lukes (1975, 2005) or even the fourth dimension of
power by Foucault (according to Haugaard, 2016). In addition, the earlier quoted
Wallace’s “How’s the water?” may also apply as an appropriate metaphor.
The peripheral elements (second-order) which are not within immediate reach or have
a relation with the focal entity, should be taken into account for several reasons. Behind
the primary stakeholder there might be a whole network or coalition of elements and
the primary stakeholder represents a structural hole, being the only link to this
coalition, thus controlling the information between these groups (see Burt, 2000,
2004a and 2004b). As Cegarra-Navarro (2016) emphasises in the context of relational
capital, the peripheral vision is crucial when risks or threats must be scanned.
The primary stakeholder may in the selected relation type represent something, but the
control of technologies or natural resources may be crucial for the focal entity. The
effect of these may show through other relationships in the periphery, and in the worst
case the connection between these resources and the primary stakeholder remains
hidden or unknown. Often the second-order element cannot be controlled the way the
first-order elements can, and often the control is delegated to some trusted first-order
elements. This delegation may form a kind of chain of trust.
The most important questions relate to identifying the relevant IC elements which may
contain risk to the achievement of objectives. As mentioned in the Risk Management
chapter, the objectives may be deliberately set or default type objectives, which are
deeply rooted in culture, like “don’t kill” or “life is sacred,” etc.
Each main relation is different. Also the means to uncover the nature of the relation in
each case is different, but can be categorised in line with the type of the counterparty.
Therefore understanding what kind of knowledge is required is crucial.
The generic questions can best be represented when one attempts to apply the
framework in practice.
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6.3

The process

The ICRM process consists of two main parts: the sequence of phases through which
the IC-related risk candidates are identified and assessed, and the specific ‘techniques’
used in the identification. The techniques will first be described. These are
configuration, analysis and synthesis, and the supporting framework concept.
6.3.1
6.3.1.1

Techniques used in the process
Configuration

Why is the notion configuration important in the context of risk
management? Starting from objectives, the first question in what can affect the
achievement of the objectives. The answer can be found with this question; what is
(are) the plausible configuration(s) of uncertain IC-related elements which are planned
to contribute to the achievement of objectives? Often, there are several configurations
of IC elements. The interest is how these configurations (or elements of them) can
induce deviation in the objectives. The same effect can be achieved with several
configurations of IC elements. The configuration is also important because it is tied to
the objectives and thus prevents focusing on one single element without considering it
being part of a larger network of relations.
Who owns the objectives depends on how the focal entity is defined. Sometimes the
focal entity is a firm, with a firm’s legal boundaries. If other types of focal entity are
chosen, e.g. an organisation’s research programme, the configuration of the resources
will be conducted using the research programme’s relevant objectives. The
configurations function as the view on how things may (or are planned to) occur with
regard to objectives. This view will then give an understanding of where the sources or
causes of uncertainty lie, and the most appropriate means to investigate the related
uncertainties and risks.
The configuration may also be used to describe how things (or elements) are tied
together within ready-made models or conceptual frameworks like the ISO model
(Figure 27, Chapter 3) or business model concept which models how earnings are made
(Osterwalder, 2004; Bini, 2016; IIRC, 2013). The configuration is the view of the
practical implementation of the real-world elements or instances.
Idiosyncrasies often make comparisons of the firms difficult if not impossible, but the
point here is that risk management is intended to support the managers who conduct
the risk assessment. The same idiosyncrasies may also affect the vocabulary used and
applied in the management of these risks, even if they are IC-related. Therefore, it is
important to understand how the various IC-related elements are taken into account
(as theoretical terms) not focusing too much on the orthodoxy of the terminology. One
has to bear in mind that IC and ICM are foremost an analytical conceptual framework,
not an operational one. Therefore, the strength of IC lies in putting various fragmented
elements together to show the essentials of the whole. Proper use of configurations may
help this.
Each relationship in a configuration contains uncertainties and, thus, the more relevant
knowledge is held with regard to the task or problem, the better. The same applies to
managing risks.
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Three perspectives on configuration underpin the ICRM framework: the typology of
knowledge by Aristotle, which Flyvbjerg (2001, 2004) has revitalised and applied to
social sciences, called ‘Phronetic research’; the compositional and procedural analysissynthesis concept provided by Ritchey (1991); and the framework concept which has
been described in Chapter 1 (Shehabuddeen et al. 1999). Knowledge types were
discussed in Section 3.2.2.5. Analysis-synthesis and the framework are discussed
below.
6.3.1.2

Analysis-synthesis

If we follow ISO 31000 and consider the derived ISO model (Figure 27 in the Risk
Management chapter) workable, it means that the sphere called ‘uncertainty’ can be
considered a configuration of IC-related elements the performance of which causes an
effect on the objectives. (NB here the effect comprises both desired effects on objectives
and deviations from them.). When abstract models are implemented in practice, the
understanding of what types of knowledge are required is crucial but not sufficient to
create the configurations. The planned configuration should be designed such that its
performance will have the desired effect on the objectives. Deviation from the
objectives can be understood as a dysfunction of the designed configuration, or in ISO
31000 terms risk. There are, however, other kinds of mechanisms which cause
deviation from objectives only.
Ritchey (1991) concerning analysis and synthesis distinguishes two different kinds of
the analysis and synthesis pair: composition and functional versus the mutual
interdependence of analysis-synthesis.
Analysis of composition is when “one (actually or conceptually) breaks down a system
into its structural parts or components”. According to Ritchey, this form of analysis is
trivial. When analysis of function is conducted, the system is broken down on the basis
of “identified functional processes or activities, which the system must carry out in
order to perform what it does.” (Ritchey, 1991. p. 3)
Conceptually, the system has a performance which has an effect on the objectives. In
order to understand the internal mechanism which causes the performance, one has to
understand the task the system aims at solving. The task is the problem the system has.
What is important in the concept is that analysis and synthesis are not separate
activities but depend on one another.
Figure 48 depicts the directions of the two approaches to analysis and synthesis. In
order to understand the temporal aspect of emerging risks, both composition and
function should be studied.
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Figure 48

Configuration, based on compositional and procedural analysis-synthesis

Even though the method described above is appropriate for identifying and describing
the mechanisms which cause an effect on the objectives, the method will not suffice. In
addition to this, a thorough understanding of the subject matter of the object under
investigation is required.
Although analysis and synthesis make up two sides of the same coin, the fact remains that every
given object of scientific investigation is, in a sense, unique. Each has its own special properties
which determine the type and degree of empirical knowledge that is available to us. And it is this
issue of the "availability of knowledge" which to a large extent governs our choice of the most
suitable method to be applied to a given system. (Ritchey 1991, p. 17)

It seems obvious that the functions of the object under investigation are investigated
first. As to IC-related risk management, the objectives of the focal entity are the point of
departure.
Methodologically, if IC follows analysis-synthesis and builds the configurations without
first considering the level of analysis, it then breaks traditional research practice or is in
confrontation with it. To stay on one selected level of analysis only means that the move
occurs horizontally, not vertically. This is not how life works.
One has to take in account that not all problems can be defined as a task the system has
to solve. In real life or in society, many real problems are of the wicked problems type,
where there is not one solution, or even a definition of the problem (Rittel and Webber,
1973; Ritchey, 2013).
6.3.1.3

Supporting framework

The framework concept presented in Shehabuddeen et al. (1999) is a presentation of
how a system (in Shehabuddeen’s terminology) can be depicted with several types of
artefacts depending on how abstract or concrete the representation should be or
whether the representation is static or dynamic. Nevertheless, the framework presumes
that there are means and techniques available by which the contents of the various
artefacts can be made. Both the configuration concept and the analysis-synthesis
concepts above are needed.
The framework concept by Shehabuddeen et al. (1999) has been described in more
depth in Section 2.1.6.1.
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As indicated in previous chapters, the specific artefacts available to identify and assess
the effect (or even find the element which is affected) on objectives include maps,
models and processes each of which in their inherent way may uncover the connections
between the identified IC-related elements and the objectives. The framework
described in Section 2.1.6.1 can be used to organise the various aspects of ICRM, as
shown in Section 6.5.
6.3.2

Identifying potential IC-related risk candidates

Risk is by definition linked to uncertainty through knowledge. In order to find the risks
one must first find the underlying uncertainties, the IC-related elements.
Below, I describe the process of assessment (identify, analyse and evaluate according to
ISO 31000) the relational knowledge diagram in Chapter 1. For the purpose of this
representation the diagram has slightly been modified as Figure 49 depicts. The
diagram can be used for two purposes: to understand the object in the relationships or
to construct a desired object. In both cases the uncertainties refer to limited knowledge.
The assessment will be discussed on two levels of complexity with some examples. For
the sake of simplicity the presumption for the presentation is that S (Subject) is either
an individual or a group of individuals (H-type of entity) as the Focal Entity whereas O
can be a configuration of any kinds of IC-related elements.

Figure 49

Relational approach to knowledge

Knowledge resides in Subject S, in Object O and in the relation between S and O. S, O
and the relationship between S and O are also objects, now for S’. Self-reflection can be
described as the S’ ->S relationship where both S and S’ refer to the same individual.
The selected object is the result of defining the context of the subject S. Hence S is
defined first. It is further assumed that both S and O have a relationship that contains
mutual requirements, explicitly or implicitly.
S and O are considered as configurations: S’s knowledge consists of phronesis, techne
and episteme as defined by Flyvbjerg (2001), and O may consist in the first instance of
H-, M- and/or N-type elements. If O comprises H-type element it further consists of
the three knowledge types, phronesis, techne and episteme.
One practical problem in management as well as in risk management starts with getting
everyone to work towards the common objectives. Even though the organisation has
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one main goal it must the broken down into sub-objectives in order to be intelligible to
individuals working to achieve them. This issue here deals with another problem; how
can two individuals in different positions or with different world view perceive the same
objectives? In Figure 50 the specific constellation is the vertical position and the
problem to work together to achieve the objectives. The question mark between the two
individuals (decision-makers, bricoleurs) indicates the location which characterises the
relationship in terms of uncertainty or lack of knowledge. I may call this ‘spot’ the
‘Epistemic Hole’ (EH). It may absorb essential information and knowledge regarding
the work, thus affecting the performance (or realising risk). The contents of the EH
depend on the context and the specific situation in it. Partly it relates to barriers in
knowledge-sharing (cf. Riege, 2005; Sveiby, 2007), partly not. It essentially indicates
the point that knowledge-sharing is not only sharing but also receiving and
understanding what was shared in the specific context.

Figure 50
Locating the practical uncertainty while working towards the same objectives
and related knowledge should be shared between ‘formal’ organisational levels. Identifying
the notion of the ‘Epistemic Hole’ shown as questions mark.

In order to assess (identify, analyse and evaluate) the knowledge-related uncertainties
and risks, EH may help the otherwise abstract work. How the EH can be applied in
practice in Section 8.1.4 and Figure 56 on page 213 will provide more detail. In that
figure the specific points concerning this set-up are 1-4, 2-5, and 3-6.
However, when the temporal aspect is taken into account (the risk life cycle), there are
more epistemic holes which should be taken into serious consideration in the
organisational context. Table 12 and Table 13 describing Figure 56 will further explain
the meaning of epistemic holes.
Generally speaking EH can be considered as a measure of the degree of dialogue.
The Process
First, the relationship is assessed and as a minimum the following characteristics
should be defined:
Assessing the relationship S <-> O
Purpose: What is the purpose of the specific relationship between S and
O?
Context: What is the context of this specific relationship?
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Objectives: What are the objectives or expectations for the relationship
seen from S’s point of view and what are the reciprocal requirements,
from both S’s and O’s point of view?
Assessing the Object
In practice the objects appear as configurations where the details are not
necessarily visible or perceivable. The dominant behaviour is of H-, M-, or
N-type in that order. Often, however, O can be a configuration consisting
of only one type of element.
If the primary type of O is of an H-type configuration, the potential
behaviour can be assessed based on the individuals’ power, interest
(objectives) and intent to execute their interests. In order to understand
the potential power, the other elements in the configurations should be
taken into account.
If the primary type of O is M-type, the first question is can this behaviour
as documented be trusted? If there are any doubts, the structure should
be analysed. One key point is the knowledge profile 61 of those involved in
the construction of the M-type element in question. Is sufficient
documentation available and who can access it? With these questions one
is entering into the history of the product development.
Assessing the Subject
This presentation limits S to be of H-type only, either an individual or a
group of individuals and behaviours of the individual. Its knowledge
consists of phronesis, techne, and episteme. All the knowledge type of the
S has to be assessed. The knowledge of S can be assessed as such or with
regard to the requirements the relationship to O sets. The assessment
becomes important when the prevailing knowledge is compared against
the requirement in the relationship with O.
Relative power relations S<->O are measured, the other resources (M- and N-) that
S and O (in case O is of H-type) have available will be taken into consideration.
The S->O relationship will be analysed with regard to the knowledge requirements
and how S can achieve the objectives.
As a result the fit between S and the requirements to use O will be assessed and the
risks and uncertainties identified and their effect either measured or judged.
6.3.3

Summary

The various means mentioned above will help in locating the IC-related elements’
uncertainties, which then can be assessed and treated. The assessment of the element
will only partially be explained by the location, for example in a process. Locating the
elements (after compositional analysis) in the conceptual framework does not
necessarily reveal their involvement in the process, thus procedural analysis is
61 Knowledge profile includes the assessment of the knowledge component required to the task at hand
(episteme, techne and phronesis)
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required. The in-depth understanding will depend on the configuration of the identified
element (in terms of H-entities, M-entities and N-entities) and the related epistemic
uncertainty.
6.4

Defining IC-related risk and IC-related risk management

Based on the discussion above the following definitions can be made. IC-related risk
can be defined as the ‘effect of uncertainty62 in knowledge-related elements on
an organisation’s63 objectives’.
Hence, IC-related risk management can be defined as ‘activities and methods
which aim at identifying (find, recognise and describe) IC-related
uncertainties and risks, assessing their relevance and effect on the
organisation’s64 objectives, improving the decision-making of management
by reducing uncertainty, and ensuring that this knowledge (information) is
used as an integral part of managerial decision-making.’
6.5

ICRM in a nutshell

Intellectual capital risk management (ICRM) has been discussed at length in this
chapter. The main phases are: 1) Definitions and presumptions within which the rest of
ICRM framework functions, 2) Defining or identifying the IC-related elements in the
context, 3) Assessing the work so far and redoing if needed, and finally, 4)
Implementation in the organisation. Measuring and monitoring is essential for
continuous operation and understanding the changing environment.
ICRM can also be depicted using Shehabuddeen’s et al. (1999) framework concept as
shown below.
System: IC-related definitions (IC, ICM, see 6.1.1 IC-related risk and ICrelated risk management, see 6.4)
Framework: Main components are the concept model (classification for
the purpose of managing IC-related risk); the process (using the
conceptual model for identification (with the emphasis on finding))
Map: A static concept map including relationships with the focal entity in
the middle (see Figure 13)
Model: A dynamic model of the map, a description of the activities (set of
questions) (see Figure 13, the flow of knowledge between the IC
elements).
Process: There are several processes: processes described with the ICOM
model describing the current course of events (see Figure 18); process on
the organisational level where analysis of the events is in the middle (see
Figure 31, and Figure 49); and finally risk assessment level processes (see
Figure 27, Figure 41, Figure 55 and Figure 56).
Uncertainty in knowledge-related elements covers both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties.
IC is defined as ‘knowledge-related elements in the context of an organisation’.
64 The organisation can be the prevailing organisation (AS-IS) or the planned organisation (TO-BE)
62
63
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Procedure: for each of the maps, models and processes the related
mandatory questions.
Technique: Figure 48 illustrates the compositional and procedural
analysis-synthesis domain and the defining of the configuration which on
some occasions transcends the set levels of organisation.
Tool: The examples in Chapter 8 can be considered as tools for applying
ICRM in practice.
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7

EMPIRICAL CASES

The empirical cases have been ‘present’ on many occasions during the development of
the thesis. The empirical cases in this chapter are the presentation of two cases only.
The empirical research covered much more and extended temporally over the actual
elaboration of the thesis. The empirical cases will illustrate how the theoretically
derived characteristics of ICRM may work in practice.
Why they are presented after the synthesis? The case logic (relational risks in relations
between the focal entity and its environment, in this case 31 factors) was validated as an
appropriate approach to assess business risks (which may affect the focal entity or its
stakeholders). The cases were conducted with the same logic. Since the number of the
cases is small (2) their value then is to illustrate various features of the created ICRM
framework. The cases have been present all the time and influenced the assessment of
the disciplines and research approaches in this thesis, but also as an important source
for the development of the ICRM framework. This is actually a normal way in which
reality influences theoretical work and creation.
The ‘Darstellungsweise’ (way to represent) petrifies the flux of the research and
attempts to find the most appropriate location for the cases in the thesis in order to
minimise referring forwards and backwards in the sequence of the presentation.
This chapter comprises the analysis of the two firm cases where the RB risk assessment
method was applied. Initially, interviews were conducted at eight firms but it was
decided to analyse two of them for this thesis. The unreported cases have served for
understanding the RB method as well as the behaviour of managers. Even though the
cases are different they seem, seen from IC-related risk perspective, to share
communalities. Therefore these selected two cases were chosen to be discussed more
thoroughly. The interviews were conducted by the researcher and the informants were
the managing directors (CEOs) of the firms. Their participation in this study was
approved by them under certain conditions, most important being the anonymity. All
specific details in the material, including the results of the RB risk assessments,
obtained from RealBiz International, and in the interviews, relevant to the purpose of
the study, can be revealed, if anonymity is ensured. The relevance of the details stems
from the research questions. The research attempts to describe each firm and the
related occurrences as realistically as possible, bearing in mind the ethical standards of
good research practice.
Some of the firms operate in areas where there are not many firms. Therefore, some
aspects of the firms and their operations have been camouflaged for the sake of
anonymity. The researcher maintains that more important than precisely describing
the firm is to document their operations after the RB risk assessment and to show why
and how they did what they did, and assess these against the theoretical, especially
IC/ICM considerations.
The two cases differ considerably from each other, and thus the emphasis has been to
understand the cases in their own rights rather than attempting to force them into one
mould for the sake of commensurability. There were also commonalities, which are
discussed as well. The research approach resembles the IC2 research by Mouritsen
(2006).
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The interviews conducted according to theme discussion followed the theme clock
depicted in Figure 51. The full diagram is available in Figure 59 of Appendix 5.

Figure 51

Theme clock used in the two firm case interviews

The structure of the case presentations is the following: case description, case specifics
and summary of the case. The sub-structure of each case varies due to the
idiosyncrasies of the cases. The discussion of the cases will emphasise the voices of the
interviewees.
7.1

The MAN-Operator case

MAN-Operator is responsible for the functionality of a Metropolitan Area Network
(MAN).65 The relevance of the case for the thesis lies in its longitudinal nature; it is the
only one of the case firms to have done the RB risk analysis twice (in three years).
The CEO was the informant in both RB assessments and also the interviewee two years
after the second RB assessment. The three-year period between the RB risk
assessments represented a dramatic change and transformation in the business. Prior
to the first assessment the firm had just started and at the time of the second one the
ownership had changed, and it had established a position as an important player.
At the start, the firm had two owners with contradicting expectations and ambitions on
how to conduct the business and what aspects to emphasise. One owner was a public
company with the aim to serve the municipality, whereas the other owner, a private
firm providing the technology, had other ideas. For the latter the aim was to use MANOperator as a springboard for other markets. Over time the private firm lost interest in
participating in the joint ownership. The reason was that they halted their plans to
expand to other markets.
As seen in Table 7, the number of Business Areas expanded from two to four. At the
beginning, they were a network operator, and services and marketplace. The first was
responsible for selling and building fibre networks. The second aimed at providing
services to network users and providing a marketplace where customers could meet
service and commodity providers.
MAN refers to Metropolitan Area Network which can be defined as: “a large computer network that
spans a metropolitan area or campus. Its geographic scope falls between a WAN and LAN. MANs provide
Internet connectivity for LANs in a metropolitan region and connect them to wider area networks like the
Internet.” (Anis and Subramaniam, 2015)

65
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At the end of the three-year period business was conducted differently. MAN-Operator
now had four BAs: build and provide access to technology network; provide knowledge
transfer to similar MANs in other municipalities; sell services to service providers, who
aim at increasing their business volume through the municipality network; and finally,
transmission, which builds fast area wide networks for firms and other organisations.
Table 7

Risk profile of MAN-Operator A (two BAs) and MAN-Operator B (four BAs)

Relations to the interested parties on the market:

MAN Operator A
COMPANY BA 1

Interested party

Relation

Relation Relation Relation

Relation Relation Relation Relation

Direct competitors
Substitute competitors
Suppliers
Board
Managing director
Corporate culture
Patents, agreements and other rights
Owners
Fire, theft, breakdown and other disasters
General
Laws and regulations influencing the demand
Infra structure
Legal structure
Mass media
Pressure Groups
Culture of the society

U2
U2
U3
U2
U2
U2
U3
U2
U2
U1
U2
U2
U3
U2
U3
U2

U3
U3
U3
U2
U3
U2
U3
U2
U2
U1

U3
U3
D1
U2
D1
U1
A1
A1
U1
U3

U3
U3
D1
U2
D1
U1
A1
A1
U1
U3

U3

U3

U1
U2
U1

U1
U1
U1

U3
U2
U3
U2

BA 2

U2
U2
U3
U2
U2
U3
U2
U1
U1
U2
U2
U1
U1
U2

MAN Operator B
COMPANY BA 1

BA 2

BA 3

C2
C3
D1
U2
U1

U3
C1-C3
D1
U2
U1
U1

A1
U1
U1

A1
U1

BA 4

C3-C1
D1
U2
A1

A1
U1

U1
U1
U1
U1

U1
U2
U1

U1
U1
U1

MAN-Operator A: BA1 = Network operator, BA2 = Serv ices and m arketplace
MAN-Operator B: BA1 = Connection/access to households and firm s, BA2 = Knowledge transfer to other
MAN-Operators, BA3 = Business platform to serv ice suppliers, BA4 = Transm ission to firm s spread
geographically .

Seen from the Viable Systems Model and recursivity perspective, the firm had
developed from two BAs to four BAs, each of them viable, i.e. able to maintain their
own existence. Seen from an IC and ICM perspective, the shift from two to four
independent BAs was not that simple. The number of things had not only doubled, but
also changed. Each of the BAs to conduct the business had four configurations of
knowledge, four distinct sets of SCs, and four different sets of RCs. The differences
between BAs can be seen how the scores differ. The difference is much bigger in the
particular idiosyncrasies in each BA.
Another interesting point relates to BA2 of MAN B, knowledge transfer to other MAN
operators. The boundary of this operation in a way exceeded the MAN-Operator’s
boundaries in two respects: H- and M-elements. From a knowledge perspective the
experiences of MAN’s M-element was transferred to other MANs. The obvious
condition for this was that the MANs were not competitors. The delivered M-element
became a bridge through which the experience was transmitted in both directions
increasing the understanding MAN operations in both parties.
There were several changes in the risk profile. This can be done longitudinally. In
addition, descriptions of relevant events between the date of the second RB risk
assessment and the date of the interview will follow. The main changes in the risks
between the two RB risk assessments (three years) can be put in the following classes:
No change, Change to better, Change to worse, and Change of type.
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No changes can be observed in relationships to the Board, on which BAs continued to
be significantly dependent. Changes to better can be observed in relationships with
the Managing director, Corporate culture, Patents, Agreements and rights, Owners,
Laws and Regulations influencing the demand, Legal structure, Mass media, Pressure
groups, and Culture of the society.
Changes to worse are seen in the General political environment and Infra structure.
Changes in type of the relation can be observed both in Direct competition and
Substitute competition. For some BAs the dependence has become worse whereas some
BAs are in heavy competition.
7.1.1

Case specifics

The key strategy was to provide an open network for the municipality. The selling
metaphor was an ‘Airport’, open to all operators and travellers. The aim was to avoid
lock-in, where customers are limited to only the services provided by the network
owner or operator. Metaphorically, MAN-Operator prepared RC placeholders waiting
to be connected between customer and supplier. It was a platform for business
contacts.
An important identified risk has been in the relationship with political pressure groups.
MAN-Operator both owns and operates the network, an unusual configuration among
municipally owned networks. The common structure is that the municipality owns the
network, but the operation has been granted to a private firm. The current operative
structure had been criticised by politicians. The CEO of MAN-Operator and other
members of the Board had been lobbying these critical groups. According to the CEO,
the most important single issue had been that the operations had been made as
transparent as possible and distributed as widely as possible. This means that there is
currently no political group or politician who would want to question the structure of
MAN-Operator without the risk of losing in the next election.
What concerns the pressure groups, it was a politically infected question, when the business
started, whether one could operate the MAN as a wholly owned municipal direction or not. Some
groups considered that municipalities should not get involved; the market should take care of it.
Today, there is no political party, which would loudly dare to oppose the current arrangement
without losing in the elections, and this has been my ambition. (CEO of MAN-Operator)

The heavy dependence on patents and legal rights in the beginning had changed at the
time of the second risk assessment. The reason was that the private firm sold its shares
to the publicly owned firm. MAN-Operator could then select freely the technology it
wanted to use in its operations, i.e. became itself free from technological lock-in.
7.1.2

Summarising the MAN-Operator case

During the three years the configuration of the firm changed significantly. One might
say that the firm ‘came of age’. The increase in revenue or profit was one indicator. At
the first RB assessment the revenue was below €1M and the firm made a loss. At the
second RB assessment revenues had grown nearly fourfold and the firm was profitable.
It seems to be more important, how the ‘maturity’ of the business had changed the
configuration of the business. At the beginning, MAN-Operator focused on establishing
the rights for its existence and operations were simple, whereas at the end of the three-
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year period its existence had been established and operations had changed. MANOperator had acquired knowledge of the operations in all relevant aspects of the
business and thus, it could even generate additional business by helping other MAN
operations. In this sense part of the operation exceeded the firm’s boundaries in terms
of shared knowledge on H- and M-elements both within the boundaries of the firms
and in relationship with other organisations.
The case illustrates a number of important points which have been taken into
consideration when constructing the ICRM IC-related risk management framework.
As to understanding a firm’s IC, it seems that the firm cannot be seen as the only unit of
analysis, maybe only from a financial accounting point of view. In order to understand
the HC, SC and RC, one should try to disaggregate the firm into recursive units, BAs.
The precondition is that the viability of the BA is ensured. Each of the BAs then forms a
viable system with its own boundaries, where to a certain extent (H- and M-elements)
do not obey the firm’s boundaries, at least not in all aspects. This way to disaggregate
the firm is also in line with observations Ackerman and Eden (2011) make. The changes
in the number and nature of BAs over the years are also supported by the Contingency
Theory by Lawrence and Lorsch (1967).
Secondly, even though every case firm operated with IC-related elements, the CEO of
MAN-Operator was the only one who could express himself using IC-related
terminology – like structural capital, human capital. The way he used the terminology
makes one think of the possibility that the IC approach can become operational. What
is required in this respect remains to be seen, but at least it requires training and
education.
Seeing the MAN from the relational approach, from the stakeholder point of view, the
RC of the stakeholders becomes of interest, namely the politically selected members on
the board. When MAN became a stable and financially viable firm, the membership
became important since it could be converted into political capital. It was also
beneficial since the voices which suggested the split of the firm into network operator
and service provider could be silenced. The risk from political pressure groups was
treated in this way.
7.2

The MT case

The material technology (MT) organisation is a business unit within a large
multinational manufacturing enterprise. It operates within a specific high-tech area
and considers itself one of the leading firms. The case has been published (Ritvanen
and Sveiby, 2017). This text is limited to what is relevant for the purpose of this thesis.
The RB risk assessment was conducted when the new CEO wanted to understand the
firm he was responsible for. The CEO and members of the board were the attendees of
the RB workshop. According to the CEO there were two important outcomes for him
and the team, which affected operations after then. The first outcome was the strategy
formulation. The team put much effort into crystallise the statement, which followed
the RB template. Its contents and especially the discussion they held were valuable and
had a long-term bearing for the future of the firm. It also welded the management team
to execute the strategy.
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During the RB risk assessment, the management team defined the business area in the
following way. From MT’s RB risk assessment report:
The business of the business area satisfies the needs of “<to improve process performance>” at
“<system suppliers>” by supplying them with “<material and component technical solutions
based on material technology66>”. End users are “<process industry>”. The need is
primarily caused by “<to decrease life cycle costs>”.

Table 8 depicts the essential dependences in MT’s environment. It shows a fatal
dependence on a specific supplier and strong dependences on the customers, staff and
public support. While there was no direct competition, MT experienced strong
competition from substitute competitors. Since only strong and fatal dependences are
listed in Table 8 the discussion on how MT executives resolved the fatal dependence on
the supplier will be made by using the dependence map in Figure 52.
Table 8

MT’s salient relationships with environment

MT
COMPANY
Interested party
Customers
Substitute competitors
Suppliers
Agents
Staff
Support

7.2.1

Relation
U2
C2
U3
D2
U2
U2

Case specifics

As shown in Figure 52, the most severe risk was the dependence on one supplier. The
supplier had a dominating position in the market for the specific material MT needed
for its products and services. The immediate effect was that the price of the material for
MT was very high and affected the end product price at a level which was becoming
intolerable to MT and its customers. Thus, the risk had to a certain extent already been
realised. An indirect effect was that the market for MT’s product had not been
established. In RB-terminology it represents a ‘missing arrow’ between the focal entity
(MT) and the direct competition. The actual competition was between MT and the
substitute competition. The dependence was predetermined in the contract between
the two firms.
In the following the description is based on the answer to the question, What did you
do when you became aware of the fatal dependence?
MT also had other dependencies, the staff (key persons, technology specialists) being
the most important. Other dependencies were on the key customer and public funds.
The CEO of MT stated in the interview that the dependence on the supplier had been
considered as fatal. If the company could not resolve this problem, the survival of the
firm was at stake. Thus, the problem was considered so important that it was treated as
a strategic programme, which was led by the CEO and the board of the firm.
66 Material technology is a pseudonym for the actual expression. The pseudonym is used to ensure the
anonymity of the firm. (Emphasis by the author.)
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The way in which MT resolved the issue will be discussed in the following. The
dependence map in Figure 52 is used to make the various steps and moves visible. The
text will help to move between the details and the whole. The map in Figure 52 contains
the 31 environmental factors of the RB method, the only difference being the grouping
of the relationships according to the IC triad.

Figure 52

MT’s Stakeholder map used as a template for solution description67

Step 1. The newly appointed management awakened to the fatal dependence on the
supplier of the key material required for the product. The RB risk analysis showed that
the price of the material was extremely high. The quality of the material did not always
meet the quality statement MT had given to its product users, i.e. demanding
customers.
Step 2. A thorough analysis identified many implications of the dependence: it
revealed that MT did not have direct competitors. However, the high price of MT’s
product due to the high material price and tough competition with competitors offering
cheaper substitutes indicated that unless the firm did something about this situation it
would not survive. Many of the staff were highly talented experts with rare expertise
and hence the firm was dependent on them. The dependency of MT on its experts was a
crucial asset. It was not a hostile relationship, ‘only’ a strong risk. If the firm could not
satisfy them, they might become frustrated and leave. One additional point deserves
67 The dependence map of the MT Case is the map version used in Ritvanen and Sveiby (2017) and follows
the IC triad classification. The classification of the 31 environmental factors in Figure 52 imade according
to three classifications: the IC triad, the stakeholder approach, and the classification created in the
Synthesis chapter will be found in Appendix 3. This latter classification is based on the relational approach
to the knowledge-based IC.
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mentioning here. The supplier of the expensive material and MT had a joint venture
with the important customer, but the high price was considered an obstacle. MT was a
small player in the eyes of the customers, and therefore, in order to gain credibility as a
solid producer, the supplier was required in the coalition.
Step 3. The first strategy. The MT started negotiations with the main supplier to get
a better price and better quality for the material. The main motivation or argument was
to emphasise the fact that unless the price decreased there would be no market growth.
Negotiations failed. It became obvious the mutual benefit argument was not the right
way.
Step 4. In order to survive, MT gave their talented scientists a task: to develop a lowerquality product to compete against the substitute competitors. The RB risk assessment
had shown the strong dependence on staff (power-over), but since the staff were not
hostile (their interests coincided with MT’s interests), they could be called upon
(power-to). With ‘IC-eyes’ it was also a way to engage their most valuable HC in the
fight for survival. Top management suddenly realised the value of their experts, the
positive mirror image of the dependence.
Step 5. The second strategy. The MT restarted negotiations with the main supplier
by using the newly acquired capability as an argument. This move did not change the
supplier’s attitude either. From the supplier’s point of view, this expansion in the
product offering by MT did not represent a real threat to it. It probably only affected
some variation of the material flow (quantity and quality) but not a halt.
Step 6. The MT started to look for substitute suppliers for the needed material. Space
technology in the former Soviet Union area had a number of suppliers which could
provide similar material of at least the same quality and at a much lower price.
Step 7. The third strategy. The firm could reorganise its material supply and
renegotiate the agreement with its supplier, which then improved the mutual ‘view’ to
the common market.
The activities in the search of new sources for the material gave important information
about the Eastern markets, not only from the material point of but also in knowledge
about the similar processing capabilities. Here the level of the capability to produce
products and especially the price level was important.
The CEO of MT put the change in this way:
That risk has not fully been removed; its nature and form changes. For example, we have
renegotiated the major alliance agreement and it contains a really hard point. Earlier, the basic
idea was that whenever we use this application, we will use that specific supplier. Now we can
use other suppliers. This is a fundamental change …
In the practical work this [dependence from the supplier] is not on the top, that everything we do
now, would stem from the observation [dependency from the customer], instead the pressure
from the customers is what we consider as the main issue. We continuously get the message in
the customer interface, so this makes us to learn, at least something. But the risk management
developed in this way to use rather aggressive means and one must add: At the time, when we
did RealBiz (risk) assessment, none of us could even imagine that we now acquire the flight ticket
to the east instead of to the west with the aim to seek material technology partners. Now we have
placed trial orders from each potential. They really have knowhow and understanding of the
matter.
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Step 8. The MT could start to operate the new market with full support from the
material suppliers, not only on the previously sole supplier’s part but from the new
suppliers as well. Also, the price level the customers had indicated as a threshold could
now be given to the products.
However, unexpectedly a new competitor appeared (8); an Eastern European supplier
had copied the technology that MT had developed and was trying to patent it. MT had
not filed for patent protection, because its earlier analysis had not shown any
dependency on intellectual property owners. The event triggered an immediate
reassessment of MT’s human capital side, in particular the dependence on key people
(9), who might be attracted by the new entrant. They immediately discovered one
unexpected benefit of the new alliance: “We had only one expert on welding and it was
shared 50/50 with our main supplier. Suddenly, he decided to leave us to be employed
100% by the main supplier. We were lucky that no third party was involved.” This made
MT realise, “Our brains are our absolutely biggest tool or production resource”. As a
consequence, MT initiated a programme for improving the staff’s physical safety, and it
also led to a more careful attitude in terms of intellectual property, such as nondisclosure clauses in employment contracts.
Step 9. The parent company and their Human Resources had understood the
dependence on the staff, so the staff had to sign a more binding Non-Disclosure
Agreement, since these capabilities were also needed in the group’s other internal
future technology projects besides MT’s product.
Step 10. Finally, the true needs of the customer, in line with the strategy statement of
MT, could be satisfied. An outstanding quality product could now be delivered to
customers at a competitive price.
During the period between the RB risk assessment and the date of the interview, the
financial performance of the firm rose from negative to significantly positive.
7.2.2

Analysing the MT case

The MT case is important for many reasons. First, it illustrates how IC management
and risk management can be combined in the formulation of the strategy and its
execution.
The CEO stated the importance of the RB risk assessment, not only because of the RB
method but because the board of directors were part of the discussion.
We knew of the dependence of the big supplier [before the RB risk assessment] but we would not
have started these forceful activities, unless it [the dependence] had been articulated as so big
and unless the results had been discussed on the board of directors level.

The RB risk assessment was crucial in identifying the most important risks or
dependences in the business, the ignorance of which could have had dramatic
consequences not only to MT but also to the enterprise MT was part of. The assessed
dependence was just a starting point and therefore the actions MT undertook are of
wider interest in risk treatment.
The actionable strategy and the way it was elaborated among the leadership (both the
board and the management group) showed the power of risk management.
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The CEO (of MT) also saw the importance of the RB risk assessment in showing the
multitude of matters one has to take into account in strategy work.
Also those who not necessarily have much to do with strategies will immediately understand how
many-faceted the strategy work is. Should we also think about other things like regulators or
other stakeholders?

As for the human-related risk the CEO stated his ‘eureka’: it is not only the mental work
safety but also the physical.
These our guys are in devilish danger there [at customer site], so who is responsible and there
are all kinds of toxic substances and other stuff, treatment acids and suddenly for me the work
safety issues have got a new meaning. As we have been thinking that our work is office work and
only mental work well-being would suffice. But, it is not [office work only].

The precondition of creating new products or solutions is not restricted to what the
firm ‘owns’ in terms of knowledge. The CEO of MT confirmed that, without the good
collaboration with the knowledge resources outside the firm, nothing significantly new
would have come into being. This also justifies the critique of the H-elements, which
refers to the employees.
We would never have accomplished these projects, not even half of them, I mean our research
and development projects, unless we had this well-organised external brain capacity available.

Firms developing modern knowledge-intensive, new products often rely on external
resources; as a matter of fact the common modus operandi is a programme or project in
which knowledgeable workers and experts, based on their individual capability,
collaborate towards the set objectives.
To what extent can the profit and performance be seen as synonyms? This varies, case
by case. The CEO of MT did not consider them as synonyms. The key determinant
seems to be the type of the business, which in the specific business can be considered as
the relevant performance indicator. In MT, the performance of the volume business
(which follows the routine) could be expressed with indicators, which emphasise the
financial aspect like profit, whereas the Research and Development (R&D) could not.
The effect of the R&D is uncertain and the temporal reach of success will not follow the
fiscal year but rather a period which varies according to the type of research (basic
research, application research).
7.2.3

Summarising the MT case

The case illustrates how the management team alternates between two typical
management activities. One is intra-team assessment and conversations, where
meaning is created and leads to a range of decisions; the other is when individual
members go outside the team to execute the decisions. The place for IC-as-practice
would be in supporting the first type of activity, where identification and measuring are
only the initial steps. IC can also generate consensus about the meaning of the metrics;
it can enable, in fact enforce, a holistic approach to any issue under investigation; it
may contribute to the formulations of actions and; it can make the time span shorter
between talk and action. We see all these in the MT case.
The case illustrates something important about the decision-making process, especially
what happens before the decision is made. This may to a certain extent explain how the
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notion ‘IC is a holistic approach’ works in practice. When a risk is identified in one
relationship, it does not mean that the risk can be resolved merely in the context of that
relationship, in isolation. The consequences of the risk or dependence radiates to other
relationships. Therefore, other relationships (and counterparts) should be taken into
account when the solution space is configured. It is crucial to understand the impact of
each of the potential relationships on the resolution. It is too trivial to explain this by
referring to MT being a rather small organisation. It was rather the managerial
knowledge and dialogue in the team which can be seen as an important explanation.
The company size obviously had an impact on this. In a larger organisation risks in
specific relationships may remain within the organisational functions and will not be
raised on the holistic level within the function or on the firm level. Marketing issues are
managed in the marketing function, supplier issues are managed in the supply chain
management and so on. Often, each of these functions can further delegate the specific
risks to the risk department. Therefore, it is vital that specific relational risks are raised
above the function level.
The relational approach presumes that the objectives of both parties in the relationship
should be assessed. Since the parties in the relationship are responsive to one another
(the relationship is dynamic), it is difficult to assess the response and success of one’s
own deeds and strategies a priori. The case illustrates this point by trying several
strategies with new configurations of IC elements.
Knowledge-sharing and protection has been one of the main themes in IC and KM
risks. Often the threat is referred to contractual workers as if own H-employees were
clean. The case, however, illustrates that the boundaries of knowledge protection and
sharing should be not seen categorically as the firm boundary, as the statement
referring to “well-organised external brain capacity” indicates.
The openness of the organisation in terms of knowledge-sharing may make the ‘owners’
of the information and knowledge vulnerable. The main discussion focuses on the
boundary between the employee and the non-employee, where the non-employee is
considered the major source of problems. It is assumed that the employees are the
‘trusted’ ones and they should consider non-employees with caution. The CEO of MT
and the owner company had different strategies on this. The CEO praised the external
brain capacity whereas the owner company made the NDA of its own key employees
even more strict.
The point here is that management, in order to be successful in the business, should be
sensitive to the specific relationship between the business type and the performance
indicator. A mismatch might cause frustration among the brains working towards the
objectives. The CEO of MT put it bluntly when he compared the performance indicators
in both of his operations: development and production. The production operation can
be measured by financial indicators whereas the development cannot. The latter
represents entrepreneurial endeavours, and the story to a certain extent covers the
start-up phase of the firm. Here the two Knightian (1921) uncertainties are in
confrontation – the entrepreneur’s judgement (faith) and the financier’s (or owners
which can play the role of financier) measurable uncertainty, risk.
The visual presentation of the entirety (the 31 relationships with the environment)
provides a flexible way to change the focus – from the focal view (awareness) on the
issue to a contextual view (awareness), in which the focal issue has been put in
perspective and in interaction with other relationships. This is crucial when a local
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optimum68 in the resolution should be avoided. This pattern resembles Polanyi’s focal
and subsidiary knowing. It is important that the move between the focal knowledge
domain and subsidiary knowledge domain is enabled, or made ‘easier’. The case
illustrates this aspect in an interesting way. The use of the visual chart was the essential
template during the interview and much of the data was collected using the map. The
fatal dependence on the supplier was the main risk for the operations. To solve this was
not sufficient since the essential objectives for the operation were elsewhere – in the
customer relationship. The map was a great aid in the knowledge acquisition. Writing
this now, one important question was not asked during the interview: did you use the
map when planning the strategies to resolve the problem?
7.3

Reflections and revisiting the two firm cases

Is there a shortcut to this process described above? The point is not to force someone to
eat the full menu but rather identify the most important uncertainties and then assess
these as risks. Even though the ISO 31000 standard is rather concise, if one
accomplished all the suggestions in it in a larger organisation the work would be
tremendous.
If the organisation could see risk management as an integral part of management, there
would be no double work in many areas since risk management to a great extent (at
least if you follow ISO 31000) will elaborate the same themes and objectives as
management does, i.e. starting with uncertainties to assess their effect and selecting
those issues where risk treatment/management is required. What then makes the
difference is the set of methods to further assess the identified risks, or to find them.
The two firm cases have shown that identified severe risks which concern firm-level
objectives are best treated by management. None of the firms, nevertheless, were large
firms which had a department for risk issues, but the cases show that risks at the firm
or organisation level are complex, independent of the size of the organisation. The
details may touch operational level items which can be caught in the process but it is
the management’s liability to bring risks identified on the operational level onto the
firm or organisation level and assess them in context, in relation with other
relationships and other identified risks.
Next the cases in the two firm cases will be reflected on in light of the ICRM framework.
Case MAN made two consecutive assessments with RealBiz. The two assessments
show that the relevant boundaries of business are not the same. This observation is in
line with the contingency theory by Lawrence and Lorsch (1967). In the beginning when
the business was in the embryo phase, the firm had two independent business areas.
When, after three years the second assessment was conducted, the business had been
refined to cover four independent business areas. Another important observation was
made. The firm was at the time of the interview owned by the municipality. The
municipal politicians were keen to see the success of the firm. In the beginning the firm
was partly owned by a privately owned firm and the municipality. At that time the firm
was at risk and the politicians were reluctant to be involved in the board. Later the firm
has grown and become a local success and consequently politicians are fighting to
become members of the board. This was not enough. The politicians were not satisfied
Local optimum – when the search space is considered as too narrow – or when larger environmental
aspects are not taken into account.
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in their role representing the owner and oversee the strategy; they wanted to guide the
CEO in operative matters as well.
FE-H relations:
The entrepreneur-minded CEO had the freedom to make needed decisions when the
firm was in the embryo phase. Later, when the business had stabilised, and the
ownership shifted to the public company there was a change in focus. After the election
in 2006 it was decided that the MAN-Operator should have politicians on the board in
the same way as the parent (the publicly owned company). After this the MANOperator was considered more a public service company than a commercial entity. This
view comes from the CEO and should be considered with critique.
FE-M relations:
The firm built the entire infrastructure. In the beginning, the technology was not
mature except the transmission technology. In this sense the heavy construction effort
was at the beginning a great risk, since there were not many similar endeavours
available to gain experience from. In this sense also the publicly owned technology
company as co-owner was needed. Later, when the infrastructure had reached critical
mass, the municipal owner was prepared to acquire the full ownership. The key to
success was the business model the firm operated. Customers had to make long-term
investment in physical infrastructure which converted them into a ‘loyal’ customer.
FE-N relations
The firm had to build the physical infrastructure which by far was no easy task,
technically or financially. The M-type devices could be acquired but the infrastructure
had to be built by the supervision of the firm.
As for the Case MT, the third attempt to resolve the risk in the supplier relation was
successful. It took several years to make all the needed changes which finally brought
success. One important finding relates to the use of dependency as an indicator of
power and thus risk. The firm was heavily dependent on the staff. If the staff (the
scientists) quit working the firm would be in trouble since similar talent (knowledge)
were not available. The relation on the other hand was not hostile since the interest of
the firm and the staff coincided and the staffs were willing to elaborate new
technologies in order to circumvent the problems the supplier risks had already
created. This case confirms the thesis that the relative power position cannot alone
determine the risk. Other aspects like coincidence of interests and intent to execute the
interest have much relevance and are by the same token subject to negotiation. Finally,
the conflict of interest between FE and the supplier turned out to be an alliance with
mutual interest to satisfy customer demand.
FE-H relations:
The whole management group was involved in the strategy formulation in conjunction
with RealBiz assessment. Thus, the identified fatal dependency on the supplier was
taken seriously widely in the organisation and the measures conducted by the CEO
received support (phronesis).
FE-M relations:
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Technical skills (techne and episteme combined) by the scientists could be mobilised to
compete against the substitute competitor. Thus the dependency of the focal entity as
power-over became resource (power-to).
FE-N relations:
The thorough understanding of the material (episteme) provided the possibility to test
substitute material from the East, at a lower price. This capacity finally brought the
supplier to the negotiation table (phronesis).
7.4

Summary of cases

The two firm cases brought many insights into how IC-related risks are managed. The
actual RealBiz assessments conducted two to four years earlier and the results thereof
were the starting point for the interviews. The cases are different in many ways but
from an IC and ICM perspective and with regard to what the cases illustrate in terms of
IC-related risk management, there are several important communalities which should
be taken into account during the construction of the ICRM framework.
The decision-maker is in a changing environment in the position of a bricoleur
independent of their vertical position in the organisation – there is always someone
above and below, and upstream and downstream of them. The crucial point is to what
extent that person is left alone? Has their knowledge been assessed to meet the
requirement the position sets? The way management in both cases but especially in MT
built the strategy and followed its execution allowed the management to try several
strategies. The sense-making of the situation in the team has been shown to work in the
cases.
The integrative approach was seen in the solutions when the firms attempted to resolve
the assessed risks. Theoretically, the behaviour or approach implements the holistic
view known in IC theory. It also relates to Polanyi’s knowledge hierarchy where focal
knowledge (knowing/awareness) and subsidiary knowledge (knowing/awareness)
interplay. The pattern employed by many managers to create strategies included
focusing on the specific relationship, understanding their effect on the business and
relating it to other important relationships.
Dependence on certain stakeholders (power-over) can be converted into power-to69 and
directed against the (at the time) most important dependence, which means that not
only is the dependence removed but it is also used as power to achieve other things.
Actually, most of the dependencies the firm has can be mobilised to work to achieve the
set objectives. What matters is how the assessed risks are managed, and thus, the risks
do not necessarily determine the future.
A continuous trial-and-error approach to strategy execution means that strategies
configure the various relationships into a concerted effort. If one strategy fails, another
is applied. The granularity of the main IC classes is important. The first level of classes
may serve for reporting or aggregating the view but for operations they are too coarse.

The notion of ‘power-to’ is a contested concept, easy to understand, though. Some scholars operate with
the ‘power-over’ and ‘power-to’ pair of concepts whereas Lukes’ opinion is that ‘power-to’ does not exist.
(Lukes, 2005).
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The two cases are, to a certain extent, biased; the interviewees were entrepreneurs, at
least mentally, and the case firms were small and had no separate RM functions.
Nevertheless, the fact that the important risks are treated by top management provides
a holistic view on the problem. The MAN and MT cases suggest that a specific problem
(an assessed dependence on a particular stakeholder) will not be resolved at the level of
that relationship (focal knowledge) but only once the specific relationship is related to
other relationships on a holistic level (subsidiary knowledge).
The management knows and uses certain terminology that they are acquainted with
and which is precisely understood among them and probably also within the firm, even
though the terms may sound ambiguous to outsiders.
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8

HOW TO APPLY ICRM IN MANAGERIAL PRACTICE

The aim of this chapter is to give some examples on how the created ICRM framework
could be applied in managerial practice.
The thesis focuses on identifying IC-related uncertainties and risks and emphasises
relationships as the location where risks emerge and occur. The results of the changes
are recognisable in entities and new states of the relationships. Changes in entities,
however, will not explain what happened or what may happen. The answer, if possible
to obtain at all, can be found in the relationships. In the following some examples and
associated managerial tools and approaches are presented which may help in practical
management where uncertainties and risks should always be taken into account.
The examples cover the following aspects of management: the generic process of ICRM
seen from the focal entities point of view; assessing the stakeholder relationship;
organising the ICRM; and understanding decision-making in the context of the risk life
cycle.
8.1

Applying the framework in practice

How to make sense of the above created framework and how to apply it in practice? As
I put earlier, a class hierarchy or a risk map alone will not help if there is no aid
available to help in the implementation. Several means in IC research complemented
the classification into a framework. As examples, Sveiby (2001) and the strategic
questions, Marr et al. (2004), and Schiuma et al. (2009) and their Knoware structure
suffice.
As mentioned earlier, the questions are important means to find. Much depends on
how adequate the questions are. Often the object of enquiry ‘gives’ an answer but in
order to understand it specific knowledge is required. In order to make the finding of
relevant IC-related risks better, the questions can be improved and made more
adequate if the topology of the organisation supports the purpose.
8.1.1

The generic process of ICRM seen from the focal entities’ point of
view

The first example covers the ICRM process which applies the ISO 31000 process to
meet the IC requirements. Figure 53 generally follows the risk management process of
ISO 31000. There are, however two things which differ or complement it from an IC
and ICM perspective: the contexts are defined using the IC concept classification. H-,
M-, and N-elements are defined separately, and their relationships to the objectives are
assessed accordingly. In Figure 53 the inner circle indicates the recursive nature of the
organisation where each recursive level contains the same element as the layer above.
Thus, the questions used in the outer circle are those used in the lower recursive levels.
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Figure 53
Defining IC-related risks in the context of an organisation: outer and inner
circles of definition

Table 9 contains the concepts, their descriptions and mandatory questions. The
mandatory questions are there to help to find and analyse the potential uncertainties
(deficiency of knowledge) and related risks when the effect on the objectives can be
assessed (the Knightian risk approach is applied as a milder version).
Table 9

Mandatory questions concerning the elements in Figure 53.

PHASESSTEPS

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

OUTER CIRCLE
The idea of the outer circle is to analyse the organisation from various risk-related
perspectives. The assessment should not remain a once-in-a-lifetime event but rather
be a continuous elaboration through which the necessary changes are conducted when
needed.
Purpose

Define or indicate the purpose Is this purpose realistic? How do you
or goal you are aiming at.
know?

Focal
Entity

Define the focal entity which at
best will serve the purpose. It
may be an organisation, firm,
programme, project which has a
clear identity and viability.

Context
general

Describe the contexts of the Are the contexts (inner and outer) in
focal entity, both inner and line with the defined focal entity?
outer.
Have all significant context elements
been taken into account? (Structural
uncertainty).

Is this description of the focal entity
adequate for the purpose? Is this
description AS-IS or TO-BE? If TOBE, what remains to be done to reach
this state?
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PHASESSTEPS

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

Context

Describe the most important Htype
elements
(individuals,
stakeholders, stakeholder roles,
groups of individuals, key
persons, organisations of any
type).

How well do you know these H-type
elements? Do you know what
knowledge is required? Who do you
rely on concerning the required
knowledge? Are you self-sufficient or
do you use outsiders for certain
knowledge and knowing? Have all
relevant H-type elements been
included, with no important ones
missing?

Describe the most important Mtype entities in the context
(processes, devices, etc.) and the
relation to them: design, build,
use, maintain.

Which of the M-elements are in your
full control? Does your organisation
have the required knowledge in its
own control? What of the essential
knowing must be out-tasked or outsourced? How does your organisation
manage the trust?

H-elements

Context
M-elements

Context
N-elements

Describe the most important N- What is the level of knowledge and
type elements in the context?
understanding required for the N-type
elements with regard to their use in
the organisation?

Configurati
on

Create high-level configuration
containing the H-, M-, and Nelements in order to understand
the whole context.

Can the separately defined elements
(H-, M-, and N-) be put in one
contextual model? Does it make
sense? Are there parts missing?

Objectives

Describe the objectives of the Are the objectives achievable? Are you
focal entity.
aware of uncertainties which may
affect the achievement of the
objectives?

Business
model – the
way to stay
viable

Describe the way through which What are the most likely uncertainties
the objectives are thought to be which may affect the working of the
achieved by using the created logic or business model?
configuration.
Use
own
narrative of the ‘earning logic’,
strategy or business model. If
there are problems, return to the
configuration step and revise it.

Relation
between
Business
model and
Focal
Entity

Finally, the relationship between
the derived business model or
earning logic and the focal entity
should be assessed.

To what extent does the focal entity
support the execution of the business
model or earning logic? If there is a
mismatch, what kind of risk will this
represent to the focal entity? Where
should the changes be made?
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PHASESSTEPS

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

INNER CIRCLE
Since the model presumes recursivity, the questions used in the outer circle are also
relevant for the inner circle. There is one caveat to take into consideration. In the
decomposing of focal entity, context, objectives, and business model (earning logic) into
their parts, each of them is conducted in its own right and will probably derive a result
where the parts do not ‘meet’ on the first level of decomposition. Each of the
decomposed elements should ‘seek’ the appropriate feasible fit with other elements
which may reside on other levels of decomposition. It might be the case that many of
the sub-objectives can be resolved with the high-level (outer circle) business model, but
may require a special configuration of sub-level contextual elements, i.e. H-, M-, and Nelements and consequently appropriate knowledge.
AFTER THE PROCESS HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED
Assess the entirety and its coherence. If you find incoherences attempt to correct them.
Point out the most important uncertainties in the model. This last overview is meant to
ensure the subsidiary awareness. Too often the local observations take or ‘steal’ the
attention.

8.1.2

Assessing the stakeholder relationship

In this section the stakeholder relationship is assessed using three dimensions: power,
interest and intent. Based on the analysis of the dimensions, the effect of the
relationship on the achievement of the FE’s objectives can be analysed. The power
dimension, more specifically the ‘relative capability to influence’ has in the dichotomy
version two values: ‘FE>STH’ means that the FE is stronger in the aspect in question
(knowledge, financial power, stronger social network, better products, etc., depending
on the aspect), ‘FE<STH’ means that stakeholder is stronger. The dimension interest,
more specifically ‘Direction of interest’ has two dichotomy values: ‘Pro FE’ means that
the stakeholder has a concord of interest with the FE and ‘Con FE’ means that there is a
conflict of interest. Finally, the dimension intent, more specifically ‘intent to follow
interest’ has two values: ‘Yes’ means that the stakeholder heavily or actively attempts to
advance its interest, whereas ‘No’ means that activity is not observable. Table 10 shows
the dichotomy model which reduces the complexity for the sake of presentation. Real
life appears as more complex.
In Table 10 the cells are ranked according to the severity for the focal entity, the most
severe or dangerous cell (P1) first.
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Table 10 Generic analysis of the stakeholder relationship.

No
:
P70

Relative
Capabilit
y
to
influence

Direction
of
Interest,
inherent

Intent
to
follow
interest

Description

P1

FE<STH

Con FE

Yes

The most dangerous combination.

P2

FE<STH

Con FE

No

Dangerous, but a ‘sleeping bear’.

P3

FE>STH

Con FE

Yes

Watch, it may obtain required capabilities by
alliance against you (Nokia, Apple, Android).

P4

FE>STH

Con FE

No

It may surprise by allying with parties
representing similar interests, thus increasing
capabilities against the FE and becoming active
with others.

P5

FE<STH

Pro FE

No

Should be included in alliance. How to activate
the stakeholder to support the interest? Who
then rules the alliance?

P6

FE<STH

Pro FE

Yes

Good, strong potential ally – who rules the
alliance? Ensure that interests in all essential
roles in the relationships are similar in the long
run. Be aware of the power dominance of the
stakeholder.

P7

FE>STH

Pro FE

No

Passive, weak but potentially loyal supporter of
FE. How to activate it?

P8

FE>STH

Pro FE

Yes

Loyal stakeholder profile. Best to complement
FE's operations. Be aware of the potential lack
of power. Are you able to support the weaker?

The capability to influence refers to essential aspects in the specific relationship. It may
refer to power to influence (power-over, power-to), based on financial strength, but
also the specific capability gained through knowledge and knowing (KSEA) or any other
important aspect in the specific relation which may have an effect on the objectives.
High dependency on certain knowers is important to identify. The dependency,
however, is not the only indicator.
The results of the assessment should always be considered as a state at a certain point
of time, a kind of snapshot which may change. Circumstances may change rapidly due
to unfortunate events and the firm may drift into a position where many of the
alternatives to choose from have vanished. Therefore the status should be analysed and
evaluated from time to time or when predefined events so determine.

70 P refers to priority where P1 is the most unfavourable and P8 most favourable combination of dimension
values.
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The question one should ask concerning the epistemic uncertainty is do we really know
the values of the three dimensions? Have we done enough to gain the knowledge or
have we just omitted the ‘hard’ work and replaced it with preconceptions?
8.1.3

Organising the risk management

As to organising, the risk management standard, ISO uses two distinct notions, ‘risk
management’ and ‘managing risk’ as indicated below.
In this International Standard, the expressions “risk management” and “managing risk” are both
used. In general terms, “risk management” refers to the architecture (principles, framework and
process) for managing risks effectively, while “managing risk” refers to applying that architecture
to particular risks. (ISO 31000, p. vi)

The interpretation of the ISO statement above is depicted in Figure 54.
First of all, managing occurs in each of the boxes, but differently. The key point of the
distinction here is to emphasise the two specific modus operandi: specification and
operation. Risk management (RM) is responsible for overseeing that the risk
management practices are implemented in the organisation. Managing risk (MR)
resides in the operations which will catch the emerging risks or not. Analysis of the data
which describe the events in the operation is the function where the events are analysed
and where suggestions for decisions are made. In an ideal case the function is shared by
representatives from all of the functions, RM, RR, MR and DR. Table 11 describes the
functions and some of the mandatory questions those responsible for organising RM
should ask, and answer.
The organisation is a simplified version of that depicted in the Risk Management
chapter. MR’s operations are divided into three temporal periods: ‘ex ante’, ‘now’, and
‘ex post’. These three periods describe the life cycle of risk; it emerges, it is realised, and
its consequences are recovered. This temporal aspect will be discussed later. There are
no right or wrong answers: all answers are correct as such. The assessment, however,
will vary. They will indicate the state of the risk management in the focal organisation.

Figure 54
Organisational functions in the context of risk management. RM stands for
Risk Management, MR for Managing Risks, RR for Risk Repository and DR for Data
Repository.

The functions, descriptions and mandatory questions are shown in Table 11.
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Table 11 Mandatory question concerning organisation’s risk management

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

RM

Risk management is the function
where risks are identified, risk
management policy written and
which is accountable for risk
management being implemented
in the organisation. The extent to
which management and risk
management
are
separate
functions or integrated is not an
issue here. Both reside in the
same ‘box’.

What
is
the
relationship
between management and risk
management? To what extent
are these integrated and if so,
how does this show?

MR

Managing risks is the function
where the identified risks are
managed on the operative and
local level. Risk-related events are
monitored and their data is
collected and sent to risk data
storage.

Are the responsibilities for
managing
risks
on
the
operational level defined? Have
the temporal aspects, ex-ante,
now, and ex-post been taken
into account?

DR

Data Repository ‘DR’ is the How comprehensively does the
collection of data from risk- data cover the risk-related
related events and phenomena. events and phenomena?
Data is raw data and thus not
analysed yet. It will from time to
time be forwarded for analysis.

Analysis

Analysis is the function where the
events identified in MR are
analysed. Part of the data comes
from the data repository function
but the interpretation requires
participation from RM and MR,
and support from RR. Thus the
acquired data is interpreted in the
appropriate
context
with
contextual knowledge.

Is the collected data, the content
of the risk repository, frequently
analysed against the experience
of risks? How systematic is the
analysis? What kind of methods
are used to analyse the riskrelated events?

RR

The Risk Repository is the place
where
essentials
of
the
organisation’s knowledge of risks
are stored. It contains both data
and interpretation thereof, and all
policy
and
instruction
information about risks.

How comprehensive is the risk
repository? How does it support
access? How is the risk
repository protected against
abuse and leakage?

Does the organisation use risk
management guidelines? What
are they?
Has it been implemented in the
entire organisation?
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8.1.4

Understanding decision-making in the context of the risk life cycle

This section deals with the function of MR and the life cycle of the risk in operations as
depicted in Figure 54 and described in Table 11. If we look at the decision-maker as a
bricoleur in the context of an organisation, they are most vulnerable when they are in
the middle of an event when a risk is realised. Figure 55 depicts the position of the
decision-maker. There is not much time available to take action and it is not only the
realised risk to be managed but many other considerations which may occupy their
mind and affect their thinking. The questions in Figure 55 are just examples. Everyone
who has been in a similar situation can easily generate more relevant questions. In
general, these questions are indications of the culture of the organisation, the way it has
understood the needs of an individual in a situation. One of the objectives of this thesis
was to provide aid for the bricoleur. One potentially useful anchor point is the situation
in the middle of events and the overall question of the extent to which the organisation
has been ‘thinking’ and acting to help them.
There are two scenarios for the decision-maker, the bricoleur: one is what the
organisation can expect from the bricoleur, and the second, what the bricoleur can
expect from the organisation, in order to improve their chances to ‘survive’ in the
situation. Below are a few questions the bricoleur may set.

Figure 55
Decision-maker, bricoleur and potential questions in a situation: what do I
have or get?

To put the bricoleur in context, in the following the organisation is described in a
temporal view, following the life cycle of risk. The described functions (the states of the
risk life cycle) are connected with the epistemic hole, the black spot where the
information/knowledge flow can be controlled or where the assessment of missing
information can be made. The epistemic hole refers to epistemic uncertainty – we do
not know sufficiently. It is a characteristic of the relationship from a knowledge and
related uncertainty point of view. It can be located, its effect can be analysed but the
problems it may induce cannot be resolved by only focusing on the epistemic hole. The
participants in relation with the epistemic hole constitute the primary but not the only
context within which the problem can be resolved.
Figure 56 depicts the temporal aspect of an organisation. The organisation here is seen
rather flat; concerning risk management there are two layers, the risk management
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layer where the specification and risk identification occurs and where the policies,
instruction and so on are designed for the whole organisation. Managing risks occurs
mostly in operations (micro-level management71) where most of the events happen or
are encountered. Risk is considered as an emerging matter and has a life cycle. The
organisation in the ex ante phase anticipates all potential risks and defines means and
methods for how these risks can be caught (identified) in the emerging (incubation)
phase. When the risk is realised anyway, the time to act is limited.
The roles between the two layers are clear and simple, at least by definition. Risk
management as well as management will define which risks are essential with regard to
the organisation’s survival and beyond. Information and knowledge of these risks are
transferred to operations where managing risks will occur. The dilemma here is the
same that exists when design is far away (both physically and ‘mentally’) from the
implementation of the design. Implementation will identify the flaws of the design. Not
having a dialogue between these layers is a serious risk itself. The other aspect is the
temporal view. The essential question is can we anticipate or be prepared for something
we have (or no one has) never experienced.
The location as such is one important perspective on risks. Taking the EHs into
consideration there are even more perspectives on the risks one organisation has. In
many of the EHs the question is about the existence of dialogue.
The basic assumption here is that it is easier to find uncertainties and risks if you know
where to look for. This topology shown in Figure 56 is one candidate.

Figure 56

Organisational map – identifying epistemic holes

The functions and epistemic holes in Figure 56 are explained in the following Table 12.
The number of epistemic holes and the detailed knowledge in them means that risk
management and managing risks cannot be conducted in the risk management
department, but must be conducted by everyone in the organisation. Therefore the
point of departure here is the bricoleur. They have the local knowledge and experience.
Micro-level management does not undermine the importance of the decisions, since often the ignored
micro-level occurrences have a macro effect on the organisation.

71
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It is the matter of organising how much their voice is heard in the risk management
practice.
As a practical suggestion, put the bricoleur in each of the boxes and ask what they
should have available (from each of the directions) when making decisions. Ask further,
what they are missing from the needs list.
Locate the statements of bricoleurs in the relevant context on the map in Figure 56.
Now one should have a good idea of what is the specific EH. Set the objectives to
eliminate the effect of the EH on the overall objectives of the organisation.
Table 12 Mandatory questions concerning the organisational map in Figure 56 – functions
1-6 described and related mandatory question.

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

1
Risk Function is accountable for
management – specifying the risks relevant for
ex ante
the organisation and managing
the RM process by implementing
it into the organisation.

Has
a
risk
management
framework be taken into use?
Has it been implemented into
the entire organisation?

2
Risk Activities of management and risk
management – management while risks are
risk realised
realised. The managerial aspect is
to ensure that the organisation
can provide adequate support to
those in operations who are in the
middle of the events.

Has
the
organisation’s
management been advised on
what to do when risks are
realised in the organisation?

3
Risk Assessing realised risks and their Has the analysis of realised risks
management – consequences and activities to and
near
hits
been
ex post,
recover the organisation from implemented?
damages,
seen
from
the
management and organisation
point of view.
4 Managing risk Function
responsible
for
– ex ante
managing operative risks. This
function attempts to cover all
potential risks on the local
(detailed)
level
of
the
organisation.

Has the risk management been
implemented in practice on the
local and operational level?
Does it cover the entire life cycle
of a risk – from emerging and
realisation to analysis and
recovery?

5
Managing Activities and actions when risks
risks - now
are realised (acting in the middle
of events). The location of the
bricoleur depicted in Figure 55.

Have the individuals who might
end up acting with realised risks
been trained and prepared to
work in these circumstances?
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FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

6
Managing Activities to conduct analysis of
risks – ex post
the realised risks and recover
from the consequences of the
realised risk. Report and disclose
them on the local level of the
organisation.

MANDATORY QUESTIONS
Have the operations been
instructed on how to analyse
and report risk events and near
misses? Are there clear criteria
on what to analyse and what to
report?

Table 13 Mandatory questions concerning the organisational map in Figure 54 epistemic
holes or knowledge relationships between functions

EPISTEMIC
HOLE

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

1->2

The information to instruct what How should top management
management should do in case of (also risk management) act
a risk being realised.
when risks have been realised?
How
detailed
are
the
instructions? What role should
the management take?

2->1

The
information
to
risk
management
concerning
experience
and
how
the
instructions should be revised.

1->4

The information and knowledge How
detailed
are
the
shared to operations.
instructions operations should
follow? What specific areas of
risk management are left to
operations to be designed and
implemented?

4->1

The information and shared
knowledge
concerning
the
experience and implementation of
the current risk management
instructions.

How much have the field
(operations) been listened to
when risk management has been
implemented? Has the practical
experience been implemented in
instructions? How has the
dialogue been?

4->5

The anticipatory information and
knowledge to help those in the
middle of risk events. The local
understanding of the risks and
how to react when these are
realised.

Are there instructions available
on how to act when risks are
realised? Have people been
trained for various occasions?
Have there been rehearsals?

How much have the field
(operations) been listened to
when risk management has been
implemented? Has the practical
experience been implemented in
instructions? How has the
dialogue been?
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EPISTEMIC
HOLE

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

5->4

The information and knowledge Have those who have experience
listened
to
when
from experience in the middle of been
events to peers.
instructions and means have
been designed? How has the
dialogue been?

2->5

The
management,
rules,
instructions, information, and
support to those in the middle of
events.

How
detailed
can
the
instructions and guidelines be?
What
freedom
is
given
(mandated) to the local and
operative level? What is the
mandatory
communication
when risks are realised?

5->2

The information and knowledge
from experience in the middle of
events to upper management and
risk management.

Have the experiences on the
local level been taken into
account when instructions, rules
and
other
directions
are
designed?
Does
the
communication improve the
collaboration or just add
bureaucracy? How has the
dialogue been?

5->6

The information and knowledge How comprehensive is the
about the realised risks and the information on the occasion
treatment for local analysis.
forwarded to analysis? Are there
any reasons to hide any part of
the information?

6->5

The results of the analysis to Have operations been given free
those who were in the middle of access to the analysis and
events.
assessment of all essential
aspects of the occurrences? Is
there any reason to overlook /
ignore any aspects? How has the
dialogue been?

3->6

The information and instructions
to the local level on how to
conduct analysis of the realised
risks.

Can the reporting requirements
be met? Will the reports also
help operations and their
learning of risks? Can the
requirements be discussed with
management? How has the
dialogue been?
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EPISTEMIC
HOLE

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

6->3

The information and results of the Have the requirements for
local analysis of the realised risk reports and disclosures been
to management.
formulated
clearly?
Can
everything that is required also
be used in the processes of the
organisation?

1->3

The
instruction
from
risk
management to those who assess
the realised risks with regard to
the
achievement
of
the
organisation’s objectives.

3->1

The information on the analysis Can the analysis be conducted
and suggestion of measures due and reported on the basis of the
to the realised risks.
instructions? Are there any
reasons to hide any aspects of
the analysis? How has the
dialogue been?

4->6

The
local/operational-level
information and knowledge on
how to conduct the analysis of the
realised risks.

6->4

The
information
on
the How can the requirements of
workability of the instructions analysis and reporting be
and suggestions to improve.
fulfilled? Can the requirements
be discussed to better support
operations? How has the
dialogue been?

O->1

The information and knowledge What external knowledge does
about risks on the organisational the organisation acquire in
level.
order to keep risk management
functioning well? Can the
organisation
exchange
knowledge and experience with
regard to risk management?

How comprehensive are the
requirements for reporting and
analysis
with
regard
to
management
and
risk
management? What are the five
most
essential
pieces
of
information management has to
get from each severe incident
(either realised risk or near hit)?

How comprehensive are the
requirements for analysing risk
events? Are there any criteria
when the magnitude of the
consequences
requires
management’s attention?
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EPISTEMIC
HOLE

DESCRIPTION

MANDATORY QUESTIONS

O->4

The information and knowledge What external knowledge does
(including training) about risks the organisation get/need to
on the local/operational level.
keep operations running? Can
the
organisation
exchange
knowledge and experience with
other organisations with similar
operations?

3->O

The reporting and disclosing
about the realised risks, and risk
management practices in general
with regard to not hurting the
possibilities to achieve the
objectives. This can be seen as the
main filter in being open in
reporting.
Too
open
or
exaggerated reporting may strike
back.

Has the organisation defined a
reporting and disclosing policy
concerning risk reporting? What
are the specific aspects the
organisation will protect by
controlling the reporting and
disclosing?
Does
the
organisation have a policy for
crisis reporting?

6->O

The disclosure of information
about the incidents (realised
risks) on the local / operative
level. Filtered or unfiltered,
consider the target audience.

What is the freedom of
operations to report and disclose
about realised risks or near hits?
Are there instructions on what
must not be disclosed?

O->3 and 6

The realised risk may be of such
societal importance that the
authorities may have an interest
in conducting an inspection or
even intervention.

Is the significance of the realised
risk such that it might trigger
the authorities to conduct an
inspection? Has the internal
assessment been such that a
potential
inspection
from
authorities would not harm the
organisation and its reputation?

The question for each EH is; has the organisation appointed a responsible individual
role for this EH? Concerning the knowledge types discussed in Section 3.2.2.5, the
focus in the mandatory questions above seem to refer mostly to episteme and techne.
As a matter of fact, the understanding of the EH in the organisational context
essentially depends on the applied phronesis, and thus in each decision concerning the
information flow the phronetic questions should be in place. This means that having
made an assessment of each EH in terms of episteme and techne, the phronetic
question should be: Why this way? Who benefits? What can be done?
The questions in Table 12 are of a general nature but should be answered with regard to
the factual, concrete situation. The intention with the questions is to reveal the ‘true’
nature of the EH. The extent to which these questions are answered with care depends
on the management of the organisation. Some of the questions are difficult to answer
due to deficiency of knowledge, some are not answered due to the power situation in
the organisation, and some questions get overly positive answers, also due to the power
situation and the ‘optimistic agenda’.
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Answering these questions can be a costly affair and the cost aspect can be used as an
argument for not examining the matter further. The cost can be in the short or long
term. Long-term costs are often caused by the consequences of short-term savings.
As the cases in this thesis show, the identification of risks and/or uncertainties does not
mean that the solution can be found in that specific context. The risks are real and part
of the risk picture but not necessarily the problem that concerns the objectives of the
organisation. Therefore the considerations should be lifted to a higher, holistic level –
the organisational level. By then the question is, how is one capable of managing the
entirety and what kind of knowledge and knowing is required?
There are, nevertheless, a number of other arguments for not taking the risk
assessment seriously. The best scenario is to keep risk management as a separate
function and not integrated as part of the management. The possible premature
assessment of an event as good or bad and then forwarding it to different functions in
the organisation (COSO, 2004) can be considered as one way to legitimise the
separation of management and risk management.
The location of the required knowledge will help to reduce the number of questions to
essential ones. If we have too many questions to be answered we will have not sufficient
time and effort to concentrate on the few essential questions. If the structure and
classification will help in finding the locations for uncertainty and risk, the number of
questions can be kept low and the quality of the answers will be better.
Crucial in structuring this emerging sense is the disclosive use of language (Spinosa, Flores, &
Dreyfus, 1997)—the possibility of becoming aware of the broader context within which our
utterances are enunciated. Disclosing the broader context— what Wittgenstein (1981) calls “the
whole hurly-burly of human actions, the background against which we see an action” (no. 567)—
is important, since it is this that provides the basic distinctions and the fundamental ways of
thinking, talking, and feeling in terms of which experience is spontaneously apprehended.
Practical reasoners are tacitly aware of this “background”: Their awareness is, at first, largely
“inarticulate” (Taylor, 1991: 308) and, when partially articulated, is always susceptible to further
development. (Shotter and Tsoukas, 2014, p. 231)
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9

DISCUSSION

This chapter summarises the thesis by presenting the contributions, discussing the
findings and arriving at conclusions. In addition some ideas will be provided on how
IC-related risks could further be studied by showing some directions observed as
important but which could not be handled within the space and scope of this study.
This thesis had two aims: to make sense of IC-related risks and construct a framework
to aid practitioners when managing IC-related risks (ICRM). The use of the guiding
principles in the enquiry of the various disciplines revealed certain shortcomings
regarding their suitability for managing IC-related risks. The guiding principles
emphasise the following qualities: precision, identifying and the relational approach.
Based on the findings in this thesis, it seems that IC-related elements or phenomena,
risks included, exist, but they are often referred to with other terminology than that
used within IC.
As mentioned earlier, the results of the thesis depend on how IC and ICM have been
defined. IC is considered as ‘knowledge-based IC’ and defined as ‘knowledge-related
elements in the context of an organisation’.
This definition is deliberately rather broad and reflects the applied relational approach
and the systems view on organisations. This is after all in line with IC research practice.
The broad definition allows the application of various perspectives on IC, ICM and
intellectual capital risks, each of which may then contribute to the body of IC theory.
For precision, the broad definition must be narrowed according to the specific context
of the research topic. Thus the definition of IC, whatever it may be, affects the
interpretation of intellectual capital risks and subsequently the classification of IC.
ICM is defined accordingly as ‘the activities and methods by means of which the effect
of knowledge and knowledge-related elements (IC) on the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives can be understood and influenced (or ensured).
The definition of ICM is neutral, not supporting the ‘optimistic agenda’. In order to
manage something towards the set objectives, managers need to take all sources and
causes into account and attempt to understand their effect on the objectives. Neglecting
the careful selection of factors can be considered as a fundamental risk.
I will discuss the results more detailed in the following sequence.
First I will summarise how the main research questions were answered. Second, the
essential findings will be discussed. Third, I will present the contributions of the thesis
and indicate how these add to the extant literature and discourse about managing ICrelated risks, including the ICRM framework. Fourth, the validity of the study as well as
its limitations will be discussed. Finally I will draw the conclusions of the study and
make some suggestions for further studies.
9.1

The research questions and how they were answered

The study has five essential research questions, one main and four sub-research
question (Sub-Research Questions 1-4). The Main Research Question is, what do we
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mean when talking about managing IC-related risk? The main research
question was further specified by four sub-research questions. The thesis could answer
the main research question satisfactorily as will be shown in the answers to the subresearch questions.
Sub-Research Question 1 What are intellectual capital risks in the context of the
intellectual capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM) literature and
research?
Sub-Research Question 2: How are these managed in the context of the intellectual
capital (IC) and intellectual capital management (ICM) literature and research?
The enquiry in the Intellectual Capital Risks chapter showed that the prevailing
tendency to discuss intellectual capital risks occurs under the label Intellectual
Liabilities (IL). Only three studies so far have discussed intellectual capital risks by
approaching the ‘problem’ from two theoretical perspectives, IC and risk management.
Whether the approach is ICRisk or IL, risks represent merely adverse occurrences. The
review covered extensively the intellectual capital risk literature. The prevailing
intellectual capital risk concept was assessed against the ISO risk concept. As a result,
the IL cannot be considered as a synonym of risk. This is not to say that IL is valueless
or an erroneous way of regarding negative things, but it is not risk. On the contrary, it
provides important insights into negative phenomena in IC and therefore cannot be
neglected, but should not confuse by being conflated with the notion of risk.
Sub-Research Question 3: How is intellectual capital dealt with in risk
management? Answers to this question were obtained in several chapters. A specific
set of literature was discussed in Chapter 5, Intellectual Capital Risk, the IC elements
were present when the concept of risk and risk management were discussed in Chapter
4, ‘Risk management’, and finally, Section 2.2 ‘Methodology in the empirical part’, and
Chapter 7,’ Empirical cases’ discussed nothing but IC-related items from a risk
perspective. Since risk is in the eyes of the beholder, the way in which human beings
treat risks is in focus. Thus, human beings are at the centre in terms of risk
identification and treatment. Other IC-related elements are managed for example in
the context of the socio-technical risk perspective where the interplay between Helements and M-elements is in focus. The RealBiz concept and most of the 31
relationships to risk factors represent IC-related risk. As the MT case shows, the
classification of the relationships can be adapted to the IC triad. In this case, however,
the symmetrical view of the relationship differs from how relationships in current IC
are considered. As a summary, IC is dealt with widely in various risk management
perspectives. This means that IC exists independent of whether it has been recognised
as IC and referred to with IC terminology as an important risk factor.
Sub-Research Question 4: What is an appropriate risk concept for
achieving the aim of the thesis?
As shown in the answers to Sub-Research Questions 1, 2 and 3, some features need to
be amended for the purpose of IC related risk management. The ISO 31000 risk
concept is selected because it covers events with both negative and positive
consequences and effects on objectives, and that it has strong ties to uncertainties, the
effect of which on objectives should be shown, made explicit or visible. Uncertainties
often refer to future aspects and are thus essential to be understood when making
decisions. Uncertainties also refer to us as observers and decision-makers with
bounded rationality and deficient knowledge.
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The emphasis in the ISO risk concept is on objectives and the need to measure
deviation(s) from them. If the organisation changes its objectives, measurements need
to take them into account is included in ISO. When objectives change the presumption
in ISO is that also the underlying source and causes related to the objectives may
change, thus causing the need to revise the measurements or indicators.
ISO mentions uncertainty and states its strong bond with risk but does not define it or
advise how it should be used. The explication that uncertainty is a lack of, or deficient,
knowledge is not further elaborated, i.e. what it is and how to apply or manage it in the
context of risk management. On the other hand, the importance of identification and
the emphasis of finding, have implications for some of the IC theory fundamentals. The
amended classification in this thesis is a result of this requirement.
One important issue is how IC and the ISO risks standard may affect each other by
setting requirements. Figure 57 depicts briefly the requirements which are set mutually
and what in this thesis has been the effect on the respective disciplines.

Figure 57

Mutual requirements between IC and ISO 31000

Why could ISO 31000 be considered an appropriate gauge against which the
management of IC-related risks should be assessed? The trivial answer is that it is an
internationally accepted standard and during recent years (since 2009) it has gained a
significant ‘market share’. The foremost argument, however, is the self-portrait of ISO
31000 as being a generic meta-level approach (framework), which can be applied to any
domain without regard to the level of abstraction. In this sense, this thesis has served as
a trial to test that ‘promise’ on the IC and ICM disciplines.
The basic properties in ISO has been adapted in various risk standards and glossaries
like Airmic (2010) or SRA (2018), where the fundaments of ISO are accepted but
amended for their specific purpose. The most important element is the emphasis of
uncertainty which is considered essential in referred standard and glossay above. This
also indicates the essential role of knowledge and knowing in the context of risk
management and hence IC risk management. Olechowski et al. (2016, p. 1570)
interpret ISO from project management perspective as “… risk on projects is the
deviation from expected project objectives caused by uncertainty.
Another advantage of the ISO definition as risk being deviation from objectives is that it
enables the suggested relational approach to work independently of the temporal
aspect; a positive deviation from the focal entity’s objective may appear negatively in
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the eyes of the stakeholder, and vice versa. This does no mean that history is
unimportant, but this aspect means that there is space for negotiations and that risks
do not necessarily determine the temporal course of events, as the MT case showed.
The impression about uncertainty in ISO 31010:2009 or ISO 31004:2013 seems to refer
to parametric uncertainty rather than to structural uncertainty. When applied to IC, the
type of uncertainty should be put more explicitly.
9.2

Findings

The key findings are amalgamations of observations in both the theoretical documents
and empirical studies and thus summarise the details in the respective chapters.
Using the relational approach increases the complexity of the ‘systems’ by allowing the
use of an unlimited number of perspectives on the same subject. Therefore the map in
which the focal entity has been put in the centre has been used as a means to reduce
and better control the complexity. Even though the focal entity has been put in the
centre it does not mean that risk management will become ‘egocentric’, the world is
seen only from the FE’s perspective.
The emphasis in this work has been on identifying risks and especially the act of
finding uncertainties. The ideal goal of creating a method which will find all
potential risks could not be reached due to the fact that the future is unpredictable and
human beings are bounded rationally. In addition to this, communication can be an
issue. This has been indicated with the concept of an epistemic hole in organisations
which seems to absorb essential parts of the required knowledge-sharing among
individuals. The classification commonly used in IC and ICM research was taken as the
object of study in the attempt to understand how far the classification system of IC can
aid in the process of finding all potential and relevant IC-related risks. Soon it appeared
that the real issue is not in assessing the risks but in identifying the underlying
uncertainties. The decomposition of the definitions of ISO 31000 into a coherent ISO
model (Figure 27) provided an aid to understanding the issues in risk management.
This means that before starting to talk about risks one should be talking about
uncertainties and their nature. This work led to a reclassification of IC classification
which will better serve the purpose of managing risks. The changes serve in the first
instance IC risk management and especially the identification phase of the risk
management process. Below I will list and discuss the major findings based on
elaboration of the ICRM framework.
Classification is often in the first instance seen to serve analysis, decomposition of the
concept (of any size) or disaggregation, which represent a static view of the concept to
be classified.
However, even if we could ‘dig’ with our classification system into the smallest
ingredients we could not fully explain the analysed entity. What is missing in this
analysis is the full picture of the analysed entity (concept), namely its genesis and/or
history, i.e. its procedural aspect. The example of a food recipe may clarify: the
decomposition (analysis) of the bread into its ingredients cannot fully explain its taste.
We must in addition know the full recipe, how and in what sequence the ingredients
were put together, the temperature of the oven and for how long the dough was in it. In
this sense, compositional analysis alone is insufficient. To fully understand the recipe
the procedural approach of analysis-synthesis is also needed. This again emphasises the
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notion of ‘knowing’ in the historical perspective how it was made. Therefore, history
matters (Ritchey, 1991). From a risk perspective, the procedural perspective which
directly or indirectly refers to human beings and the knowing or knowledge, should be
an essential part of risk studies. Generally speaking, since risks are not realised all of a
sudden but rather emerge gradually, effective risk management cannot be ahistorical.
Human capital versus individual competence
The definition of HC has been changed to fit the purpose of risk management. Instead
of referring to employees it will refer to individuals in order to avoid the unnecessary
association with being employed (legal relationship) by the firm. Thus HC is the
individual’s own competence (KSEA). Competence and capability are sometimes seen
as interchangeable and sometimes entirely different. In this thesis competence is
seen as an individual’s properties whereas capability cannot be assigned fully to an
individual. It rather defines how an individual is able together with other resources (H-,
M-, or N-elements) to advance their objectives.
Organisation versus firm
IC is generally defined to reside in the context of an organisation but actually the
context is a firm, a corporation with fixed boundaries. These firm boundaries also serve
as a demarcation line between two essential main classes of IC, namely SC (or IS) and
RC (or ES). The use of the organisation means that there can be several boundaries and
none of the boundaries as such can be declared the primary boundary. All depend on
the perspective on the organisation.
A typical form of organisation is a project, in which for example knowledge-sharing and
transferring is vital and may cross boundaries between many juridical firms. This
relates to how boundaries are considered. For the success of the project’s objectives
(substantial ones) knowledge sharing and transfer is essential and should not be
affected by firm boundaries, whereas the financial objectives and how these are
distributed significantly depend on firm boundaries.
Relational approach
The relational approach puts knowledge at the centre since knowledge is relational in
essence, between subject and object, where the subject is the knower and the object is
the known. The amount and quality of knowledge in the relationship depends on the
knower and the known.
The other aspect of the relational approach concerns the relationship between entities.
The relationship by definition is symmetrical and reciprocal, with qualities that can be
reduced by many factors. The most important factor is the extent to which the parties
in the relationship are equivalent. In human-to-human relationships the parties are by
definition similar. There are, however, factors which may change their potential
equivalence and thus influence the quality of the relationship. Power, interest and
intent combined are important factors. The human to M-element relationship is by
definition asymmetrical, where the human determines (has power-over) the behaviour
of M-elements to the point when M-elements due to design errors or other unexpected
reasons start to behave in an unexpected way. Occasionally, the M-element starts
dominating the individual, group of individuals or even the entire society.
The human to N-element relationship cannot be characterised in a simple way. There
have been eras in history when humankind considered itself the master of nature. That
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euphoric view has gradually changed. Nature has started to respond to the deeds
civilisation and modernity has done to it. We can master many substances, understand
how these can be combined to create benefits to mankind or part of it, we know how to
protect from fatal diseases but we also are masters at causing in the same process
damages, intended or unintended.
Classification
The IC triad is the most used classification of IC. In some cases it is the way to define
IC, defining something by pointing out examples (ostensive definition72). The ‘problem’
is that classifications are often used without mentioning the purpose and why this
particular classification would be good for the purpose.
An extensive meta-study by Ferenhof et al. (2015) shows that most referred
classifications stem from the practitioners, Edvinsson, Sveiby, Stewart, all from 1997.
The main problem of the IC triad found in the literature is the ambiguity and the
difficulty in allocating activities to appropriate classes (Mouritsen, 2009; Diefenbach,
2006; Choong, 2008).
The classification of the object has been made for the purpose of IC related risk
management (ICRM). The main principle in the classification is precision, which means
that the main classes are mutually exclusive. Instance of the real world, however, are
configurations or compositions of the main class instances which the ICRM framework
allows. Understanding the analysis – synthesis the way Ritchey (1991) describes (both
compositional and procedural aspects) this is possible. It allows the description of
phenomena without regard to the often used level of analysis.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is a seldom-used notion in IC, ICM or intellectual capital risk studies. ISO,
on the other hand, relies on a strong bond between uncertainty and risk. In addition, it
also creates a strong bond between uncertainty and knowledge (or rather the lack of it).
In the suggested knowledge-based approach to IC, there is a triad: Uncertainty,
Knowledge and Risk (U-K-R). The link in ISO between uncertainty and knowledge is in
Note 5 in the ISO Guide:
Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, understanding
or knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood. (ISO Guide 73:2009, p. 2)

Integration of management and risk management
The integration of management and risk management means that the same objectives
and uncertainties are shared at all levels of operations and those risks are not only
negative events. In both of the case firms, risks and their treatment are seen from the
manager’s position, concerning the entire business. Risks are considered as essential
elements in decision-making for business. Only the methods of assessing the
achievability of the objectives differ.

•S: (n) ostensive definition (a definition that points out or exhibits instances of the term defined),
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=ostensive+definition&sub=Search+WordNet&o2=&o0=
1&o8=1&o1=1&o7=&o5=&o9=&o6=&o3=&o4=&h=00 (10.7.2019)
72
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Making IC and ICM more relevant for practice?
Kujansivu and Lönnqvist (2008) observe that IC-related functions are often managed
without referring to IC references or ICM frameworks.
Emphasising stakeholder relationships brings the IC elements closer to the practical
world, because it will help in identification of the IC elements. Often the problem is the
managerial terminology used. As Diefenbach (2013, p. 427) points out, with the Cshaped form of managers’ interest in non-managerial concepts, only the top echelon
and individual have high interest in non-managerial concepts whereas the middle
echelon has low interest in non-managerial concepts.
Need for a holistic view
The risk identified in one relationship cannot often be resolved solely in the context of
that same relationship. On the contrary, to resolve will require the support and use of
many other relationships. To resolve means also that the problems are dynamic and
thus must be resolved continuously. In this way, the identified risk is not the same as
the problem, not to mention the solution. The holistic approach of IC and ICM in this
regard in a way demands continuous movement between focal knowledge and
subsidiary knowledge, often an omitted aspect or unspoken topic in IC. The empirical
cases indicate how management relates partial issues with the whole. This observation
emphasises the capability to move between the focal risk area and the subsidiary area of
knowledge in which the interrelations between the parts and the whole are seen or can
be conceptualised and understood. In IC triad terms, problems in RC cannot
necessarily be resolved in the context of RC, but rather with support from HC and SC.
All problems in RC must not be resolved if the party in that specific relationship is not
suitable. To arrive at such a grounded decision presumes a thorough knowledge of the
counterparty.
Attitude towards risk is not unified
The attitude towards risks is not uniform - it may depend on the risk type, firm,
situation and management. Some risks are considered as a fact of life which one has to
accept because otherwise the firm would not be able to cooperate with important and
demanding customers. The solution to managing (accepting) the high risk is to be
superior in what the firm does to ensure that no one or very few can replace the firm in
that important relationship. The firm accepts the risk because it is feasible as a tradeoff. The common rationale for accepting risks is different – you have to accept because
you cannot do anything and you cannot escape from it. Some other firms, generally
speaking, have attempted to resolve (remove the dependency) the risks and potential
consequences of heavy dependency on a supplier.
Risks which relate to the economic value chain are taken more seriously than other
kinds of risks. As for the stakeholder approach, primary stakeholders (Clarkson, 1995)
are high in priority. In this respect, the risks concerning knowledge, in order to be
taken seriously, must in some way be quantified in monetary terms.
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9.3

Contributions

The major contribution of this thesis to the IC literature is the answer to Sub-Research
Question 4, the IC-related risk management framework (ICRM).
The framework consists of three parts: definition of IC, classification of IC for risk
management purpose, and process to use the class structure for risk management and
to produce new knowledge. In addition to these, some examples on how to apply the
framework in practice are provided. The risk concept is based on the ISO
31000:2009/2018 standards.
Below, I discuss the contributions in more detail.
1. Focus on knowledge is the core concept of IC (often expressed as knowledge assets or
knowledge resources) but not that often as relationships. This thesis emphasises the
relational approach to knowledge, where it is seen not only as an asset but rather
activity which by forming the real world may induce risks. The uncertainties lie in the
knowledge and knowing.
2. The relational approach widens the domain of IC, in particular RC, by emphasising
symmetry and reciprocity and the participation of HC in exchange processes. The
ICRM framework considers that entities form relationships which depend on the
parties in each specific relationship.
3. The context of the IC concept defined and used in this thesis is the organisation in
the sense that the firm is only one of many types of organisation. Nations, projects,
programmes, etc., are other types. This definition extends the classes beyond the legalfinancial firm’s boundaries and means that for risk management purposes there is not
one boundary on which one can determine what is inside and what is outside. On the
other hand, using the IC concept defined in this thesis by no means prevents someone
from using other kinds of IC concepts and subsequent classification.
4. Precision enables the allocation of costs or benefits to various parties (and their
classes) in the organisation. The main classes are mutually exclusive and real-world
entities, being a configuration of various components, can be analysed and their
contribution assessed. Part of the requirement for precision comes from compositional
and processual analysis and synthesis, where precise concepts should enable various
configurations.
5. Power, interest and intent are three important concepts which characterise the
relationship between individuals or groups of individuals. Understanding these as part
of uncertainty mean it can be reduced and appropriate means to change the undesired
position can be planned and executed.
6. The notion of the ‘optimistic agenda’ grew through the enquiry conducted in the
thesis on the prevailing paradigm of extant IC research. The ICRM framework requires
that both positive and negative aspects are studied. This has implications for both the
discipline and the derived practice.
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9.4

Assessing the thesis

Below I assess the thesis according Eskola and Suoranta (2008/1998, p. 219) referring
to Hammersley (1990).
Results and contributions
Eskola and Suoranta present three steps for testing the validity of results: First, is the
claim plausible, second ensure the trustworthiness of the claims by enquiring into the
research circumstances, used methods, definition of the concepts, etc., third, assess the
question of relevance. This means that the research should have common and above all
practical significance.
Step 1 Plausibility: One has to ask: can the claim (the contributions) be accepted
directly? Most of the findings and suggestions presented in the thesis are plausible for
practitioners as such but not necessarily as the coherent whole that the ICRM
Framework presents. For this reason much of the space has been used to make the
theoretical constructions transparent, starting from IC definition and its classification.
The prevailing IC and related IC Risk concepts had to be amended for the purpose to
fulfil the need of practitioners. However, I doubt that practitioners will find this work
plausible; the theoretical construct needs to be “translated” to fit the context of each
manager. The questions in chapter 8 How to apply ICRM in managerial practice aims
to support that endeavour. The theoretical work may be plausible for some IC-scholars,
the way it links to the the IC2 stream of IC theory.
Step 2 Definition of the concepts: One of the guiding principles is precision of the
concepts. The motivation among others stems from IC and ICM which attempt to
measure IC and its effect on firms’ performance. The search for the core concept of IC is
important in many respects. First, it shows how important a definition it is for the rest
of the study. The results of this thesis would not be what they are if the definition of IC
were different. My claim is that without knowledge-based IC, the problem of IC-related
risk would have remained unresolved. This is of course, not universally true; other U-KR definitions may well suggest other conceptual frameworks.
Second, the classification is based on a relational approach and the knowledge-based
definition of IC brings a level of precision.
Third, the concept of risk as ISO 31000 defines it, has been adopted and its
applicability to IC shown. The diminishing bond in the current version of ISO
31000:2018 between the concepts of risk and uncertainty, however, should not limit
the future applicability of the definition for the ICRM Framework.
The methods used in the study were not preselected, but applied only after identifying
their need during the hermeneutical circle of the study, when I had become more aware
that risk and uncertainty are ambiguous concepts, which cannot be studied from only
one perspective or with one specific method. A multi-perspective approach is required.
This was confirmed during the long study and concurs also with my experience as a
practitioner working with practitioners, (see Section 1.6 My background).
As a practitioner, the concepts of bricoleur and bricolage also make intuitive sense,
because they open a bridge from theory to practice and provide understanding of how
and under which conditions various disciplines can be merged. Using the notion of the
bricoleur as the individual in charge of decisions and action when risks are emerging or
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in the middle of the risk events provides a practical focal point from which the
mandatory questions can be asked. They concern how well they have the required
knowledge and tools in the case of risk events in the specific locations where they are.
Phronesis emphasises value-knowledge as an important virtue in decision-making. It
also adds concepts like power at the centre when HC-to-HC type relationships are
studied. Power as a concept is practically absent in IC and ICM studies, not to mention
‘ICRisk’ or ‘Intellectual Liabilities’. Understanding knowledge as not a ‘monolith’ but
rather classified as how Flyvbjerg (2001) does it is useful here.
Step 3 Relevance of the study: This thesis attempts to improve the decisionmaking in intellectual capital management by taking the IC-related risk concept as part
of the IC management process.
First, managing IC-related risk refers to decision-making in many areas. Decisions
always refer to the future which by definition is uncertain and contains risks, and risk
management should be integrated in the managerial work and at the core of decisionmaking. If these concepts can be raised into the attention of management, as part of IC
and ICM or practical management, relevance in practice has also been reached.
Second, the attempt to integrate IC management with IC-related risk management and
more generally risk management with management may reduce overlapping work and
improve the performance of the organisation. Technically this suggests that all
functions, especially management (also ICM) and risk management (ICRM) should
work towards the same objectives. In addition to this, all participants also share the
uncertainties relating to the objectives. What is not shared are the various means to
manage the uncertainties, starting from identifying them. Therefore the main risk is in
how the relevant knowledge required to manage the uncertainties can be shared. The
concept of ‘epistemic holes’ is seen as a practical means to identify and localise the
potential risks in the knowledge-sharing.
9.5

Limitations

One theoretical limitation is the chosen definition of IC (knowledge-related IC) and the
meta-theoretical approach to the concept of IC-related risk; it leaves the prevailing IC
accounting and calculations out of scope. They could have been included, but the
disadvantage would be loss of focus on the conceptual considerations and on relations
where the risks actually emerge and are realised.
The approach using the three guiding principles as a gauge for assessing the disciplines
might leave other important perspectives out of focus. Precision is crucial when the
communication is based on concepts and when the aim is to assess and measure IC
elements including risks. Communication, however, is not and should not solely be
based on precise concepts. Ambiguity can often be of benefit since it triggers questions,
critiques and other consideration which may lead to new inventions and later
innovations. Also, the “gut feelings” by lay men or experienced experts are important
factors, which have not been taken into specific consideration. The concept “epistemic
hole” however implies that the expressions by decision makers should be taken into
serious account – these may contain cues of emerging risks. Future studies are required
in this area.
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As mentioned above, the diminishing bond73 in the current version of ISO 31000:2018
between the concepts of risk and uncertainty is, if it persists, negative for practice and a
limitation of the future applicability of the ICRM Framework. The removal does not, so
far, seem to affect practice. Røyksund and Flage (2019) report, that the risk
management at Petroleum Safety Authority Norway (PSA-N) has been shifted from
probability-based risk management to uncertainty-based risk management. This shift
means that the assessed risks (reports of risks) will be re-assessed by inspectors by
assessing the uncertainty the intial assessment contains.
The ICRM framework developed here has not been empirically tested. The relational
dependence as risk, however, has been validated in the insurance case.
Some risk approaches have been deliberately omitted from discussion. These include
the numerical methods which attempt to measure and derive from data mostly used by
financial institutions (any kind of available data, mostly past events – financial
transactions, accidents etc.). The same data, however, have also been implicated as
unreliable (Bernstein 1996b) in conjunction with the notion uncertainty.
IoT (Internet of Things) has been mentioned but not discussed extensively. Also the
assessment technologies (algorithms etc.) have been named but excluded from the
examination. IoT relates to Big Data which consists of information of traces individuals’
actions leave into data repositories, either deliberately or unknowingly. Big Data is no
more a means to inspect but to intervene. These new developments are important for
identifying IC or Knowledge related uncertainties and assessing their risks.
I consider the number of cases sufficient for illustration purposes. The insurance case
with ten interviews is important as validation of the used approach. The qualitative
interviews of the two firm cases have been important for elaboration of the relational
view. They are however, too few to draw more far-reaching conclusions. For further
studies, however, the cases can provide with important questions and themes.
Thus, empirical validation of the ICRM framework in practice is left to future research.
This, on the other hand, is a limitation common to most new theoretical constructs.
9.6

Reflections: Why IC and ICM for risk management?

Giddens’ and Beck’s notion of manufactured risks is an important ‘signal’ which
modernity sends us. In our focused working and mind-set and in our imagination or
illusion of the omnipotence of mankind, it is difficult and often ‘expensive’ to put things
that are important for us in context in a critical way. Too often these attempts have
been evaded by optimistic agendas. One should ask who benefits from it.
What is the value of using IC and ICM for risk management?
As shown earlier, many of the IC-related functions are managed without referring to IC
or ICM frameworks. The same seems to hold true with IC-related risks. Risks in HC are
managed in the context of risk management whereas IC-class risks, i.e. SC and RC are
rarely discussed (Kupi et al., 2008b). If IC and ICM would be taken seriously, ICrelated risks should be part of management and considered as an integral part of
management and decision-making. The most difficult point is that when knowledge is
73 In the current 2018 version the bond between uncertainty and risk remains in the definition only. Other
explanatory texts have been removed.
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explicitly recognised as the foundation of IC the consequence is a requirement that
managers should pursuit self-reflection, i.e. assess their own knowledgeability. This
requirement may be a stumbling block for many managers or decision makers in
general.
IC is not the only way to represent a holistic view on firm reporting. Some recent
initiatives attempt to cover an even wider scope of a firm’s reporting than IC does. For
example, the International Integrated Reporting Council’s IIRC Framework covers six
capitals and thus extends the domain of integration beyond IC. The notion capital in
the IIRC context refers to financial transactions as the core and that core is reported
from six specific perspectives, called capital. The answers in the reports are how much
money and how the financial transactions have been allocated to six specific areas,
which then are reported. IIRC is intended for for-profit firms whereas IC attempts to
understand not only firms but organisations in a wider sense such as ecosystems,
regions or nations (Edvinsson, 2008; Käpylä et al., 2012; Ståhle and Bonfour, 2008;
Dumay et al. 2018).
According to the thesis’ claim, the core should be wide, because it allows a true holistic
view by enabling a multi-perspective view (as many reported capitals) on the object of
study. The use of relational knowledge as the core may then provide answer to many
different questions, among them the question of this thesis; what is IC-related risk?
IC and ICM, independent of the core concept in them, are an attempt to provide a
holistic view of the firm, or organisation. The value is in the pursuit of understanding
parts of the whole but also the specific interaction of the parts (elements) which
produces new results and knowledge.
Often, as shown in this thesis, risks are identified locally, or at least specified and
understood in the local context. This is feasible. But the knowledge-related risks
identified in the local context are not yet IC-related risks. The identified risks must be
put in the context of the organisation and its objectives. Therefore the integrative
approach as shown in the map/model (see Figure 46 on page 179) where FE is in the
centre is important. It reminds us to ask the essential integrative and synthetic
questions. The small questions which are made in the local contexts must be raised and
combined as big questions – these are the IC-relevant questions.
The framework also works as a ‘lift’ in the following way: When the focus in the study is
on one specific area, like information security, the specialists are often tied by the
details of the problem – and hence, the potential problem solution is being sought
there. In order to understand the impact of the problem as well as its boundaries, it is
important to construct a subsidiary or contextual view on the problem. Often, this
cannot be achieved by experts diving deep into the problem. What is required is some
external party to the problem to put it in context. Here, the created framework may
help. The MT case in this regard is a good illustration. The connections to other entities
and relations create questions, which may point out essential associations which have
relevance in understanding the problem.
The actual solution lies in the hands of the manager in an organisation or a highly
developed capability for self-reflection on the part of the ‘doer’. The framework may
serve as a reflectivity means or tool for the doer, which enables a self-induced
distancing from the subject matter.
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9.7

Conclusions

This thesis increases the understanding of IC-related risk, not only from a theoretical
perspective but also from a practical perspective by providing a framework and related
package of methods and tools to manage IC-related risks.
One important conclusion is that before starting to talk about risks, we should always
ensure that we know what the underlying uncertainties of the risk statements are. ISO
31000, despite some issues, turned out to be an appropriate meta-framework to be
applied to such abstract disciplines as IC and ICM. The issues in ISO 31000 related to
the weak description of the identified triad of Uncertainty - Knowledge – Risk (U-K-R).
Therefore much of space was required to discuss both knowledge and uncertainty and
how these two concepts interrelate. The knowledge aspect is a general topic but the IC
view on risks made it important to take it seriously.
Even though the thesis was conducted in the disciplinary context of IC and ICM, the
results have a bearing on risk management and management in general, namely by the
suggestion on how to integrate these two disciplines or functions to work together and
to achieve the demand to see risk management as an integral part of management and
decision making at any level of an organisation.
Finally, the reclassification of the IC triad does not make other IC classifications
obsolete or valueless. It only means that they are not as such fully meeting the
requirements which come from the ICRM framework developed in this thesis.
The ICRM framework is one example of how IC-related risk can be managed in the
light of the ISO 31000 risk standard. This framework is also one of the main
contributions of the thesis. The ICRM framework provides a comprehensive and
systematic way to identify IC-related elements by its classification, specifically designed
for IC. These IC-related elements can then be assessed when presented in various forms
such as maps, models, and processes. Essential to the answer is that even if we could
identify all IC elements we cannot identify all potential risks. The knowledge (human
competence and intelligence or KSEA) component being dominant in IC makes the
mission impossible: with human bounded rationality, the future is uncertain. The
stakeholder approach used in the framework to treat H-H relations (Human to Human
relations) may improve the possibilities to identify the risks and comprehend the
nature of uncertainty.
History shows, however, that even if you attempt to control all people, they are able and
capable to escape the control, sooner or later. Control often comes with delay. Thus, the
most feasible expectation of ICRM is to learn. Implicitly this means better
understanding of failure, learning from it and avoiding errors.
9.8

Suggestions for future research

Each research project is limited by one common specific aspect: it creates during the
research process interesting questions which cannot be answered due to the time
constraints and space available. This is also the case with this thesis. For researchers
interested in management and risk management with an emphasis on IC-related risks
and IC management some topics are listed which deserve more attention due to their
potential value for both theory and practice.
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First, the recent development within IC and ICM in practice deserves attention and
more research. Kujansivu (2008), and Kujansivu and Lönnqvist (2008) observe that IC
is managed within organisational functions without necessarily being treated in a
holistic way. In addition, the observations from Denmark (Shaper, 2016; Shaper et al.,
2017; Nielsen et al., 2017) provide additional insight into the problem of why IC
statements are no more used there. Diefenbach (2013), on the other hand, concludes
that managers are reluctant to deviate from managerial terminology. He indicates the
problem with the C-form diagram where the top echelon and lowest echelon (those
with their hands in the clay) can depart from terminology conformity, whereas middle
management cannot.
The research question in this context would be to find out what is required for
management to see IC, ICM and IC-related risk as useful in their daily operations and
beyond. Where are the true benefits of these three areas for management?
Unfortunately, this problem cannot be resolved by surveys but rather by participating
in managerial practice. Could the benefits be found in the integration of ICM and ICrelated risk management?
Second, IC and ICM are mainly analytical views on intellectual capital. The current
discussion on whether to report and disclose to the audience outside the firm is
important from an information-sharing perspective. This approach limits the contents
of the research. It is vital to show external stakeholders how the firm is managed and
how it creates value. What managers need are tools to help them to make decisions. In
order to keep IC active, tools and methods for internal use should be provided. This
means that IC should become more performative, operational and practical for
managers. As shown in this thesis, most of the potential answers to the set mandatory
questions would not help the management if they were reported or disclosed to
outsiders.
IC and ICM are analytical concept constructions and because of this it might be difficult
to obtain acceptance by practitioners – especially when similar topics and functions are
managed under other ‘paradigms’ in the operational context and often with non-ICrelated terminology. The analytical concepts do not necessarily correspond with the
concepts used by practitioners, using other names for IC-related items. The cases,
however, show that IC elements are also used operationally.
Third, the potential of the notion of bricoleur and related bricolage has not been tested.
In this thesis bricoleur with epistemic hole was used in a relatively narrow area, ICrelated risk. The bricoleur could be an important method to make IC practical.
Fourth, ICRM can be considered as a question generator. The framework and the
related questions could be tested in practical cases. The emphasis should not be the
notion of risk but IC-related uncertainty which management has to take into account.
Fifth, the ‘epistemic hole’ has been introduced but not applied in practice. It is a
dynamic concept the contents of which vary according to the context and the specific
situation. It is a means to understand the various discontinuities in information and
knowledge flow in a concrete way. It is also a concept which can be understood by
management and practitioners. It has relevance not only in ICRM, where it was coined,
but also in other disciplines, like knowledge management, organisation studies, not to
mention risk management. It is also an indicator of where dialogue is required or a
gauge to assess the degree of dialogue.
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Last but not least is the assessment of the individual’s suitability for certain type of
work. Knowledge as the core of IC concept seems to work at least in theory and in the
context of IC-related risk management. Applying the classification of knowledge
(episteme, techne and phronesis) as a base when assessing the organisation’s ‘capacity
to act’ could be one line of research. The measurement should not count the various
individuals according to the knowledge component but rather attempt to measure the
fit between knowledge type (and expertise in it) against the requirements the
operations presume. This research implies the risk approach by identifying areas where
fit does not exist. The non-fit areas represent risks to the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives.
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APPENDIX 1

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL RISK DOCUMENTS

This appendix covers an analysis of IC risk literature concerning ICRisks and IL. The
literature has been sorted according to the groups of the classification grid for IC riskrelated literature. The columns of Table 14 have the following headings, many of which
are self-explanatory:
Group – the group into which the document has been classified.
Name of work – reference to the document in the list of reference.
Type of work – the type of the document, e.g. book, article, research paper, etc. In
most journal articles the type of paper is mentioned. I have tried to do it for those
lacking this characterisation.
Disciplinary framework – the research or scientific discipline in which the subject
matter has been studied.
Focus on – what is the focal object of the document. TRIAD means that all three IC
classes, HC, SC and RC, are included, either explicitly or implicitly. Other
characterisations are some of the IC classes or some other phenomenon.
Risk-related concept(s) – these include risk, IL, Loss or other notions used. An
additional characterisation is whether the notion means negative aspects only or both
positive and negative.
Comments / Description – here I have tried to briefly characterise the document,
which may help the reader to understand the classification. In some cases I have used a
quotation from the document itself.

Kupi, E. et al.
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not only to report.
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Focus on 75
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Why disclose to
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Inadequacy of
current IC
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Risk negative

Risk positive or
negative
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Risk-related
concept(s)76
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authors should focus on disclosure
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reporting to disclosure – related to
“4th stage of IC which expands its
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communicated.

English version of the Finnish
original, Kupi et al. (2008a)
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Focus on IC-related concepts include Entire IC (TRIAD), HC, ES/RC, IS/SC, or specific IC-related phenomenon, e.g. Reputation or Firm’s performance (Perf).
76 Risk-related or resembling concepts include Risk, Uncertainty, IL, Threat, Loss or similar expression or missing opportunities (implicit risk expressions).
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Name of work
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to classify the findings in the
interviews.
Survey using semi-structured
interviews among 64 individuals in
order to understand why companies
ceased to deliver ICS.
The risk here is a meta-level risk,
indicating how practitioners in a
limited way ‘obey’ theoretically
grounded suggestions, if these do not
aid the ‘daily’ management needs.
Firms have ceased to use IC reporting
in Denmark. Can this result be
considered as IC reporting on risk?
Information systems, information
about economic, operation and
information in humans’ possession
are the ‘elements’ that espionage
focuses on mostly.
IC is uniquely at risk from financial
crime.
Orphan knowledge is missing fit
between existing knowledge and
knowledge requirements – various
causes.
Conceptualising Intangible Liabilities
as obligation the firm makes. Tests
empirically how not-fulfilled
obligations affect work attitude
negatively. IL compliant with Harvey
and Lusch (1999) and Caddy (2000).
Proof that IL exists.

Comments / description

Name of work

Giuliani, M. (2013)

Giuliani, M. (2015)

Majdalany, G. and
Manassian, A.
(2012)

Solitander, M.
(2006)

Solitander, M.
(2011)

Stovel, M. and
Bontis, N. (2002)

Durst, S. and
Zieba, M. (2019)

Group

F

F

F

F

F

F

G

Conceptual
paper

Research paper

Dissertation

Case study

Literature
Review

Research paper

Research paper

Type of work

KM

IC / KM

IC

IC

IA / IC
Financial
accounting

IC

IC

Disciplinary
framework74

Knowledge risk,
KR

HC
Loss of valuable
employees

HC
Knowledgesharing versus
protecting

TRIAD
Voluntary
disclosure of IC
and IL
HC

TRIAD
IC as a dynamic
process

TRIAD
IL as concept
IC and IL in
‘action’

Focus on 75
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Risk negative

Loss negative

IL negative

IL negative

IL negative

IL negative

IL negative

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Case study of strategies to avoid
negative consequences of knowledgesharing.
Article-based academic dissertation
focusing on issues in knowledgesharing. The protection of knowledge
is considered as a strategy to avoid
potential adverse incidents
knowledge-sharing has, i.e.
intellectual liabilities.
Relationship between IC and KM
described as: KM as means to manage
IC/HC.
Proponent of KM systems where
codified knowledge should be stored.
Attempt to create KR taxonomy.
Knowledge is classified into human,
technological and operational
categories. Finally the categories of
knowledge risk create outcomes, all
negative for the focal entity, which are
shown as ‘Knowledge risk map’

“… the idea of intellectual equity is
proposed and conceived as the logical
difference between intellectual
capital and intellectual liabilities.”
Dynamic view on IC value - creation
or destruction
Understanding how the dynamics of
IC are understood in practice. A
longitudinal case study.
Focus on IC in action or in practice.
Voluntary disclosure.
Strong alignment to IA and financial
reporting – IAS38, etc.

Comments / description

Durst, S. (2019)

Durst, S., and
Zieba, M. (2017)

Durst, S., et al.
(2018)

Edwardsson, I.R.
and Durst, S.
(2014)
Haunia, V. (2005)

G

G

G

G

G

Name of work

Group

Article

Literature
review

Research paper

Conceptual
paper

Literature
review

Type of work

RM

KM

KM

KM

KM

Disciplinary
framework74

HC
Personnel-related
risks

Intangibles as
non-financial

Knowledge Risks
(KR) in public
sector

Knowledge risks

Knowledge risk,
KR

Focus on 75
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Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

The majority of
analysed
documents
consider risk as
negative

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Personnel-related risk can be
considered as such personnel-related
factors which may hamper or even
obstruct firm’s achievement of its
business objectives. In Finnish.

52 documents concerning KR are
examined. KR in most of the
documents means Loss, seen from the
focal entity point of view. In some
documents the risk is identified in
relationships (supply chain/network)
and in one KM is seen as means to
reduce risk in new product
development.
The attempt is to create a taxonomy of
knowledge risks from extant body of
knowledged in the field. It arrives at a
taxonomy (model) where the various
knowledge risks are located either
inside or outside of the organisation
and how they affect the internal
processes, knowledge attrition and
knowledge work.
The study is base on one single case.
The study was executed in three
phases. Survey, semi-structured
group interview and group exercises.
The paper contributes to the extant
KM literature in puhlic sector. One of
them is that it goes beyond the typical
approach wher knowledge is seen as
asset.
Outsourcing knowledge processes.

Comments / description

Name of work

IMF (2016)

Massingham, P.
(2010)

Neef, D. (2005)

Paavola, H. (2005)

Perrot, B. 2007

Power, M. (2004a)

Power, M. (2004b)

Power, M. et al.
(2009)

Rautanen, K.
(2011)

Group

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Book

Research paper

Conceptual
paper

Conceptual
paper

Research article
Case study

Article

Research paper

Research paper

Working paper

Type of work

RM

RM

RM

RM

KM / RM

RM

KM / RM

KM

RM

Disciplinary
framework74

Intangibles

TRIAD
Reputational risk

TRIAD
Increase of
control

HC
Knowledge,
Knowledge
deficiencies, CoP
TRIAD
Reputation

RC, HC
Customer loyalty
and consumer
perceived risk

HC, ES
Reputation,
ethical incidents

Non-financial
items in risk
management
HC
Knowledge

Focus on 75
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Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk positive or
negative

Risk negative

Risk positive or
negative?

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Risk of everything.
Notion of secondary risk and primary
risk – how management acts.
Risk management of everything. The
rise of internal control as an
unquestionable principle should give
cause for some concern.
Reputational risk – problematising
the risk notion. Risk is objectified /
reified which is against the concept of
risk.
Practitioner’s view on intangible risk
from RM perspective.

KRM model – reduces cognitive bias
in traditional risk methods and
provides tools and techniques for the
management of organisational risks.
Knowledge Risk Management
combines KM and RM to respond to
ethical or reputation management
incidents. Effective KM is required for
effective RM.
Risk perceived by consumer is an
important concept and its reduction a
precondition for business. Discusses
consumer perceived risks from many
points of view. In Finnish.
Strategic risks, Knowledge Gap in
health care. Management practice
through case description.

Non-financial risk management.

Comments / description

Saariluoma, P.
(2005)

Trkman, P. and
Desouza, K.C.
(2012)

Virolainen, V-M.
and Hallikas, J.
(2005),

Alavi, M. and
Leidner, D.E.
(2001)

Ambrosini, V. and
Bowman, C.
(2010)
Bolisani, E.,
Paiola, M. and
Scarso, E. (2013)

Cegarra-Navarro,
J-G., et al. (2016)

Drew, S. (1999)

G

G

G

H

H

H

H

H

Name of work

Group

Conceptual
paper

Research paper

Research paper

Research paper

Research paper

Article

Theoretical
paper

Article

Type of work

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

RM

IC

RM

Disciplinary
framework74

HC
Knowledge risks

RC

Knowledge
protection

KM and IT
systems as
Knowledge
management
system
Performance

ES
Supplier chain

TRIAD
Knowledge risk in
network

HC
Thinking

Focus on 75
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Risk
Uncertainty

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Causal ambiguity (explaining risks
and uncertainty) in decisions –
managerial knowledge.
Knowledge management in
Knowledge-Intensive Business
Services. Clarifies type of knowledge
protection mechanism.
Peripheral vision and focal vision –
risk in not being aware of what
happens in the environment.
Shows where the risks of knowledge
deficiencies may occur:
1. what we know we know
2. what we know we don’t know
3. what we don’t know we know
4. what we don’t know we don’t know.

Cognitive constraints in human
thinking from cognitive psychology
perspective. Memory and
attentiveness and their effect on
decision-making and risks in it.
Framework for managing knowledge
risks, especially in networked
environment. Applies TCE.
Creates a classification for knowledge
risks and strategies to treat the risks
in the organisational network.
Risk management in supplier
networks. Applies several
perspectives on risks by involved
stakeholders in the network. Systems
and process view in the network.
Information systems and their role in
knowledge management.

Comments / description

Durst, S. and
Leyer, M. (2014)

Durst, S. and
Wilhelm, S. (2013)

Durst, S. et al.
(2015)

Failing, L. et al.
(2007)

Harvey, J. (2011)

Jennex, M.E. and
Zyngier, S. (2007)
Longo, E. (2009)

Massingham, P.
(2005)
Massingham, P.
(2010)

Mohammed, H.K.
and Knapkova, A.
(2016)

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Name of work

Group

Research paper

Research paper

Research paper

Conceptual
paper
Conceptual
paper
Research paper

Research paper
with case

Literature
review

Research paper

Conceptual
paper

Type of work

RM
total

KM / RM (KRM)

KM

KM

KM

STH

KM

KM, KRM

KM

KM

Disciplinary
framework74

IC
Performance / IC

HC
Knowledge loss
HC

HC, IS, ES
Security
HC

ES, Trust, risk

HC
Local knowledge

HC
Knowledge at risk,
loss of knowledge
Knowledge
leakage (KL)

HC
Knowledge risk
identification

Focus on 75
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Risk negative

Loss (risk)
negative
Risk negative

Risk/operative
risks negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk positive /
negative (even for
the focal entity)

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Security contributing to knowledge
management success.
Operative risks and knowledge
management should be seen and
treated together.
Measuring the impact of knowledge
loss.
Framework. Examines how
conventional approaches to risk
management based on decision tree
methods are ineffective, and proposes
and tests an alternative KRM model.
Shows relation between total risk
management, company’s performance
with high investments in IC

Key problem is how to identify
knowledge risk in an organisation.
Use process architecture to assess risk
processes. This allows identifying
risks concerning staff.
Proposes a KM tool to enable SMEs to
obtain information about the
concentration of relevant information.
Study of 57 empirical papers
concerning KL. Discusses various
definitions of KL, most of them
consider KL as negative, but some as
also positive for the focal entity. KL is
focusing on why and how by referring
both individual and organisational
aspects of knowledge use.
Environmental risk and how local
knowledge can aid in decisionmaking.
Stakeholder analysis – trust.

Comments / description

Palmieri, R. and
Giglio, C. (2014)

Rodriguez, E. and
Edwards, J.
(2008)
Rodriguez, E. and
Edwards, J.
(2009)
Rodriguez, E. and
Edwards, J. (2010)

Ståhle, P. et al.
(2002)

Crane, D. (2009)

Rhee, M. and
Haunschild, P.
(2006)
Theeke, H. and
Mitchell, J.B.
(2008)

H

H

H

I

I

I

H

H

Name of work

Group

Conceptual
paper

Research paper

Research paper

Book

Research paper

Report

Conceptual
paper

Research paper

Type of work

Accounting

Marketing

Law

KM

KM / RM

KM

KM

KM

Disciplinary
framework74

Human resource
accounting (HRA)

ES
Car reputation

General impact of
IL from various
perspectives and
stakeholders

TRIAD

HC

HC

HC

HC
Creativity,
Knowledge and
innovation

Focus on 75
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Risk / Liabilities
negative

Liabilities
negative

IL

Uncertainty

Risk
negative

Risk negative

Risk negative

Risk negative
uncertainty

Risk-related
concept(s)76

Liabilities are not that what IC in
general considers as IL. Liabilities
here are considered as monetary
obligations in the future by today’s
decisions concerning human
resources.

Risk Knowledge-sharing – in financial
services, Enterprise management
approach – IT paradigm.
Description of Real Option method as
means to manage uncertainties in
future investments, in the context of
knowledge firms.
Instead of speaking about ‘intellectual
property’, it may be more appropriate
to speak about ‘intellectual rights’
consisting in part of intellectual
property rights and in part of
intellectual liability rights.
Car reputation

CKI – Creativity – Knowledge and
Innovation approach. Circulation
process of CKI dynamics. Framework
using various perspectives to help
capture several outputs of innovation
processes proposed.
Risk Knowledge and Enterprise Risk
Management – IT paradigm – risk
modelling.
Risk Knowledge and Enterprise Risk
Management – Implementation.

Comments / description
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APPENDIX 2

RB – definition of score values

Table 15 explains the relationships noted as numbers or designations. It is drafted in
order from the strongest relationship to the weakest.
The scores from 1 to 12 are organised into a dimensional ordinal scale.
Table 15 Definitions of Score values
Value
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
6

6
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Designation
U3

Meaning
The counterpart decides unilaterally about the
survival of the business.
C3
One party may inhibit the growth of the other.
C3-C1
The competitor may inhibit the growth of the
business area without being hit seriously itself.
U2
The actions of the counterpart may influence the
business with great power.
C2
The competitor may influence the business with
great power.
C2-C1
The competitor may influence the business with
great power without being hit seriously itself.
U1 or FA1 within the other interest groups. The counterpart makes independent decisions.
These however influence the business to a limited
extent.
C1 or FA1 within the interest groups Direct The competitor influences the business only to a
competitors, Substitute competitors or limited extent.
Competitors for the discretionary buying
power of the customers.
C1-C2
The competitor influences the business only to a
limited extent, but is hit seriously itself.
C1-C3
The competitor influences the business only to a
limited extent. but is hit in a decisive way itself
A1 or FA1 within the interest groups The business and the counterpart would gain from
Agents, Board, Management, Personnel, cooperation. Neither is however dependent on it.
Rights, Investors, Owners, and External
culture.
D1 or FA1 within the interest group The counterpart cannot influence the actions of
Suppliers.
the business. It is however only influenced to a
limited extent.
A2
Both parties would lose a lot by breaking the
cooperation.
D2
The counterpart cannot influence the actions of
the business. Furthermore it is heavily influenced
by them.
A3
The survival of both parties depends on the
continued cooperation.
D3
The counterpart cannot influence the actions of
the business, which however can decide its
survival.
No relation of strategic importance.
N.B. This value 13 has been transformed into a
missing value in the statistical analysis

(From RealBiz report)
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APPENDIX 3

List of 31 environmental factors

Source: Concepts from RealBiz, definitions applied by Ritvanen from the assessment
method text. Concept classifications according to Intellectual Capital Triad (IC) using
values HC, ES and IC, Stakeholder approach (STH) using values P for primary and S
for secondary stakeholder (Clarkson, 2005), and the new classification created for
ICRM framework (SYN) using values H- for human, M- for man-made structures, and
N- for natural elements..
Table 16 List of risk factors and their descriptions.
ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

DESCRIPTION OF THE RISK FACTOR

Agents
IC = ES, IS
STH = P
SYN = HBoard
IC = IS, HC
STH = P
SYN = HConflicts Of Interest
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = H- and MCorporate Culture
IC = IS, HC
STH =S
SYN = H- and M-

The relationships the company has with agents are assessed.
Questions attempt to assess the interdependency between the agent
and the focal firm. The firm may be dependent on the agent or vice
versa.
Board of directors can be considered as an internal stakeholder. The
importance, interdependency, composition, function and competence
of the Board in terms of broad experience from other industries are
assessed.
The extent to which the focal firm has ongoing or potential disputes
with important stakeholders or a public authority. Does the firm face
product liability claims and how severe are the environmental
responsibilities?
Corporate culture comprises the following aspects of management,
how the firm is managed in terms of goals, strategies, systems, human
resources, training control span and management style. It covers the
art of communication, clarity of strategy, etc. In this way it implicitly
‘measures’ management’s quality.
This risk factor assesses firm’s sensitivity to changes in currency rates.
This matter can be positive or negative with respect to firm’s
competitors (all).

Currencies
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = MCustomers
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = H-

Direct Competitors
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = M-

Disasters
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = N-, H-, MDiscretionary Competition
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = H-

Customers are current customers of the firm. The relationship and
interdependence with the customer is assessed with 20 questions.
These questions cover among others the following aspects: largest
customer’s share of revenue and contribution, the extent the customer
is competing with the focal firm, customer specific investments, effect
of sudden changes in customer’s behaviour or focal firm’s behaviour,
etc.
Direct competitors are those which compete with focal firm with the
same kind of products or solutions and satisfy the same type of needs.
The relationship with the direct competitor is assessed by the
following aspects: relative financial strength, relative product or
service strengths, extent to which customers are competitors as well,
relative importance of the business for either party, market share,
reputation, relative prices, how well-known the focal firm is in
comparison with direct competitor, and maturity of the market with
four phases.
Disasters cover natural disasters and other risks like fire, theft of
goods or information the company or its personnel may encounter.
Questions assess how well the company is covered against these kind
of disasters.
Discretionary competition is that known provider which competes for
customer’s budget (not satisfying the same need). This question
applies to businesses which do not satisfy a fundamental need. Many
of the questions are the same as those used in direct competition.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

DESCRIPTION OF THE RISK FACTOR

External Culture
IC = HC, ES
STH = S
SYN = H- and MExternal Environment
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = M- and NInfrastructure
IC = ES, IS
STH = S
SYN = M- and NInterest Levels
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = MInvestors
IC = HC, ES
STH = P
SYN = HLegal Structure
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MManaging Director
IC = HC
STH = P
SYN = H-

External culture covers trends in society, changes in norms and their
impact on business, positive or negative.

Mass media
IC = ES, HC
STH = S
SYN = H
Owners
IC = HC, ES, IS
STH = P
SYN = H-and MPolitical Rules
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MPressure Groups
IC = HC, ES
STH = S
SYN = HRights
IC = IS, HC, ES
STH = S
SYN = MRules For Competition
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MRules Influencing Demand
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MSeason
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = N-

External environment covers the impact the firm has on its
environment (dangerous products, waste) and further, can the firm
cease the production of harmful products and at what cost, and if at all
at any cost.
Infrastructure covers power supply, water, road and other facilities
firm depends on and the effect these have on firm’s achievement of its
objectives.
This relationship measures the effect of dramatic changes in interest
level on the focal firm.
Relationship to investors. Consists of aspects like company’s ability to
get financing from investors, or the solidity or reputation of the
financier.
To what extent the legal structure constrains the development of the
BA and if there are problems, the effect of removal of the problem on
firms earning.
The role of the managing director for the focal firm and BA, the effect
on firm (measurable) if the MD decides to leave, can MD start
competing with the focal firm or take customers with them, MD’s
salary level in comparison within industry, and ease of MD to get
another job outside the firm.
To what extent mass media or an individual person via mass media
can affect the company. How well the spokespersons or responsible
persons have access to reliable information about the operations.
Owner's purpose in owning the company, reputation of owners,
owner's demand on yield vs. long-term focus, owner's resources and
so on.
Effect of political rules on business conduct. The cost if the political
rules affecting business should be ceased or tolerated.
Pressure groups are understood here widely as from lobbyists to
Greenpeace. What is the effect on business if such a group succeeds
with their aim (either benefit or detriment)?
Rights include patents, copyrights and other intellectual properties,
etc. The effect on focal firm if the rights holder ceases to lease the right
to the focal firm and the effect on the rights holder if the company
decides not to use the rights any more.
To what extent the rules for competition affect the business conduct.
Are the competitors affected in a similar way to the focal firm?
To what extent the rules influencing demand affect the business
conduct. Are the competitors affected in a similar way to the focal
firm?
Effect of season or weather on business. The investment needed to
eliminate the effect or cost of closing the business affected by season.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

DESCRIPTION OF THE RISK FACTOR

Staff
IC = HC
STH = P
SYN = H-

Staff or key persons are assessed from various aspects including their
impact on the firm if they leave. Can the key person start competing
with the firm, is the economic compensation in line with the market,
is the owner the key person? Are the contacts with customers so good
that key person could take customers with them and if so, how large
are the losses the firm would suffer?
Substitute competitors or indirect competitors provide market with
solutions which satisfy same need as the focal company but in a
different way (technique, method, etc.). To what extent the substitute
competitors can affect the firm’s business. The aspects of the enquiry
are similar to those used with direct competitors above.
To what extent the suppliers affect or are affected by the firm and to
what extent the quality of the products or the services provided by the
supplier are controllable.

Substitute Competitors
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = HSuppliers
IC = ES
STH = P
SYN = HSupply Of Components
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MSupport
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = MUninsured Assets
IC = IS, ES
STH = P
SYN = MWork Environment
IC = ES
STH = S
SYN = H-, M-, and N-

The extent to which constraints in supply of components affect the
firm and do these constraints affect the competitors in the same way?
How the public sector supports the business area and what is the
effect of it on the firm’s business?
Environmental liabilities or latent costs from clean-up, financing
customers, etc.
Does the operation of the firm affect problems in the environment,
whether physical or mental?
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APPENDIX 4

Figure 58

INSURANCE CASE THEME CLOCK

The theme clock used in insurance case interviews
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APPENDIX 5

Figure 59

FIRM CASES THEME CLOCK

The theme clock used in firm case interviews
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